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This thesis merges the history of the seaside and the history of the freak show, to 
explore the display of freaks in the first half of the twentieth century, including 
their meanings, representations and constructions for the British public. It builds 
upon the scholarly research conducted by Leslie Fiedler, Robert Bogdan, Rosemarie 
Garland Thomson, and Nadja Durbach that focuses on the exhibition of unusual 
bodies for entertainment in the nineteenth century. Through concentrating on dis-
plays of freakery between 1900 and 1950, it assesses the continuation of freakery 
at British seaside resorts, spaces on the physical and metaphorical margins of Brit-
ish life. The thesis assesses the seaside space as a site for the continuation of freak-
ery in the twentieth century. It examines the different types of unusual bodies that 
were displayed as part of the coastal freak show including midgets, starvation per-
aﾗヴﾏWヴゲが a;デ ヮWﾗヮﾉWが ;ﾐS けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげく Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ IﾗﾐデW┝デ┌;ﾉｷゲｷﾐｪ W┝ｴｷHｷど
tions of unusual bodies within their social and cultural context, it demonstrates 
how the British public understood themselves in relation to the unusual person on 
Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞が ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ ｷﾐ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ ｴW;ﾉデｴが ┘WﾉﾉﾐWゲゲが けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げが ;ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げく 
Ultimately, the thesis argues that freak shows remained central to British culture in 
seaside locations until the mid-twentieth century, when other forms of amuse-
ment, such as films and television, became more popular in the leisure lives of the 
public, and became the primary way in which the public appeased their curiosity in 
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けWhen you see a freak in a circus, are you a freak or is he one?げ 
The display of unusual bodies for entertainment has a long and complex 
historyく けFヴW;ﾆゲげが けﾏﾗﾐゲデWヴゲげが けﾗSSｷデｷWゲげが ﾗヴ けlusus naturaeげ ｴ;┗W ｷﾐデヴｷｪ┌WS ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲ 
since the medieval period.1 Those categorised as freaks varied from 
cultural icons that range from the cycloptic Polyphemus and the gigantic 
Goliath to werewolves and the seven adorable little dwarfs... Stone Age 
cave drawings, for example, record monstrous births, while prehistoric 
gravesites evince elaborate ritual sacrifices of such bodies.2  
By the seventeenth-century, human curiosities were commonly exhibited 
alongside wild animals in the public spaces of London for the amusement of people 
from all social backgrounds. Showmen established their displays at local fairs, 
lecture halls, and marketplaces, spaces where large crowds of people could come 
and stare at the unusual people on display. Taverns proved to be one of the most 
popular venues for freak shows; they had a multiplicity of patrons and variety of 
                                                          
1 Nadja Durbach, Spectacle of Deformity: Freak Shows and Modern British Culture 
ふC;ﾉｷaﾗヴﾐｷ;が ヲヰヱヰぶが ヮく ヱき ‘ﾗゲWﾏ;ヴｷW G;ヴﾉ;ﾐS Tｴﾗﾏゲﾗﾐが けFヴﾗﾏ WﾗﾐSWヴ デﾗ Eヴヴﾗヴ に A Genealogy 
ﾗa FヴW;ﾆ DｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW ｷﾐ MﾗSWヴﾐｷデ┞げ ｷﾐ ‘ﾗゲWﾏ;ヴｷW G;ヴﾉ;ﾐS Tｴﾗﾏゲﾗﾐ ふWSくぶ Freakery: Cultural 
Spectacles of the Extraordinary Body (New York, 1996), p. 1. 
2 Rosemarie Garland Thomson, (ed.) Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of the Extraordinary Body 





rooms in which proprietors could W┝ｴｷHｷデ デｴWｷヴ ;Iデゲ ;ﾐS Iｴ;ヴｪW ｷﾐデﾗ┝ｷI;デWS ヮWﾗヮﾉW け; 
few shillings to see the extraordinary.げ3  
Showing so-called けfreaks of natureげ continued in an ad-hoc fashion until 
what Nadja Durbach ｴ;ゲ Iﾗﾐaｷｪ┌ヴWS ;ゲ けデｴW ｴW┞S;┞ ﾗa デｴW ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘げ aヴﾗﾏ 
1847 to 1914.4 More than presenting physically abnormal human bodies for 
amusement and profit, freak shows had social and cultural significance, which 
enabled the public to understand themselves and their bodies in relation to the 
person on display. Durbach ﾐﾗデWゲ けTｴWゲW ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ ヴW┗W;ﾉが デｴWヴWaﾗヴWが デｴ;デ ぷぐへ 
SｷaaWヴWﾐIW ┘;ゲ ヮヴﾗS┌IWS ｷﾐ S┞ﾐ;ﾏｷI ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ﾗデｴWヴ aﾗヴﾏ ﾗa IﾗヴヮﾗヴW;ﾉ さSW┗ｷ;ﾐIWざ 
and cannot be divorced from the discourses of deformity more geﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞くげ5 While 
the interest in those with anomalous bodies remained consistent, the spatial and 
temporal dimensions in which they were exhibited was transformed. Accordingly, 
the physical and cultural construction of the freak show was entirely dependent on 
the environmental context in which it was created, portrayed, and observed. 
Consequently, the meaning and significance of unusual bodies changed, depending 
on the time and space in which they were displayed.  
The analysis of freak shows provides an interesting and important avenue 
through which to discuss the social, cultural, economic, and political history of 
Britain. The freak show was one of the largest cultural institutions of the British 
                                                          
3 Thomas Fahy, Freak Shows and the Modern American Imagination: Constructing the 
Damaged Body from Willa Cather to Truman Capote (Basingstoke, 2006), pp. 5-6.  
4 Durbach, Spectacle of Deformity (California, 2010), p. 1. 





entertainment and leisure industry in the nineteenth century. Alongside other 
popular recreational activities, such as visiting zoos and museums, attending 
displays of unusual bodies presented the British public with a spectacle for their 
entertainment and pleasure. Freakery appealed to all sections of British society. It 
provided a form of amusement that attracted members of the upper and lower-
classes alike, and thereby allowed many from within the lower social orders to be 
exposed to and therefore to imitate the behaviour of their social superiors. Thus, as 
a central component of the British entertainment and leisure industry, as well as its 
ability to mix classes and expose people to difference, the freak show is deserving 
of extensive historical analysis. Examining the freak show reveals the types of 
amusements enjoyed by the public, widespread attitudes towards physical 
abnormality, and the experiences of those who performed in these exhibitions. 
This thesis merges the history of the freak show and the history of seaside 
resorts to analyse the continuation of freak shows in seaside locations in the period 
1900 to 1950. It refutes N;Sﾃ; D┌ヴH;Iｴげゲ IﾗﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ デｴW aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘ SWIﾉｷﾐWS ｷﾐ 
the early part of the twentieth century, due to the introduction of legislation that 
restricted the employment of foreign workers, the emergence of the beauty 
industry, and the rise of the disability rights movement, and the large influx of 
disabled ex-servicemen in Britain during the aftermath of the First World War.6 
Rather, it demonstrates that despite changing attitudes towards some forms of 
disablement, alongside increasing scientific and medical knowledge of physical 
                                                          





difference, people remained curious about unusual bodies. The thesis suggests 
three main changes in the ways in which freak shows were experienced between 
1900 and 1950. Firstly, the spaces in which freak shows were held transitioned from 
city to seaside. Secondly, freak shows became a working-class phenomenon, rather 
than a type of entertainment enjoyed by all classes in British society. Finally, the 
meaning surrounding those with unusual bodies transformed to reflect the social 
and cultural environment in the first half of the twentieth century.  
Primarily, the thesis examines the transition of freak shows from a central 
mode of entertainment concentrated in the metropolis, to a form of amusement 
that was present at the geographical peripheries of British life. It posits that the 
seaside space, situated on the physical and metaphorical margins of Britain, was a 
place in which the public could partake in a multiplicity of activities that were not 
acceptable in city spaces, traditionally sites of industrialisation and work. The 
marginal seaside space permitted people to be comfortable with viewing marginal 
bodies; people expected sideshows as part of their summertime excursions and 
enjoyed them as a traditional and integral aspect of their holiday amusements. 
However, as seaside spaces attempted to reinvent themselves as respectable 
holidaying locations in the 1930s, there were numerous efforts to improve the 
types of entertainment available to holidaymakers through the removal of 
disreputable displays. Seaside sideshows were targeted by local authorities 
concerned that the displays encouraged people to associate seaside resorts with 





public perceptions of seaside locations and the fascination with human anomalies 
continued, despite efforts to reinvent the amusements available to excursionists. 
The thesis regards the spaces in which freaks were presented for the 
entertainment of the British public as centrally important to the construction, 
perception, and representation of normality and abnormality. Through placing 
freak shows within the seaside, a space focused on health, wellness, and 
entertainment, the thesis assesses the exhibition of anomalous bodies in relation to 
contemporary health discourse in the first half of the twentieth century. This was 
characterised by concerns surrounding the physical and moral degeneration of the 
British race in the aftermath of the Boer War, the けHungry Englandげ debate of the 
1930s, the rising obesity rates of the middle classes, and the supposed supremacy 
of the British race.  
By demonstrating that freak shows continued in resorts that were most 
popular with the working classes, the thesis identifies an important class shift in 
those who expressed their curiosity in freakery. No longer were the upper classes 
openly visiting freak shows; instead they opted for upmarket or residential resorts 
such as Bournemouth or Hastings, which had other forms of entertainment, such as 
sea-bathing and promenading.7 As it became less socially acceptable to stare at 
difference for amusement, the demographic of those attending freak shows 
transformed. Therefore, although freak shows remained popular, they were less 
                                                          
7 John Hannavy, The English Seaside in Victorian and Edwardian Times (Buckinghamshire, 





;IIWヮデ;HﾉW デﾗ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ upper classes. Through assessing the spaces in which freak 
shows continued, and the types of people who patronised such exhibitions, 
historians can better assess how the vectors of class and social status intersected 
with ideas of deviance, or abnormality in Britain in a period of changing attitudes 
towards physical variation.  
Despite the concern surrounding the acceptability of staring at those with 
unusual bodies for entertainment, the popularity of freak shows in Britain was 
emphasised in a report published in January 1921. Hannen Swaffer, an English 
journalist and drama critic, published a full-page article in The Graphic, a British 
weekly illustrated newspaper which commented on a multiplicity of topics that 
were interesting to the British public, including amusements, legal trials, and sports 
news.8 Swaffer regularly reported on the variety of freak shows that amused 
audiences at the Olympia and the Agricultural Hall throughout the first half of the 
twentieth century. He noted that there was a plethora of different freaks of nature 
┘ｴﾗ W┝ｴｷHｷデWS デｴWｷヴ HﾗSｷWゲ デﾗ ヮ;┞ｷﾐｪ ;┌SｷWﾐIWゲが ｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ けUヴゲ;ぎ TｴW BW;ヴ L;S┞げが 
け‘ﾗゲｷW FﾗゲデWヴぎ TｴW H;ﾉa-L;S┞げが けJWﾐﾐｷW LｷﾐSゲ;┞ぎ TｴW TｴヴWW-Fﾗﾗデ Hｷｪｴ MｷSｪWデげが ;ﾐS 
けHｷﾉS; Fﾉ;Iﾆぎ TｴW Gｷ;ﾐデ “Iｴﾗﾗﾉ Gｷヴﾉ ﾗa Eヮヮｷﾐｪげく9 HW ヴW┗W;ﾉWSが けTｴWﾐ デｴWヴW ;ヴW ゲﾐ;ﾆW 
ゲ┘;ﾉﾉﾗ┘Wヴゲ ;ﾐS デ;デデﾗﾗWS ﾉ;SｷWゲ ;ﾐS I;ﾐﾐｷH;ﾉゲ ;ﾐS ;ﾉﾉ ゲﾗヴデゲ ﾗa デｴｷﾐｪゲくげ10 
                                                          
8 Lｷﾐデﾗﾐ AﾐSヴW┘ゲが けSwaffer, Hannen (1879に1962)げが ヴW┗く Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, Jan 2011 
[http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/36379, accessed 13 April 2017]; The Graphic was 
first published on 4th December 1869 by Illustrated Newspapers Limited. It continued to be 
published each week until 23 April 1932.  
9 H;ﾐﾐWﾐ “┘;aaWヴが けAヴW TｴW┞ FヴW;ﾆゲ ﾗヴ AヴW WWいげ The Graphic, (London) 8 January 1921.  





Swaffer attempted to comprehend why those with usual bodies were 
utilised as a form of entertainment and expressed the notion that freaks were only 
IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ S┌W デﾗ デｴW ゲﾗIｷWデ;ﾉﾉ┞ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌IデWS ヮWヴIWヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴ;デ ┘ｴｷIｴ 
┘;ゲ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデﾗﾗS ;ゲ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげく HW ゲデ;デWSが けWｴWﾐ ┞ﾗ┌ ゲWW ; aヴW;ﾆ ｷﾐ ; IｷヴI┌ゲが ;ヴW ┞ﾗ┌ ; 
freak or is he one? When Gulliver saw the Lilliputians he thought they were freaks 
HWI;┌ゲW デｴW┞ ┘WヴW ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ｴW ┘;ゲぐIゲ ; ｴﾗヴゲW デｴ;デ ゲデ;ﾐSゲ ﾗﾐ ｷデゲ ｴｷﾐS ﾉWｪゲ ; 
aヴW;ﾆ ﾗヴ ; ｪWﾐｷ┌ゲい Wｴ;デ ｷゲ ; aヴW;ﾆい Wｴ;デ ｷゲ ; ｪWﾐｷ┌ゲいげ11 Commenting on the scale of 
the phenomenon he added, けAデ デｴｷゲ ﾏﾗﾏWﾐデ デｴWヴW ;ヴW ﾏore freaks assembled in 
LﾗﾐSﾗﾐ デｴ;ﾐ ｴ;┗W W┗Wヴ HWWﾐ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐくげ12 WｴｷﾉW “┘;aaWヴげゲ ヴWヮﾗヴデ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWゲ デｴ;デ 
freak shows still took place in metropolitan centres such as London, the primary 
location for the continuation of freakery by the 1920s was in seaside locations. 
Moreover, although freak shows still occurred, it is clear they had become less 
popular with the upper classes, evidenced by numerous articles that articulated 
complaints about the display of unusual bodies for entertainment. Nevertheless, 
Swafferげゲ comment was pertinent in encapsulating the debates which historians of 
freakery have engaged with in recent years; how did contemporaries determine 
;ﾐS ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS けaヴW;ﾆｷゲｴげが ┘ｴ┞ SｷS デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI aｷﾐS aヴW;ﾆゲ 
entertaining, and at what point did the freak show decline? 
Traditionally, historians of freakery including Leslie Fiedler, Robert Bogdan, 
Rosemarie Garland Thomson, and Nadja Durbach have argued that the freak show 
                                                          
11“┘;aaWヴが けAヴW TｴW┞ FヴW;ﾆゲ ﾗヴ AヴW WWいげが ふLﾗﾐSﾗﾐぶ Β J;ﾐ┌;ヴ┞ ヱΓヲヱく  





was culturally determined.13 They suggest that society distinguished what was 
considered deviant and subsequently capitalised on it. Furthermore, this shaped 
societal attitudes and behaviour towards those perceived to be different. The 
public, apprehensive about the stigmatizing effect of deviance, altered their bodies 
and behaviour to avoid being considered aberrant. Thomas Fahy argues, けTｴW aヴW;ﾆ 
was not part of this community but someone who reaffirmed the cultural 
ゲ┌ヮWヴｷﾗヴｷデ┞ ﾗa デｴW ﾗﾐﾉﾗﾗﾆWヴくげ14 Therefore, the analysis of freak shows reveals the 
W┝ヮWIデWS けﾐﾗヴﾏゲげ ﾗa ;ﾐ┞ ｪｷ┗en society, as well as the public anxieties that 
ゲ┌ヴヴﾗ┌ﾐSWS けSｷaaWヴWﾐIWげが けSW┗ｷ;ﾐIWげが ;ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げく Fahy articulates this, noting  
The freak represented what the audience was not に the Other, someone 
excluded from mainstream society for being differenデく Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ┘;┞が けデｴW 
freakish body revealed surprisingly insecure power structures and suggested 
underlying anxieties about the ways individuals defined and related to each 
other.15  
The bodily conceptions of the public dictated what was permissible and 
what was not, with regards to cultivating an acceptable body. Moreover, the 
physical construction of the ideal body was directly associated with the societal 
normality of the individual. Thus, the deconstruction of displays of unusual bodies 
                                                          
13 See Leslie Fiedler, Freaks: Myths and Images of the Secret Self (New York, 1993), Robert 
Bodgan, Freak Show: Presenting Human Oddities for Amusement and Profit (London, 1990); 
Garland Thomson (ed.) Freakery (New York, 1996); Durbach, Spectacle of Deformity 
(California, 2010).  
14 Fahy, Freak Shows and the Modern American Imagination (Basingstoke, 2006), p. 3.  





for entertainment ヴW┗W;ﾉゲ IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ;デデｷデ┌SWゲ デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げ ﾗヴ 
け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げが ;ﾐS ｴﾗ┘ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ヴWﾉ;デWS デｴWｷヴ HﾗSｷWゲ デﾗ デｴﾗゲW W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾐｪ 
themselves for public entertainment.  
Durbach examines the relationship between freakery and disability at the 
turn of the twentieth century; this is important as the contemporary perceptions of 
difference and disability influenced the ways in which audiences understood those 
displayed as part of the seaside freak show. She notes that initially, the term 
けSｷゲ;HﾉWSげ ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ ┗eterans of the First World War who had been maimed in 
their service to the state.16 When servicemen were no longer able to work and 
ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSW aｷﾐ;ﾐIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ aﾗヴ デｴWｷヴ a;ﾏｷﾉｷWゲげ S┌W デﾗ デｴW ゲW┗Wヴｷデ┞ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ ┘ﾗ┌ﾐSゲが デｴW┞ 
became entitled to state support. She argues that freak show performers in the 
nineteenth century ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ HW ┌ﾐSWヴゲデﾗﾗS ;ゲ けSｷゲ;HﾉWSげが ;ゲ けSｷゲ;HﾉWSげ ヮWﾗヮﾉW 
were traditionally labelled such because of their inability to work. Due to their 
employment in the freak show and circus industry, freak show performers 
remained outside the domain of poor relief until the latter half of the twentieth 
century. Durbach states,  
TｴW I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ ﾗa さデｴW Sｷゲ;HﾉWSざ デﾗﾗﾆ ゲｴ;ヮWが デｴWﾐが ;デ ; ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ 
moment when the British government was forced to re-evaluate the rights 
and responsibilities of citizenship, and when British society was compelled 
to rethink the social meanings attached to bodily disfigurement. The 
disabled thus only became a socially relevant category in the second decade 
                                                          





of the twentieth century, when thousands of wounded soldiers returned 
aヴﾗﾏ デｴW aヴﾗﾐデ ;ﾐS ﾐWWSWS デﾗ HW さヴWｴ;Hｷﾉｷデ;デWSざ ;ﾐS ヴWｷﾐIﾗヴヮﾗヴ;デWS ｷﾐデﾗ 
British society.17 
Based on such categorizations Durbach calls for historians of disability to 
embrace a more nuanced understanding of freaks as individuals able to achieve 
aｷﾐ;ﾐIｷ;ﾉ ｷﾐSWヮWﾐSWﾐIW ;ﾐS ゲデ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞く Tｴｷゲ デｴWゲｷゲ ┘ｷﾉﾉ Wﾐｪ;ｪW ┘ｷデｴ D┌ヴH;Iｴげゲ 
conception of the relationship between bodily difference, individual capacity for 
labour, and public entertainment. It argues that those who displayed themselves as 
part of the seaside freak show were understood separately from disabled civilians 
and servicemen, and therefore their experiences must be regarded as distinct.  
However, whilst Durbach argues that the freak show, for numerous reasons, 
went into decline from 1914 this thesis suggests that freak shows continued to be a 
popular and accepted type of entertainment in the seaside space, a place on the 
physical and metaphorical edges of British life. Therefore, this thesis examines 
public attitudes towards physical difference at a time in which there were more 
disabled people in Britain than ever before and social beliefs surrounding physical 
deformity were transforming in light of the consequences of the First World War.  
Whilst the public may not have visited freak shows regularly at other times 
of year, they were a traditional and intrinsic aspect of working-class summer 
holidaying activities (similar to pantomimes at Christmas), and were enjoyed by a 
                                                          





significant proportion of British holidaymakers. This thesis argues that rather than 
dating the decline of the freak show to the early years of the twentieth century, it 
instead proliferated until 1950, in spaces dedicated to leisure, pleasure, and fun. 
The seaside was a site for health, entertainment, nostalgia, and novelty, and 
therefore provided a space in which the public continued to indulge their interest in 
those with unusual bodies. Subsequently, visitors were able to correlate health 
discourse and the freak bodies on display, to understand their own bodily 
regulation. The thesis argues that freak shows remained an aspect of British culture 
at seaside resorts until 1950, when entertainment combined with the rising 
popularity of holidays abroad, the cinema, and television, to encourage the public 
to enjoy curious sights through alternative mediums. Therefore, the thesis regards 
the spaces in which freak shows continued as fundamentally important to the 
persistence of staring at unusual bodies for entertainment, and the cultural 
construction of those bodies for the public, who stared at human variation and 
difference through their attendance at such exhibitions. 
Although this thesis assesses the curiosity in freaks of nature at British 
seaside resorts until 1950, this is not to say that this was the point at which interest 
in freakery began to decline. Subsequently, freakery diminished by the coast, in 
favour of other forms of amusement. People continued to indulge their fascination 
in the unusual through new entertainments such as film and television. Gerber 





By 1950 because of the combination of the new, medical understanding of 
physical anomalies, the growth of concern for minority rights, and the rise of 
alternative forms of amusement such as televisions and movies, the freak 
show had begun to decline.18 
 Arguably, rather than the decline that Gerber suggests, there was a subsequent 
transition whereby the unusual body continued to be a form of enjoyment but the 
medium through which it was experienced transformed. However, this thesis will 
bring together a number of strands of historical study to understand the first major 
transition of the freak show in the twentieth century. With rising numbers of the 
British public holidaying abroad, the demographic and traditions of British seaside 
holidays changed.  
This thesis draws upon the methodological approaches utilised by 
established historians of the freak show, including Bogdan, Garland Thomson, and 
Durbach, to explore the continuity of freak shows as entertainment in Britain from 
1900 to 1950. It utilises images, newspaper reports, and writings from a wide 
variety of different archives and sources, to comprehend how the public 
understood those who displayed their bodies as part of the seaside freak show. It 
employs numerous local and national archives, including the Wellcome Library, the 
British Library, The National Archives, the Bristol Theatre Archive, and the National 
Fairground Archive, to inform this research. It has a focus on the visual material 
                                                          
18 D;┗ｷS GWヴHWヴが けTｴW さC;ヴWWヴゲざ ﾗa PWﾗヮﾉW E┝ｴｷHｷデWS ｷﾐ FヴW;ﾆ “ｴﾗ┘ゲぎ TｴW PヴﾗHﾉWﾏ ﾗa Vﾗﾉｷデｷﾗﾐ 
;ﾐS V;ﾉﾗヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐげ ｷﾐ ‘ﾗゲWﾏ;ヴｷW G;ヴﾉ;ﾐS Tｴﾗﾏゲﾗﾐが ふWS.) Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of the 





accompanying exhibitions of freaks, including carte de visits and images associated 
with their performances. It places images alongside newspaper reports, writings 
from the Mass Observation archive, and contemporary literature; this enables an 
assessment of both how freak shows were constructed for the entertainment of the 
public, and what holidaymakers garnered from the displays. Through placing these 
sources in the contemporary discourse centred on health, wellness, normality, and 
abnormality, it is possible to examine why freak shows continued in seaside resorts 
and the ways in which the seaside space facilitated the understanding of such 
displays.  
The Importance of the Seaside Space 
British seaside resorts are unique liminal environments, due in part to their 
geographical location and their large yet transient populations, that have been 
leisure spaces for the public since the eighteenth century when they became 
popular sea-bathing locations.19 The thesis concentrates its analysis on three major 
seaside locations; Blackpool, Margate, and Southend-on-Sea. Firstly, Blackpool in 
Lancashire, was selected as it was the most famous seaside resort in twentieth 
century Britain. It became popular with visitors from the upper classes in the 
eighteenth century when the practice of sea-bathing for health and wellbeing 
                                                          
19 This thesis can be situated within the spatial turn in history, which describes an 
intellectual movement that places emphasis on place and space in the humanities. Closely 
linked with quantitative studies of history. The movement has been influential in providing 
mass amounts of data for study of cultures, regions, and specific locations; See Barney 
Warf and Santa Arias, The Spatial Turn: Interdisciplinary Perspectives (London, 2009); Fiona 
Wｷﾉﾉｷ;ﾏゲﾗﾐが けTｴW “ヮ;デｷ;ﾉ T┌ヴﾐ ﾗa “ﾗIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐS C┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ Hｷゲデﾗヴ┞ぎ A ‘W┗ｷW┘ ﾗa デｴW C┌ヴヴWﾐデ FｷWﾉSげ 





became fashionable. The arrival of the railways in 1846 encouraged a burgeoning 
number of working-class visitors to the coast and Blackpool became one of the 
primary destinations for Northern excursionists and holidaymakers. John Hannavy 
;ヴｪ┌Wゲ けMﾗSWﾉﾉWS ﾗﾐ P;ヴｷゲげゲ EｷaaWﾉ Tﾗ┘Wヴが H┌デ ;デ ﾃ┌ゲデ ﾗ┗Wヴ ｴ;ﾉa デｴW ｴWｷｪｴデが デｴW ヵヰヰ 
aﾗﾗデ ふヱヵヲ ﾏWデヴWぶ ｴｷｪｴ デﾗ┘Wヴ IWﾉWHヴ;デWS Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉげゲ ヮヴW-eminence as a holiday 
resort に despite the unpredictable weather of the North-WWゲデぁげ20 Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉげゲ Tﾗ┘Wヴ 
and Illuminatｷﾗﾐゲが ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ デｴW a;ﾏﾗ┌ゲ けGﾗﾉSWﾐ MｷﾉWげが ┘WヴW ゲｷデWゲ ﾗa WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデ 
and spectacle for the public to visit. Secondly, Margate in Kent was the birthplace of 
the bathing machine in 1753.21 It was similar to Blackpool in the types of 
entertainment it provided holidaymakers with but its accessibility gave it a more 
democratic class profile from the start. It attracted Londoners to its sandy beaches 
and became a traditional holiday destination for workers from the metropolis. Allan 
BヴﾗSｷW ;ヴｪ┌Wゲが けA┌デｴﾗヴゲ ;ゲ a;r back as the late eighteenth century mocked the type 
of people who visited Margate; the constant theme is that while it enjoyed visits 
from some aristocrats and wealthy gentry, ease of access from London allowed 
people to visit Margate who could not have ;aaﾗヴSWS デﾗ デヴ;┗Wﾉ デﾗ ﾗデｴWヴ ヴWゲﾗヴデゲくげ22 
This perception of Margate continued throughout the nineteenth century. In 1920, 
the Dreamland amusement park was established and offered visitors the 
opportunity to ride one of the first roller coasters in the United KｷﾐｪSﾗﾏが けTｴW 
                                                          
20 John Hannavy, The English Seaside in Victorian and Edwardian Times (Buckinghamshire, 
2003) p. 16.  
21 Ibid., p. 84. 
22 Allan BヴﾗSｷWが けTｴW Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ F;ﾏｷﾉ┞ AS┗Wﾐデ┌ヴW に Seaside Holidays in Kent in the mid-





“IWﾐｷI ‘;ｷﾉ┘;┞げく Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴWゲW ｷﾐﾐﾗ┗;デｷ┗W ﾐW┘ デWIｴnologies fascinated tourists, 
curiosities such as fat ladies, thin men, and magicians remained traditional features 
at the resort. Finally, Southend-on-Sea in Essex held many similar exhibitions to 
Blackpool and Margate. Due to poor transportation links with London, it was not 
until the nineteenth century that Southend-on-Sea became a popular holiday 
SWゲデｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ デﾗ┌ヴｷゲデゲ ;ﾐS W┝I┌ヴゲｷﾗﾐｷゲデゲく Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾉSげゲ ﾉﾗﾐｪWゲデ 
pleasure pier was built in 1830, measuring almost 1.34 miles in length, many came 
to experience Southend for an exciting summer holiday.  
By the beginning of the twentieth century, each seaside resort mainly 
catered for the working-class and attracted thousands of holidaymakers each 
summer season. These places were near major cities and provided an escape for 
workers who found enjoyment through coastal amusements. Through utilising 
Blackpool, Margate, and Southend-on-Sea as examples, it is possible to understand 
the geographical connections with freak shows throughout British coastal 
locations.23 While each resort was unique, they shared certain similar 
characteristics. As liminal spaces on the margins of British life - visited for short 
periods of time and marked by patterns of consumption and behaviour that were 
often distinct from normality - the seaside space permitted the public to behave 
differently. The freedom of holiday-time ensured that excursionists partook in 
alterative activities that were not part of their everyday lives. Moreover, each was 
                                                          
23 Where relevant the thesis refers to other seaside resorts where examples of freakery 





home to a large and popular amusement park, a feature not found in other resorts. 
Aデ Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉげゲ けPﾉW;ゲ┌ヴW BW;Iｴげが ;デ M;ヴｪ;デWげゲ けDヴW;ﾏﾉ;ﾐSげが ;ﾐS ;デ “ﾗ┌デｴWﾐS-on-
“W;げゲ けTｴW K┌ヴゲ;ﾉﾉげが ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ﾏ;ﾆWヴゲ ┘WヴW WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐWS ;ﾐS ;ﾏ┌ゲWS ┘ith sideshows, 
stalls, and rides. Each pleasure park had spaces dedicated to the exhibition of 
human oddities, making them a significant area of investigation for historians of 
seaside sideshows due to the spatially fixed continuities between locations. While 
the three major seaside resorts dominate discussion, other locations will be 
analysed. Blackpool, Margate, and Southend-on-Sea were certainly not the sole 
venues which hosted freak shows in the twentieth century. However, sources for 
other seaside resorts are limited, making it more difficult to assess the extent to 
which freak shows were present at locations such as Skegness, Brighton, and 
Clacton. In these places, local newspapers made note of certain exhibitions but 
rarely offered detailed descriptions of displays. Therefore, whilst it remains certain 
that freaks were present at these seaside locations, there is limited material about 
the public reaction to their exhibits.   
The Fairground Circuit  
The freak shows at British seaside resorts were part of a broader fairground 
circuit and lucrative leisure economy of circuses and local travelling fairs. Placing 
freak shows within this broader fairground industry provides insight into the 
context in which many freaks of nature worked. It facilitates better understanding 





to audiences in search of amusement. One local newspaper described the 
popularity of fairgrounds in 1905, 
There are 46,000,000 people in the United Kingdom and 40,000,000 say the 
showmen visit their fairgrounds every year. The fairground business was 
Sｷ┗ｷSWS ｷﾐデﾗ デｴヴWW Iﾉ;ゲゲWゲく け‘ｷSｷﾐｪ ﾏ;ゲデWヴゲげ ┘ｴﾗ ﾗ┘ﾐWS デｴWｷヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ 
roundabouts, who accumulated between five and six million pounds to 
invest in their business. The second class were big showmen like Bostock 
and Wombwell, who owned nearly four hundred animals, had a worth of 
one million pounds. The sideshow entrepreneurs, were the third grade, and 
they controlled the travelling amusements and freak shows, who had over 
ten million pounds in their business.24  
Freak shows formed part of a greater business enterprise and generated 
large profits each year. They entertained millions of people, demonstrating the 
popularity of staring at those with anomalous bodies. Although fairgrounds and 
freak shows were popular with members of the British public,  
Novelty was essential to the appeal of freak shows. Many exhibits assumed 
new names and varied performances over time to keep audiences intrigued. 
These changes not only altered the meanings ascribed to freaks, but they 
                                                          
24 けTｴW “ｴﾗ┘ﾏ;ﾐ WﾗヴﾉSげ The Eraが “;デ┌ヴS;┞ ヱヰ J┌ﾐW ヱΓヰヵが ヮく ヲヰき け“ｴﾗ┘ﾏWﾐ MWWデｷﾐｪ ;デ H┌ﾉﾉ 






also suggested that the grounds for normality were not a given but in 
continual negotiation with the freakish.25  
YWデが けぷH┞へ the mid-twentieth century, the ploys became less compelling, less 
able to mitigate the problem of viewing, and the sideshow grew increasingly 
distasteful に something that respectable people avoided and that parents kept from 
デｴWｷヴ IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐくげ26 This thesis analyses freak shows within their wider entertainment 
environment in order to assess the meanings, constructions, and representations of 
┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ HﾗSｷWゲが ;デ ; デｷﾏW ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ;デデｷデ┌SWゲ デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ けSｷゲ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞げ ;ﾐS けSｷaaWヴWﾐIWげ 
were slowly transforming but curiosity in the unusual and strange was not. It 
examines the spatial transition of freak shows from metropolitan centres to seaside 
resorts; it argues that the physical transition from city to seaside echoed the 
changing acceptability of staring at freaks in the twentieth century. It argues that 
the seaside space enabled holidaymakers to appease their interest in the unusual, 
in a place that was centred around novel entertainments. Ultimately, it suggests 
that the time in which freak shows declined coincided with the decline of the 
fairground more broadly.  
Literature Review  
This thesis merges the history of the seaside and the history of the freak 
show, to explore the display of unusual bodies for entertainment in the twentieth 
century, including their meanings, representations, and constructions. Freak shows 
                                                          
25 Fahy, Freak Shows and the Modern American Imagination (Basingstoke, 2006), p. 2. 





and seaside resorts each have their own body of scholarly inquiry, which will be 
utilised throughout this thesis. Additionally, there are numerous other facets of 
historical investigation which are valuable to this study, including the history of the 
entertainment industry, concepts of environment and space, British social and 
cultural history in the twentieth century and finally, the history of the body, health, 
and disability. These sub-disciplines of academic study enable us to historicise the 
display of unusual bodies throughout Britain in the period 1900-1950.  
Freak Shows  
The history of the freak show is positioned within numerous historical sub-
disciplines, including the history of medicine, health, the body, and disability. 
Additionally, it is widely contextualised within the history of the entertainment and 
leisure industries. There has been a wealth of historical research on the history of 
freakery in recent years, with many historians utilising a variety of methodological 
approaches to analyse the effect of displaying human oddities for profit and 
entertainment in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Predominantly, the 
study of freakery has focused on the American freak show, with historians such as 
Leslie Fiedler, Robert Bogdan and Rosemarie Garland Thomson historicising the 
freak show within its social and cultural context, and therefore going beyond the 
concept that the freak show was solely an exploitative, money-making venture. 
Such studies have introduced many debates to the exploration of freakery, 





contemplate their own bodies, and its ability to reveal the anxieties of 
contemporary society. 
In his ground-breaking study on freakery, Freaks: Myths and Images of the 
Secret Self, Leslie Fiedler presents a psychoanalytical history which examines the 
freak as something that defies assumptions and perceptions. He demonstrates that 
dwarfs and giants test a sense of scale and hermaphrodites challenge the notion 
that the world fits into two sexes.27 However, Fiedler claims that the freak show 
┘;ゲ けｷﾐデWﾐSWS デﾗ HW aｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞ デｴWヴ;ヮW┌デｷIが I;デｴ;ヴデｷIが ﾐﾗ ﾏ;デデWヴ ┘ｴ;デ デｴW ｷﾐｷデｷ;ﾉ デWヴヴﾗヴ 
;ﾐS ｷﾐゲWI┌ヴｷデ┞ ｷデ W┗ﾗﾆWゲくげ28 Entrenched within contemporary society, it thus 
reminded audiences that they were normal, relieving tensions around difference, 
deviance, and abnormality. When placed within its cultural context, the study of the 
freak show in Britain reveals the anxieties of the British public, as well as how they 
sought to relieve these worries.29  
The social construction of prodigious bodies enticed human interest and 
provoked the imagination of those who stared at them. Robert Bogdan challenges 
the traditional assumptions that the freak show was a manipulative enterprise, 
through which those with freakish bodies were considered favourably only for their 
beneficial fiscal capacity. He maintains that freaks that performed for amusement 
and profit must be considered within their historical period, in order to remove any 
moral connotations from the freak show as a form of entertainment. Bodgan sees 
                                                          
27 Fiedler, Freaks (New York, 1993), p. 24.  
28 Ibid., p. 31. 





the significance of the freak show in its social contextualisation, and argues that, 
けざFヴW;ﾆざ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ; ケ┌;ﾉｷデ┞ デｴ;デ HWﾉﾗﾐｪゲ デﾗ デｴW ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞く Iデ ｷゲ ゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ 
we created: a perspective, a set of practices に a social construcデｷﾗﾐくげ30 As such, the 
analysis of the unusual body informs the discussion of a number of aspects of 
society and culture, including disability, deformity, and the standardization of the 
body. For David Gerber, the problematic notions of consent and body exploitation 
of render the freak show a morally offensive space. Gerber debates the morality of 
the freak show from a personal standpoint arguing,  
ぐ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ヮﾗｷﾐデ ;ゲゲWヴデゲ ｷデゲWﾉa ﾃ┌ゲデ ;ゲ ｷﾐゲｷゲデWﾐデﾉ┞ ｷﾐ ﾏ┞ ﾏｷﾐSぎ さTｴｷゲ IｴﾗｷIW ｷゲ ゲﾗ 
H;Sが I Sﾗﾐげデ I;ヴW ｷa ｷデ ｷゲ ┗ﾗﾉ┌ﾐデ;ヴ┞くざ Iﾐ ゲｴﾗヴデが I ┘;ﾐデ デﾗ Wゲデ;Hﾉｷゲｴぐデｴ;デ I Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ 
approve of freak shows and thus find condemnation of them, past or 
present, a compelling purpose.31  
Therefore, his concerns mirror the polarising influence of freak shows in a 
historical and contemporary context, which presents a methodological problem for 
historians analysing how the public understood freak shows in the twentieth 
century. Comparably, Michael M. Chemers maintains that the study of the freak 
ゲｴﾗ┘ ｷゲ けﾗﾐW ﾗa ; ﾏ;ヴｪｷﾐ;ﾉｷ┣WS Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷデ┞ ﾗa ヮWヴaormers: targeted, isolated, 
SｷゲWﾐaヴ;ﾐIｴｷゲWSが デﾗヴデ┌ヴWSが ;H┌ゲWSが ;ﾐS ﾏ┌ヴSWヴWSくげ 32 Certainly, the nature of 
choice, consent, legitimacy, and marginalisation are important referents when 
                                                          
30 Bogdan, Freak Show, p. xi. 
31 GWヴHWヴが けTｴW さC;ヴWWヴゲざ ﾗa PWﾗヮﾉW E┝ｴｷHｷデWS ｷﾐ FヴW;ﾆ “ｴﾗ┘ゲげ ｷﾐ ‘ﾗゲWﾏ;ヴｷW G;ヴﾉ;ﾐS 
Thomson, (ed.) Freakery (New York, 1996), p. 40. 
32 Michael M. Chemers, Staging Stigma: A Critical Examination of the American Freak Svow 





considering the freak show. However, simply condemning the freak show as morally 
distasteful undermines the possibility of exploring the extent to which the study of 
freakery reveals broader cultural values. Although historians must avoid 
contemporising the freak show, its capacity to illuminate developments in the 
professionalisation of science and medicine, beliefs surrounding health, wellbeing, 
or fitness, and the ways in which British people understood themselves, their 
bodies, and the world around them makes it worthy of historical scrutiny 
Chemers further argues that freak shows can work to the detriment of 
public understanding of disability, especially from an academic scholarship that has 
focused on it as an entertainment pursuit.33 Historians must be aware of the 
potential mistreatment of human oddities to fully comprehend the display of 
difference throughout history. However, the freak show should not be disregarded, 
condemned, or criticised. Rather, it should be contextualised within contemporary 
concepts of disability, difference, and abnormality to understand the experience of 
those performing as freaks and the public opinion of such displays. As Chemers 
aptly demonstrates, 
Freaks, sometimes intentionally, sometimes unwittingly, render the invisible 
visible and force us to examine our own thought processes about disability 
and other forms of stigma in a way that provides a progressive vision for the 
                                                          





future, one in which disability might no longer be stigmatized at all but 
accepted universally as an everyday component of the human condition.34 
Consequently, Chemers examineゲ デｴW aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘ ;ゲ ; けIﾗﾐデWゲデWS ゲｷデWげが ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa ; 
pervasive social milieu. He establishes that the freak show was a form of stigma 
management, and evaluates to what degree freaks shaped and were shaped by the 
changing understanding of disability.35 Therefore, Chemers suggests that 
considering the freak show within the parametres of British society and culture 
exposes the entrenched beliefs surrounding disability, in addition to how societies 
sought to control, understand, and explain human difference.  
This ｷゲ a┌ヴデｴWヴ W┝ヮﾉﾗヴWS H┞ ‘ﾗゲWﾏ;ヴｷW G;ヴﾉ;ﾐS Tｴﾗﾏゲﾗﾐ ┘ｴﾗ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ デｴ;デ けデｴW 
extraordinary body is fundamental to the narratives by which we make sense of 
ﾗ┌ヴゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ;ﾐS ﾗ┌ヴ ┘ﾗヴﾉSぐ B┞ ｷデゲ ┗Wヴ┞ ヮヴWゲWﾐIW デｴW W┝IWヮデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ HﾗS┞ ゲWWﾏゲ デﾗ 
compel explanation, inspire reprWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐが ;ﾐS ｷﾐIｷデW ヴWｪ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐくげ36 Garland 
Thomson proposes that as societies modernised, human oddities were viewed 
differently. Abnormal people throughout history were typically seen with wonder 
but with a growth in scientific understanding of the body they began to be 
W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐWS ;ゲ けWヴヴﾗヴゲげ ﾗa W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐく37 Garland Thomson outlines the continual 
reframing of disability, showing that as the knowledge of society transformed, so 
                                                          
34 Ibid., p. 5.  
35 Chemers, Staging Stigma, p. 3.  
36 Garland Thomsﾗﾐが けFヴﾗﾏ WﾗﾐSWヴ デﾗ Eヴヴﾗヴげ ｷﾐ G;ヴﾉ;ﾐS Tｴﾗﾏゲﾗﾐ ふWSくぶ Freakery (New York, 
1996), p. 1. 





did the way people understood unusual bodies.38 F┌ヴデｴWヴﾏﾗヴWが ゲｴW ;ヴｪ┌Wゲが けFヴW;ﾆ 
discourse structured a cultural ritual that seized upon any deviation from the 
typical, embellishing and intensifying it to produce a human spectacle whose every 
ゲﾗﾏ;デｷI aW;デ┌ヴW ┘;ゲ ﾉ;SWﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐIW HWaﾗヴW デｴW ｪ;ヮｷﾐｪ ゲヮWIデ;デﾗヴくげ39 Thus, 
the analysis of bodily displays gives important insight into the society of any given 
period, as the freak show was constructed through the magnification of 
contemporary assumptions and convictions surrounding normalcy and deviancy.  
Ultimately, the freak show was a product of the society which hosted the 
performance. Anna Kerchy and Andrea Zittlau provide a comprehensive, analytical 
study of freakery in Europe, reviewing the role of freaks in enforcing the boundaries 
ﾗa ﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞ けｷﾐ ゲヮ;デｷﾗデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲヮWIｷaｷI ﾏﾗSWゲ ┘ｴｷIh result from traumatic 
historical circumstances, decisive geographical contextualization, as well as related 
socio-ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐゲ ;ﾐS Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐ;ﾉ ;ﾐ┝ｷWデｷWゲくげ40 Kerchy and Zittlau explore the 
IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa けWﾐaヴW;ﾆﾏWﾐデげ ｷﾐ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW IﾗﾐデｷﾐWﾐデ;ﾉ E┌ヴﾗヮW;ﾐ freak show and 
illuminate both the necessity and advantage of situating freak shows within their 
contemporary context.  They demonstrate that the freak show was a construct of 
the geographical location where the display of unusual bodies took place, citing the 
extent to which racial difference and socio-political events such as the Holocaust 
were reflected in European freak shows.41 This research builds on their work to 
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locate the exhibition of freaks in the social, cultural, economic and political 
environment of twentieth century Britain. 
TｴW ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa けﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ-ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪげが ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSｷﾐｪ WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデ デﾗ 
audiences, has been explored by Marlene Tromp who examines the social context 
of freakery in Britain, showing that people with unusual bodies had a role to play in 
ﾐWｪﾗデｷ;デｷﾐｪ IﾗﾐIWヮデゲ ﾗa けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げ ;ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げく “ｴW ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ デｴW aヴW;ﾆ 
show was more than just the exploitation of difference for entertainment and 
けAﾏHｷｪ┌ﾗ┌ゲ HﾗSｷWゲ ┘WヴW ﾐﾗデ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ IﾗﾏﾏﾗSｷaｷWS デﾗ ヮヴﾗS┌IW ; ヮヴﾗaｷデき デｴW┞ ┘WヴW 
traffic in suIｴ ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ﾗ┌ゲ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪゲ ;ﾐS Iﾗﾐデヴﾗ┗Wヴゲ┞ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉくげ42 Lillian Craton 
IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴゲ デｴ;デ デｴW ┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ HﾗS┞ ｷゲ けSWaｷﾐWS H┞ デｴW ｷSWﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ﾗa ｷデゲ ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ ﾏﾗﾏWﾐデが 
but also serves as a tool in the definition of that ideology by facilitating discussion 
and negotiaデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ﾆW┞ ｷSWﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ デWヴﾏゲくげ43 In her formative work on the freak show 
ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐが N;Sﾃ; D┌ヴH;Iｴ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ けぐ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa aヴW;ﾆWヴ┞ ┘WヴW IヴｷデｷI;ﾉ ゲｷデWゲ aﾗヴ 
popular and professional debates about the meanings attached to bodily 
SｷaaWヴWﾐIWくげ44 She interprets the freak show as a place where the British public could 
make sense of themselves and those around them. Her focus on Britain draws upon 
BﾗｪS;ﾐげゲ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐｷゲデ ;ヮヮヴﾗ;Iｴが ;ﾐS ゲｴW ┌デｷﾉｷゲWゲ WヮｴWﾏWヴ; ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ ヮﾗゲデWヴゲ 
and carte de visites to show how the freak show drew upon the societal issues of 
the period in order to advertise the various exhibitions in a captivating and thought 
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provoking way. Like Bodgan, she debates the dominant idea that freaks were 
exploited and attempts to reinstate agency to the performers themselves. Durbach 
postulates that people who displayed their unusual bodies largely maintained 
control over their own exhibitions. Furthermore, she notes the changing societal 
relationship to the unusual body, in terms of the increasing medicalisation of 
disability and the effect that this had on the burgeoning freak show industry in the 
ヮWヴｷﾗS ヱΒヴΑ デﾗ ヱΓヱヴく D┌ヴH;Iｴげゲ ;ヮヮヴﾗ;Iｴ デﾗ デｴW ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞ ﾗa aヴW;ﾆWヴ┞ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐ 
provides essential analysis and contextualisation of the cultural institution of the 
aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘く Tｴｷゲ デｴWゲｷゲ H┌ｷﾉSゲ ┌ヮﾗﾐ D┌ヴH;Iｴげゲ ;ゲゲWヴデｷﾗﾐゲ H┌デ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ ;ﾐ ;ﾉデWヴﾐ;デｷ┗W 
narrative to her proposition that freakery went into decline in 1914. Rather, it 
argues that the exhibition of unusual bodies continued to have a pivotal role in the 
ﾐWｪﾗデｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げが け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げ ;ﾐS けBヴｷデｷゲｴﾐWゲゲげ ;デ ゲW;ゲｷSW ゲｷデWゲ ;ﾐS 
clearly reflected the fundamental socio-cultural anxieties of the period, 
predominantly those concerning health, fitness, and wellness. 
The relationship between health, medicine, and the freak show has been 
addressed by a number of historians. Durbach scrutinises the relationship between 
the freak show and medicine through analysing the memoires of Tom Norman and 
Fredrick Treves (the showman and the medical practitioner associated with Joseph 
MWヴヴｷIﾆが けTｴW EﾉWヮｴ;ﾐデ M;ﾐげぶく45 Durbach observes by what means the freak show 
and the medical profession were similar, noting that although extraordinary bodies 
were central to medical and scientific discourse, and were supposed to be viewed 
                                                          





┘ｷデｴ ; SｷゲデｷﾐIデﾉ┞ けﾏWSｷI;ﾉ ｪ;┣Wげが ﾏWSｷI;ﾉ ヮヴﾗaWゲゲｷﾗﾐ;ﾉゲ ゲWﾐゲ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉｷゲWS デｴW ┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ 
body in a similar way to showmen attempting to construct an entertaining 
sideshow. Comparably, Fiona Pettit utilises ephemeral memorabilia, periodicals, 
comics, stories, and the British Medical Journal (BMJ), to assess freaks in nineteenth 
century media and medicine. She explains that,  
Freak bodies were often so engrained in their show identities, however, that 
a supposedly objective medical gaze often necessarily drew upon, and 
reproduced, the spectacularizing practices that the profession sought to 
exclude.46 
Fヴ;ﾏｷﾐｪ ｴWヴ デｴWゲｷゲ ┘ｷデｴ Jﾗｴﾐ KﾗデヴWげゲ デｴWﾗヴ┞ ﾗa ｪWﾐWヴ;デｷ┗ｷデ┞が ゲｴW ｷゲ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐWS ┘ｷデｴ 
the attempt of medical practitioners to assert their authority over the freakish 
body. Instead of considering the freak as the subject of socio-cultural anxieties, she 
ゲデ;デWゲ デｴ;デ けaヴW;ﾆWヴ┞ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾏ;ヴｪｷﾐ;ﾉが SWaｷﾐｷﾐｪ ┘ｴ;デ ﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞ ﾏｷｪｴデ HWが H┌デ デｴ;デ ｷデ 
┘;ゲ IWﾐデヴ;ﾉが IヴW;デｷﾐｪ デｴW ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ aﾗヴ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉゲ ぷぐへ ;ﾐS ｪヴﾗ┌ヮゲ ぷぐへ デﾗ SWaｷﾐW ;nd 
;ゲゲWヴデ デｴWｷヴ ﾉWｪ;IｷWゲくげ47 Pettit deliberates the role of the freak in enriching medical 
knowledge and permitting the medical profession to affirm their control over the 
unusual body after death. She argues that freak shows were not on the periphery of 
British culture but central to a number of facets of British life. Not only were freak 
shows an entertaining leisure pursuit; they played a dominant role in the 
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development of medical understanding of teratology, disability, and abnormality. 
The dichotomy between the freak show and the medical profession was such that 
they relied on each other for survival and improvement. Physicians required human 
oddities for their knowledge, research, and professional development. Frequently, 
the freak show cited the opinion of the medical profession in their promotional 
material. Therefore, at least in part, the influence of the medical profession on the 
display of unusual people permitted the acceptability of staring at difference, if not 
for entertainment, for the growth in popular scientific and medical interest.  
Although this thesis does not examine the unusual body within the confines of 
medicine, it does evaluate the freak as paramount to various aspects of British life, 
including health and wellbeing. It discusses the continuation of the display of 
SｷaaWヴWﾐIW ;ゲ ; aﾗヴﾏ ﾗa WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデが W┝;ﾏｷﾐｷﾐｪ デｴW aヴW;ﾆげゲ a┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ a;Iｷﾉｷデ;デｷﾐｪ 
the negotiation of bodily sameness and difference. It perceives the freak as 
promulgating medical knowledge specifically in terms of average health and fitness 
to its spectators, and particularly in seaside locations.  
In this way, the freak show reformed alongside the culture it was part of. 
Heather McHold deliberates the ability of the freak show to encourage curiosity 
without aggravatinｪ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ ;ﾐ┝ｷWデ┞ ;Hﾗ┌デ けデｴW ゲヮWIデ;IﾉW デヴ;SWげく48 Importantly, she 
argues that between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the freak show 
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became more popular with the working classes than the upper classes. She states 
that in 
order to help alleviate intensifying British antipathy toward itinerate freak 
show stars and their display before working-class crowds, late Victorian 
showmen consistently put new emphasis on how those exhibiting their 
physical deformities expressed respect for gender difference, domestic 
virtue, hard work, productivity and consumerism.49  
Therefore, the freak show was a malleable culture of exhibition; its meaning 
altered depending on the environment, the audience, and the contemporary social 
issues which dominated public discussion. For working-class audiences, exhibitions 
focused on evangelistic ideals and were intended to teach the spectators to be as 
respectable as their social betters. Within the study of freakery, it is fundamental to 
evaluate variations in the environment, audience, and society surrounding bodily 
displays, to appreciate their cultural significance within a wider entertainment and 
leisure industry.  
The Entertainment and Leisure Industry  
Whilst examining the freak show within a broader cultural context of health 
and medical discourse is essential for the meaningful analysis of freakery displays, it 
is also useful to locate them as part of a growing entertainment and leisure 
industry. British entertainment and leisure is the subject of a number of scholarly 
                                                          





works. In Consuming Passions, Judith Flanders postulates that the eighteenth 
century marked the birth of mass entertainment and leisure in British society. 
Similarly, Alan Delgado contends that entertainment was a growing commodity. As 
the nineteenth century progressed, upper, middle, and working-class people spent 
their surplus income on entertainment activities.50 Moreover, with the Industrial 
Revolution, the development of factories, railways, and innovative new 
technologies, came greater opportunities for leisure, entertainment, and travel. 
‘ﾗゲゲ MIKｷHHｷﾐ SWゲIヴｷHWゲ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐ ;ゲ ; けﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ;デ ヮﾉ;┞げが ; ゲﾗIｷWデ┞ ┘ｴｷIｴ ┗;ﾉ┌WS ;ﾐS 
enjoyed their leisure time.51 Therefore, the growing consumer industry gratified all 
members of British society, and many enjoyed outings to museums, trips to the 
zoo, and holidays to seaside resorts. 
Richard Altick considers a variety of performances in London as a reflection 
of provincial public interests in entertainment from the seventeenth-century 
onwards.  Significantly, Altick understands his research as shedding light on the 
けﾉｷﾏｷデ;デｷﾗﾐゲが Iﾗﾐデﾗ┌ヴゲが ;ﾐS デW┝デ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ﾏｷﾐS ｷﾐ ; ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ヮﾉ;IW ;ﾐS デｷﾏWくげ52 
Predominantly, he explores the interrelationship between entertainment and 
British society through the analysis of fairs, theatres, music halls, and art galleries. 
AﾉデｷIﾆげゲ The Shows of London informs this thesis in various ways. It places the freak 
show as part of a spectacle culture; as an artistic, performative entertainment, 
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alongside other shows which entertained the British public. As Alan Delagado notes 
けPWﾗヮﾉW ┗ｷゲｷデWS デｴW デｴW;デヴWゲ デﾗ HW デ;ﾆWﾐ ﾗ┌デ ﾗa デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲく Fﾗヴ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ﾉｷaW ┘;ゲ Sヴ;H 
;ﾐS ゲ;Sが ゲﾗ ヮﾉ;┞ゲ a┌ﾉﾉ ﾗa ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ┘WヴW Wﾐﾃﾗ┞WSくげ53 Whilst bodily difference made the 
freak show an alternative to other musical or theatrical displays, it is vital to 
appreciate the freak show as a highly structured performance; one which was to 
help the British public escape from their industrialised working lives. Placing 
freakery exhibits alongside other customary spectacle entertainments, historians 
can better assess the role which the freak show had in the leisure and 
entertainment industry. Moreover, Altick suggests that the analysis of freak shows 
portrays many other aspects of British life. For example, he states that there was 
more class interplay than previously supposed, demonstrating greater social 
democracy and revealing that popular exhibitions generated interest with all 
members of British society. 
Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ AﾉデｷIﾆげゲ ヴWゲW;ヴIｴ ヮヴｷﾏ;ヴｷﾉ┞ aﾗI┌ゲWゲ ﾗﾐ LﾗﾐSﾗﾐが ｴｷゲ ゲIｴﾗﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ 
findings can be usefully applied to provincial seaside resorts. This unique approach 
is beneficial as it gives a framework for the extensive analysis of the spaces in which 
freaks were exhibited. Firstly, it permits the evaluation of a variety of geographical 
locations. Secondly, it allows for the exploration of the continuation of freak shows 
in spaces consciously set aside for fun, entertainment, and pleasure. Coastal 
settings remained places where British people could enjoy themselves without fear 
of judgement. Furthermore, shows and performances were central to the 
                                                          





entertainment of holidaymakers, which makes them a pertinent area of 
investigation. 
Joe Kember, John Plunkett, and Jill A. Sullivan assess a variety of popular 
exhibitions and shows throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  
They explore the relationship between showmanship, science, and medicine, 
including the ways in which entertainment imparted knowledge to the spectator, 
and the roles of technology and education in informing British exhibition culture in 
the period 1840 to 1910.54 Through deconstructing the institutional, spatial, and 
sensory aspects of performance culture, Kember, Plunkett, and Sullivan analyse a 
variety of different sites, placing each in the wider spectrum of entertainment and 
leisure. They cover magic lantern shows, lectures, freak shows, and Egyptian 
ﾏ┌ﾏﾏ┞ ┌ﾐ┘ヴ;ヮヮｷﾐｪ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲが SWデ;ｷﾉｷﾐｪ デｴ;デが けE;Iｴ ｴ;S ｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ 
space, strategy and language of display, as well as drawing on and being 
contextualized by the showmanshiヮ ﾗa ﾗデｴWヴ aﾗヴﾏゲ ﾗa ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデくげ55 
‘ﾗﾗデWS ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW VｷIデﾗヴｷ;ﾐ ヮWヴｷﾗSが デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa けヴ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ヴWIヴW;デｷﾗﾐげ ｴ;S ;ﾐ 
effect on the way in which entertainment was perceived and engaged with. 
Rational recreation, the concept that through entertainment there would be social 
development, particularly in the lower social classes, was central to many 
entertainment pursuits. Therefore, alongside their educational function, popular 
shows and exhibitions facilitated the education of their audiences. Kember, 
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Plunkett and Sullivan argue that one of the socio-cultural functions of popular 
exhibitions or performances was to further popular scientific and imperial 
agendas.56 They perceive shows, demonstrations, and leisure activities as sites for 
social, cultural, political, and economic discourse. The analysis of these forms of 
entertainment portrays prominent concerns in British culture, making it an 
advantageous subject of research.  
Comparably, R. W. Jones, in his study on nineteenth century zoos considers 
the interrelationship between entertainment and education. He contends that the 
space and organisation of institutions, were not solely focused on leisure but were 
also key sites of education. London Zoo, Jones argues, was a site of entertainment 
with an informative and educational function. It was fashioned to reflect certain 
aspects of British social and cultural life, notably empire, imperialism, and the 
superiority of the British race. Jones states that animals in the zoo were observed 
け;ゲ ゲｷｪﾐゲ ;ﾐS IﾗﾏﾏﾗSｷデies upon which a number of competing and complementary 
ｷSWﾗﾉﾗｪｷWゲが a;ﾐデ;ゲｷWゲ ;ﾐS SヴW;ﾏゲ ┘WヴW ﾏWデｷI┌ﾉﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ｷﾐゲIヴｷHWSくげ57  The zoo was 
socially constructed in such a way that sought to exert British western superiority 
over perceivably less developed and civilized societies, similar to the display of 
racial difference in freakery exhibitions. At times, racially different freaks were 
displayed in cages which was reminiscent of zoo animals, enclosed to ensure the 
public could view them as entertainment. Therefore, a variety of entertainment 
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activities propagated broader ideas to the British public and were structured in such 
a way that could be appreciated by those who enjoyed them as entertainment. 
They acted as sites of discourse for trends in British society, which was understood 
through their social and cultural contextualisation. Placing sites of entertainment 
alongside each other allows for the greater awareness of how entertainment 
functions within British society.  
“;Sｷ;ｴ Q┌ヴWゲｴｷ ゲｴﾗ┘I;ゲWゲ けデｴW a┌ﾐS;ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ importance of entertainment 
and exhibitionary culture in the nineteenth century discussion of broader, 
ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐデ デｴWﾏWゲが ﾏﾗゲデ ヮWヴデｷﾐWﾐデﾉ┞ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ ;Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞くげ58 Qureshi 
contrasts the display of Zulus in British museums, theatres and zoos, against the 
conflict surrounding the Cape, slavery, and white British superiority. Importantly, 
she considers the display of difference as a site for the discussion and interpretation 
of human variation.59 This has further been examined by Michael Sappol and 
Stephen P. Rice in A Cultural History of the Human Body in the Age of Empire.60 
Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW W┝;ﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ;ゲヮWIデゲ ﾗa HﾗSｷﾉ┞ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ ｷﾐ デｴW け;ｪW ﾗa 
WﾏヮｷヴWげ, they contest that the freak show was a locus of discourse where people 
could learn about exotic cultures. Freakery exhibits facilitated public discussion of 
various aspects of British life. Whilst it enabled British people to educate 
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themselves about the body, health, and deviance, it was additionally a place where 
Britain sought to exert their imperial identity and promulgate British superiority to 
all societal groups. Ultimately, in a multiplicity different entertainment activities, 
societal constructs, and concepts were presented to spectators and thus they prove 
a noteworthy aspect of historical research. 
Although this thesis does not focus on entertainments other than freak 
shows, it avails the historical research already conducted on alternative forms of 
leisure, as the way in which people spent their leisure time reflected many broader 
contemporary societal interests. Placing the freak show within this expansive 
entertainment environment allows historians to better assess the purpose, 
function, and meaning of leisure in British society. Furthermore, it enables the 
examination of the ways in which the British public interpreted the entertainment 
pursuits available to them as part of their leisure time.  
The Seaside Resort 
There has been a substantial amount of historical research on the 
development of the leisure industry and the expansion of the seaside resort in 
Britain. The nineteenth and early twentieth centuries brought great social and 
cultural changes, with alterations in the working lives of British men, and latterly 
women, affording more expendable income to some middle and working-class 
families. As Britain went from being an agricultural nation to an industrial one, the 





everyday lives.61 Concurrently, the provision of limits on the working day and the 
half-day Saturday holiday in the latter half of the nineteenth century, meant that 
British people were in greater pursuit of leisure activities. As cities became sites of 
rapid industrialisation, many people fled to seaside resorts for rest, relaxation, and 
ヮﾉW;ゲ┌ヴWく IﾐデWヴWゲデｷﾐｪﾉ┞が Aﾉﾉ;ﾐ BヴﾗSｷW ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ ﾗ┌デ デｴ;デが け“W;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデゲが ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ 
industrial cities and spa towns, were the fastest growing towns during the 
ﾐｷﾐWデWWﾐデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞げ ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞ｷﾐｪ デｴW H┌ヴｪWﾗﾐｷﾐｪ Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏWヴ ﾏ;ヴﾆWデ aﾗヴ ゲW;ゲｷSW 
holidays.62  
Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, seaside locations 
were places of refuge for upper class people who sought to improve their health by 
visiting coastal locations known for the healing qualities of seawater and fresh air. 
However, by the twentieth century, this pleasure seeking extended to the working 
classes, thereby changing both the atmosphere and the types of entertainment 
available. The growth of railways from approximately 1840s, to resorts such as 
Blackpool, Margate, Scarborough, Southend, and Brighton made it significantly 
easier for members of the working class in neighbouring industrial towns to go to 
the seaside in pursuit of fun. Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, 
Britain experienced some societal change which included (but was certainly not 
limited to) the decline in church attendance, the rise of scientific thought, paid 
holidays, limits on the working week, and a growing entertainment culture. This had 
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a profound effect on the leisure industry as people increasingly sought out new 
entertainment opportunities on a Sunday. Annual holidays to seaside resorts 
provided extra leisure time to workers, enabling them to take part in new forms of 
commercialised entertainment. Allan Brodie contends that seaside resorts utilised 
デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ;S┗;ﾐIWゲ デﾗ ;デデヴ;Iデ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ﾏ;ﾆWヴゲ デﾗ デｴWｷヴ ゲｴﾗヴWゲく けD┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW Iﾗ┌ヴゲW 
of the nineteenth century there was a shift from sociable forms of leisure to 
WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデゲ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ ﾐW┘ デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪｷWゲ デｴ;デ ｴ;S デヴ;ﾐゲaﾗヴﾏWS Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ｷﾐS┌ゲデヴ┞くげ63 
The development in fairground rides and the famous seaside amusement parks 
indicated the effect of technological innovation, which brought with it novel and 
exciting ways for holidaymakers to spend their time. Visitors enjoyed music at 
summer resorts, including minstrels and Pierrots, as well as shows at the popular 
seaside theatres. Furthermore, people sought to experience aspects of British 
cultural life that they could not within their everyday routine due to restraints on 
both time and money.  
James Walvin discusses the importance of understanding how people chose 
to spend their leisure time, as a way of illustrating contemporary trends in British 
society. He argues that with the expansion of Britain as an industrial nation, 
け“┌Hゲデ;ﾐデｷ;ﾉ ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴゲ ﾗa Iｷデ┞ S┘WﾉﾉWヴゲ HWgan to turn to nearby seaside towns for 
WゲI;ヮWが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴ HヴｷWaが aヴﾗﾏ デｴW IｷデｷWゲくげ64 The popularity of seaside resorts meant 
that they developed faster than any other location to cater for the accommodation 
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and needs of holidaymakers and day-trippers.65 These unique areas were created 
for pleasure, relaxation, and rest, which produced an exclusive environment for 
enjoyment.66 Walvin deliberates the continuities and changes of seaside resorts, 
from their progression from destinations for the upper classes to their emergence 
as retreats for working class consumers. Yet, as Steven Braggs and Diane Harris 
note, despite the popularity of seaside resorts in the twentieth century, there were 
clear distinctions between popular and elite coastal towns. Through analysing 
seaside guidebooks, they reveal,  
There is a definite distinction to be seen between the guidebooks of the 
more popular resorts of the day and those of resorts whose councils wished 
them to retain a degree of exclusivity.67 
While resorts like Blackpool remained popular with members of all classes, 
through catering to their individual wants and requirements, places such as 
Brighton were more exclusive, reserving their location for members of the upper 
classes. Nonetheless, whether from the upper or lower social orders, visits to the 
ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐWS ;ﾐ ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ けWゲI;ヮW aﾗヴ ; S;┞ ﾗヴ デ┘ﾗ aヴﾗﾏ ;ﾐ ┌ﾐｴW;ﾉデｴ┞ 
ｷﾐS┌ゲデヴｷ;ﾉ ;デﾏﾗゲヮｴWヴWげく68  
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John K. Walton discusses the notion of escape from everyday life and the 
relaxation of usual social restrictions in The British Seaside: Holidays and Resorts in 
the Twentieth Century, and argues that the, 
ゲW;ゲｷSW ヮ┌デゲ デｴW けIｷ┗ｷﾉｷゲｷﾐｪ ヮヴﾗIWゲゲげ デWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴｷﾉ┞ ｷﾐ ヴW┗WヴゲW ふ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW 
participants understand that they are defying conventions) and conjures up 
the spirit of carnival, in the sense of upturning social order and celebrating 
the rude, the excessive, the anarchic, the hidden and gross, in ways which 
generate tension and put respectability on the defence, generating culture 
wars in settings where the prim and Rabelaisian sides of British character 
come into maritime confrontation, and where the genteel, controlled, 
symmetrical front of the resort finds itself invaded by the disorder, 
untidiness and misrule of the back.69  
W;ﾉデﾗﾐ SWゲIヴｷHWゲ デｴW ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデが け;ゲ ; ｪ;デW┘;┞ between 
ﾉ;ﾐS ;ﾐS ゲW;が I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ;ﾐS ﾐ;デ┌ヴWが Iｷ┗ｷﾉｷ┣WS Iﾗﾐゲデヴ;ｷﾐデ ;ﾐS ﾉｷHWヴ;デWS ｴWSﾗﾐｷゲﾏくげ70 The 
British seaside holiday brought with it a freedom to have fun but there was a 
dichotomy between two opposing sides of British life. On one hand, the British 
public were part of a modernising society and sought to distance themselves from 
objectionable forms of entertainment, and on the other, they continued to enjoy 
the leisure pursuits which were increasingly regarded as distasteful or crude. 
Certain seaside resorts, such as Blackpool, Margate, and Southend-on-Sea 
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transformed from places of serenity and recreation for the upper classes, to holiday 
destinations for working-class families. Others, such as Eastbourne or 
Bournemouth, retained their exclusivity with members of the upper classes. 
Nevertheless, many coastal locations saw the monetary benefit of the growing 
consumer market and reformed for the amusement of people with more spending 
power and fewer responsibilities. It was within this liminal space that the unusual 
body continued to be an acceptable and fascinating form of entertainment at 
working-class holiday destinations.  
Space and Environment 
Although there has been some noteworthy scholarship on coastal locations 
in Britain, there has been less academic research specifically on the seaside as a 
space of entertainment. However, there has been substantial attention given to 
other entertainment spaces, both in Britain and America that will prove beneficial 
to this study. James Lilliefors, for instance, plots the cultural history of American 
boardwalks in a similar way to British seaside resorts. Equivalent to the spas and 
W;ヴﾉ┞ ゲW;ゲｷSW デﾗ┘ﾐゲが デｴW┞ ヮヴﾗﾏﾗデWS デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ;ゲ けｴW;ﾉデｴげ ヴWゲﾗヴデゲが ┘ｷデｴ デｴW 
promise of increased wellbeing with each summertime excursion. He argues that 
けデｴW ゲW;ゲｴﾗヴW ヴWゲﾗヴデ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデWS ;ﾐ ｷﾐデﾗ┝ｷI;デｷﾐｪ ;ﾉデWヴﾐ;デｷ┗W デﾗ ┌ヴH;ﾐっAﾏWヴｷI;ﾐ 
ﾉｷaWくげ71 The connection between America and Britain is visible when analysing the 
atmosphere and environment that was created there, as a space for enjoyment, 
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entertainment, and pleasure. Lilliefors notes the effect of space on holidaymakers, 
stating,  
It granted them access to a side of themselves that yearned to retreat from 
adult strictures into a domain where they could be like children again, 
dazzled by the sizW ﾗa ﾉｷaWげゲ ヮヴﾗﾏｷゲWゲが H┞ デｴW ゲIﾗヮW ﾗa ヮﾗゲゲｷHｷﾉｷデｷWゲく72 
Therefore, the types of entertainment available for holidaymakers both in 
Britain and America reflected an environment which was created for the relaxation 
of holidaymakers. As sites, arguably more importantly, the seaside resorts of both 
the United States and Britain can be read as a barometer of contemporary social 
values. Lilliefors suggests that Coney Island reflected racist opinion in American 
society. Similarly, seaside spaces in Britain portrayed British social concerns, and 
therefore, seaside locations need to be assessed with knowledge of their place in 
British social and cultural life.73 
The significance of entertainment spaces also been addressed by  Karen R. 
Jones and John Wills in The Invention of the Park: From the Garden of Eden to 
DｷゲﾐW┞げゲ M;ｪｷI KｷﾐｪSﾗﾏ. Jones and Wills explore the purpose and nature of leisure 
spaces, focusing their study on a variety of parks. They examine the evolving 
conceptualisation of the park from a naturalistic, green space to somewhere full of 
ｪ;┌S┞が ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ;ﾏ┌ゲWﾏWﾐデゲが ﾐﾗデｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ けTｴW ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW ヮ;ヴﾆ ｴ;ゲ ;ﾉデWヴWS 
                                                          
72 Ibid., p. 30. 





ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐデﾉ┞ ﾗ┗Wヴ デｷﾏWくげ74 They understand entertainment spaces as having 
substantial social and cultural meaning, pointing towards social relations, 
democratisation, industrialisation, changing concepts of work, modernisation, 
transformations in tastes, nationhood, citizenship, and politics. They approach the 
park as a social structure, a place of social betterment, a space of rejuvenation and 
maintain デｴ;デ けTｴW ヮ;ヴﾆ ｷSW; ｷﾐデヴｷｪ┌Wゲ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ゲ┌Iｴ ; ┗;ヴｷWS ｷﾐデWヴゲWIデｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ 
cultural forces. In turn, the landscape represents a useful crucible for the 
W┝;ﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ﾏ;ｷﾐゲデヴW;ﾏ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ┗;ﾉ┌Wゲくげ75 This thesis will utilise this notion of an 
eco-cultural space in the consideration of the seaside resort as an entertainment 
site and one which reflected British social and cultural values, interests, and 
experiences. In a similar way to the development of parks from natural spaces to 
amusement centres, the seaside resort evolved from a place of natural health and 
healing to a location dedicated to entertainment. Although coastal resorts were on 
the margins of British society, it is clear to see the variety of ways such 
environments were shaped by issues central to social and cultural life: interclass 
relationships, the effects of industrialisation, a desire to escape from working life, 
and the notions of healthy and unhealthy bodies. This research examines the space 
of the seaside resort in relation to the continued fascination with unusual bodies. It 
assesses how social and cultural trends, which were prevalent at the seaside resort, 
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shaped the construction of the bodies on display, and promoted health and 
wellness to the British public.   
Specifically with reference to exhibitions of curiosity, Vanessa Toulmin 
argues that the environment changed the acceptability, audience, and nature of the 
freak show. She claims that from the mid-nineteenth century there were 
momentous changes in the leisure and entertainment industry, which in turn 
created a market and audience for differing entertainment venues.76 Toulmin 
indicates that the reception of freakery displays was dependent on the space 
surrounding the act. In urban locations, the freak show no longer remained an 
acceptable form of entertainment but in a marginal environment created for 
pleasure, human interest in unusual bodies continued to be expressed. This is not 
to say that there was not outrage over the persistence of the freak show, 
nevertheless this was similar to the concern relating to the moral degeneration of 
the public, that began in the nineteenth century and led to the closure of 
Bartholomew Fair in the 1850s. It must be noted that there were many variations of 
the seaside resort and that regional differences affected the types of entertainment 
available. Whilst some resorts provided outdoor physical activities, others offered a 
more commercial type of fun including piers, amusement rides, and sideshows on 
the promenade, which contributed to its popularity with large numbers of people.  
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Comparably, Sharon L. Snyder and David T. Mitchell in Cultural Locations of 
Disability evaluate the cultural spaces set aside for disabled citizens. Although they 
do not directly discuss freak shows, through the implementation of the cultural 
model of disability, they question how disabled people experienced their 
environments and their bodies. This thesis explores the spaces that people with 
unusual bodies were expected to adopt, and the ways in which the freak show 
aided both the fヴW;ﾆ ;ﾐS デｴW けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ デﾗ Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉが ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデが ;ﾐS ﾏ;ﾆW 
sense of their difference.  
The seaside space is central to interpreting the types of entertainment 
available for holidaymakers at resorts. Walvin suggests that there were clear social 
distinctions between coastal locations and therefore it is evident that the 
differences in leisure reflected the social tone of the resort.77 This thesis will 
investigate whether the social tone of the resort affected the provision of freak 
shows as an entertainment activity for holidaymakers. Despite the differing social 
constituencies of seaside towns, entertainment activities such as the freak show 
captured the attention of British holidaymaking audiences throughout the first half 
of the twentieth century, with seaside resorts of central importance in the 
continuation of these displays. This thesis examines the movement of freakery to 
coastal locations until 1950, when a twofold shift affected entertainment at the 
seaside. Firstly, there was a growth in holidays abroad, which affected the 
popularity of the seaside resort, and secondly, British leisure changed moving 
                                                          





towards television programmes, stage shows, and film in the second half of the 
century.  
The History of the Body, Health, and Disability 
Conducive to the full examination of freak shows at British seaside resorts in 
the period 1900 to 1950, this thesis will not adopt one primary theoretical 
framework but employs a multifaceted approach to evaluate, assess, and explore 
the display of difference in twentieth century Britain. Through the contextualisation 
of bodily displays within British society, it is possible to analyse aspects of British 
life, including how bodies were invested with significance and meaning, the 
;ﾐ┝ｷWデｷWゲ ;ﾐS HWﾉｷWaゲ ヴWｪ;ヴSｷﾐｪ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げ ;ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げが ;ﾐS デｴW ┘;┞ゲ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ 
they were expressed through freakery displays. Moreover, the analysis of unusual 
bodies within freak shows allows for an assessment of the effect of the 
standardisation of the body, the emphasis placed on health and fitness, as well as 
the effect of normative beliefs and ideologies on the British public.  
Eﾉｷ┣;HWデｴ H;ﾉﾉ;ﾏ ;ﾐS Bヴｷ;ﾐ Vく “デヴWWデ ゲ┌ヴ┗W┞ デｴW ┘;┞ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ けOデｴWヴﾐWゲゲげ ｴ;ゲ 
HWWﾐ けIﾗﾐゲデｷデ┌デWSが Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デWS ;ﾐS デヴ;ﾐゲaﾗヴﾏWSくげ78 Through the examination of 
the social, cultural, and political aspects of race and gender, they critically engage 
┘ｷデｴ デｴW ;I;SWﾏｷI SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW ┘ｴｷIｴ W┝;ｪｪWヴ;デWゲ ﾗヴ WゲゲWﾐデｷ;ﾉｷゲWゲ デｴW けﾗデｴWヴげく79 
Through this engagement, Hallam and Street suggest that scholars are able to 
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interpret the cultural codes, conventions, and practices of any given society, 
including the social and political concepts that continue their existence.80 They 
note,  
げOデｴWヴﾐWゲゲげ Hﾗデｴ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ;ﾐS HWデ┘WWﾐ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ｪヴﾗ┌ヮゲ ｷゲ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌IデWS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ 
subtle manipulations of signs and images and case studies of how this 
happened in different times and places can help us recognize and interpret 
the unmarked cases through which racism and stereotyping of difference 
operate in contemporary society.81 
This thesis exploits the concept that, through the use of visual and material 
sources, historians can interpret the social and cultural codes advanced through 
freakery exhibitions. The use of images, carte de visites, and posters, in addition to 
newspaper reports and biographical writings, permits an understanding of the 
central notions of marginalisation, deviance, difference, and abnormality. 
F┌ヴデｴWヴﾏﾗヴWが デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ｷﾐ┗Wゲデｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ┘;┞ゲ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ けﾗデｴWヴﾐWゲゲげ ┘;ゲ 
depicted and envisioned, historians can interpret how spectators sought to 
understand human variation in relation to the freak. Rosemarie Garland Thomson 
in Extraordinary Bodies seeks to understand the connection between meaning and 
representation in relation to those with unusual bodies. Garland Thomson  
expand[s] our understanding of the cultural construction of bodies and 
ｷSWﾐデｷデ┞ H┞ ヴWaヴ;ﾏｷﾐｪ さSｷゲ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ざ ;ゲ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW-bound, physically 
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justified difference to consider along with race, gender, class, ethnicity, and 
sexuality.82  
Through the deconstruction of that which society ｷSWﾐデｷaｷWS ;ゲ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS 
け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげが G;ヴﾉ;ﾐS Tｴﾗﾏゲﾗﾐ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ ｷデ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴW ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ Sｷゲ;HﾉWS HﾗS┞ ;ゲ 
a source of social anxieties and issues surrounding vulnerability, control, and 
identity. She regards the unusual body as a product of cultural rules surrounding 
what bodies should do.  
In the research of the display of unusual bodies for entertainment, it is 
essential that historians understand the social construction of the normal, typical, 
or healthy body. There are a number of methodological approaches which are 
useful when applied to the discussion of the freak show. Mary Kosut and Lisa Jean 
MﾗﾗヴW ヮWヴIWｷ┗WS デｴW HﾗS┞ ;ゲ デｴW けﾏWSｷ┌ﾏ ﾗヴ ヴ;┘ ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘W 
ﾐ;┗ｷｪ;デW デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾉSが H┌デ ｷデ ｷゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ ;ﾐ Wﾐデｷデ┞ デｴ;デ ｷゲ ｷﾐ┗WゲデWS ┘ｷデｴ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪゲくげ83 They 
;ヴｪ┌W デｴ;デ けBﾗSｷWゲ ;ヴW WﾐSﾉWゲゲﾉ┞ ﾏWSｷ;デWS H┞ ﾗ┌ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞くげ84 
F┌ヴデｴWヴﾏﾗヴWが けTｴW SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ﾗヴSｷﾐ;ヴｷﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS W┝デヴ;ﾗヴSｷﾐ;ヴｷﾐWゲゲ ;ヴW デｴ┌ゲ 
dialectical and the terms are co-Iﾗﾐゲデｷデ┌デｷ┗Wくげ85 Therefore, all bodies should be 
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viewed as symbolic and analysed in terms of the discourses that shaped the cultural 
discussion surrounding them.  
Subsequently, unusual bodies must be understood in terms of the 
IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ IﾗﾐIWヮデ┌;ﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ﾗヴ ｴW;ﾉデｴ┞ HﾗS┞く Iﾐ; )┘WｷﾐｷｪWヴ-
Bargielowska in Managing the Body: Beauty, Health and Fitness in Britain, 1880-
1939 discusses the effect of the Boer War on Britain, as it revealed the unfitness of 
the British men who served in the military service and resulted in greater state 
involvement in the promotion of health to the public. The fitness of the British race 
┘;ゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾐデヴｷﾐゲｷI ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa ｴWヴ ｷﾏヮWヴｷ;ﾉ ゲデヴWﾐｪデｴが ;ﾐS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ヮヴW┗;ﾉWﾐIW ﾗa D;ヴ┘ｷﾐげゲ 
theories of evolution, the ideal body was not only of individual importance but was 
considered part of national duty.86 The body became representative of the nation 
as a whole and maintained its function in the negotiation of what it meant to be a 
British man or woman. Zweiniger-Bargielowska states that, 
 the body became a central locus in conceptions of citizenship from the turn 
of the century. The fit male body of the worker and solider was emblematic 
ﾗa ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ┗ｷｪﾗ┌ヴ ;ﾐS ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ aｷデﾐWゲゲ ;ゲ ヴ;IW ﾏﾗデｴWヴゲ ┘;ゲ Wケ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ 
important for Britain to maintain its position as an imperial nation.87  
                                                          
86 Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska, Managing the Body: Beauty, Health and Fitness in Britain, 
1880-1939 (Oxford, 2010), p. 2; 3.  





She explores the new interest in the body and its role in the construction of 
identity. She suggests that the emergence of body management offered methods 
デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ┘ｴｷIｴ ヮWﾗヮﾉW Iﾗ┌ﾉS けaﾗヴｪW ﾐW┘ ｷSWﾐデｷデｷWゲげく88  
Body management is defined here as the practice of a regiment to cultivate 
beauty, health and fitness, by a means of dietary reform, gymnastics, sports 
and athletic exercise, exposure of the skin to sun and air, personal 
cleanliness and dress reform.89  
This meant that by the late 1920s, there was a greater emphasis on beauty 
and fitness, which provided new norms for members of all classes. Later, there 
were a number of schemes that were dedicated to improving the health of the 
British public, including the National Fitness Campaign of the 1930s and the 
development of keep-fit clubs for women.90 The 1938 Holidays with Pay Act further 
served the improvement of British health, as workers could take time away from 
their working schedule in order to rest and relax.  
As part of normative, healthy fitness, it is beneficial to examine the concepts 
of HW;┌デ┞ ｷﾐ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘く T┞ヮｷI;ﾉﾉ┞が デｴﾗゲW ┘ｷデｴ けHW;┌デｷa┌ﾉげ HﾗSｷWゲ ┘WヴW 
ヮWヴIWｷ┗WS デﾗ ｴ;┗W ;ﾐ ┌ヮゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪが ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴく Aﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW け;デデヴ;Iデｷ┗Wげ ;ﾐS デｴW 
け┌ｪﾉ┞げ ﾗa ゲﾗIｷWデ┞が ヴW┗W;ﾉゲ デｴW ゲデ;ﾐS;ヴSゲ ﾗa HW;┌デ┞ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐが ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ デｴW ヮWヴIWヮデｷon 
ﾗa デｴﾗゲW SWWﾏWS けSｷaaWヴWﾐデげく D;┗ｷS Mく T┌ヴﾐWヴ ヴW┗W;ﾉゲが  
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In spite of these difficulties, the study of ideals of physical beauty and their 
influence on society is worth pursuing since it may tell us much about past 
understanding of body image and the ways in which corporeal ideals are 
used to inscribe gender and other social differences.91  
Therefore, through the analysis of standards of beauty, historians can better 
comprehend concepts surrounding the average body, the importance of beauty, 
health, and fitnWゲゲ デﾗ ﾏ;ｷﾐデ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐWげゲ ヮﾉ;IW ｷﾐ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞く L;┌ヴ; Gﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ 
describes the body as a narrative which spectators could read and which were 
enriched with social meanings. 92 Fundamentally, the body was considered a source 
of knowledge, pointing toward the social and moral standing of a person. Having an 
abnormal body signified a deviant person. Therefore, the social discourse 
surrounding the beautiful body exposes the expectations of beauty in society and 
how bodies were interpreted within it. Particularly, it highlights what was 
IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS け;┗Wヴ;ｪWげ ﾗヴ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS ｴﾗ┘ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｷデｴ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ヮｴ┞ゲｷケ┌Wゲ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS 
change or control their bodies.  
The body was important in British society and it was to be managed in terms 
of health and fitness. The seaside resort in Britain provided a space where these 
concepts were prevalent; health, fitness, and beauty were promoted as ideal. This 
デｴWゲｷゲ ┌ゲWゲ デｴWゲW デｴWﾏWゲ デﾗ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲW aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘ W┝ｴｷHｷデゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ a;デ Hﾗ┞ゲが けゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ 
                                                          
91 David M. Turnerが けTｴW BﾗS┞ BW;┌デｷa┌ﾉげ ｷﾐ C;ヴﾗﾉW ‘WW┗Wゲ ふWSゲくぶ A Cultural History of the 
Human Body in the Enlightenment (Oxford, 2010), p. 113.  
92 L;┌ヴ; Gﾗ┘ｷﾐｪが けM;ヴﾆWS BﾗSｷWゲ ;ﾐS “ﾗIｷ;ﾉ MW;ﾐｷﾐｪゲげ in Carole Reeves (eds.) A Cultural 





HヴｷSWゲげが ﾏｷSｪWデ デヴﾗ┌ヮWゲが ;ﾐS けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-women, revealing how they were 
socially constructed with notions of health and body management. For example, it 
argues that the controversy surrounding starvation as a form of entertainment was 
intertwined with the performers promotion of deviance from the cultural standards 
of normal, healthy fitness. Nonetheless, despite the controversy around starving 
bodies as entertainment in the 1930s, British people continued to enjoy staring at 
deviance well into the twentieth century.  
Methodology 
Cultural historians researching the history of medicine and disability utilise a 
variety of methods to understand the importance of freak shows. Rosemarie 
Garland Thomson in Staring: How We Look asserts that staring creates a complex 
ｷﾐデWヴヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW けゲデ;ヴWヴげ ;ﾐS デｴW けゲデ;ヴWWげく “ｴW ﾗ┌デﾉｷﾐWゲ デｴ;デ ゲデ;ヴｷﾐｪ ｴ;ゲ 
traditionally been considered negatively and that from an early age children are 
taught of the impoliteness of staring at sights which are considered different, 
;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉが ﾗヴ ゲデヴ;ﾐｪWく けE┗Wﾐ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ┘W ﾉｷﾆW デﾗ ゲデ;ヴWが Wverybody knows we are not 
supposed to do it. Mothers scold gawking children. Etiquette manuals caution 
;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ┌ﾐデﾗ┘;ヴS W┞Wｷﾐｪくげ93 Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ゲｴW ゲデ;デWゲ デｴ;デ けぐ ｷﾐデWﾐゲW ┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉ Wﾐｪ;ｪWﾏWﾐデ 
creates a circuit of communication and meaning-making. Staring bespeaks 
ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WﾏWﾐデ ;ﾐS HWｷﾐｪ ゲデ;ヴWS ;デ SWﾏ;ﾐSゲ ; ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲWくげ94 As Garland Thomson 
describes it, staring is charged with significance and this facilitates our 
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comprehension of the society surrounding the staring exchange. She deliberates, 
け“デ;ヴｷﾐｪ ﾗaaWヴゲ ;ﾐ ﾗII;ゲｷﾗﾐ to rethink the status quo. Who we are can shift into 
aﾗI┌ゲ H┞ ゲデ;ヴｷﾐｪ ;デ ┘ｴﾗ ┘W デｴｷﾐﾆ ┘W ;ヴW ﾐﾗデくげ95 The British freak show enabled the 
public to look at, discuss, and assess unsightly and unusual bodies, as well as 
providing the opportunity for the spectators to consider themselves, their bodies, 
and their place within wider British society. Importantly, broader cultural ideologies 
had implications upon the way these discussions and considerations were 
deliberated. This is evident in a number of sources, such as advertisements and 
posters, which utilised different aspects of British life in the promotion of freakery 
performances. This enables historians to gauge the tensions, anxieties, and ideas 
┘ｴｷIｴ ┘WヴW ヮヴﾗﾏｷﾐWﾐデ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げが SｷaaWヴWﾐIWが 
and health. 
The construction of unusual bodies for entertainment, through 
advertisements and posters, facilitated the socio-cultural meaning that people 
garnered from the display. Both Peter Burke and Ludmilla Jordanova consider 
images as an important form of historical evidence.96 Jordanova argues that it is 
beneficial to academic research to approach the past with an awareness of visual 
and material culture as this formed how people engaged with the world around 
them.97 What people stared at, particularly in terms of the freak show, consolidates 
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ﾗ┌ヴ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ﾗa ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾉ;デWS ;ゲ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ﾗヴ け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげが ;ﾐS ┘ｴ;デ デｴｷゲ 
meant to the British public. The use of visual culture, in the form of photographs, 
posters, carte de visites, and freak show memorabilia aids historical understanding 
of the construction of the unusual body for the amusement of the British public. 
Despite their usefulness, images must be understood as representational, often 
presenting distortions of reality. Burke suggests that those who created the images 
were interpreters of their own society.98 Predominantly, they act as evidence of 
mentalities, ideologies, and identities, which is particularly useful in the study of 
freakery. The photographs of freak show performers were often highly significant in 
ways in which spectators could understand. However, to expose their significance, 
they must be analysed in detail, so that researchers can fully comprehend how 
twentieth century British audiences perceived them. Whilst there are benefits and 
pitfalls of using images in historical research, when used in conjunction with textual 
accounts, written biographical works, and contemporary public opinion, they 
present historians with a well-rounded historical narrative and the opportunity for 
interesting interpretation of historical events.99 Images are particularly useful in the 
history of the body (and the unusual body) as it is possible to track the changing 
notions of health and beauty, therefore facilitating the exploration of alternative 
representations of bodily norms.100 Rachel Adams contends, 
                                                          
98 Burke Eyewitnessing, p. 14-16.  
99 Burke Eyewitnessing, p. 9.  





images attest to the fact that freakishness is a historically variable quality, 
derived less from particular physical attributes than the spectacle of the 
extraordinary body swathed in theatrical props, promoted by advertising 
and performative fanfare.101 
Nonetheless, the freak show was more than just the exploitation of 
SｷaaWヴWﾐIW aﾗヴ ;ﾏ┌ゲWﾏWﾐデ ;ﾐS ヮヴﾗaｷデが ｷデ SｷゲゲWﾏｷﾐ;デWS ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げが 
け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げが ｴW;ﾉデｴが ┘WﾉﾉﾐWゲゲが ;ﾐS aｷデﾐWゲゲ to the British population. The role of 
visual sources in the promotion of freakery displays, as both encouraging pleasure 
and conveying information, provides a source of information for the analysis of the 
influence of the display, as well as informing historians on the prevalent trends, 
anxieties, and beliefs of the contemporary British public.  
The visual culture of the period also provides insight into the methods which 
showmen employed to advertise their acts and achieve substantial levels of 
interest. L┌Sﾏｷﾉﾉ; JﾗヴS;ﾐﾗ┗; ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲWゲ デｴ;デ けOﾐ ﾗﾐW ｴ;ﾐSが ;S┗WヴデｷゲWﾏWﾐデゲ Sヴ;┘ 
upon what is generally recognizable and understood by those who will see them に 
デｴW┞ ヴWﾉ┞ ﾗﾐ ヮヴW┗;ｷﾉｷﾐｪ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐゲ ;ﾐS ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWくげ102 Consequently, freak show 
advertisements should be viewed as embedded within contemporary culture to 
understand the ways in which spectators observed and discussed bodily 
abnormality. It is necessary to consider the audience that promotional material 
attempted to attract, as this was reflected in a variety of freakery advertisements 
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and ultimately fashioned public discourse surrounding the unusual bodies on 
display. Ronald E. Ostman debates the importance of photography and artistic 
representations in persuading people of all social groups to go to sideshows.103 The 
nineteenth century provided innovation such as the development of daguerreotype 
photography which gave people an example of what they might experience at the 
freak show. Potential spectators, either sceptical or interested, were then intrigued 
to know how hirsute the hairy lady was or whether the hybrid human/animal camel 
girl was real or fiction.104 Visual sources can be decoded in a number of ways, 
focusing on the shape of the body, or its fashioning for the British public to 
interpret. Ruth Barnes and Joanne B. Eichers in Dress and Gender: Making and 
Meaning SWゲIヴｷHW SヴWゲゲ ;ゲ ; けI┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ ヮｴWﾐﾗﾏWﾐﾗﾐげく105 Of course, clothing had a 
practical function, yet the way that a person chose to dress was affected by the 
culture and society in which they were raised. Furthermore, how people dressed 
portrayed their social, economic, and moral standing. Barnes and Eichers postulate,   
A cultural identity is thus expressed, and visual communication is 
established before verbal interaction even transmits whether such a verbal 
exchange is possible or desirable.106 
                                                          
103 Ronald E. Oゲデﾏ;ﾐが けPｴﾗデﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞ ;ﾐS PWヴゲ┌;ゲｷﾗﾐぎ F;ヴﾏ “WI┌ヴｷデ┞ ASﾏｷﾐｷゲデヴ;デｷﾗﾐ 
Pｴﾗデﾗｪヴ;ヮｴゲ ﾗa CｷヴI┌ゲ ;ﾐS C;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉ “ｷSWゲｴﾗ┘ゲげ ｷﾐ ‘ﾗゲWﾏ;ヴｷW G;ヴﾉ;ﾐS Tｴﾗﾏゲﾗﾐ ふWSくぶ 
Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of the Extraordinary Body (New York, 1996), p. 121. 
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Within this thesis, the construction of cultural identity through clothing in 
images and memorabilia is read as a significant aspect of the creation of the freak 
show. Through the deconstruction of freak show photographs, specifically carte de 
vistes we can better understand how deviance was conceptualised, understood, 
and perceived by spectators. The clothing in which freaks were exhibited 
encouraged audiences to form their own perceptions of the person on display and 
aided the construction of the identity of that person. Therefore, not only did those 
with unusual bodies promote ideas surrounding health and fitness, but they also 
represented notions of masculinity, femininity, and class. Typically, the freak show 
achieved this in two ways. Firstly, freaks were often dressed in clothes which 
increased their social standing, juxtaposing their deformity with those from the 
upper classes, and making the display even more entertaining. Secondly, often in 
the case of female freaks such as fat ladies or midgets, they were dressed in 
revealing clothes, accentuating their physical, social, and moral deviance. 
Photographic evidence will prove vitally important to this thesis, as the creation of 
exhibitions, carte de visites, and posters suggested the ways in which freaks were to 
be observed, discussed, and deciphered. In some instances, photographs were not 
used for freak show advertisements as they revealed too much of the display itself. 
It was only unusual bodies that lay beyond the imagination of the viewing British 
public who were photographed for promotional reasons.107 This research engages 
                                                          





with the promotional material of the freak show, to understand the construction of 
freakery and its portrayal to the viewing British public.  
Archives and Collections: Problems and Issues 
This thesis utilises several archives to locate the written and visual culture of 
freak shows, including the Bristol Theatre Collection, the Blackpool Local Family and 
History Centre, and the Wellcome Library. While these archives have provided 
numerous different visual sources, from photographs of the spaces that freaks were 
displayed to the freaks themselves, at times the sporadic nature of the holdings 
placed limitations on the research. Larger national archival collections such as the 
John Johnson Collection at the Bodleian Library and the Evanion Collection at the 
British Library did not possess any material relating to seaside freak shows. 
However, local archives proved more useful, despite having a significant amount of 
uncatalogued material. Furthermore, some freak shows were only recorded one or 
two times providing limited information on those acts. However, through piecing 
together visual sources with reports in local and national newspapers, it was 
possible to understand how those with unusual bodies were constructed and 
perceived as forms of entertainment and education. Similarly, the National 
Fairground Archive at the University of Sheffield was helpful in providing some 
contextual information about fairgrounds, circuses, and freak shows in the 
nineteenth century but they only had limited information on seaside freaks in the 
twentieth century. Holdings in the Mass Observation Archive were helpful in 





perceived the entertainment available to them, and the ways in which showmen 
constructed the displays. Additionally, the thesis uses contemporary health 
publications to comprehend how freaks could be situated within the health 
discourse and medicalisation of disability in the period.  
The first half of the twentieth century brought numerous changes to British 
social and cultural life. The rapid growth of industrial cities and urban areas in the 
previous century not only meant that workers had more money but the 
implementation of paid holidays allowed them the time to participate in a variety of 
leisure pursuits. The British seaside resort, which had been the preserve of the 
upper and middle classes of the nineteenth century, now became a place of refuge 
for the worker who wanted to escape the monotony of everyday life in the 
twentieth century. The environment created at the seaside resort, meanwhile, 
allowed the British public to enjoy themselves, and cast off usual societal restraints. 
Holidaymakers enjoyed the leisure pursuits available at the beach including ever-
popular donkey rides, Pierrot displays, and sea-bathing. The freak show, which had 
been such a prominent form of Victorian entertainment, relocated from 
metropolitan areas to seaside resorts such as Blackpool, Margate, and Southend-
on-Sea and continued to play a pivotal role in communicating ideas surrounding the 
HﾗS┞が SW┗ｷ;ﾐIWが ;ﾐS けBヴｷデｷゲｴﾐWゲゲげく Significantly, this transplanting of the freak show 
from cities to seaside resorts permitted a continued interest in unusual bodies, such 





reflected the specific environmental dynamics of the coastal resort as well as 
changes in British culture and society in the first half of the twentieth century.  
Chapter Outlines  
Chapter One explores the locations in which freaks were exhibited for the 
ヮ┌HﾉｷIげゲ WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデき ｷデ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWゲ デｴ;デ デｴW ゲW;ゲｷSW ゲヮ;IW ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐWS ﾗﾐW ﾗa デｴW 
primary amusement sites in which freak shows remained. The seaside spaces of the 
twentieth century were unique and complex locations with various factors affecting 
their growth, development, and atmosphere. Not only did the environment provide 
the physical space for entertainment available to holidaymakers; it reflected the 
significance of those experiences for the public. Seaside spaces were constructed 
through three main components: their geographical location, their individuality, 
and the meanings holidaymakers attached to such places. This thesis argues that 
the unique seaside space, situated on the physical and metaphorical peripheries of 
British life enabled the continuation of freak shows until the 1950s. It suggests that 
seaside freakery performances were constructed with concepts related specifically 
to the seaside environment, as well as wider social and cultural debates in 
contemporary British society. Although some of the displays remained similar to 
those that were popular with audiences in the Victorian period, others transformed 
as part of the culture that they were displayed in. Viewing freaks at the seaside 
enabled the public to renegotiate their identity, both as British citizens and as 
holidaymakers, through comparing themselves to those on display. It provided 





Finally, the balance of the nostalgia and novelty associated with seaside resorts 
stabilised the anxiety and tension surrounding the rapid modernisation of Britain. 
Through their escape to the seaside environment, the public were able to relax 
away from the pressures of modernity. Furthermore, the freak show relieved the 
tension associated with working life and provided spectators with a throwback to 
entertainment that was reminiscent to a pre-industrialisation Britain. These facets 
of twentieth century seaside resorts worked together to shape the 
conceptualisation of freaks in seaside locations.  
One of the most popular forms of amusements at British seaside resorts 
were the midgets who performed in highly specialised midget villages. Chapter Two 
focuses its analysis on displays of midget troupes in the period 1900 to 1950. 
Midgets were one of the most popular acts in the twentieth century and 
entertained audiences throughout Britain; they were not solely displayed in seaside 
resorts but often performed in pantomimes in towns and cities.108 Housed in 
ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷゲデ ﾏｷSｪWデ ┗ｷﾉﾉ;ｪWゲ デｴ;デ ┘WヴW ゲI;ﾉWS aﾗヴ デｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa けﾉｷデデﾉW ヮWﾗヮﾉWげが Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa 
midgets enabled the public on holiday in British seaside resorts to renegotiate their 
perceptions of disability by experiencing an environment created for other 
individuals. The troupes, within their highly-specialised environment, revealed to 
holidaymakers that difference was a societally constructed concept. Through the 
analysis of images, film clips, and newspapers, this chapter also argues that midget 
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villages were represented as an idealised example of British society, and thus, 
reflected numerous entrenched notions surrounding marriage, domesticity, and 
recreation.  
Midget weddings were some of the most popular and spectacular forms of 
entertainment throughout the summer season. Crowds of excited onlookers 
gathered to see the bride and groom enter and leave the church alongside their 
entourage of freak bridesmaids and groomsmen. The ceremonial traditions evident 
in midget weddings were akin to the weddings of averagely-sized individuals that 
members of the audience would typically have attended. The celebration of midget 
weddings reflected the promotion of marriage in the wake of its decline; it 
endorsed matrimony to the younger, single population and it encouraged married 
people to consider the sanctity of their own wedding vows. The widespread use of 
birth control and the rising rates of illegitimate births in the 1920s signified greater 
liberation and sexual freedom amidst the British public as the twentieth century 
progressed.  
The focus on midget weddings subsequently encouraged holidaymakers to 
consider domesticity and the troupes conveyed the benefits associated with a 
stable family unit, such as happiness and healthiness. When midget troupes were 
depicted taking part in wholesome seaside activities, such as swimming and 
sunbathing, they promoted ideas of wellness and recreation that dominated 
holiday locations. Midget troupes, as miniature versions of average-sized British 





experiences, and healthiness in their displays, permitting audiences to consider 
themselves in relation to those with unusual bodies, who both performed and were 
present in seaside spaces.  
Other freaks that were novel to seaside resorts, also presented social and 
I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ ｷSW;ﾉゲ デﾗ デｴWｷヴ ;┌SｷWﾐIWゲく Cｴ;ヮデWヴ TｴヴWW SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWゲ デｴ;デ デｴW け“デ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ 
BヴｷSWゲげ ┘WヴW an innovative form of entertainment that raised curiosity at seaside 
resorts in the 1930s. Starvation exhibitions were a prominent and intriguing part of 
the seaside freak show in the first half of the twentieth century. Walking along the 
promenade holidaymakers were confronted with starving brides and starving 
vicars, as part of the itinerant freak show which travelled between seaside resorts. 
In the seaside space, dedicated to health and wellness, the starving brides garnered 
the interest of the public, particularly amidst contemporary issues such as the 
ヱΓンヰゲ けH┌ﾐｪヴ┞ Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSげ SWH;デW ;ﾐS デｴW ヴｷゲW ﾗa SｷWデｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴW middle classes. The 
performers directly contradicted the health advice of the time which advocated a 
nutritious and wholesome diet complemented by regular exercise such as 
swimming or walking. Starvation exhibits warned working-class spectators of the 
consequences of not maintaining a healthy physique, through the physical 
representations of deterioration that were displayed outside the exhibition. 
However, as the starvers were putting their lives in danger for their craft, they 
increased anxieties from local corporations who were concerned about the 
reputation of seaside locations. Nevertheless, it was evident that fasting people 





bodies for entertainment. As fasting men and women continued to exhibit 
themselves regularly at seaside resorts, there was sustained debate in local 
newspapers. Yet starving brides remained popular until 1950, when coastal 
locations became a less prominent part of British cultural life.   
Chapter Four moves on to analyse exhibitions of bodily difference on the 
ﾗデｴWヴ WﾐS ﾗa デｴW ゲI;ﾉWく Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ けWﾐaヴW;ﾆｷﾐｪげ デｴW a;デ HﾗS┞が ﾏWSｷI;ﾉ ヮヴﾗaWゲゲｷﾗﾐ;ﾉゲ 
brought together contemporary medical discourse and popular culture, and 
employed it to educate the public on the reasons why they should lose weight. 
Obesity was condemned because of the physical risks associated with being 
overweight. However, there were numerous social sanctions that faced those who 
were too fat, including not being able to find clothes that fit. This chapter examines 
displays of fat people in relation to the burgeoning obesity rates in the middle 
classes. Utilising ephemera associated wiデｴ LWﾐﾐ┞ M;ゲﾗﾐが けTｴW LWｷIWゲデWヴ F;デ Bﾗ┞げが 
Miss Rosie, the 36-stone fat lady, and the Westwood Family, it argues that people 
conceptualised what they were in relation to what they were not. They were, 
デｴWヴWaﾗヴWが ;HﾉW デﾗ I;デWｪﾗヴｷ┣W デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ;ゲ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ﾗヴ け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ H┞ ゲデ;ヴｷﾐｪ ;デ ; 
person on display. As the twentieth century progressed there was a greater 
awareness of the effect of excess weight on personal health and wellbeing.  
Specifically, this chapter suggests that displays of fat people in freak shows 
at seaside resorts were understood in relation to the contemporary health 
discourse surrounding the rising obesity rates in the middle classes. In comparison 





the epitome of what the British public should guard against. Fat people gave 
audiences a tangible example of what was considered physically unhealthy, within 
the seaside environment which was one that was associated with healthiness. 
However, they had social significance as well; the display of fat freaks encouraged 
デｴW ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗa a;デ ヮWﾗヮﾉW ;ゲ け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげが ヴWaﾉWIデｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS ヴW;aaｷヴﾏｷﾐｪ デｴW 
ヮヴﾗﾏﾗデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ ;ﾐS ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げく Fﾗヴ ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWが ; a;デ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ W┝ヮﾗゲWS ｴWヴ 
inability to control her sexual appetite, whilst a fat man showed himself to be 
effeminate and emasculated. Through learning about body management, in 
publications provided by the WﾗﾏWﾐげゲ LW;ｪ┌W ﾗa HW;ﾉデｴ ;ﾐS BW;┌デ┞ and The New 
Health Society, and by partaking in healthy activities by the coast, men and women 
┘WヴW WﾐIﾗ┌ヴ;ｪWS デﾗ I┌ﾉデｷ┗;デW ; けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ HﾗS┞が aﾗヴ デｴW ｴW;ﾉデｴ ;ﾐS ゲデヴWﾐｪデｴ ﾗa デｴW 
British nation. 
Between 1900 and 1950, traditional gender roles were challenged by the 
effect of the First and Second World Wars, initiating a gender crisis throughout 
Britain.109 For example, as women transitioned out of the home and into the public 
ゲヮｴWヴW ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ┘WヴW SWゲIヴｷHWS ;ゲ けﾏ;ﾐﾐｷゲｴげき ﾏWﾐが ゲ┌aaWヴｷﾐｪ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ゲデヴ;ｷﾐ ﾗa ┘;ヴが 
┘WヴW Hヴ;ﾐSWS ;ゲ けWaaWﾏｷﾐ;デWげく110 Fundamentally, there was concern about the 
effect of the indistinctness between genders. This transcended the medical 
profession, as doctors thought that women could spontaneously become men, if 
                                                          
109 See Lesley A. Hall, Sex, Gender, and Social Change in Britain since 1880 (Basingstoke, 
2000).  





they took part in masculine pursuits.111 Chapter 5 engages with these debates 
through an analysis of Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-wﾗﾏWﾐげが ｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ デｴW Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ ﾗa 
Colonel Barker, a transgender man who performed at seaside resorts. It must be 
understood in relation to the concern regarding the blurred boundary between 
men and women, and an increasing concern about the prominence of 
homosexuality in the twentieth century, both of which were evident in the legal 
case against Colonel Barker. The exhibitions and the court cases reflect the 
changing conceptualization of gender and sexuality in the period. Furthermore, 
they gave the public an opportunity to discuss issues such as gender and sexuality, 
as the legal professional attempted to clarify the law surrounding sexual deviance. 
Ultimately, this thesis demonstrates that freak shows migrated from 
metropolitan areas to seaside resorts, and subsequently, continued into the 
twentieth century. It argues that they reflected the social and cultural context in 
which they were displayed. Through bringing together the histories of medicine, 
disability, freakery, entertainment, and leisure it comprehends how conceptions of 
bodily health, wellness, and normality were evident within displays of freakery. 
Moreover, it seeks to understand the continued public fascination with human 
variation or difference, and how, through viewing abnormality as part of the freak 
show, audiences reassured themselves of their own normality.  
 
                                                          
111 Lｷゲ; C;ヴゲデWﾐゲが けUﾐHWIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ WﾗﾏWﾐぎ “W┝ ヴW┗Wヴゲ;ﾉ ｷﾐ デｴW “IｷWﾐデｷaｷI DｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW ﾗﾐ FWﾏ;ﾉW 






Making Space for Freakery: 
TｴW Cﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW SW;ゲｷSW ;ゲ ;ﾐ  
EﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデ Sヮ;IWが ヱΓヰヰどヱΓヵヰ 
 
Introduction 
Seaside resorts have always been recreational spaces; from their 
Wゲデ;HﾉｷゲｴﾏWﾐデ ;ゲ ｴW;ﾉデｴ┞ Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデゲ aﾗヴ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ WﾉｷデWが ┌ﾐデｷﾉ デｴWｷヴ デヴ;ﾐゲｷデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ 
centres of entertainment for the working classes, resorts were locations on the 
physical and metaphorical margins, where the public relaxed from the pressures of 
modern life. Prior to the expansion of holiday resorts in the latter half of the 
nineteenth century courtesy of the implementation of Bank Holidays in 1871, 
seaside towns were typically the preserve of the upper classes who holidayed by 
デｴW Iﾗ;ゲデ デﾗ けデ;ﾆW ｷﾐげ デｴW sea air and bathe in the salt water for the benefit of their 
health.112 With the move towards factory working environments and a growing 
consumer culture, the middle and working classes followed the lead of the upper 
                                                          
112 There were numerous different bodies campaigning for holidays with pay in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. For example, the Trades Union Congress started to 
campaign for paid holidays for workers in 1911. A committee of inquiry report, which 
occurred in 1938, recommended the gradual introduction of a statutory right to holidays in 
July 1938. The Holidays with Pay Act gave workers, whose minimum wage was governed by 
trade boards, the right to one week of paid holiday per year. The Trades Union Congress 
was disappointed by this decision, declaring it to be limited. Rather, they advocated 2 
┘WWﾆゲげ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ ヮWヴ ┞W;ヴ aﾗヴ ┘ﾗヴﾆWヴゲく NW┗WヴデｴWﾉWゲゲが ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ゲ ┘ｷデｴ ヮ;┞ ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWS デｴW ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ 





classes and hurried to the coast to experience the entertainments available to them 
at seaside resorts.  
Tom Harrisson, founder of the Mass Observation project, commented on the 
importance and significance of the developing working class holiday in the first half 
of the twentieth century.  
As well as the weekly trajectory of spending centred around the weekend, 
there is an annual cycle of importance. Most Worktown families save up 
W┗Wヴ┞ ┘WWﾆ aﾗヴ ﾗﾐW ┘WWﾆげゲ ゲ┌ﾏﾏWヴ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞が ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW ┘ｴﾗﾉW デﾗ┘ﾐ ゲデﾗヮゲ 
┘ﾗヴﾆ ゲｷﾏ┌ﾉデ;ﾐWﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ;ﾐS デ;ﾆWゲ ｷデゲ さ┘;ﾆWゲがざ ﾏ;ｷﾐﾉ┞ at Blackpool. Planning for 
デｴｷゲ ┘WWﾆ HWｪｷﾐゲ ﾏﾗﾐデｴゲ ;ｴW;Sが ;ﾐS デｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ ;Hﾗ┌デ ﾐW┝デ ┞W;ヴげゲ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ ﾏ;┞ 
begin immediately after the last one is over. Every kind of saving device and 
stimulus is brought into operation, and families will suffer actual privation 
so that they may be sure to put aside enough money for a real splash at 
Blackpool. There, for the week, they will spend anything up to £50. They will 
eat and drink as they have never eaten and drunk for a year, will go to first-
class theatres and variety shows, the circus, the zoo, the aquarium, the 
Pleasure Beach, on every kind of racer, roundabout and Ghost Train, to the 
museum, the sexual abnormalities and the waxworks, onto the piers and 
into the band concerts, in boats and to fortune-sellers, and to all other 
things quite lacking in the smoky, uniform, industrial context of Worktwon. 
All the way they pay. At Blackpool there are not afraid to behave 





ﾗﾐ デｴWﾐぎ さKｷゲゲ MWが Cｴ;ヴﾉｷWざ ﾗヴ さCﾗﾏW Uヮ ;ﾐS “WW MW “ﾗﾏWデｷﾏWくざ Dヴ┌ﾐﾆゲ 
staggering along the pavement are quite in order, and anybody may 
introduce themselves to anybody else and become friends in a few minutes 
に it takes months to make a friend in Worktown. Again, at Blackpool, it is 
dｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ デﾗ ;ゲゲWゲゲ デｴW さﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉざ ｷﾐIﾗﾏW ﾉW┗Wﾉ ﾗa ;ﾐ┞HﾗS┞く PWﾗヮﾉW ;デ デｴW D 
level will save up and spend their holiday at an expensive hotel. The whole 
point of Blackpool is that it gives you liberation form normal restraints and 
levels, the opportunity to be luxurious and extravagant in surrounding which 
are almost Oriental in their architecture. We came to the conclusion from 
ﾗ┌ヴ Wﾗヴﾆデﾗ┘ﾐ ゲデ┌SｷWゲが デｴ;デ デｴW ┘WWﾆげゲ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ ;デ Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉ ┘;ゲ デｴW HｷｪｪWゲデ 
さゲデ;Hｷﾉｷ┣Wヴざ ｷﾐ Wﾗヴﾆデﾗ┘ﾐ ﾉｷaWく Iデ ﾆWヮデ ヮWﾗヮﾉW ゲ;デｷゲaｷWS ;ﾐS happy, either in 
memory or in anticipation, throughout all sorts of economic difficulties and 
SWヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐゲ ;ﾐS SｷゲデヴWゲゲぐ TｴWゲW Iﾉ;ゲゲ I┞IﾉWゲ ふｷa I ;ﾏ ヴｷｪｴデ ｷﾐ I;ﾉﾉｷﾐｪ デｴWﾏ 
that) can be found in many other aspects of British life. Their significance is 
(I think) that each of them provides a kind of rationalization of class 
difference, compensation for economic inferiority and a temporary 
ゲ;デｷゲa;Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa WIﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI ;ﾏHｷデｷﾗﾐく WｴWﾐW┗Wヴ デｴW┞ ｴ;┗W デｴW さﾗヮヮﾗヴデ┌ﾐｷデ┞ざ 
many D Worktowners go and act like C and B, many C Worktowners go and 
act like B and A.113 
 
                                                          
113 Tﾗﾏ H;ヴヴｷゲゲﾗﾐが けNﾗデWゲ ﾗﾐ Cﾉ;ゲゲ CﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS Cﾉ;ゲゲ Uﾐ-CﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲﾐWゲゲげ The 





Aﾉﾉ;ﾐ BヴﾗSｷW ﾐﾗデWゲが けぐ; ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗ ﾉﾗﾐｪWヴ ヴWゲデヴｷIデWS ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ デﾗ デｴW ヴｷIｴWゲデ 
members of society, but could be enjoyed by working people frolicking in the 
ゲW;くげ114 However, 
As working-class visitors joined their social superiors at the seaside in ever-
increasing numbers they posed problems and offered opportunities in the 
ヴWゲﾗヴデゲく TｴW W┝ｷゲデｷﾐｪ さHWデデWヴ-Iﾉ;ゲゲざ ┗ｷゲｷデｷﾐｪ ヮ┌HﾉｷI ﾗaデWﾐ ヴW;IデWS ;ﾐｪヴｷﾉ┞ デﾗ デｴW 
proximity of the more boisterous of the excursionists, but in some places 
the new visitors came to constitute a market of sufficient size and apparent 
elasticity to encourage entrepreneurs to cater specifically for them. Indeed, 
where working-class demand was heaviest some resorts saw their 
economies transformed in the latW ﾐｷﾐWデWWﾐデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞が ;ゲ デｴW さHWデデWヴ-Iﾉ;ゲゲざ 
visitor began to retreat to quieter and more select holiday and residential 
haunts.115 
Subsequently, resorts developed their own social tone and market, based on 
numerous factors, including their geographical location and the types of visitors the 
towns attracted.116 The position of a resort influenced the variety of people who 
holidayed there with resorts accessible from nearby towns and cities attracting 
local workers, whilst those further afield were popular with the upper classes who 
                                                          
114 Aﾉﾉ;ﾐ BヴﾗSｷWが けTｴW Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ F;ﾏｷﾉ┞ AS┗Wﾐデ┌ヴW に Seaside Holidays in Kent in the mid-
NｷﾐWデWWﾐデｴ CWﾐデ┌ヴ┞げ Journal of Tourism History 5:1 (2011), p. 1.  
115 Jﾗｴﾐ W;ﾉデﾗﾐが けTｴW DWﾏ;ﾐS aﾗヴ Wﾗヴﾆｷﾐｪ-Cﾉ;ゲゲ “W;ゲｷSW HﾗﾉｷS;┞ゲ ｷﾐ VｷIデﾗヴｷ;ﾐ Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSげ 
Economic History 34:2 (1981), p. 250.  
116 H;ヴﾗﾉS PWヴﾆｷﾐが けTｴW “ﾗIｷ;ﾉ TﾗﾐW ﾗa VｷIデﾗヴｷ;ﾐ “W;ゲｷSW ‘Wゲﾗヴデゲ ｷﾐ デｴW Nﾗヴデｴ WWゲデげ Northern 





travelled there by car. Holidaymakers influenced the development and construction 
of the town through their individual preferences, as resorts concentrated on 
attracting as many holidaymakers as possible, providing them with the 
entertainment and amusement they desired. For example, Margate and Southend-
on-Sea were easily accessible from London and appealed to workers who wanted 
escape from the challenges of modern life and, therefore, enjoyed the thrills of the 
contemporary amusement park, which influenced the growth of Dreamland and the 
Kursall, both popular seaside amusement venues.117  
However, seaside resorts were also subject to the will and governance of 
local authorities. Harold Perkin demonstrates that Scarborough and Skegness were 
equidistant from large industrial towns, but that they had inherently different social 
tones due to their history, and the effect of local politics, which determined the 
progression and improvement of each location. Perkin suggests that social elites 
helped to regulate the tone of the resort, due to their financial control and vested 
interest in the success of the summer season.118  Thus, the people who financially 
invested in the development of seaside resorts had precedent over the type of 
holidaymakers it attracted, as they decided on the types of entertainment that 
were permissible there. Seaside resorts were thus influenced by a conglomeration 
of the competing ideals of business owners, local authorities, and holidaymakers 
themselves.  
                                                          
117 For example, holidays enabled the working classes who laboured in factories to escape 
the regimentation of factory laws. 





Seaside resorts developed into two distinct categories: upmarket locations 
that were visited by the upper and middle classes, and pleasure resorts that were 
most popular with the working classes. The nature of some seaside towns including 
Blackpool, Margate, and Southend-on-Sea, changed as they expanded; they 
transformed from exclusive upper-class health locations into large and bustling 
mass entertainment centres, that marked their reinvention as leisure spaces. 
Moreover, as more of the population started to holiday by the coast, a distinctively 
working-class holiday emerged, which was characterised by cheap entertainments, 
amusements, stalls, and sideshows at large pleasure resorts from 1890.119 These 
holidays were extraordinarily popular and newspapers frequently commented on 
the large crowds of holidaymakers who visited the coast on their summer 
excursions.120  
Coastal holidays became so popular with working-class families in the first 
half of the twentieth century that by the outbreak of World War Two the 
Association of Health and Pleasure Resorts described the governmentげゲ ┘;ヴ-time 
W┗;I┌;デｷﾗﾐ ゲIｴWﾏW ;ゲ ; けデヴｷ┌ﾏヮｴ;ﾐデ ヮWヴaWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｷﾐIﾗﾐ┗WﾐｷWﾐIWくげ121 This 
demonstrated that, by 1939が ゲW;ゲｷSW ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ゲ ｴ;S ;ﾐ Wゲデ;HﾉｷゲｴWS ヮﾉ;IW ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ 
social, cultural, and economic environment, to the extent that the onset of war - at 
least in the minds of local chambers of commerce - was not going to disrupt public 
                                                          
119 Jﾗｴﾐ W;ﾉデﾗﾐが けTｴW DWﾏ;ﾐS aﾗヴ Wﾗヴﾆｷﾐｪ-Cﾉ;ゲゲ “W;ゲｷSW HﾗﾉｷS;┞ゲ ｷﾐ VｷIデﾗヴｷ;ﾐ Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSげ, pp. 
251-252.  
120 Lancashire Evening Post, Tuesday 29 March 1910 p. 2; Leeds Mercury, Monday 05 
August 1912, p. 10; The Scotsman, Monday 10 June 1935, p. 16.  
121 けBｷﾉﾉWデｷﾐｪ CヴｷデｷIｷゲﾏぎ HW;ﾉデｴ ‘Wゲﾗヴデゲ ;ﾐS PWヴaWIデ IﾐIﾗﾐ┗WﾐｷWﾐIWげが Gloucestershire Echo, 





holidaying traditions. Not only did such resorts remain central to the local leisure 
economy but they had become essential elements in the typical summer calendar: 
けHﾗﾉｷS;┞ゲ ｴ;S HWIﾗﾏW ; ﾏ;ヴﾆWヴ ﾗa Iｷデｷ┣Wﾐゲｴｷヮが ; ヴｷｪｴデ デﾗ ヮﾉW;ゲ┌ヴWくげ122  
This chapter assesses the development of seaside locations from health 
resorts that were the preserve of the wealthy, to places in which people from all 
social backgrounds spent their summer holidays. There are a plethora of histories 
detailing the development of seaside resorts and holidays in Britain, including the 
reasons for the expansion of coastal locations, why people spent their holidays at 
the seaside, and the variety of entertainments available for their amusement.123 As 
highlighted in the previous literature review, attention has been given to the 
seaside as a space in which summertime excursions occurred, how this space was 
designed, and how the space itself encouraged people to behave in a certain way.  
Most significantly, seaside holidays had become an integral feature of 
leisure and entertainment and, therefore, became けゲ;ﾉｷWﾐデ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa 
Bヴｷデｷゲｴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWくげ124 Holidays transformed workers into consumers, enabled men to 
relax from the stresses of employment, encouraged families to spend time 
together, and facilitated good-spirited fun. けTｴW デﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIW ｷゲ デｴ┌ゲ ﾏ;ヴﾆWS 
as distinct in both spatio-temporal terms and also in the kinds of behaviour both 
                                                          
122 John Urry, The Tourist Gaze: Leisure and Travel in Contemporary Societies (London, 
1990), p. 27.  
123 See James Walvin, Leisure and Society, 1830-1950 (London, 1978); John Walton, The 
British Seaside: Holidays and Resorts in the Twentieth Century (Manchester, 2000); John K. 
Walton, The English Seaside Resort: A Social History 1750-1914 (Leicester, 1983).  
124 D;┗ｷS J;ヴヴ;デデ ;ﾐS “W;ﾐ G;ﾏﾏﾗﾐが けWW ｴ;S デｴW ﾏﾗゲデ ┘ﾗﾐSWヴa┌ﾉ デｷﾏWゲげぎ ゲW;ゲｷSW ﾐﾗゲデ;ﾉｪｷ; 





expected and indulged in. Time is not spent in productive activity but in the 
IﾗﾐゲヮｷI┌ﾗ┌ゲ Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ﾉWｷゲ┌ヴWくげ125 To fully appreciate the seaside 
environment, this chapter assesses both the physical and metaphorical 
construction of the coastal space. It examines how this affected the identity of 
holidaymakers, the experiences which tourists had on their summer holidays, and 
the how the ヮ┌HﾉｷIげゲ behaviour changed from the city to the seaside. Steve Allen 
argues,  
In respect of the seaside, we witness a change from the medicalised beach 
ﾗa デｴW WｷｪｴデWWﾐデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞が ┘ｴWヴW けSｷヮヮｷﾐｪげ ┘;ゲ ゲWWﾐ ;ゲ ; I┌ヴWが デﾗ デｴW 
pleasure beach of the nineteenth century. The shift included not only 
ascribing a different function for the sea, but also a concomitant change in 
ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ ;ゲ ヮ┌HﾉｷI ゲヮ;IWが Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲWS H┞ ｪヴW;デWヴ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ﾏｷ┝ｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS ぐ ;ゲ 
a carnivalesque display of the undisciplined body.126  
It was within this transforming public space that displays of unusual bodies 
continued to be a popular form of entertaiﾐﾏWﾐデく けTｴW ﾏ;ヴｪｷﾐ;ﾉ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ﾗa デｴW 
location influences the display of a set of permissive attitudes and behaviours. 
Frivolity, sexual licentiousness and general indulgence at the seaside (at times 
tarnished by explosions of violence) have become familiar iﾏ;ｪWヴ┞ぐげ127 Specifically, 
this chapter utilises aspects of Mｷﾆｴ;ｷﾉ B;ﾆｴデｷﾐげゲ デｴWﾗヴ┞ ﾗa デｴW けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ;ﾐS 
                                                          
125 KW┗ｷﾐ MWWデｴ;ﾐが けPﾉ;IWが Iﾏ;ｪW ;ﾐS Pﾗ┘Wヴぎ Bヴｷｪｴデﾗﾐ ;ゲ ; ‘Wゲﾗヴデげ ｷﾐ Tﾗﾏ “Wﾉ┘┞ﾐ ふWSくぶが The 
Tourist Image: Myths and Myth Making in Tourism (Chichester, 1996) p. 179.  
126 “デW┗W AﾉﾉWﾐ けBヴｷデｷゲｴ CｷﾐWﾏ; ;デ デｴW “W;ゲｷSW に デｴW Lｷﾏｷデゲ ﾗa Lｷﾏｷﾐ;ﾉｷデ┞げ Journal of British 
Cinema and Television 5:1 (2009), p. 53. 





Jﾗｴﾐ Uヴヴ┞げゲ IﾗﾐIWヮデ┌;ﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW けデﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ ｪ;┣Wげ デﾗ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐ why staring at freaks 
was a popular and expected pastime within the seaside environment whilst in 
towns and cities, freak shows were becoming a less accepted form of 
amusement.128 As Perkin and Walvin have illuminated, seaside resorts were 
irrevocably shaped by their geographies and became distinctive places given over to 
leisure. As such, the resorts were idiosyncratic environments which developed with 
unprecedented popularity, as cities became increasingly industrialised, and there 
was greater need for supplementary recreational spaces for tourists to enjoy their 
newly acquired leisure time. Arriving in these spatially demarcated landscapes, the 
public were removed from their everyday, work-focused environment and routine, 
and were presented with an unusually pleasure-centred space that transformed 
their roles and behaviour.  
John Walton suggests that holidays permitted the public to relax from the 
strict social guidelines that governed them, and, therefore, there were different 
behavioural codes within seaside locations. He argues that the corporeal and 
symbolic construction of seaside resorts simultaneously promoted and encouraged 
escape from industrial life; he maintains that the space enabled people to defy 
traditional social conventions, meaning that they took part in activities not akin to 
their everyday lives.129 Through analysing the seaside resort as a space, historians 
can thereby understand the continuities and changes between the physical and 
                                                          
128 See Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World (Bloomington, 2009); See Urry, The Tourist 
Gaze (London, 1990). 





metaphorical boundaries of the city and the seaside, to understand why people 
observed different social conventions in alternative spaces. 
In city spaces, the public were expected to live in accordance with 
traditional behaviour codes, including adhering to their daily schedule which 
revolved around working life, domestic duties, and participating in appropriate 
forms of leisure such as exercise, music, and community groups. Fundamentally, 
people were expected to exude the virtues of hard work, personal responsibility, 
and good character. However, within the seaside environment, holidaymakers were 
removed from their strict schedule and instead spent their day enjoying a variety of 
pastimes, including swimming, sunbathing, and the thrills of modern pleasure 
parks. Through analysing the cultural boundaries of both the city and the seaside, 
デｴWヴW ｷゲ ;ﾐ ﾗヮヮﾗヴデ┌ﾐｷデ┞ デﾗ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS ┘ｴ┞が けTｴW Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ ゲWWﾏWd united, almost 
obsessed in the summer-time rush to the sea; they travelled to the coast like 
ﾉWﾏﾏｷﾐｪゲが ;ﾐS HWｴ;┗WS ﾗSSﾉ┞ ﾗ┌デ ﾗa Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ﾗﾐ ;ヴヴｷ┗;ﾉくげ130  
The physical and metaphorical construction of recreational environments 
simultaneously facilitated and fashioned the experience of those holidaying within 
them. Sean Gammon and Sam Elkington posit thatが けTｴW IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ﾉWｷゲ┌ヴW 
landscape is a complex and diverse one that is both natural and built, dark and light, 
safe and dangerous, contained or without boundary and profoundly influences the 
                                                          





ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾉWｷゲ┌ヴW ｷゲ ヮWヴaﾗヴﾏWS ;ﾐS W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIWSくげ131 The seaside 
ゲ┌ヴヴﾗ┌ﾐSｷﾐｪゲ ｴ;S ; ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆ;HﾉW WaaWIデ ﾗﾐ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ﾏ;ﾆWヴゲげ W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIW ﾗa ﾉWｷゲ┌ヴWが 
pleasure, and fun.  
Ultimately, this chapter assesses the extent to which seaside environments 
were constructed as places on the margins of British life - liminal spaces in which 
the public could indulge in behaviours less appropriate in nearby cities and 
metropolitan locations. It argues that the space was central to the behavioural 
changes that occurred in holidaymakers between their homes and holiday 
destinations. Additionally, it suggests that the types of entertainments available to 
excursionists reflected the idiosyncrasies of the seaside environment, and indicates 
that the uniqueness of the seaside space permitted the continuation of staring at 
freaks for entertainment. Finally, it contends that the change in place and space 
influenced the overall seaside experience, making seaside holidays the most 
popular form of tourism throughout Britain in the twentieth century.   
While there are numerous ways to understand the social and cultural 
construction of space, this chapter utilises newspaper reports, posters, and 
questionnaires from the Mass Observation Archives, to understand how seaside 
resorts developed from 1900 to 1950. It understands the interrelationship between 
geographical location, the infrastructure or physicality of seaside resorts, and the 
                                                          
131 “;ﾏ Eﾉﾆｷﾐｪデﾗﾐ ;ﾐS “W;ﾐ G;ﾏﾏﾗﾐが け‘W;Sｷﾐｪ L;ﾐSゲI;ヮWゲぎ AヴデｷI┌ﾉ;デｷﾐｪ ; Nﾗﾐ-Essentialist 
Representation of Space, Place and Ideﾐデｷデ┞ ｷﾐ LWｷゲ┌ヴWげ ｷﾐ “;ﾏ Eﾉﾆｷﾐｪデﾗﾐ ;ﾐS “W;ﾐ G;ﾏﾏﾗﾐ 





way in which holidaymakers used and conceptualised the space throughout this 
period. It analyses the complex construction of space through assessing variables 
which affected the development of resorts and seeks to understand how this 
fashioned the social tone of individual coastal towns, in turn creating the leisure 
environment of Margate, Blackpool, and Southend-on-Sea. Therefore, it closely 
W┝;ﾏｷﾐWゲ デｴW ヴW;ゲﾗﾐゲ ┘ｴ┞ ゲﾗﾏW ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデゲ ヮﾗゲゲWゲゲWS ; けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ゲヮｷヴｷデが 
whilst others maintained a demure atmosphere.  
Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴが ｷﾐ けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ヴWゲﾗヴデゲが ゲデ;ヴｷﾐｪ ;デ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｷデｴ anomalous bodies 
was an accepted part of holidaying culture, more sedate resorts did not promote 
this type of entertainment, instead endorsing more upmarket forms of leisure such 
as promenading by the shore.132 Local authorities created seaside spaces in ways 
which reflected the partialities of the dominant holidaymaking group in that 
particular area. Therefore, seaside resorts often developed with divergent customs 
and traditions, based on their specific geographical location and preferences of 
individual holidaymakers. These components facilitated the construction of seaside 
resorts, including the meanings attached to seaside holidays and how public 
behaviour transformed on their arrival to the coast.  
 
 
                                                          
132 For example, seaside towns such as Brighton were promoted as healthy locations for the 
upper classes and stayed away from branding themselves as large entertainment and 





The Development of Seaside Resorts in the Twentieth century  
The transformation of seaside resorts was influenced by a complex network 
of geographical, economic, and social developments. Both prior to and throughout 
the twentieth century, cities were economic sites, focused on modernisation, 
industrialisation, and employment. With this progress, there was an inherent need 
for greater provision of leisure spaces.133 Inland spa towns, such as Bath, Harrogate, 
and Leamington were popular in the eighteenth century and provided the upper 
classes with somewhere to focus on health and recreation.134 However, as the 
nineteenth century progressed, seaside resorts HWI;ﾏW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ┘ｷデｴ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ 
WﾉｷデWく “I;ヴHﾗヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ┘;ゲ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ aｷヴゲデ Iﾗ;ゲデ;ﾉ ゲヮ; デﾗ┘ﾐが ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘;ゲ デヴ;ﾐゲaﾗヴﾏWS ｷﾐデﾗ 
a seaside resort. It exemplified the interrelationship between spas and seaside 
resorts as spaces of health and recreation.135  
          Seaside resorts, geographically separate from large, industrial cities equally 
provided for the recreational requirements of the newly leisured working classes.136 
All resorts catered for British peopleげゲ WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデが ┞Wデ デｴW┞ SW┗WﾉﾗヮWS 
distinctive and individual identities which provided different activities for the 
visitors they attracted. Furthermore, resorts were used and meanings were 
                                                          
 
134 Harrogate is an English Spa that was founded in 1596. Doctors wrote about the health 
benefits of the spa water as early as 1660. However, the Royal Baths did not open until 
1897 when it offered spa treatments to the public. In 1914, there was a decline in the 
number of spa treatments available to the public. Leamington was originally a very small 
village but the discovery of saline springs attracted visitors for the healing qualities of the 
water. By 1860, the spa had Leamington had closed. 
135 See Walton, The English Seaside Resort (Leicester, 1983).   
136 The development of railways encouraged working-class people to go to the seaside as 





constructed individually by holidaymakers. Walton suggests that resorts meant 
different things to different people and changed over time.  
As the seaside holiday habit percolated downwards through the increasingly 
IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ゲデヴ;デ; ﾗa デｴW aｷヴゲデ ｷﾐS┌ゲデヴｷ;ﾉ ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐぐ ｷデゲ Iｴ;ﾐｪｷﾐｪ 
manifestations came to influence the development of individual resorts in 
varying and often divergent ways, as the holiday expectations of a widening 
range of social and cultural groupings sought expression and satisfaction in 
styles which were not always mutually compatible.137  
Entertainment environments such as seaside resorts often reflected a 
multitude of meanings which mirrored the social discourse surrounding the 
appropriate use of leisure time, distinctions between the popular leisure pursuits of 
differing classes, and individual entertainment preferences. For instance, Sandra 
Dawson tracks the development of holiday camps in Britain in the 1930s and places 
their growing popularity in the context of contemporary political, sociological, and 
gender debates. Utilising a range of archival sources, including government 
documents, memoires, and newspaper articles she reveals how they became part 
of tｴW ;ヴIｴWデ┞ヮ;ﾉ けBヴｷデｷゲｴげ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞. She argues further that the development of 
working-class package holidays was ; ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ デｴW ｪﾗ┗WヴﾐﾏWﾐデげゲ decision to 
introduce Holidays with Pay in July 1938, which introduced a statutory right to 
holidays.138 The Holidays with Pay Act gave workers the right to one weeks paid 
                                                          
137 Walton, The English Seaside Resort, p. 5.  
138 See Sandra Trudgen Dawson, Holiday Camps in Twentieth century Britain: Packaging 





holiday a year and, therefore, a variety of holidays became more popular with the 
British public.  Seaside resorts undeniably shared some of these traits (and in fact, 
sported holiday camps) but at the same time, developed differently from other 
entertainment models. Traditionally spaces of health at the end of the eighteenth 
and beginning of the nineteenth century, by the beginning of the twentieth century 
they became synonymous with concepts such as entertainment, freedom, 
nostalgia, and novelty. By understanding the traditions and expectations of British 
tourists surrounding seaside holidays, including where they enjoyed visiting and 
their preferred amusement activities, we can gain an understanding of the complex 
creation of seaside resorts. Importantly, this revealed the varied constructions of 
the seaside space and how holidaymakers fashioned the seaside environment 
themselves. John Walton argues,  
By the beginning of the twentieth century, the capacious diversity of the 
British seaside had room for visitors of all social classes and strata, although 
working-class access to resorts varied in different parts of the country 
;IIﾗヴSｷﾐｪ デﾗ a;ﾏｷﾉ┞ ｷﾐIﾗﾏWゲ ;ﾐS ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐゲく TｴW ヮﾗﾗヴWゲデぐ ┘WヴW ﾉ┌Iﾆ┞ 
to manage the occasional day-trip under charitable auspices although they 
might have fun at the coast in brief respites from seasonal jobs as waiters, 
hotel or boarding-house servants, laundrymaids or even itinerant 
entertainers.139 
                                                          





Therefore, it was evident that holidays were different for the upper classes 
and the working classes. However, although the British seaside holiday was diverse, 
each social group developed their own traditions. Upper-class visitors to the coast 
tended to travel to quieter resorts, whereas working-class holidaymakers went to 
ones with more activity. The Beveridge Holiday Questionnaire, collated by Mass 
Observation in 1947, demonstrates how seaside holidays changed over the first half 
of the twentieth century. The questionnaire encouraged people to discuss their 
holiday traditions, aspirations, habits, and financial capabilities.140 Seaside holidays 
┘WヴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ;ﾏﾗﾐｪゲデ ヮ;ヴデｷIｷヮ;ﾐデゲが ┘ｷデｴ ﾗﾐW ﾗHゲWヴ┗Wヴ ﾐﾗデｷﾐｪが けI ﾉｷﾆW デｴW ゲW;ゲｷSW 
best. I like the air and the excitement. Like Brighton and places like that. You can 
ｴ;┗W ; ｪﾗﾗS デｷﾏWく Iデげゲ ; Iｴ;ﾐｪW に you can get away from everything. Nothing to 
worry ;Hﾗ┌デくげ141  The concept of freedom from everyday life appeared in a number 
ﾗa ヴWヮﾗヴデゲが ┘ｷデｴ ﾗﾐW ヴWヮﾉ┞ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデｷﾐｪが けI ﾉｷﾆW aヴWWSﾗﾏ aヴﾗﾏ ヴWゲデヴ;ｷﾐデ ﾗﾐ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞が I ﾉｷﾆW 
デﾗ ｪﾗが Sﾗ ;ﾐS ┘W;ヴ ┘ｴ;デ I ﾉｷﾆW ;ﾐS ; ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉ ヮﾉ;IW ｷゲ HWデデWヴ aﾗヴ デｴ;デ ゲﾗヴデ ﾗa ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞くげ142 
Men and women had different ideals of what they preferred as part of their ideal 
                                                          
140 The Mass Observation Archive was created to gather documents about everyday life in 
Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐき AIIﾗヴSｷﾐｪ デﾗ M;ゲゲ OHゲWヴ┗;デｷﾗﾐ OﾐﾉｷﾐWが けFﾗヴ デｴW S┌ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ┘;ヴ ﾏﾗゲデ ヮWﾗヮﾉW 
けS┌ｪ ｷﾐげ ;ﾐS ゲデ;┞WS ┘ｴWヴW デｴW┞ ┘WヴWが HW┞ﾗﾐS ;ﾐ ;ﾐﾐ┌;ﾉ デヴｷヮ デﾗ a;ﾏｷﾉ┞ ;ﾐS aヴｷWﾐSゲ ﾐW;ヴH┞く 
Even after the war, for most of the Mass Observation diarists a few days at the seaside in 
Brighton or Grange-over-Sands was the height of luxury. By the 1950s, national security 
and more settled household finances meant that a lucky few could be more adventurous: 
taking more than one trip a year, travelling further, and staying in hotels rather than with 
friends. Foreign holidays were still the realm of the wealthy, and the few diarists who 
デヴ;┗WﾉﾉWS HW┞ﾗﾐS Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ HﾗヴSWヴゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSW ; a;ゲIｷﾐ;デｷﾐｪ ｷﾐゲｷｪｴデ ｷﾐデﾗ IﾗﾐデｷﾐWﾐデ;ﾉ デヴ;┗Wﾉ 
S┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW ヱΓヵヰゲ ;ﾐS ヶヰゲくげ  аhttp://resources.amdigital.co.uk.chain.kent.ac.uk/mo/map/> 
[Accessed 23/05/17, 12.25pm]; James Hinton, The Mass Observers: A History, 1937-1949 
(Oxford, 2013), p. 3.  






summer holiday. For example, men took the opportunity to escape from the 
mundanity of working life. However, one female contributor revealed that their 
concept of a satisfying holida┞ ┘;ゲ けWｴWﾐ ┞ﾗ┌ I;ﾐ ｪWデ ;┘;┞が ヴWﾉ;┝ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ 
a;ゲデｷSｷﾗ┌ゲ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ﾗヴ SﾗﾏWゲデｷI ┘ﾗヴヴｷWゲくげ143 TｴW┞ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌WSが けぐ ;┘;┞ aヴﾗﾏ W┗Wヴ┞デｴｷﾐｪが 
not to have to do anything for myself, to be able to get right away from dishes and 
shopping. I like to go somewhere quiet. I like to be served hand and foot and not to 
ｴ;┗W デﾗ デｴｷﾐﾆ ﾗヴ ┘ﾗヴヴ┞ ;Hﾗ┌デ ;ﾐ┞デｴｷﾐｪく Tｴ;デげゲ ﾏ┞ ｷSW; ﾗa ; ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞くげ144 It was clear 
that many British people に workers, housewives, and families に enjoyed the sense 
of freedom and escape associated with a holiday by the sea. Yet, they enjoyed 
divergent holidaying practices, and thus, had different ideas of what a holiday 
encompassed.  
Nonetheless, the reports conveyed that holidaymakers had individual 
notions of freedom and escape, which were evident through the discussion of the 
different types of holiday that they enjoyed going on. While some enjoyed healthy 
pursuits, many also enjoyed the exciting entertainments available to them. 
Ultimately, their idea of an ideal holiday informed the types of resorts they 
holidayed ｷﾐく Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ゲﾗﾏW ﾗヮデWS aﾗヴ け; ヮﾉ;IW ┘ｷデｴ ｪﾗﾗS ;ｷヴが ヮﾉW;ゲ;ﾐデ Iﾗ┌ﾐデヴ┞ ;ﾐS 
H;デｴｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS ゲ;ｷﾉｷﾐｪ a;IｷﾉｷデｷWゲく PヴWaWヴ;Hﾉ┞ ; ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉが ケ┌ｷWデ ゲﾗヴデ ﾗa ヮﾉ;IWげが ﾗデｴWヴゲ ｷﾐゲデW;S 
ﾐWWSWS ゲﾗﾏW┘ｴWヴW ┘ｷデｴ けヮﾉWﾐデ┞ デﾗ Sﾗげが けゲヮﾗヴデげ ;ﾐS けWﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデげ.145 One 
observer, who enjoyed the bustle of seaside resorts, noted that they preferred, 
                                                          







け“ﾗﾏW┘ｴWヴW ﾉｷﾆW “ﾗ┌デｴヮﾗヴデ ﾗヴ Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉが ┌ヮ Nﾗヴデｴ ;ﾐ┞┘;┞く I ﾉｷﾆW ｷデ ┌ヮ デｴWヴWが デｴWヴWげゲ 
ヮﾉWﾐデ┞ ﾗa ﾉｷaW ;ﾐS ﾐｷIW Iﾗ┌ﾐデヴ┞ ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉくげ146 Ultimately, observations from 
participants in the Beveridge Questionnaire demonstrated numerous things about 
British holidays. Firstly, they portrayed the individual nature of seaside holidays. 
They exposed that what people enjoyed doing on their summer holiday was 
variable. It was evident that seaside resorts were distinct; they had fluctuating 
degrees of the traditional seaside properties of freedom, health, entertainment, 
leisure, nostalgia, and novelty. They operated together and created the unique 
seaside environment which attracted the British public year after year. Resorts 
were constructed in such a way that attracted their target clientele; resorts such as 
Blackpool targeted working-class holidaymakers and therefore, there were many 
cheap entertainments such as freak shows and fairground games. A poster which 
aS┗WヴデｷゲWS けM;ｪｷI;ﾉ M;ヴｪ;デWげ ;ゲ ; ┘ﾗヴﾆｷﾐｪ-class seaside resort presented the 
;ﾏ┌ゲWﾏWﾐデゲ ;デ デｴW aヴﾗﾐデ ;ゲ けIｴW;ヮげ ;ﾐS ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ W;ゲ┞ Sｷゲデ;ﾐIW ﾗa LﾗﾐSﾗﾐ aﾗヴ デｴﾗゲW 
who needed to commute to the coast.147 
  A similar poster that advertised Southend-on-Sea revealed that alongside 
デｴW けﾏ;┝ｷﾏ┌ﾏ ゲ┌ﾐゲｴｷﾐWげ ;ﾐS けHヴ;Iｷﾐｪ ;ｷヴげが デｴWヴW ┘WヴW け;H┌ﾐS;ﾐデ ;ﾏ┌ゲWﾏWﾐデゲげ デﾗ 
entertain holidaymakers.148 Whereas, resorts such as Bournemouth and Eastbourne 
                                                          
146 Mass Observation Archive, Topic Collection 58, Holidays 1937-1951.  
147 Fｷｪ┌ヴW ヱくヱ けM;ｪｷI;ﾉ M;ヴｪ;デWげ Iく ヱΓヰヰく 
<http://www.advertisingarchives.co.uk/index.php?service=search&action=do_quick_searc
h&language=en&q=margate> [Accessed 20/08/17, 14.40pm.]  
148 Figure 1くヲ け“ﾗ┌デｴWﾐS-on-“W;げ c. 1910. 
<http://www.advertisingarchives.co.uk/index.php?service=search&action=do_quick_searc





focused their attention on garnering a middle or upper-class clientele by presenting 
their locations as health and leisure spaces. A home film, created by a holidaymaker 
called Mr. Carter, documented a typical middle-class holiday to Scarborough. It 
showed the family preparing to leave early in the morning and driving to the coast; 
it noted tｴ;デ ｷデ ┘;ゲ けTｴW “デ;ヴデ ﾗa ; PWヴaWIデ D;┞げく149 It showed the family enjoying the 














                                                          
149 け‘WﾏｷﾐｷゲIWﾐIW ﾗa ﾗ┌ヴ ヱΓンヲ “┌ﾏﾏWヴ HﾗﾉｷS;┞ ;デ “I;ヴHﾗヴﾗ┌ｪｴげ 
http://player.bfi.org.uk/film/watch-reminiscences-of-our-1932-summer-holiday-at-
scarborough-1932/ [Accessed 22/06/17 13.07pm]; not all middle-class families would have 
travelled by car to the seaside, many would have also travelled on the train, which marked 




























Therefore, it was evident that what constituted an ideal summer holiday was 
different for various social groups. 
More broadly, the seaside space was a locus of discourse through which 
wider public debate about appropriate forms of leisure was negotiated. Brad 
Beavan argues that leisure was regarded as both a problem and an opportunity; 
there was discussion surrounding the proper use of leisure and how it could 
educate and encourage the working classes to be beneficial members of society.150 
People were expected to enｪ;ｪW ┘ｷデｴ けWﾉW┗;デWS ﾉWｷゲ┌ヴWげが ┘ｴﾗﾉWゲﾗﾏW ;Iデｷ┗ｷデｷWゲ on 
their summer holiday excursions, which promoted the improvement of British 
citizenship.151 There was a distinct difference between those who utilised their 
leisure time effectively and so-I;ﾉﾉWS けヮﾉW;ゲ┌ヴW ゲWWﾆWヴゲげが ┘ｴﾗ ゲﾗ┌ｪｴデ ;ﾏ┌ゲWﾏWﾐデ 
and fun at seaside resorts. As Beaven discusses, contemporary philanthropists 
IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS けヮﾉW;ゲ┌ヴW ゲWWﾆｷﾐｪげ デﾗ HW ヮヴWSﾗﾏｷﾐ;ﾐデ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW working classes, who 
had little concern for citizenship or politics.152 In particular, mass leisure pursuits 
available at working-class seaside resorts, seemed attractive to pleasure seekers, 
such as the amusements and stalls at large pleasure parksく BW;┗;ﾐ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲが けWｷデｴ 
few moral restraints, leisure entrepreneurs capitalised on traits within working-
Iﾉ;ゲゲ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ;ﾐS ヴWI;ゲデ デｴWﾏ ｷﾐデﾗ ;ヮヮW;ﾉｷﾐｪ IﾗﾏﾏWヴIｷ;ﾉ ┗Wﾐデ┌ヴWゲくげ153 Seaside 
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resort impresarios capitalised on the amusement-seeking tendencies of the working 
classes, building pleasure spaces which catered for these entertainment needs. 
However, the growth of pleasure-seeking within the emerging leisure culture 
concerned social reformers, and manifested itself in public discourse surrounding 
the social development of individual seaside resorts. This is evident in the Blackpool 
Improvement Act of 1935, which was an act to clear the promenade of disreputable 
amusements and behaviours; it attempted to reinvent the town for an upper-class 
clientele. For social reformers, fears surrounding hedonistic delights, signified the 
degeneration of civic responsibility and good citizenship. Some local seaside 
authorities were keen to promote their resorts to a respectable, upper-class 
clientele, rather than rambunctious working-class crowds who brought chaos and 
disorder to the coast.  
The concept of respectability transcended through the entertainment 
ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS aﾗヴ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ﾏ;ﾆWヴゲが ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ﾉゲﾗ ｷﾐSｷI;デWS デｴW デ;ヴｪWデWS IﾉｷWﾐデWﾉW ﾗa Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ 
seaside locations. The belief in けrational recreationげ dominated the Victorian period 
and continued into the twentieth century. It stimulated the belief that leisure was 
meant for the improvement of the self, whether through intellectual engagement, 
or cultivating physical fitness through exercise and games. Conversely, pleasure 
focused on enjoyment and play, rather than individual or national efficiency. 
Leisure and pleasure were inextricably linked to class division; leisure being central 





けヮﾉW;ゲ┌ヴW ゲWWﾆWヴゲげく154 Coastal locations utilised the concepts of leisure and pleasure 
to promote themselves to their respective clientele. Therefore, whilst some were 
ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲWS ;ゲ けBヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ aﾗヴWﾏﾗゲデ ヮﾉW;ゲ┌ヴW ヴWゲﾗヴデげが ﾗデｴWヴゲ WﾐSﾗヴゲWS デｴW ｴW;ﾉデｴa┌ﾉ 
qualities of the water and air. In other words, some seaside resorts preferred to be 
noted for their leisure activities, dedicated to improving the body and mind. They 
focused on healthy exercise pursuits, such as swimming or fitness clubs, and 
promoted holidays for the whole family. However, pleasure-centred resorts often 
promoted the amusements, entertainments, and rollercoasters which became 
principal in holidaymakerげs conceptualisation of seaside holidays as the twentieth 
century progressed. For example, advertisement posters for Blackpool often 
featured the rides such as at Pleasure Beach, for Southend-on-Sea, they included 
the Kursaal, and at Margate, they promoted Dreamland. Correspondingly with the 
respectability attached to certain seaside fashions, the entertainments provided in 
specific locations were pervaded with notions of propriety (or lack of propriety) 
within British holidays, and therefore, aided the construction of seaside resorts in 
different geographical locations. Additionally, the entertainment provided 
coincided with the wider debates about the purpose of leisure in British society in 
the 1930s.  
There was considerable discussion on how to encourage responsible moral 
behaviour, and seaside resorts represented broader social discourse surrounding 
the appropriate use of leisure time. In accordance with the theory of philosopher 
                                                          





and sociologist, Henri Lefebvre which understood the production of space in 
ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW けデｴW ヮWヴIWｷ┗WS-conceived-ﾉｷ┗WS デヴｷ;Sげが ゲW;ゲｷSW ゲヮ;IWゲ ┘WヴW 
palimpsest locations where experience and representation were central to their 
construction and understanding in the first half of the twentieth century.155 This 
contributed to their inclusion in wider societal discourse surrounding leisure and 
pleasure in British society. More recently, Alexander Geppert argues that exhibition 
spaces in the nineteenth century were multidimensional, and that they embodied 
numerous and divergent meanings to the contemporary public.156 John Walton 
posits, 
the Victorian and Edwardian seaside resort was important not only as a 
repository for investment, consumer spending and social emulation, but 
also as a crucible of conflict between classes and lifestyles, as wealthy and 
status-conscious visitors and residents competed with plebeian locals and 
roistering excursionists for access to and enjoyment of amenities. The 
seaside brought mutually incompatible modes of recreation and enjoyment 
into close proximity in ways which seldom happened inland, and gave an 
added edge to the perennial Victorian debate about the proper relationship 
between leisure, class, religion, and morality.157  
                                                          
155 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Oxford, 1995) p. 40; Lefebvre assesses the 
ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa ゲヮ;IW ;ﾐS IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴゲ ｴﾗ┘ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ;Iヴﾗゲゲ デWヴヴｷデﾗヴｷWゲ ┘WヴW ｪｷ┗Wﾐ けI┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ 
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understandings of geographical space as fundamentally social. 
156 Alexander C. T.  Geppert, Fleeting Cities: Imperial Expositions in Fin-de-Siècle Europe 
(Basingstoke, 2013), pp. 1-6.  





It must be noted that although some traditionally working-class resorts 
attempted to reform themselves into more upmarket locations, previous traditions 
often dominated. John Walton argues that it was difficult for municipal councils to 
transform seaside resorts,  
Even when the affluent residential or less-affluent retired or white-collar 
sectors of resort economies came to the fore in some areas by the later 
nineteenth century, their development was strongly influenced by the pre-
existing reputations of resorts as holiday centres.158  
For example, Blackpool was close to an industrial area of Lancashire and 
attracted a multitude of working-class people. Nonetheless, local councillors 
attempted to refashion the resort for a more respectable clientele. Yet, Blackpool 
continued to attract crowds of workers, to which authorities responded with a 
programme of systematic social zoning.159 The North shore was tolled and reserved 
for the upper classes, whilst the South shore became the mecca of working class 
tourists.160 A similar structure was in place at Margate, where the South shore was 
dominated by the elite and the North Shore (home to Dreamland) accommodated 
the working classes. There were economic benefits to catering for both the upper 
and working classes. The upper classes brought with them patronage and 
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159 Such practices were common to other entertainment spaces designed to install positive 
cultural values. For instance, public parks separated different kinds of activity such was 
walking or swimming.  
160 The south shore was home to the Golden Mile and is where the freak shows were most 





respectability, which created a positive perception of the coastal resort more 
widely. However, working-class crowds willing to spend their annual savings on 
cheap entertainment, generated substantial financial benefits to coastal 
economies.  
Through assessing the geographical development of seaside towns, it is 
clear that their progression into large leisure and entertainment spaces was 
complex and there were a number of factors which influenced their growth into 
resorts, such as location, transportation links, the divide of landownership, and the 
distribution of wealth.161 The social tone, an important part of seaside 
development, also cultivated variation between resorts. Furthermore, it facilitated 
the construction of complex eco-cultural seaside spaces as they fashioned and 
refashioned themselves as places for different social groups. Importantly, it was the 
working-class, pleasure-centred resorts, such as Margate, Blackpool, and Southend-
on-Sea, that were ﾏﾗヴW ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ デﾗ ｴ;┗W aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ ;ゲ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ 
entertainment and amusement culture.   
From City to Seaside: A Physical Transition  
As tourists travelled between the city and the seaside, they experienced a 
physical transition. They left an urban working life in search of a seaside vacation. 
On a metaphorical level, the public actively recast their identity and behaviour as 
they found themselves in locations with differing societal norms. The physical 
                                                          





features of seaside locations symbolised this transition. Judy Hemmingway argues 
that the けぐデヴﾗヮWゲ ﾗa ゲヮ;IW ;ﾐS ヮﾉ;IW ;ヴW ﾗa ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞デｷI ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐIW ｷﾐ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ 
デｴW Wﾐ;IデﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ﾉｷaWくげ162 Furthermore, けぐデｴW ゲW;ゲｷSW ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾐW┌デヴ;ﾉ H┌デ ; ゲｷデW ﾗa 
contest and conflict where social relations, moralities and cultures are made and 
ヴWﾏ;SWくげ163 David Churchill notes,  
Cultural historians of space have emphasized the geographical basis of 
identity formation, the social connotations of particular districts and the 
subjective significance of the town. Such issues were especially prominent in 
small seaside towns undergoing rapid expansion. By the 1870s, thousands of 
day-デヴｷヮヮWヴゲ SｷゲヮWヴゲWS W;Iｴ ┞W;ヴ デﾗ けヴWゲﾗヴデげが ┞Wデ デｴW┞ ;ヴヴｷ┗WS ｷﾐ ヮﾉ;IW ┘ｴｷIｴ 
ﾗデｴWヴ I;ﾉﾉWS けｴﾗﾏWげく Tｴｷゲ ゲヮ;デｷ;ﾉ Iﾗﾐデヴ;SｷIデｷﾗﾐ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWゲ ヴｷIｴ ﾗヮヮﾗヴデ┌ﾐｷties 
for the study of social interaction, urban affiliation and the regulation of 
public space.164  
Additionally, Tﾗﾏ “Wﾉ┘┞ﾐ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲが けPヴﾗ┗ｷSWS ┘W HW;ヴ ｷﾐ ﾏｷﾐS デｴ;デ ﾐWｷデｴWヴ IWﾐデヴWゲ 
nor peripheries are immutably fixed in a geographical or historical sense, it seems 
clear that tourism is one of the engines which manufacture and structure 
ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ IWﾐデヴWゲ ;ﾐS ヮWヴｷヮｴWヴｷWゲくげ165 Nowhere was this clearer than in 
the geographical transition that holidaymakers experienced as they moved from 
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163 Ibid., p. 430.  
164 David Cｴ┌ヴIｴｷﾉﾉが けLｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ; LWｷゲ┌ヴW Tﾗ┘ﾐぎ ‘WゲｷSWﾐデｷ;ﾉ ‘W;Iデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW Gヴﾗ┘デｴ ﾗa Pﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ 
Tourism in Southend, 1870-ヱΒΓヰげ Urban History 41:1 (2014), p. 43.  
165 Tom Selwyn (ed.), The Tourist Image: Myths and Myth Making in Tourism (Chichester, 





metropolitan spaces to peripheral locations. The relationship between centres and 
peripheries was intrinsic to the behavioural change in those who holidayed in 
けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ヴWゲﾗヴデゲ ;ﾐS デｴW Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌WS ;IIWヮデ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa ゲデ;ヴｷﾐｪ ;デ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｷデｴ 
unusual bodies. Stephen Walker aヴｪ┌Wゲが けWｴ;デ ｷゲ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ヮWヴｷヮｴWヴ;ﾉ ｷゲ ﾗaデWﾐ 
symbolically central, and if we ignore or minimize inversion and other forms of 
cultural negation, we often fail to understand the dynamics of symbolic processes 
ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞くげ166 The socially marginal seaside space became a central symbolic site for 
considering British culture and tradition. 
As part of the physical transition, the architecture of the city and the seaside 
mirrored the divergent functions of the respective spaces. For example, industrial 
metropolises were spaces of work, modernisation, and economics, and therefore 
they were dominated by an architectural order of imposing buildings and factories, 
┘ｴｷIｴ ヴWaﾉWIデWS Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ ｷﾐS┌ゲデヴｷ;ﾉ ゲデヴWﾐｪデｴく Fred Grey discusses the physicality of 
seaside locations, reve;ﾉｷﾐｪ デｴ;デが け“ﾗﾏW Iヴ┌Iｷ;ﾉ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷIゲ ﾗa ゲW;ゲｷSW 
architecture に its eclecticism, the uniqueness of the design challenge, the lack of a 
IﾗｴWヴWﾐデ ;ヴIｴｷデWIデ┌ヴ;ﾉ ゲ┞ﾏHﾗﾉｷゲﾏが デｴW aヴWケ┌Wﾐデ Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲｴﾗ┘┞ a;N;SWげ 
created an overall environment of leisure, pleasure, and fun.167 Thus, the 
infrastructure of seaside resorts was fundamental in constructing the seaside space; 
the aesthetics and design of the seaside contributed to its meaning and allure for 
British holidaymakers. It reflected both the social class of the visitors and the 
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entertainment that took place there. The architectural differences were part of a 
wider environmental variance which dichotomised the unhealthy conditions of the 
industrial city and the restorative virtues of the coastal resort. Most significantly, 
advertisements encouraged holidaymakers to make the most of their time 
outdoors.  
As the twentieth century progressed, meanwhile, some resorts became 
known for their innovative entertainments (such as Ferris wheels and 
rollercoasters), which provided physical and psychological freedom and restoration 
from the monotony of the working environment. It, thereby, created a holiday 
atmosphere, and enabled the spirit of freedom and escape that many 
holidaymakers longed for.  
For Josephine Kane, seaside architecture, not only relates to the physical 
transition of the holidaymaker, but also serves as a signifier of individuality. As such, 
she views the architecture 
As an artificial confection designed to entice people seeking leisure and 
pleasure (and usually intended to generate income and a profit), 
architecture became the glue of individual resorts and a defining 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷI Sｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐW ゲW;ゲｷSW ヮﾉ;IW aヴﾗﾏ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴぐ“W;ゲｷSW 
architecture has helped create, structure and define holidays by the sea and 
the consumption and very meaning of the seaside.168 
                                                          





Buildings, amusement parks, and other seaside landmarks thus created the 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ﾗa ゲヮWIｷaｷI ゲW;ゲｷSW ﾉﾗI;デｷﾗﾐゲが aﾗヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉげゲ Tﾗ┘Wヴが Bヴｷｪｴデﾗﾐげゲ 
P;┗ｷﾉｷﾗﾐが ﾗヴ M;ヴｪ;デWげゲ DヴW;ﾏﾉ;ﾐSく E;Iｴ was architecturally distinctive to their 
respective resorts and influenced their conceptualisation in the minds of 
contemporary holidaymakers. These iconic architectural symbols helped attract 
people to each resort, marking them sites of entertainment and leisure 
consumption through emblematic structures of play. The otherworldly 
characteristics of the rollercoasters, rides, and Ferris Wheels, at venues such as 
Pleasure Beach and the Kursall, indicated the concepts of escapism, fun, and 
freedom associated with the seaside towns. As Stephen Walker asserts, けTｴW 
architecture of the fairground clearly sets out to provide that eye-catching, 
a;ゲIｷﾐ;デｷﾐｪ ゲヮ;ヴﾆﾉWくげ169 He states 
The fairground has long been overlooked as a site of architectural interest. 
This has slowly begun to change in the last fifty years, when a few architects 
have been drawn to various aspects of the fair に its history, its visual or 
technical appeal, its accommodation of multiple programmes, or its 
nomadic, temporal, event-based nature に as a source of inspiration, and 
Iｴ;ﾏヮｷﾗﾐｷﾐｪ ｷデ ;ゲ ;ﾐ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa けﾗデｴWヴげ ;ヴIｴｷデWIデ┌ヴW デｴ;デ I;ﾐ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSW ; 
refreshing alternative to traditional architectural production.170 
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Although escapism constituted a central tenet of the popularity of seaside 
holidays, rollercoasters and coastal landmarks such as Blackpool Tower or the pier 
at Southend-on-Sea replicated elements of industrialisation. Through their design 
and use of innovative technological advances they portrayed the advancement of 
the British nation. For example, Darren Webb highlights the importance of 
Blackpool Tower as an emblem of modernity.  
The Tower buildings were a major architectural innovation, combining 
several functions in a single structure に an immense, enclosed red-brick box 
that hid the outside world completely from view. Once inside, everything 
became an event. The corridors and staircases were covered in opulent low-
relief panels that infused the act of walking with such a sense of fantastic 
otherness that bottlenecks were frequently encountered as visitors stood 
motionless in awe. Those who managed to walk were then presented with 
the aquarium, menagerie and botanical gardens, a succession of glimpses 
into the exoticism of other extant realities. Descending then into the base of 
the buildings, the visitor entered the Tower Circus, not only the largest and 
most extravagant in the world but also a space which offered an insight into 
the possibilities of the future.171 
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Blackpool Tower exemplified how seaside architecture was imbued with meaning, 
and represented a multiplicity of societal tropes to holidaymakers. Webb contends 
that,  
The Tower was the greatest achievement of Victorian seaside architecture, 
けthe architecture of pleasure, novelデ┞が W┝IｷデWﾏWﾐデ ;ﾐS ゲデｷﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐげく It was 
also a defining symbol of the late-Victorian leisure industry. As such, the 
pleasure, novelty, and excitement it offered could be cited as evidence of 
デｴW ┘;┞ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW さI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wざ practices were transformed and 
subsumed within disciplined, ameliorative form of social control now 
ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ ;ゲ けﾏ;ゲゲ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげ.172  
He arguesが けAIIﾗﾏヮ;ﾐ┞ｷﾐｪ デｴW デヴ;ﾐゲaﾗヴﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW デﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ヮﾉW;ゲ┌ヴW 
WIﾗﾐﾗﾏ┞ I;ﾏW ; デヴ;ﾐゲaﾗヴﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾆW┞ ﾏﾗデｷaゲ ﾗa Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉげゲ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌IデWS ヮﾉ;IW-
image. Whereas previously the emphasis had been placed on health, hubbub and 
S;ﾐIWが デｴW ﾏﾗデｷaゲ ﾗa ﾏﾗSWヴﾐｷデ┞ ;ﾐS ヮヴﾗｪヴWゲゲ ﾐﾗ┘ I;ﾏW デﾗ デｴW aﾗヴWくげ173  
In short, the developments and discourse of the 1890s made it clear that 
Blackpool was a space of pleasure for the working class created in large part 
by the working class. It is true, therefore, that something profound 
happened in Blackpool during the 1890s. This was not the suppression of 
the carnivalesque, however, nor was it the ideological incorporation of the 
ﾏ;ゲゲWゲく ‘;デｴWヴが デｴW ヱΒΓヰゲ ┘ｷデﾐWゲゲWS Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉげゲ デヴ;ﾐゲaﾗヴﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ from a 
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homely town with a bracing sea breeze into a space of hope; a space 
symbolizing hope in the collective creative potential of the working class. 
Blackpool Tower was the ultimate product and the ultimate symbol of 
hope.174 
Within other locations, such as Brighton, buildings and landmarks were 
associated with themes of escapism; oriental buildings were situated on piers and 
symbolised colonial allegiance within the British empire.175 However, as the first 
half of the twentieth century progressed, John Waltoﾐ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デが けぐｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐ ｷa 
not elsewhere, the combination of austerity and desire for novelty in the years after 
the Second World War created a conducive environment for new kinds of foreign 
ヴWIヴW;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ デヴ;┗Wﾉくげ176 Working-class people did not have the financial capacity to 
travel abroad. However, they experienced exotic sites at their traditional leisure 
resorts like Brighton. Ornate palaces by the sea demonstrated that holidaymakers 
did not have to travel abroad to experience varied cultural practices. Such buildings 
presented tourists with the opportunity to experience nW┘ ┘ﾗヴﾉSゲ ﾗﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ 
margins and it helped the holidaying public to escape from their normal lives.177 
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175 Fﾗヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWが Bヴｷｪｴデﾗﾐげゲ ‘ﾗ┞;ﾉ P;┗ｷﾉｷﾗﾐが situated in the centre of Brighton, was built as a 
seaside pleasure place for King George IV. It boasts an Indo-Islamic exterior, and the 
interior was influenced by both Chinese and Indian fashion. The Royal Pavilion is a prime 
example of exoticism by the sea, by which many holidaymakers were fascinated. 
176 Jﾗｴﾐ Kく W;ﾉデﾗﾐが けTｴW Oヴｷｪｷﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW MﾗSWヴﾐ P;Iﾆ;ｪW Tﾗ┌ヴい Bヴｷデｷゲｴ Mﾗデﾗヴ-Coach Tours in 
Europe, 1930-Αヰげ Journal of Transport History 32:3 (2011), p. 146. Before the rising 
popularity of the coach tour, people experienced novel sights through viewing exotic 
buildings and environments at seaside resorts in the early twentieth century. 





Western seaside resorts have always sought to provide out-of-the-ordinary 
experiences and, particularly from the early nineteenth century, 
architecture was used to intimate other exotic and pleasurable places and 
times. Visiting the seaside came to mean not only journeying to the edge of 
land に in itself a unique experience に but transport users to alternative 
worlds.178 
Travel to the coast disrupted the structure of everyday life, as traditional norms 
were undermined by exotic architecture and altered behavioural expectations. 
Accordingly, these spaces encouraged people to leave behind the societal 
constraints which restricted them at home. As such, there was a reciprocal 
relationship between the constructed environment and the lived experience of 
holidaymakers as に for the summer season at least - the public removed themselves 
from the monotony and industrial discipline of everyday life and indulged in the 
spirit of the carnival. 
The けCarnivalesqueげ “ヮｷヴｷデ ﾗa “W;ゲｷSW ‘Wゲﾗヴデゲ  
Predominantly, the seaside acted as an escape for people from the banality 
of the everyday. The architecture of seaside locations reflected this notion, and 
helped to create a space in which people experienced freedom and excitement. 
Judy Hemmingway notes that けぐIﾗ;ゲデ;ﾉ ヴWゲﾗヴデゲ ;ヴW WﾐﾏWゲｴWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ゲW;ゲｷSWげゲ 
cultural symbolism, and this new material-mental dialect or relationship between 
                                                          





けヴW;ﾉ-and-ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐWSげ ヮﾉ;IWゲ ｷゲ ﾏﾗHｷﾉｷ┣WS デﾗ W┝ヮﾉﾗヴW ｴﾗ┘ デｴW I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ ｴ;Hｷデ┌ゲ ﾗヴ 
disposition of a place influences the ぐ activities and learning that takes place there 
and how these in turn influence place-ｷﾏ;ｪWゲくげ179  
This process was evident within the coastal amusement parks such as 
Pleasure Beach, Dreamland, and the Kursall. Kane suggests, 
Order and coherence belonged to the realms of the everyday, which the 
amusement parks sought to banish. The otherworldly landscape was 
designed to transport visitors away from the blandness of working life, to 
suspend normative social etiquettes and to encourage visitors to become 
spendthrifts for the day.180  
The physical change experienced by holidaymakers corresponded with a 
behavioural transformation. With the transition from the working and domestic 
environment, holidaymakers came to the seaside and duly transformed from 
workers to holidaymakers to WﾏHヴ;IW ; けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ゲヮｷヴｷデく Darren Webb notes 
that けTｴW IﾗﾏHｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴ┌ｪW ┘ﾗヴﾆｷﾐｪ-class crowds and the spatial concentration 
of forms of popular recreation displaced from inland saw the beach and promenade 
HWIﾗﾏW ゲｷデWゲ ﾗa I;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉ ヮヴ;┝ｷゲくげ181 This shift was enabled firstly because of the 
physical change from the domestic environment to the seaside space, which 
empowered ordinary British people to change their identity. Secondly, through 
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TWWﾐ;ｪW Gｷヴﾉゲ “W┝┌;ﾉｷデ┞げが p. 430.  
180 Josephine Kane, The Architecture of Pleasure: British Amusement Parks 1900-1939 
(Surrey, 2013), p. 231. 





participating in seaside activities in a highly-constructed environment, and spending 
money on items associated with the seaside, people performed what it meant to be 
holidaymakers and also consumed it. Additionally, men and women altered the way 
they dressed to suit the seaside environment. Thus, within the boundaries of 
seaside locations, ordinary people IﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ デﾗﾗﾆ ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾏ;ﾐデﾉW ﾗa けｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ﾏ;ﾆWヴげ 
に a telling transformation which altered the way they consumed the coastal 
landscape.  
The Beveridge Holiday Questionnaire revealed one of the most prominent 
factors of an enjoyable summer holiday was the freedom from work, domestic 
duties, and the opportunity to escape from ordinary life. This concept of the seaside 
as a space of freedom is usefully embellished by Baｴﾆデｷﾐげゲ デｴWﾗヴ┞ ﾗa the 
けcarnivalesqueげ, a mode signified by subversion and liberation from the typical and 
ordinary.182 As various scholars have shown, けC;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ゲヮ;IWゲ ┘WヴW 
characterized by freedom, equality, and abundance; they were places in which 
most behaviours and events where permissible. MﾗヴWﾗ┗Wヴが ;ゲ WWHH ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ ﾗ┌デが けthe 
utility of the concept of carnival lies in its capacity to illuminate potentially 
デヴ;ﾐゲｪヴWゲゲｷ┗W WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐS I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ ヮヴ;IデｷIWゲげ183 Thus, where 
scholars such as Walton discuss the process whereby a crowd is temporarily freed 
from work, and becomes involved in the business of pleasure, the けcarnivalesqueげ 
spirit presides. However, as recent reassessments of the use of けcarnivalesqueげ 
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theory in the discussion of seaside resorts focus on the overuse of the term.184 
Darren Webb contends that けデｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ ﾗ┗Wヴ-utilized. Confronted with a 
crowd temporarily freed from work and engaged in the pursuit of pleasure, it seems 
デｴ;デ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ┘ヴｷデWヴゲ I;ﾐﾐﾗデ ヴWゲｷゲデ デｴW デWﾏヮデ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デ┌ヴﾐ デﾗ B;ﾆｴデｷﾐくげ185 Webb further 
Iヴｷデｷケ┌Wゲ デｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa B;ｴﾆデｷﾐげゲ デｴWﾗヴ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa ゲW;ゲｷSW ﾉﾗI;デｷﾗﾐs in the 
nineteenth century stating,  
It is true that a popular entertainments industry had begun to develop in 
Blackpool as early as the 1860s. Beach entertainments, open-air dancing, 
firework extravaganzas and freak shows all made for a crowded, noisy, 
boisterous cacophony. What needs to be emphasized, however, is that this 
hubbub lacked any utopian character, depth or meaning because its forms 
of laughter were grounded firmly in distorted, divided human relations.186 
Nevertheless, despite recent criticisms of the application of the 
carnivalesque to the examination of seaside resorts, aspects ﾗa B;ｴﾆデｷﾐげゲ デｴWﾗヴ┞ are 
pertinent to the behavioural changes that occurred as holidaymakers toured the 
coast in the first half of the twentieth century due to the loud and boisterous 
nature of the holidaying crowd. Firstly, the norms of everyday life were upturned 
within the seaside environment. Workers were transformed into holidaymakers, 
and women were no longer immersed in domestic duties. Rather than the 
pressures of work, people were governed by enjoyment, recreation, and pleasure. 
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185 Ibid., p. 121.  





Arguably, the けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデ made the seaside more exciting for 
workers, who typically adhered to the monotony of ordinary life. The seaside 
presented workers with the opportunity to relieve the tension and stress that they 
experienced in their archetypal industrial surroundings.  
The crowd itself is subject to several academic studies. George Rude argues 
that, けぐIヴﾗ┘Sゲ HWｴ;┗WS SｷaaWヴWﾐデﾉ┞ ｷﾐ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐゲぐげ187 He points out that 
historians may face problems when aデデWﾏヮデｷﾐｪ デﾗ けestablish the causes, motives, 
;ﾐS ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ ;ﾐS ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ;デデｷデ┌SWゲ ┌ﾐSWヴﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ デｴW Iヴﾗ┘Sげゲ ;Iデｷ┗ｷデｷWゲぐ デｴW ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷ;ﾐ 
needs to tread warily, to look out for constant pitfalls, to avoid snap judgements, 
;ﾐS デﾗ HW ﾏﾗヴW デWﾐデ;デｷ┗W ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐゲぐYWt the historian must use what 
evidence he can lay his hands on; and documents such as these, with all their 
imperfections, enable him, at least, to fill in a part of his picture and to answer 
ゲﾗﾏWが ｷa ﾐﾗデ ;ﾉﾉが ﾗa デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴW ゲデ;ヴデWSくげ188 However, there are 
assertions that are significant when assessing the actions and behaviours of crowds. 
Fﾗヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWが けT;ﾆｷﾐｪ デｴW ┘ﾗヴS さﾏﾗヴ;ﾉｷデ┞ざ デﾗ ﾏW;ﾐ Iﾗﾐゲデ;ﾐデ ヴWゲヮWIデ aﾗヴ IWヴデ;ｷﾐ 
social conventions, and the permanent repression of selfish impulses, it is quite 
W┗ｷSWﾐデ デｴ;デ Iヴﾗ┘Sゲ ;ヴW デﾗﾗ ｷﾏヮ┌ﾉゲｷ┗W ;ﾐS デﾗﾗ ﾏﾗHｷﾉW デﾗ HW ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉくげ189 Thus, crowds 
of people were likely to be less moral than individuals and けぐIヴﾗ┘Sゲ ﾗaデWﾐ ;H;ﾐSﾗﾐ 
デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ デﾗ ﾉﾗ┘ ｷﾐゲデｷﾐIデゲぐげ.190 Therefore, it is possible to argue that the crowd of 
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188 Ibid., p. 14. 
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working-class holidaymakers felt able to stare at unusual bodies for entertainment 
due to the crowd mentality that they adopted. 
The geographical separation and physical difference between resorts and 
nearby cities, as well as the experience of transitioning from their domestic space 
to their holidaying space, directly affected their relaxation, enjoyment, and 
behaviour. Aside from their excursion from nearby cities and freedom from work, 
holidaymakers also experienced less responsibility and fewer societal restrictions. 
Whereas people in cities were expected to keep their conduct within typical 
behaviour codes, within the boundaries of seaside resorts, they were given more 
time and autonomy, which give them a greater sense of exhilaration and fun.191  
Liberty from work meant a number of things to British holidaymakers. The 
restraint of the working schedule meant that ordinary life was governed by work 
and domestic duties, with leisure (or pleasure) coming after the required work was 
carried out. Within the holiday atmosphere, they were no longer ruled by their 
duties. Rather the aspects of life they enjoyed the most became of utmost 
significance. Arguably, this freedom from the working environment, had an effect 
on the way people conducted their working life. The implementation of Bank 
Holidays was, in part, due to people taking unallocated days off, if they had the 
resources to do so. However, with the control of working hours and regular 
holidays, workers were disinclined to shirk their working duties. Therefore, whilst 
allowing working class people scheduled freedom to relieve the stresses and strains 
                                                          





of working life, holidays also encouraged them to perform well in the working 
environment. Workers were less likely to become disillusioned and more likely to 
perform well if permitted to take regular breaks. The working-class participation in 
holiday saving schemes further motivated them to consistently attend work; the 
freedom many working class people longed for, and the opportunity to save for 
holidays, encouraged them to work hard throughout the year.  
Excursionists were encouraged to relax and amuse themselves in ways 
which were unavailable to them within everyday life. On holiday, people were not 
subject to strict rituals and were permitted to engage with the activities available 
for their entertainment such afternoons spent at the beach, or enjoying the 
amusements on the pier. However, Walton suggests that even though people 
appreciated their freedom, they experienced it within the social boundaries of 
seaside resorts. Although coastal locations were marginal or liminal spaces, they 
were not places of complete unrestraint. Holidaymakers could not fully disregard 
the internal controls which formulated their everyday behaviour. Nonetheless, 
there was a significant shift in the attitude and conduct of those holidaying by the 
coast, which was evident in contemporary newspaper reports.  
Although communities often went on holiday together and some social 
norms were maintained, several local newspapers noted the large, and sometimes 
boisterous crowds, that visited coastal resorts in the period between 1900 and 
1950. For example, an article in the Manchester Courier and Lancashire General 





had conveyed the summer crowds at Blackpool as disorderly and boisterous. He 
suggested that holidaymakers (mainly from Lancashire, Yorkshire and Cheshire) had 
ゲ┌II┌ﾏHWS デﾗ け┗ｷﾗﾉWﾐIW ;ﾐS ヴﾗ┘S┞ｷゲﾏげが デｴ┌ゲ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾐWｪ;デｷ┗W 
associations with mass leisure at the seaside. The paper, in protest to the initial 
ヴWヮﾗヴデが SWゲIヴｷHWS Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉ ;ゲ a┌ﾉﾉ ﾗa けｴW;ヴデ┞が ｪﾗﾗS ｴ┌ﾏﾗ┌ヴ ;ﾐS aヴｷWﾐSﾉ┞ 
aヴWWSﾗﾏげ192. Moreover, it observed,  
The crowds he saw at the popular seaside resort on Bank Holiday [sic] seem 
to have staggered him. He was evidently unused to such a sight at any 
holiday rendezvous with which he had previously made acquaintance, and in 
ｴｷゲ ;ﾏ;┣WﾏWﾐデが ｴW ヮWヴﾏｷデデWS ｴｷゲ ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ヴ┌ﾐ ヴｷﾗデぐ 
Furthermore, the article suggests that,  
They are, perhaps, heartier in their demonstrations of satisfaction and 
delight than are the sprinkling of Southerners who occasionally find their 
way to the West Coast, but they are nonetheless good-tempered and good-
mannered in their exuberance.  
Tｴｷゲ ｷﾐIｷSWﾐデ W┝ヮﾗゲWS デｴW けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ IﾗﾐIWヮデ┌;ﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa the seaside 
space. The article alluded to the enthusiasm and exhilaration of the holidaymaking 
crowd on their trips to the coast, suggesting that in the liberty from their working 
;ﾐS SﾗﾏWゲデｷI Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデが デｴW┞ WﾏHヴ;IWS デｴW けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ゲヮｷヴｷデく NW┗WヴデｴWﾉWゲゲが 
it described デｴW W┝I┌ヴゲｷﾗﾐｷゲデゲ ;ゲ けaヴｷWﾐSﾉ┞げ ;ﾐS けHﾗｷゲデWヴﾗ┌ゲげ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ けｪﾗﾗS 
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ｴ┌ﾏﾗ┌ヴWSげ ;ﾐS けヮﾉW;ゲ;ﾐデげく Aゲ W;ﾉデﾗﾐ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｷデ was evident that public 
behaviour altered by the coast, holidaymakers not unaware of the social 
expectations and rules which they typically abided by. However, it was within this 
けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデ デｴ;デ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ┘WヴW aヴWW デﾗ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌W デﾗ ゲデ;ヴW ;デ デｴﾗゲW 
with unusual bodies for their pleasure and entertainment.  
A Space of Looking and Seeing: The Tourist Gaze  
An article in the Dorking and Leatherhead Advertiser commented on the 
popularity of staring at freaks for entertainment during the summer holidaying 
season. It noted, けPWﾗヮﾉW ┘ｴﾗ ｴ;S ﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ HWデデWヴ デﾗ Sﾗ ┘ｷデｴ デｴWｷヴ デｷme and money 
at the seaside went to the professor and listened to the talk; in fact, the seaside 
would be a dull place but for such side-ゲｴﾗ┘ゲくげ193 As part of their seaside holidays, 
holidaymakers looked at a range of different articles; buildings, rides, and the 
natural environment. However, despite the innovative technological advancements 
which provided exhilarating entertainment to excursionists through the pleasure 
parks, a British Pathé film in ヱΓヴΑ ﾐﾗデWS デｴ;デが けaﾗヴ ;ﾉﾉ デｴW ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷI;ﾉ ｪ;SｪWデゲ 
invented for an antidote to boredom, the human heart still thrills to the pleasure of 
┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ ゲｷｪｴデゲ ﾗa aヴW;ﾆゲ ;ﾐS ﾏﾗﾐゲデWヴゲくげ194 Therefore, it was clear, that despite Nadja 
D┌ヴH;Iｴげゲ ;ゲゲWヴデｷﾗﾐゲ, freak shows continued to amuse the British public within 
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seaside locations, until the mid-twentieth century.195 By departing the working 
environment, and breaking with established routines and practices, holidaymakers 
constructed a tourist gaze, which permitted them to appease their curiosity 
through viewing those with unusual bodies.196 
Urry arguWゲ aﾗヴ デｴW a┌ﾐS;ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ け┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW デﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIWげく197 
He maintains, けIデ ｷゲ デｴW SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷ┗WﾐWゲゲ ﾗa デｴW ┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉ デｴ;デ ｪｷ┗Wゲ デﾗ ;ﾉﾉ ゲﾗヴデゲ ﾗa ;Iデｷ┗ｷデｷWゲ 
; ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉ ﾗヴ ┌ﾐｷケ┌W Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴぐげ198 However, he points out that it is not a simple 
process, stating that けぐゲ┌Iｴ ┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉ Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ; ゲｷﾏヮﾉW ;ﾐS ゲデヴ;ｷｪｴデaﾗヴ┘;ヴS 
process. Views are not literally seen because tourism paradigmatically involves the 
IﾗﾉﾉWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ゲｷｪﾐゲくげ199  Furthermore, けぐデｴWヴW ｴ;ゲ デﾗ HW ゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪ SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷ┗W デﾗ HW 
gazed upon, that the ゲｷｪﾐゲ IﾗﾉﾉWIデWS H┞ デﾗ┌ヴｷゲデゲ ｴ;┗W デﾗ HW ┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ W┝デヴ;ﾗヴSｷﾐ;ヴ┞ぐ 
The tourist experience involves something that is visually different and 
distinguished from otherwise mundane activities. The tourist gaze endows the 
tourist experience with a striking, almost ゲ;IヴWSが ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐIWくげ200 
Urryげゲ IﾗﾐIWヮデ┌;ﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW デﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ ｪ;┣W SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWゲ デｴ;デ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW デﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ 
experience was to gaze on various different landscapes which were out of the 
                                                          
195 Nadja Durbach, Spectacle of Deformity: Freak Shows and Modern British Culture 
(London, 2010), p. 171. 
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1990), p. 2; The tourist gaze can be understood as how the tourist constructed holidays 
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ordinar┞く HW ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ けthis gaze is as socially organised and systematised as is 
the gaze of the medic.げ201  
Urry suggests that,  
To gaze as a tourist is to insert oneself within a historical process to 
consume signs or markers of particular histories. Different tourist gazes 
involve particular processes by which the collective memory of a society is 
organized and reproduced. Likewise, different tourist gazes involve 
particular consumptions of space, both the configuration of different sights 
and markers across space and the manner in which that space is socially and 
culturally constructed for consumption (such as the construction of a 
さﾐ;デ┌ヴWざ aﾗヴ ﾉWｷゲ┌ヴWぶく202 
TｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI Iﾗ┌ﾉS Wﾐ;Iデ ; けデﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ ｪ;┣Wげ ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ ﾗﾐ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ ;ﾐS デｴｷゲ ヮWヴﾏｷデデWS 
them to stare at unusual sights both in terms of the landscape and the people who 
were on display in these locations. Part of the tourist practice was to take part in 
activities that were not available to them in everyday life. It was no longer as 
socially permissible to stare at those with unusual bodies for entertainments in 
non-tourist locations. However, within holiday resorts, it was such practices that 
helped to construct the public as holidaymakers. けTｴW ｪ;┣W デｴWヴWaﾗヴW ヮヴWゲ┌ヮヮﾗゲWゲ ; 
system of social activities and signs which locate the particular tourist practices, not 
                                                          
201 Urry, The Tourist Gaze, p. 1. According to Urry, there are three different types of gaze, 
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distinction to note between the romantic and the collective tourist gaze. 





in terms of some intrinsic characteristics but through the contrasts implied with 
non-tourist social practices..くげ203 
Interestingly, Urry points out the parallels between the tourist gaze and the 
study of deviance itself. He contends, 
This involves the investigation of bizarre and idiosyncratic social practices 
which happen to be defined as deviant in some societies but not necessarily 
in others. The assumption is that the investigation of deviance can reveal 
ｷﾐデWヴWゲデｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐデ ;ゲヮWIデゲ ﾗa けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ゲﾗIｷWデｷWゲくげ204  
Therefore, ﾃ┌ゲデ ;ゲ デｴW ゲデ┌S┞ ﾗa SW┗ｷ;ﾐIW ヴW┗W;ﾉゲ ┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS 
け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげが デｴW デﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ ｪ;┣W ｴWﾉヮWS デﾗ Sｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴ ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa けW┗Wヴ┞S;┞ 
ゲﾗIｷWデ┞げ ;ﾐS ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデく Tｴｷゲ ┘;ゲ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ ヮWヴデｷﾐWﾐデ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ゲW;ゲｷSW 
environment of the twentieth century, as holidaymakers had both a tourist gaze, 
and were gazing at deviance as part of their summertime excursions.  
The uniqueness of the seaside environment, which created the holidaying 
experience, permitted the public to negotiate their identity as holidaymakers. In 
デ┌ヴﾐが デｴｷゲ Wﾏヮﾗ┘WヴWS デｴWﾏ デﾗ ﾉﾗﾗﾆ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ; けデﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ ｪ;┣Wげく Wｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ゲW;ゲｷSW 
environment, the public expected to cast their eyes on extraordinary sights; they 
anticipated seeing unusual wonders. Therefore, the complex construction of the 
liminal seaside space and the ability for holidaymakers to assume an alternative 
identity, permitted them to engage in activities and behaviours that were otherwise 
                                                          
203 Urry, The Tourist Gaze, p. 2.  





unacceptable. This included gazing at the unusual carnivalesque environment and 
the unusual bodies that were displayed within it. Both the environment, and the 
aヴW;ﾆゲ デｴ;デ ┘WヴW W┝ｴｷHｷデWS デｴWヴW ┘WヴW けヴW;Sげ H┞ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ﾏ;ﾆWヴゲが ┘ｴﾗ SWIｷヮｴWヴWS デｴW 
signs and symbols surrounding them, to make sense of their own lived experience.  
Conclusion 
As Britain became a modern industrial nation, seaside resorts and holidays 
grew with unprecedented popularity. The tourist experience was a distinct spatio-
temporal phenomenon that altered the societal expectations placed on the public, 
and transformed them into holidaymakers as they visited British seaside resorts in 
the twentieth century. The seaside space provided the physical context for the 
different events and experiences associated with seaside holidays. However, it also 
reflected a socio-cultural significance of those events construction at work (and 
play). Seaside spaces were complex and unique environments; they were affected 
by a multiplicity of different elements, including their geographical development, 
the effect of the holidaymaking crowds, and the competing ideals of local 
authorities and entrepreneurs. けC;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ヴWゲﾗヴデゲが デｴ;デ ┘WヴW デ┞ヮｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾐW;ヴ 
large cities, and most popular with the working classes (namely Blackpool, Margate, 
and Southend-on-Sea), became associated with wider debates about the function 
aﾐS ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ﾗa ﾉWｷゲ┌ヴW ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐく NW┗WヴデｴWﾉWゲゲが けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ゲW;ゲｷSW ゲヮ;IWゲ also 
provided the physical context for the continuation of freak shows in the twentieth 
centuryく MﾗヴWﾗ┗Wヴが デｴW Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; けデﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ ｪ;┣Wげ ﾏW;ﾐデ デｴ;デ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI 





the convergence of these elements created a unique seaside space that permitted 
the continuation of freak shows in British culture until the mid-twentieth century. 
Moreover, it argues that seaside freakery performances were enacted using 
concepts specific to the seaside environment such as health and wellness, as well as 
reflecting wider contemporary social and cultural values. Seaside freaks gave British 
people the freedom to renegotiate their identity, both as holidaymakers and as 
British citizens; the temporary freakery performance invited more lasting 
transformations. For example, holidaymakers were encouraged, through their 
attendance at freak shows, to obtain and maintain a more healthy body. These 
facets of seaside resorts worked together to shape the conceptualisation of freaks 













Chapter 2  
けWｴWﾐ ┘W aｷヴゲデ ゲ;┘ デｴWﾏが ┘W 
デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ┘WげS ﾏ;SW ; ﾏｷゲデ;ﾆW ;ﾐS 
ｴｷデ デｴW ﾐ┌ヴゲWヴ┞げぎ MｷSｪWデ Tヴﾗ┌ヮWゲ ;デ 
British Seaside Resorts, 1900-1950 
 
Introduction  
A British Pathé film, released in 1931, entitled けLittle Peopleげ revealed some 
of the common observations that audiences made when visiting midget shows as 
part of their summertime entertainment. It revealed that alongside remarkable 
displays that involved singing, dancing, and acting, midgets also participated in a 
variety of traditional holidaymaking activities that the public enjoyed. The film 
showed a troupe of midgets in Blackpool riding the Ferris wheel and rollercoasters 
at Pleasure Beach.205 Likewise, numerous photographs and newspaper reports 
revealed that the troupes spent time on the sands, took swimming lessons, and 
enjoyed the enthralling rides and rollercoasters at coastal amusement parks, like all 
members of society.  
                                                          
205 LｷデデﾉW け┌ﾐゲ に A Blackpool Sidelight < http://www.britishpathe.com/video/little-uns-a-





The British Pathe film exposed that, when confronted with the midgets, 
ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ﾏ;ﾆWヴゲ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏWS デｴ;デ デｴW┞ ┘WヴW IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐく Iデ SWIﾉ;ヴWSが けWｴWﾐ ┘W aｷヴゲデ ゲ;┘ 
デｴWﾏが ┘W デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ┘WげS ﾏ;SW ; ﾏｷゲデ;ﾆW ;ﾐS ｴｷデ デｴW ﾐ┌ヴゲWヴ┞ぐ B┌デ ﾐﾗぁぁ TｴW┞ ┘WヴW 
just little people に grown up, ages 17-ヵヰ ;ﾐS ﾐﾗﾐW ﾗ┗Wヴ ンaデ ｷﾐ ｴWｷｪｴデくげ206 A similar 
film, which promoted the attractions of the resort, described the midget troupe as 
けF┌ﾉﾉ-grown に H┌デ ﾗﾐ ; Sｷﾏｷﾐ┌デｷ┗W ゲヮヴWWくげ207 It was evident that the midgets and 
holidaymakers alike embraced the childlike attitude, which meant they could enjoy 
seaside amusements with fun and playfulness.  
Spectacularly staged midget marriages established the link between the 
ﾏｷSｪWデゲげ ヮWヴaﾗヴﾏ;ﾐIWゲ ;ﾐS デｴWｷヴ ヮヴWゲWﾐIW ;デ ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデゲく TｴW ┘WSSｷﾐｪゲ, that 
took place in numerous coastal locations, were often legally binding and a 
celebration of the love between two people. However, they attracted crowds of 
excited onlookers and freakery entertainers formed part of the wedding entourage. 
This revealed the interrelationshiヮ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW けヴW;ﾉげ ;ﾐS けヮWヴaﾗヴﾏWSげ ﾉｷ┗Wゲ ﾗa デｴW 
freaks who entertained the public at coastal locations; holidaymakers were 
interested in viewing midget displays, but were also intrigued by the personal lives 
of those they were observing. 
Whilst the extra┗;ｪ;ﾐデ W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐゲ けWﾐaヴW;ﾆWSげ デｴW ﾏｷSｪWデゲ ;ﾐS 
demonstrated the abnormality of their unusual bodies, their participation in 
                                                          
206< http://www.britishpathe.com/video/little-people/query/midget+weddings > [Accessed 
17/09/15, 08.46am]. 
207 けLｷデデﾉW け┌ﾐゲ ; Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉ “ｷSWﾉｷｪｴデげ <http://www.britishpathe.com/video/little-uns-a-





ordinary holiday activities normalised them through demonstrating that they 
enjoyed the same leisure pursuits as the general population. Furthermore, it 
simultaneously permitted holidaymakers to stare at those with anomalous bodies 
in a more discrete way, as the midgets were exhibited in a relaxed setting. It 
enabled holidaymakers to understand themselves in relation to the people on 
display, as they could closely compare their bodies with those of small stature. 
Therefore, contemporary holidaymakers conceptualised midgets as miniature 
representations of average people, which subsequently helped them to discern 
┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデく  
Medical advancements and a greater understanding of bodily deformity, 
combined with two global conflicts and a resultant influx of war-disabled veterans, 
fostered changes in the societal understanding of disability in the twentieth 
century. Despite new awareness, midget troupes remained a popular form of 
spectacle in the period 1900 to 1950. As seen in Chapter 1, from the turn of the 
century, freak shows were increasingly regarded as inappropriate in metropolitan 
areas, but acceptable in spaces dedicated to entertainment, spectacle, and 
performance (such as fairs, circuses, and seaside resorts). Within unique seaside 
entertainment spaces, midgets were perceived as less physically deformed than 
other traditiﾗﾐ;ﾉ aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘ ヮWヴaﾗヴﾏWヴゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ け;ヴﾏﾉWゲゲ ┘ﾗﾐSWヴゲげ ﾗヴ けヮｷﾐｴW;Sゲげく 
Additionally, they performed in plays, recitals, and concerts, which facilitated their 
construction as entertainers rather than freaksく TｴWヴWaﾗヴWが デｴWｷヴ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ;デ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ 





Moreover, they encapsulated many of the themes and meanings that British people 
garnered from their seaside holidays. 
This chapter places midget performances within the context of British 
seaside resorts throughout the first half of the twentieth century. It assesses the 
social and cultural construction of midgets through the visual material associated 
with their exhibitions. It moves away from the case study approach of individual 
midgets such as Charles Stratton, and instead offers an analysis of John Lester and 
FヴWS ‘ﾗヮWヴげゲ ﾏｷSｪWデ デヴﾗ┌ヮWゲ ｷﾐ デｴW IﾗﾐデW┝デ ﾗa デｴW ゲW;ゲｷSW ゲヮ;IWく Tｴｷゲ Wﾐ;HﾉWゲ ; 
broader methodological approach that permits an assessment of the spaces that 
midgets were displayed in, their relationship with each other and the showmen 
who exhibited them, and their interaction with holidaymakers. As discussed in the 
previous chapter, the seaside space was interpreted by society in various ways. It 
was regarded as a space of health, entertainment, freedom, escape, nostalgia, and 
novelty. The chapter demonstrates how midgets reflected various 
conceptualisations of the seaside space in a multitude of ways. Additionally, it 
suggests that midget troupes presented holidaymakers with the opportunity to 
understand themselves and their lives, in relation to the anomalous bodies on 
display. Midgets replicated many concepts associated with the seaside, 
concurrently encouraging audiences to consider their identity as holidaymakers. 
Likewise, they permitted the public to contemplate their everyday lives, through 
their promotion of domesticity, family, and recreation. Ultimately, displays of 





environment and they promoted wholesome, family, seaside entertainment that 




Midgets or Dwarfs?  
The World of Midgets, a book describing how people of small stature lived 
and interacted, was published in 1938. It revealed a hierarchy of dwarfism in the 
twentieth century. 
Midgets consider dwarfs minor monstrosities, almost a race apart from 
themselves. Midgets bitterly resent being called or considered dwarfs. 
Toward these little people of fantastic form, they hold a smug attitude very 
similar to that held by normal people towards them.208 
The latter part of the eighteenth century saw an increased fascination and 
curiosity in those with unusual bodies from both the public and medical profession, 
who sought to understand the reasoning behind various physical abnormalities. 
Due to developments in pseudoscience such as the expanding study of phrenology, 
measuring bodily features was a dominant method employed for understanding the 
body. Measurements were taken of noses and skulls to determine race, 
                                                          





intelligence, and individual personal qualities.209 There was an inextricable link 
between physical appearance (and by extension, physical deformity) and culturally 
determined factors such as character, personality, and morality. The more 
physically aberrant a person appeared, the more socially deviant they were deemed 
to be. Therefore, measurements proved influential to the perceptions of dwarfs and 
midgets in the first half of the twentieth century. It was the measurements of their 
heads, arms, and bodies that rendered them different to each other, and led to 
midgets resenting HWｷﾐｪ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS けS┘;ヴaゲげく  
“ｷﾐIW デｴW ﾏWSｷW┗;ﾉ ヮWヴｷﾗSが デｴW デWヴﾏ けS┘;ヴaげ ┘;ゲ ┌ゲWS デﾗ SWゲIヴｷHW ヮWﾗヮﾉW ﾗa 
ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉ ゲデ;デ┌ヴWく Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが けﾏｷSｪWデげ ┘;ゲ aｷヴゲデ ┌ゲWS ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏｷS-nineteenth century to 
describe diminutive people who were in proportion. P.T. Barnum popularised the 
term through his public displays of Charles Stratton, Lavinia Warren, and 
Commodore Nutt. Although there were clear distinctions between midgets and 
dwarfs in freak shows, it is unclear whether or not this translated to the public 
looking for entertainment. Significantly, it was midgets, not dwarfs who featured 
most heavily within the ephemeral material associated with freak shows at seaside 
resorts. Many of the carte de visites depicted proportional people of small stature 
so that audiences could easily relate themselves to the anomalous bodies on 
display.  
                                                          
209 See John Van Whye, Phrenology and the Origins of Victorian Scientific Naturalism 
(Aldershot, 2004); Stephen Tomlinson, Head Masters: Phrenology, Secular Education, and 
Nineteenth century Social Thought (Tuscaloosa, 2005); Roger Cooter, The Cultural Meaning 
of Popular Science: Phrenology and the Organization of Consent in Nineteenth century 





Armand Marie Leroi addresses the implications of proportional size in 
ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ﾏｷSｪWデゲが ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴWｷヴ けヮヴﾗヮﾗヴデｷﾗﾐゲ ┘WヴW ﾐﾗデ ケ┌ｷデW 
those of a full-sized adult; they are rather close to those of a child of the same 
ゲｷ┣Wくげ210 The association of midgets with children affected how they functioned in 
the freak show. This was evident in an article in the Western Times, which described 
the midgeデゲ ﾗa けTｷﾐ┞ Tﾗ┘ﾐげ ;ゲ けW┗ｷSWﾐデﾉ┞ ﾉｷデデﾉW ﾏﾗヴW デｴ;ﾐ ゲデWヴWﾗデ┞ヮWS IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐが ;ﾐS 
デｴWヴWaﾗヴW HW;ヴ W┝デヴ;ﾗヴSｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ヴWゲWﾏHﾉ;ﾐIW デﾗ ﾗﾐW ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴくげ211 Therefore, it is 
conceivable that the wider populations conceptualised them as children or 
miniature representations of the public. Moreover, people of average stature 
related more to midgets than dwarfs, who were considered more physically 
abnormal than their childlike midget counterparts. This was central to their 
construction in the seaside freak show, as adults holidaying by the coast were 
dWゲIヴｷHWS ;ゲ ; けﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ;デ ヮﾉ;┞げが デｴ┌ゲ ヴW┗W;ﾉｷﾐｪ デｴWｷヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ IｴｷﾉSﾉｷﾆW デWﾐSWﾐIｷWゲく       
Midgets troupes performed at British seaside resorts and were often 
perceived as children within the seaside environment as they physically embodied 
the relationship between seaside and childlikeness.  Furthermore, the supposed 
childlikeness of the midgets made them a popular holiday attraction. Within the 
seaside environment, holidaymakers participated in playful activities, traditionally 
equated with children such as swimming and building sandcastles. Gary Cross and 
John Walton have written extensively on the playful, holidaying crowd and they 
                                                          
210 Armand Marie Leroi, Mutants: On the form, varieties and errors of the human body, 
(London, 2003), p. 175. 





;ヴｪ┌W デｴ;デ ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデゲ けヮヴﾗﾏｷゲWS W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIWゲ ;ﾐS ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪゲ デｴ;デ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデWS 
with, relieved, and yet often confirmed the ordinary work-a-day life of their paying 
visitors. 212 This liberation from and yet reconciliation with the everyday is what 
ﾏ;SW デｴWｷヴ ┗ｷゲｷデﾗヴゲ ｷﾐデﾗ ヮﾉ;┞a┌ﾉ Iヴﾗ┘Sゲくげ213 Adults, free from the stresses of work 
and domestic duties engaged with a space set aside for their pleasure. Midget 
troupes embellished this sense of whimsy childlike fun or playfulness of their 
surroundings, and were depicted as children in many of the images associated with 
their displays. Presented participating in an array of seaside activities, they were 
seemingly freed from the expectations of adulthood because of their size. Similarly, 
holidaymakers rendered partially free from the societal restrictions that governed 
their behaviour at home, were able to fully immerse themselves in the community 
of the seaside resort and its loosened social codes. 
More specifically, midgets promoted a variety of leisure activities that were 
regarded as healthy, wholesome amusements. For example, troupes operated the 
rides at Pleasure Beach in Blackpool, encouraging adults to enjoy themselves in the 
pleasure spaces intended for them. They permitted people to relax from everyday 
duties and to indulge in the childlike trait of playfulness. This reinforced the idea 
that people should, whilst not deviating too far from the norms, relax away from 
the tensions of work and domesticity. Consequently, it is fundamentally important 
for freak shows to be placed in their physical, social, and cultural context, to 
                                                          
212 See Gary Cross and John Walton, The Playful Crowd: Pleasure Places in the Twentieth 
Century (New York, 2005); John Walton, The British Seaside: Holidays and Resorts in the 
Twentieth Century (Manchester, 2000). 





understand how the public understood themselves in relation to those on display. 
TｴW ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデ a;Iｷﾉｷデ;デWS デｴW IﾗﾏヮヴWｴWﾐゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ﾏｷSｪWデげゲ difference, 
and enabled holidaymakers to assess their physical and social normality, through 
comparing their bodies to the ones that were on display.  
Historiography and Background 
People of small stature have participated in entertainment, leisure, and 
spectacle culture throughout history. Royal courts had midgets as jesters 
throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, who entertained their 
けﾏ;ゲterゲげ ;ﾐS ;ｪｪヴ;ﾐSｷ┣WS デｴWｷヴ ヴWｷｪﾐく They simultaneously entertained onlookers 
and conveyed a social and cultural meaning to society. Dwarfs or midgets were 
given names that underscored their subordination and were sometimes proceeded 
┘ｷデｴ デｴW ┘ﾗヴS けﾉｷデデﾉWげ to emphasize their small size. Often, they were addressed as 
けCﾗ┌ﾐデげ ﾗヴ けGWﾐWヴ;ﾉげが ┘ｴｷIｴ ヮヴﾗ┗WS ｴ┌ﾏﾗヴﾗ┌ゲ デﾗ ヮWﾗヮﾉWが ┘ｴﾗ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏWS デｴ;デ 
someone so small would not possess such a grand title. This juxtaposition revealed 
their inferiority to royalty, as their littleness was associated with their lack of 
strength, grandeur, and prestige. Midgets emphasised the grandiosity and authority 
of the monarchy.214  
Nevertheless, with the decline in royal households, the court dwarf 
phenomenon largely disappeared. However, they still entertained royalty in the 
                                                          
214 Betty M. Adelson, The Lives of Dwarfs: Their Journey from Public Curiosity toward Social 
Liberation, (London, 2005), p. 20; Robert Bogdan, Freak Show: Presenting Human Oddities 





heyday of the freak show. Queen Victoria, who was particularly fascinated with 
freaks, had a special interest in midgets and held numerous private appointments 
with Charles Stratton, more commonly known as General Tom Thumb, and his wife, 
Lavinia Warren, at which she presented them with gifts from the Royal Family.  
Stratton is central to academic debate on midgets S┌W デﾗ ｴｷゲ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ;ゲ けデｴW aｷヴゲデ デﾗ 
HWIﾗﾏW ;ﾐ ｷﾐデWヴﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ゲWﾐゲ;デｷﾗﾐくげ215 With the exception of Stratton, midgets 
have seen less scholarly attention than other freak show performers, such as those 
with racially different bodies.216  
Historians including Robert Bogdan and Lori Merish focus their discussion on 
the social construction of midgets and their popularity throughout the heyday of 
the freak show.217 Midgets were the most prolific performers of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries and the construction of their performances enhanced their 
popularity with audiences. For midgets to have an extended career, they were 
consistently transformed and framed within the public discourse of each unique 
culture, which enabled them to generate continued interest with the public. 
Bogdan suggests that the methods used to manufacture freakery performances 
                                                          
215 Francine Hornberger, C;ヴﾐ┞ Fﾗﾉﾆぎ TｴW WﾗヴﾉSげゲ WWｷヴSWゲデ “ｷSWゲｴﾗ┘ AIデゲ (New York, 2005), 
p. 13.  
216 The main scholars who write about people of small stature in freak shows include: Betty 
M. Adelson, The Lives of Dwarves: Their Journey from Public Curiosity Towards Social 
Liberation (London, 2005); Robert Bogdan, Freak Show: Presenting Human Oddities for 
Profit and Amusement ふCｴｷI;ｪﾗが ヱΓΒΒぶが Lﾗヴｷ MWヴｷゲｴ けC┌デWﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS CﾗﾏﾏﾗSｷデ┞ AWゲデｴWデｷIゲぎ 
Tom Thumb ;ﾐS “ｴｷヴﾉW┞ TWﾏヮﾉWげ ｷﾐ ‘ﾗゲWﾏ;ヴｷW G;ヴﾉ;ﾐS Tｴﾗﾏゲﾗﾐ ふWSくぶ Freakery: Cultural 
Spectacles of the Extraordinary Body (London, 1996).  
217 See Bogdan, Freak Show, ふCｴｷI;ｪﾗが ヱΓΒΒぶき Lﾗヴｷ MWヴｷゲｴ けC┌デWﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS CﾗﾏﾏﾗSｷデ┞ 
AWゲデｴWデｷIゲぎ Tﾗﾏ Tｴ┌ﾏH ;ﾐS “ｴｷヴﾉW┞ TWﾏヮﾉWげ ｷﾐ ‘ﾗゲWmarie Garland Thomson (ed.) Freakery: 





exposed the beliefs, anxieties, and apprehensions of any given society.218 Through 
exploiting contemporary debates ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS ┘ｷデｴ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げ ;ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げ, 
freaks acquired popularity and encouraged people to associate numerous social 
and cultural ideas with their exhibitions. The analysis of freak shows offers an 
innovative insight into the societies and cultures that surrounded them. Moreover, 
they facilitate our understanding of difference and deviance including how people 
relieved tensions and anxieties surrounding these concepts. 
Throughout history, the spaces where midgets performed proved principal 
in their cultural construction. The transition from royal courts to popular 
entertainment venues was reminiscent of their transformation from an elite to a 
broader form of entertainment. Therefore, it is significant to place midgets within 
the physical, social, and cultural spaces where they were displayed, to comprehend 
their meanings, representations, and constructions. Betty M. Adelson emphasises 
the importance of placing people of small stature within their individual contexts.219 
She demonstrates that the perceptions of midgets varied between cultures, which 
revealed that contemporary public discourse surrounding difference, deviance, and, 
け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げ Iｴ;ﾐｪWS SWヮWﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗn the society.  Adelson contends that, 
In few societies, dwarfs were treated with respect and honor; in others, 
violence and abasement were rampant. Sometimes both treatments 
coexisted. Dwarfs almost always occasioned some difference in status: they 
                                                          
218 Bogdan, Freak Show (Chicago, 1988), p. 95.  
219 See Betty M. Adelson, The Lives of Dwarfs: Their Journey from Public Curiosity toward 





might have been viewed as having a special relationship with the gods, or 
employed for entertainment. In every society, there were at least a few 
individuals who, because of their unique personalities or family background, 
attained a higher social status than other members of the group.220  
It is essential to situate midgets in the period 1900 to 1950 within the 
physical surroundings that hosted their performances, as well as within the specific 
seaside culture that fashioned the way holidaymakers perceived the displays. 
People understood midgets in terms of the ideologies and mentalities associated 
with normality and abnormality. This had specific connotations in the seaside 
environment. Through analysing midgets it is possible to examine the perceptions 
of difference in the period and how these ideas were promulgated to the public in 
the seaside space.   
Midget Villages: Space, Presence, and Performance  
Situating midgets within a performance space is fundamental to 
comprehending how audiences interpreted them. Freak shows were transitory and 
performers were displayed in a multiplicity of settings. Nadja Durbach places them 
as central to a wider entertainment culture, noting the fluidity of freak shows as 
they travelled throughout Britain.221 She considers them more widespread and 
popular than many other forms of leisure that were merely found in cosmopolitan 
                                                          
220 Adelson, The Lives of Dwarfs, pp. 3-4.  
221 Nadja Durbach, Spectacle of Deformity: Freak Shows and Modern British Culture 





ゲヮ;IWゲく けWｴｷﾉW ゲｴﾗ┘ ゲｴﾗヮゲが ;ケ┌;ヴｷ┌ﾏゲが ﾏ┌ゲｷI ｴ;ﾉﾉゲが ;ﾐS ﾗデｴWヴ ﾐW┘ WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデ 
spots were largely metropolitan phenomena, freak shows were highly mobile 
spectacles that visited not only cities but also towns and sometimes villages across 
デｴW UﾐｷデWS KｷﾐｪSﾗﾏくげ222 A number of main exhibition spaces that housed freak 
shows closed in London at the beginning of the twentieth century, such as the 
Egyptian Hall in 1905. Nevertheless, freak shows remained popular amusements in 
local town fairs and seaside locations, demonstrating their ongoing centrality to 
entertainment culture. During their transition to a variety of alternative physical 
locations, their exhibitions were constructed with specific social and cultural ideas 
attributed to those spaces. 
Seaside resorts were geographically fixed pleasure spaces and 
holidaymakers were constantly entertained within them. As demonstrated in 
Chapter One, they were けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ places where tourists expected the novel 
and exciting. The public anticipated seeing things that they would not usually see in 
their everyday lives. From the natural amenities に the sea and beach - to Punch and 
Judy shows or donkey rides on the sands に each activity provided novelty to people 
who lived in urban conurbations and were not acquainted with such sights, 
experiences, smells, and visual delights.223 The physical surroundings of the coast 
and the activities available there, created an atmosphere that the public associated 
with those places. Therefore, those with unusual bodies, such as midgets, helped to 
                                                          
222 Durbach, Spectacle of Deformity (California, 2010), p. 5.  
223 See John Urry, The Tourist Gaze The Tourist Gaze: Leisure and Travel in Contemporary 





fashion an exciting and novel entertainment space. They added to the uniqueness 
of resorts and people were permitted to enjoy viewing midgets as part of their 
summertime entertainment. There was a symbiotic relationship between the 
midgets and the space, which facilitated their social and cultural construction. Not 
ﾗﾐﾉ┞ SｷS ｷSW;ゲ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ゲW;ゲｷSW ｷﾐaｷﾉデヴ;デW デｴW デヴﾗ┌ヮWげゲ W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐが H┌デ 
their presence in coastal towns also helped to create the seaside environment.  
Midget troupes were displayed in specialist midget villages, which shaped 
public discourse surrounding their displays and furthered their popularity at seaside 
resorts.224 Midget villagesが ﾗヴ けTｷﾐ┞ Tﾗ┘ﾐゲげが ┘WヴW ゲヮ;IWゲ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｷデｴ ┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ 
bodies continued to be popular attractions. Predominantly situated as part of 
WﾗヴﾉSげゲ F;ｷヴゲが LﾗﾐSﾗﾐげゲ Oﾉ┞ﾏヮｷ;が ;ﾐS ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデゲが ﾏｷSｪWデ デﾗ┘ﾐゲ ┘WヴW ヴWS┌IWS 
scale representations of larger urban areas where people of small stature gathered 
to perform and live, often for the entertainment of spectators.225 Midget villages 
provided an alternative to traditional freakery performances in which audiences 
went into a room and passively stared at an individual on display. The spaces 
allowed holidaymakers to walk around midget towns and experience an 
environment solely created for diminutive people. The physical construction of the 
                                                          
224 Figure 2.1. Carte de Visit of けFヴWS ‘ﾗヮWヴ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ WﾗﾐSWヴ MｷSｪWデゲげが WWﾉﾉIﾗﾏW LｷHヴ;ヴ┞が 
Ephemera Collection, c. 1930s; Figure 2.2. Carte de Visit ﾗa Jﾗｴﾐ LWゲデWヴげゲ MｷSｪWデゲ さIﾐ Mｷdget 
Tﾗ┘ﾐざが Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉが TｴW LﾗI;ﾉ ;ﾐS F;ﾏｷﾉ┞ Hｷゲデﾗヴ┞ CWﾐデヴWが Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉ CWﾐデヴ;ﾉ LｷHヴ;ヴ┞が C┞ヴｷﾉ 
Critchlow Collection, Vol. 67. 
225 ‘ｷIｴ;ヴS Hﾗ┘Wﾉﾉゲ ;ﾐS MｷIｴ;Wﾉ Mく CｴWﾏWヴゲが けMｷSｪWデ CｷデｷWゲぎ Uデﾗヮｷ;が Uデﾗヮｷ;ﾐｷゲﾏ ;ﾐS デｴW 
Vor-ゲｴWｷﾐ ﾗa デｴW けFヴW;ﾆげ “ｴﾗ┘が Disability Studies Quarterly 25:3. <http://dsq-





display had several specific functions that fashioned the show to entertain, arouse 
interest, and convey meaning to audiences. 
Midget villages by the coast were unique settings. They were an 
entertainment space within an entertainment space. Midgets who performed at 
seaside midget villages entertained holidaymakers merely through going about 
their daily lives. However, the displays were highly significant; freakery displays 
were structured through the balancing of ideas to create a complex series of 
meanings. Firstly, the abnormality of anomalous bodies meant that they were 
けﾗデｴWヴWSげ by those staring at them for amusement. The midget village encouraged 
audiences to reflect on midget troupes as spectacles and contained them within an 
;ﾉデWヴﾐ;デｷ┗W Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデ デﾗ ヮWﾗヮﾉW ┘ｴﾗ ┘WヴW ヮWヴIWｷ┗WS ;ゲ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげく Aゲ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW 
booths and stalls which housed freak shows within them, midget villages were 
enclosed areas that confined those with abnormal bodies within their precincts. 
These spaces promoted the acceptability of staring at people who were considered 
different. As with the freak show of the nineteenth century, spaces like this gave 
people permission to indulge their interest and stare at those considered different.  
Concurrently, midget villages normalised the midgets who were displayed in 
them because they were viewed in a space that was proportional to their size. This 
demonstrated that the only noticeable difference between midgets and the 
average population was their height. Subsequently, they were not regarded as 
extraordinarily unusual, unlike racially different freaks, who were perceived as both 





ways that accentuated their Britishness, which was directly related to their 
professed ﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞く TｴWｷヴ ヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ けTｷﾐ┞ Tﾗ┘ﾐゲげ ﾗヴ けLｷﾉﾉｷヮ┌デｷ;ﾐ Vｷﾉﾉ;ｪWゲげ 
facilitated the creation of their displays as representations of the nation. Thus, 
showmen appealed to the shifting tastes and sensibilities of the public by 
promoting the Britishness of their displays.  
The exhibition of John Lester and FヴWS ‘ﾗヮWヴげゲ デヴﾗ┌ヮWゲ ｷﾐ quintessentially 
English villages, as seen in Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, and Figure 2.3 reflected the cen-












                                                          
226 Figure 2.1. Carte de Visit of けFヴWS ‘ﾗヮWヴ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ WﾗﾐSWヴ MｷSｪWデゲげが WWﾉﾉIﾗﾏW LｷHヴ;ヴ┞が 
Ephemera Collection, c. 1930s; Figure 2.2. Carte de Visit ﾗa Jﾗｴﾐ LWゲデWヴげゲ MｷSｪWデゲ さIﾐ MｷSｪWデ 
Tﾗ┘ﾐざが Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉが TｴW LﾗI;ﾉ ;ﾐS F;ﾏｷﾉ┞ Hｷゲデﾗヴ┞ CWﾐデヴWが Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉ CWﾐデヴ;ﾉ LｷHヴ;ヴ┞が C┞ヴｷﾉ 
Critchlow Collection, Vol. 67; Figure 2.3 Carte de Visit of Fred Roper and some of his British 













Figure 2.2. Carte de Visit ﾗa Jﾗｴﾐ LWゲデWヴげゲ MｷSｪWデゲ さIﾐ MｷSｪWデ Tﾗ┘ﾐざく  
 











Midget villages were representations of traditional English municipalities. 
Scaled to midget size, they often included a post office, police station, and shops in 
which the midgets could go about their daily lives.227 DWゲヮｷデW デｴW けﾗデｴWヴｷﾐｪげ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ 
small height, the infrastructure that surrounded them encouraged people to con-
sider the midgets as representations of British people. D;┗ｷS M;デﾉWゲゲ ﾐﾗデWゲが けくくくW┗Wど
ヴ┞デｴｷﾐｪ ｷゲ デﾗ HW Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏWS ;ゲ ; ゲｷｪﾐ ﾗa ｷデゲWﾉaき デｴW ┗ｷﾉﾉ;ｪW ｷゲ ┗ｷﾉﾉ;ｪW EﾐｪﾉｷゲｴﾐWゲゲぐ “ｷデWゲ 
HWIﾗﾏW ;ヴIｴWデ┞ヮWゲが ;ﾐS ｷa デｴW┞ ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ ;ヴIｴWデ┞ヮWゲ デｴW┞ ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ ヮヴﾗヮWヴ ゲｷデWゲくげ228 
Matless further illustrates the ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ;ﾐS けﾉandscaped citi-
zenshipげ ┘ｴｷIｴ けworked through a mutual constitution of the aesthetic and the so-
cial, the eye and the body. The aim of extending visual pleasure to the people was 
tempered by a desire to control poデWﾐデｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ Sｷゲヴ┌ヮデｷ┗W HﾗSｷﾉ┞ WaaWIデゲくげ229 This was ev-
ident in the midget villages that holidaymakers could go to as part of their summer-
time entertainment.230 TｴW T┌Sﾗヴ ゲデ┞ﾉW ｴﾗ┌ゲWゲ デｴ;デ SWIﾗヴ;デWS けTｷﾐ┞ Tﾗ┘ﾐゲげ ┘WヴW 
synonymous with villages situated in the British countryside that holidaymakers 
would be familiar with. Consequently, the physicality of midget displays reflected 
the burgeoning importance of national identity in the first half of the twentieth cen-
tury. It, therefore, gave people a model of citizenship to follow; the midgets were 
miniature representations of British people.  
                                                          
227 Figure 2.1. Carte de Visit of けFヴWS ‘ﾗヮWヴ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ WﾗﾐSWヴ MｷSｪWデゲげが WWﾉﾉIﾗﾏW LｷHヴ;ヴ┞が 
Ephemera Collection, c. 1930s; Figure 2.2. Carte de Visit ﾗa Jﾗｴﾐ LWゲデWヴげゲ MｷSｪWデゲ さIﾐ MｷSｪWデ 
Tﾗ┘ﾐざが Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗl, The Local and Family History Centre, Blackpool Central Library, Cyril 
Critchlow Collection, Vol. 67; Figure 2.3 Carte de Visit of Fred Roper and some of his British 
Wonder Midgets, c. 1920s, Wellcome Library, London, EPH499. 
228 David Matless, Landscape and Englishness (London, 1998), p. 67.  
229 Ibid., p. 62.  

















They presented holidaymakers with a form of utopia in which they could un-
derstand and conceptualise Britishness, in a period in which modernity was trans-
forming the landscape of Britain itself. けIﾐ デｴW ｷﾐデWヴ┘;ヴ ヮWヴｷﾗS デｴW ゲヮ;IWゲ ﾗa ヴ┌ヴ;ﾉ 
leisure were transformed in terms of technology, social movement and literary ac-
Iﾗﾏヮ;ﾐｷﾏWﾐデくげ231 However, midget towns were traditional representations of Brit-
ain, at a point of great change; they instilled traditional British values into those 
who were walking around the tiny town. The interaction between midgets and holi-
daymakers, within traditionally British villages, permitted the public to negotiate 
┘ｴ;デ ｷデ ﾏW;ﾐデ デﾗ HW Bヴｷデｷゲｴ S┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW けSｷゲﾏ;ﾐデﾉｷﾐｪ ﾗa WﾏヮｷヴWげ ┘ｴWﾐ け┘ﾗヴﾆｷﾐｪ-class 
ﾏWﾐ ;ﾐS ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ ヴWデ┌ヴﾐWS aヴﾗﾏ Sｷゲデ;ﾐデ ﾉ;ﾐSゲ ┘ｷデｴ ﾐW┘ I┌ゲデﾗﾏゲ ;ﾐS ヮヴWﾃ┌SｷIWゲげ.232 
 
Nationality also infiltrated the ways that midgets were discussed in newspa-
pers. An article in The Era ｷﾐ ヱΓンヱが ┘ｴｷIｴ SｷゲI┌ゲゲWS FヴWS ‘ﾗヮWヴげゲ ﾏｷSｪWデゲが SWゲIヴｷHWS 
デｴWﾏ ;ゲ け; デヴﾗ┌ヮW ﾗa ゲﾗﾏW デ┘Wﾐデ┞ IﾉW┗Wヴ ﾉｷデデﾉW ヮWﾗヮﾉWが ;ﾉﾉ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ Hﾗヴﾐが ;ﾐS ┘ｴﾗ ｴ;┗W 
デﾗ┌ヴWS デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾉSくげ233 This demonstrated that national identity was of primary im-
portance in their display. It encouraged British people to relate themselves to the 
                                                          
231 Matless, Landscape and Englishness, p. 63.  
232 Joanna Bourke, Working-Class Cultures in Britain 1890-1960 (London, 1994), p. 176.  





midgets who were part of the entertainment culture of seaside locations, and un-
derstand those of small stature in relation to their own lives, bodies, and experi-
ences.234  
For a small admission price, tourists could experience the village and 
comprehend a world created for people different to themselves. More than 
indulging their interest in those with unusual bodies, excursionists were presented 
with the opportunity to experience having a body which was maladapted to its 
surroundings. Richard Howells and Michael M. Chemers assert that, 
 In the case of people of short stature the case is still more clearly seen: 
BWｷﾐｪ ; さﾏｷSｪWデざ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ W┗Wﾐ ｷﾐデヴｷﾐゲｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ｷﾏヮ;ｷヴﾏWﾐデ ;デ ;ﾉﾉく Iデ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ HWIﾗﾏWゲ 
a disability in a world scaled exclusively to the needs of the (presumed) 
majority. Within the narrowly-SWaｷﾐWS IﾗﾐaｷﾐWゲ ﾗa ; さMｷSｪWデ Cｷデ┞ざが デｴWﾐが 
people of short stature are no longer disabled.235  
Although midget villages encouraged people to regard those with unusual 
bodies as a spectacle through which to be entertained, it simultaneously 
                                                          
234 There was a sense of pride in the British origins of midget troupes. There was a growing 
cinema industry, and British born actors were increasingly popular. Charlie Chaplin starred 
in the most prolific slapstick comedies of the twentieth century, and was recognised as an 
international sensation. Due to the expansion of the British entertainment industry into a 
worldwide institution, midgets (who were performers, as well as those with unusual 
bodies) were able to fit within a new definition of the freak show. People celebrated British 
born midgets and showmen successfully exploited this to acquire interest in their display. 
Furthermore, midgets had their own role on screen. The popularity of films such as the 
Western, Terror of Tiny Townが ;ﾐS DｷゲﾐW┞げゲ Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, 
demonstrated continuity between conventional embodiments of freakery and their 
transformation into other forms of widespread entertainment.    
235 Hﾗ┘Wﾉﾉゲ ;ﾐS CｴWﾏWヴゲが けMｷSｪWデ CｷデｷWs: Utopia, Utopianism and the Vor-shein of the 
けFヴW;ﾆげ “ｴﾗ┘が Disability Studies Quarterly 25:3. <http://dsq-sds.org/article/view/579/756 > 





normalised the midgets on display. They were able to enjoy their day-to-day life 
┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ デｴW ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏゲ ヮヴWゲWﾐデWS デﾗ デｴWﾏ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ﾗ┌デゲｷSW ┘ﾗヴﾉSく Wｷデｴｷﾐ けTｷﾐ┞ 
Tﾗ┘ﾐげが デｴﾗゲW ﾗa ;┗Wヴ;ｪW ｴWｷｪｴデ ┘WヴW け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS デｴWヴWaﾗヴWが aヴW;ﾆWヴ┞ ┘;ゲ 
reversed. Perhaps for the first time, audiences were permitted to experience their 
own difference to the people and environment around them. As seen in Figure 2.1 
and Figure 2.2, standing alongside makeshift buildings, shops, and a multitude of 
little people, the audience became the minority.236 This reflected the slowly shifting 
attitudes towards difference. The association between physical deviance and social 
transgression was diminishing, with medical advancements explaining disability and 
difference through scientific terminology. Yet, the freak show continued to be a 
locus of discourse for the anxieties associated with abnormality. Midget villages 
permitted the public to negotiate these broad, societal changes, in the same way as 
the nineteenth century に through viewing those with unusual bodies. However, it 
fundamentally allowed them to experience possessing an unusual body, 
SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デｷﾐｪ デｴW ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴｷデｷWゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ け;┗Wヴ;ｪWげ ;ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ヮWﾗヮﾉe. These 
ideas could then be practiced in the seaside environment, due to its function as an 
entertainment space. People could continue to stare at those with visually different 
bodies, and with their new understanding, renegotiate their beliefs surrounding 
abnormality. 
                                                          
236 Figure 2.1. Carte de Visit of けFヴWS ‘ﾗヮWヴ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ WﾗﾐSWヴ MｷSｪWデゲげが WWﾉﾉIﾗﾏW LｷHヴ;ヴ┞が 
Ephemera Collection, c. 1930s; Figure 2.2. Carte de Visit ﾗa Jﾗｴﾐ LWゲデWヴげゲ MｷSｪWデゲ さIﾐ MｷSｪWデ 
Tﾗ┘ﾐざが Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉが TｴW LﾗI;ﾉ ;ﾐS F;ﾏｷﾉ┞ Hｷゲデﾗヴ┞ CWﾐデヴWが Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉ CWﾐデヴ;ﾉ LｷHヴ;ヴ┞が C┞ヴｷﾉ 






Sadiah Qureshi argues, けWｴｷﾉW ゲﾗﾏW Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏWヴゲ ﾏ;┞ have been content to 
observe, others clearly wished to converse and physically engage 
┘ｷデｴぐヮWﾗヮﾉWゲぐげ237 The interaction between consumers and exhibited people was 
significant. It enabled them to engage with freaks in a way that was different to the 
everyday. While  
ぐ┘;ﾐSWヴｷﾐｪ デｴW ゲデヴWWデゲ ﾗa LﾗﾐSﾗﾐ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WS Sｷゲデ;ﾐIWS ;ﾐS aﾉWWデｷﾐｪ 
observational practices in which histories of passers-by were reconstructed 
solely from glances; but clearly, many urban spectators were left wishing for 
more. Exhibitors capitalized on the thirst for interaction by charging these 
spectators for the privilege of being able to stare at, talk to, shake hands 
with, and bestow gifts on displayed peoples; their willingness to allow and 
facilitate such interaction suggests its importance for commercial success. 
Patrons could satisfy their curiosity but also demonstrate humanity by 
;ゲﾆｷﾐｪ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ ; ヮWヴaﾗヴﾏWヴげゲ ｴW;ﾉデｴが W;デｷﾐｪ ｴ;Hｷデゲが ﾗヴ Wﾏﾗデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ 
┘WﾉﾉHWｷﾐｪぐ “ｴﾗ┘ﾏWﾐ ヴWﾏﾗ┗WS such barriers to investigation while 
legitimating actions that would otherwise have proved improper.238 
Midget villages provided the public with the opportunity to relate to people 
with unusual bodies, showing them as similar but distinctive to themselves. 
Freakery within the midget town was inverted, enabling holidaymakers to process 
transforming attitudes towards disability. Moreover, midget villages gave them a 
                                                          
237 Sadiah Qureshi, Peoples on Parade: Exhibitions, Empire, and Anthropology in Nineteenth 
century Britain (London, 2011), p. 160. 





representation of their own domestic spaces. Home and family life was familiar to 
everyone who visited the coast. Therefore, the physical construction of midget 
villages encouraged tourists to consider their similarity to people who were 
different to them. Additionally, it offered tourists the opportunity to reflect on their 
own domestic situation. The infrastructure surrounding the freak show utilised 
contemporary social and cultural discourse to frame the way in which people 
considered difference, deviance, and abnormality.  
It is worth noting the other physical constructions in which midget 
performers were exhibited in seaside resorts. They were displayed against other 
physical constructions to make them seem even smaller. For example, they were 
;S┗WヴデｷゲWS ;ゲ ﾉｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ けMｷSｪWデ M;ﾐゲｷﾗﾐゲげが ┘ｴｷIｴ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWS デｴW ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉﾐWゲゲ ﾗa デｴW 
midget against the comparable largeness of a mansion. One newspaper that 
published an advertisement on a midget display in Ramsgate noted,  
MｷSｪWデ EﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐWヴく MWヴヴｷW Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSげゲ NW┘ AヴデｷゲデWく Aﾉ┘;┞ゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾉﾗﾗﾆ-out 
for the most original and unique artistes, the management of Merrie 
England, Ramゲｪ;デWげゲ ゲW; aヴﾗﾐデ ;ﾏ┌ゲWﾏWﾐデ ヮ;ヴﾆ have captured a new 
personality in Miss Marget Rubel, the smallest midget entertainer in the 
world. Miss Rubel, who is 23 years of age, is 2ft. 2ins. High and this is her 
first visit to England. She will be appearing for one month only at the Midget 





interesting and unusual singing, dancing, and instrumental act. Miss Rubel 
adds further charm and talent to the company.239 
Another report demﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWS デｴW ﾏｷSｪWデゲ ┘WヴW ;ﾉゲﾗ W┝ｴｷHｷデWS ﾗﾐ ; けA 
MﾗSWﾉ ‘;ｷﾉ┘;┞げく  
Boys and girls who went to the last Pea-Nut Fun Fair will remember riding 
ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾏﾗSWﾉ ヴ;ｷﾉ┘;┞ぐ TｴW ﾗヴｪ;ﾐｷゲWヴゲ ﾗa PW;-Nut Fun Fair always like to 
introduce something really out of the ordinary, and this year they have 
Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ さTｴW WﾗヴﾉSげゲ “ﾏ;ﾉﾉWゲデ M;ヴヴｷWS Cﾗ┌ヮﾉWくざ TｴW ﾉｷデデﾉW ヮWﾗヮﾉW ;ヴW 
Colonel and Mrs. Cox, who may be visited in their Midget Mansion. Colonel 
Cﾗ┝ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ デﾗ HW デｴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ HW;ヴSWS S┘;ヴa ;ﾉｷ┗Wが ゲﾗ Sﾗﾐげデ ;ゲﾆ ｴｷﾏ ;Hﾗ┌デ “ﾐﾗ┘ 
White and the other six.240 
The newspaper, therefore, revealed the array of different ways that midgets 
were displayed for paying audiences. The report also noted the clear association 
HWデ┘WWﾐ ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ ﾏｷSｪWデ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ;ﾐS デｴW S┘;ヴaゲ デｴ;デ HWI;ﾏW ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa DｷゲﾐW┞げゲ 
ｷIﾗﾐｷI Iﾉ;ゲゲｷI IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐげゲ aｷﾉﾏが Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in 1937. However, 
while these other methods of displaying midgets demonstrate the variety of shows 
that were available to holidaymakers and tourists at coastal locations, midget 
villages were the most popular and prevalent way to enjoy staring at people of 
small stature for entertainment. 
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Midget villages, mansions, and railways, distorted the boundaries between 
presence and performance in coastal locations. In British society, midgets were 
often regarded as performers because their bodies did not deviate far from 
normality. To continue public interest in their displays, they showcased their 
singing, dancing, and intelligent conversations as methods through which to 
entertain audiences. However, even their presence at seaside resorts also amused 
the public. The exhibition of midgets in seaside spaces differed from the customary 
embodiment of their performances. Whilst they continued to act in plays and 
variety shows, their presence at coastal locations revealed an alternative way of 
understanding and perceiving difference.  
Nevertheless, due to the entirety of the seaside space being dedicated to 
amusement, people continued to be intrigued by their bodies outside the midget 
village and this was regarded as acceptable. Their presence in seaside resorts, 
rather than their performance in midget villages, reflected two main concepts. 
Firstly, it enabled audiences to associate themselves with midgets more easily. 
Secondly, it echoed changing understandings of disability, as those with unusual 
bodies were increasingly integrated into society on a broader scale. 
Midget Marriages 
If midget villages cemented identity to citizenship then marriage was central 
to perceptions of domesticity in the first half of the twentieth century and pervaded 
all aspects of social and cultural life, including displays of midget troupes. Whilst 





domesticity and nationality in British society, their theatrical and extravagant 
midget weddings enabled people to consider the changing ideas surrounding 
domestic relationships. Jean Franzino argues that midget weddings, such as that of 
Charles Stratton and Lavinia Warren, revealed the cultural, social, and political role 
of the non-normative body as an entertainment site.241 “ｴW ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デが けWｴ;デ 
audience members saw on the sideshow stage shaped their ideas about identity, 
normality, and communal and national belonging, with ramifications for how they 
thought ;Hﾗ┌デ ゲ┌Iｴ ｷゲゲ┌Wゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ ぐ ┘ｴｷIｴ HﾗSｷWゲ ┘WヴW aｷデ aﾗヴ デｴW a┌ﾉﾉ ヮヴｷ┗ｷﾉWｪWゲ ﾗa 
Iｷデｷ┣Wﾐゲｴｷヮくげ242 Franzino demonstrates how midgets were a product of their own 
specific culture and the multitude of ways they enabled spectators to reflect upon, 
understand, and process various ideas. A plethora of midget marriages were 
reported in British newspapers and must be analysed alongside contemporary 
public discourse to understand their significance and meaning for British audiences.  
Midget weddings took place across Britain throughout the first half of the 
twentieth century and were often theatrical events that spectators watched for 
their pleasure and entertainment. Weddings of midgets in places like Southend-On-
Sea, Blackpool, and Margate showed the inextricable link between midget 
marriages and entertainment. The distinction between reality and fabrication was 
unclear. Whilst some weddings were legally binding, others were solely 
entertainment. However, many major resorts had annual weddings, which suggests 
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they were as much a part of summer seaside traditions as they were a celebration 
of true love.243 Midget troupes capitalised on the spectacular weddings to acquire 
greater popularity throughout the holiday season. They employed various methods 
to do this.  
Relationships were encouraged or fabricated in Midget Towns to attract 
commercial interest, as holidaymakers wanted constant updates on the personal 
lives of performers. Local newspapers were interested in the romantic lives of 
midgets and reported on their engagements or subsequent weddings and 
holidaymakers attended the church to see the newlywedded couple emerge. There 
was public outcry at a midget wedding in 1932, when over one thousand people 
gathered to watch the diminutive couple wed, accompanied by a midget company 
who were performing at a local music hall. Police were drafted in to control the 
crowds, demonstrating the public fascination with the wedding. Inside the church, 
women were rebuked for standing on pew seats to get a glimpse of the tiny couple. 
A report in the Edinburgh Evening News ﾐﾗデWSが けTｴW┞ ┘WヴW デﾗﾉS ｷデ ┘;ゲ ; ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗ┌ゲ 
IWヴWﾏﾗﾐ┞が ﾐﾗデ ;ﾐ WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデくげ244 This was a common occurrence. The 
Sunderland Daily Echo and Shipping Gazette provided details of another wedding in 
1932, where a separate but similar incident occurred. Following the reprimanding 
ﾗa ｪ┌Wゲデゲ ┘ｴﾗ ゲデﾗﾗS ﾗﾐ デｴWｷヴ Iｴ;ｷヴゲ デﾗ ゲWW デｴW ┘WSSｷﾐｪが け; ヮﾗﾉｷIWﾏ;ﾐ ｴ;S デﾗ ﾉｷaデ デｴW 
tiny pair into the waiting motorcar, and policemen rode on the footboard to the 
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reception hall to keep the onlookers awayくげ245 The enormous crowds gathered to 
watch the midget ensemble emerge from the church caused great controversy at 
Southend-On-Sea. An article in the Western Morning News on Wednesday 11th 
November 1936 reported on the wedding of Mr Robert Edward Pattinson and Miss 
AﾉｷIW Mﾗヴヴｷゲく Iデ ヴW┗W;ﾉWS デｴ;デ デｴW けPﾗﾉｷIW ┘WヴW I;ﾉﾉWS ｷﾐ デﾗ Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉ ; Iヴﾗ┘S ┘ｴich 
gathered at Southend Registry Office to-S;┞ デﾗ ゲWW デｴW ┘WSSｷﾐｪげく246 This 
demonstrated that midget weddings were attended by large crowds of people, 
interested in the romance, spectacle, and oddity of the wedding day. The 
newspaper that reported on the masses of holidaymakers waiting to see the tiny 
couple, was a form of advertisement for midget exhibitions and performances, 
generating greater profit and income for freak shows.  
People waited outside the registry office or church to see the little bride and 
groom, followed by their entourage of friends; other freakery performers were 
often in attendance. This placed the weddings firmly within the freak show 
industry. For example, the marriage of Fred Cliffe and Norah Buttram, two of John 
LWゲデWヴげゲ ﾏｷSｪWデ デヴﾗ┌ヮWが ┘;ゲ ヴWヮﾗヴデWS ｷﾐ デｴW Sunderland Daily Echo and Shipping 
Gazette and the Western Daily Press. The reports ヴW┗W;ﾉWSが けAデ デｴｷゲ ┘WSSｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW 
midget circus ring, 30 midgets, all circus friends of the bride and bridegroom, will be 
in attendance. The bridegroom sings cowboy songs and rides a performing pony in 
the midget circus ring. The bride is a solo dancer, soprano singer, and actress in the 
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ﾉｷデデﾉW ゲ;┘S┌ゲデ IｷヴIﾉWくげ247 John Lesterが デｴW デヴﾗ┌ヮWげゲ ゲｴﾗ┘ﾏ;ﾐが walked the bride down 
the aisle and gave her away. Not only did this place the wedding within freak show 
culture; it simultaneously added an element of celebrity to the affair.248  
Similarly, a British Pathé film clip of the wedding of Mr and Mrs Retter 
showed a group of albino people clothed in traditional First Nation dress.249  
Additionally, another midget wedding in Blackpool featured a giant alongside the 
newly married midgets ;ﾐS WﾐSWS ┘ｷデｴ ; IｷヴI┌ゲ ヮ;ヴ;SWく けTｴW ヮヴﾗIWゲゲｷﾗﾐ to the 
Iｴ┌ヴIｴ ｷﾐIﾉ┌SWS ;ﾐ EﾉWヮｴ;ﾐデが I;ヴヴ┞ｷﾐｪ ゲｷ┝ ﾏｷSｪWデゲが ;ﾐS ; Iﾗ;Iｴ HW;ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW さﾏ;┞ﾗヴざ 
ﾗa デｴW ﾏｷSｪWデ Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷデ┞くげ250 This further showed the extravagance and spectacle 
that characterised midget weddings in the twentieth century. The exhibition of the 
midgets, riding on an elephant, and surrounded by a plethora of different freaks 
signified the association between the weddings and the freakery displays which 
Sﾗﾏｷﾐ;デWS Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ Iﾗ;ゲデ;ﾉ ﾉﾗI;デｷﾗﾐゲく  
Midget weddings were entrenched within the cultural meanings and anxiety 
surrounding marriage in British society. They took place in a period where 
conceptualisations of conjugal relationships changed from being patriarchal to 
companionship orientated. John Benson suggests that as industrialisation occurred, 
and marriage had the potential to become less important, home became a refuge 
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from the challenges of work which led to the instability of marital relationships and 
a rising number of divorces.251  
This caused significant apprehension amidst contemporaries, as the 
traditional belief was that marriage was important for both sexes. Yet, there were 
gendered divisions in the perception behind its significance. For women, who were 
supposedly able to control their sexual desires, marriage was important for 
satisfying their maternal instinct. For men, whose sexual desire was less easy to 
Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉが ﾏ;ヴヴｷ;ｪW ┘;ゲ ﾗﾐW ﾏWデｴﾗS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ┘ｴｷIｴ デﾗ ヴWS┌IWが けゲW┝┌;ﾉ aヴ┌ゲデヴ;デｷﾗﾐが 
ヮヴﾗﾏｷゲI┌ｷデ┞ ﾗヴ ヮWヴ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐげく252 The issue became more controversial during the First 
World War as tensions were exacerbated due to the number of male deaths, 
leading to a surplus of single women who were required to maintain the purity of 
the British race. K;デｴWヴｷﾐW HﾗﾉSWﾐ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲが けFヴ┌ｷデa┌ﾉ ﾏ;ヴヴｷ;ｪWゲ HW;ヴｷﾐｪ ｴW;ﾉデｴ┞ 
children were the key to the strength and virility of the British nation, an excess of 
ゲｷﾐｪﾉW ヮWﾗヮﾉW ; ゲｷｪﾐ ﾗa SWｪWﾐWヴ;I┞ ;ﾐS ┘W;ﾆﾐWゲゲくげ253 Therefore, it is unsurprising 
that there was such interest in midget marriages. Relationships between midgets 
offered people the opportunity to consider their own romantic and sexual 
relationships.      
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These ideas were prevalent in the images of midget brides and grooms, 
which shaped the way British holidaymakers perceived the weddings.254 A carte de 
visit ﾗa Mヴ ;ﾐS Mヴゲ Fヴ;ﾐﾆゲが デ┘ﾗ ﾗa Jﾗｴﾐ LWゲデWヴげゲ ﾏｷSｪWデゲ ┘ｴﾗ ヮWヴaﾗヴﾏWS in 
Blackpool Tower, indicated the way some midgets were exhibited to 
holidaymakers.255 The image, as seen in Figure 2.5, depicted the couple, who were 
similar in height, on their wedding day. They were photographed beside a chair to 
show spectators how small they were in comparison to an everyday object, which 
emphasised their physical difference and proved amusing to audiences.  
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255 Figure 2.5 Carte de Visit of the Famous Midget Bridal Couple, Mr and Mrs Franks, 
Blackpool. The Local and Family History Centre, Blackpool Central Library, Cyril Critchlow 













Midget marriages frequently used humour to attract spectators. Notes in 
the Mass Observation Archive ゲデ;デWS デｴ;デが けFﾗヴ デｴW ゲｴﾗ┘ﾏ;ﾐぐ Nﾗヴﾏ;ﾉ ﾏ;デヴｷﾏﾗﾐｷ;ﾉ 
IﾗﾐSｷデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾏ┌ゲデ HW ヮ;ヴﾗSｷWS デﾗ HW ;デデヴ;Iデｷ┗Wくげ256 This was evident in a film clip of 
one midget wedding in Blackpool that SWIﾉ;ヴWSが けA Mｷﾐｷ;デ┌ヴW M;ヴヴiage. At 
Blackpool, a tiny maid weds a tiny man ----- and now, of course, he feels even 
ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉWヴげく257 Similarly, a carte de visite of Major Marco beside his new wife, 
contrasted him with a female of normal size, demonstrating that the notion of a 
women being けｷﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉげ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ﾏ;ヴデｷ;ﾉ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ ┘;ゲ ｴ┌ﾏﾗ┌ヴﾗ┌ゲく258 The 
photograph further elevated her height through her position on a set of stairs. The 
ｷﾏ;ｪW Hﾗデｴ Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲWS M;ﾃﾗヴ M;ヴIﾗげゲ ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS ;ｪｪヴ;ﾐSｷ┣WS ｴｷﾏ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｴｷゲ 
social position as Mayor of Midget Town. Retaining a social status was important in 
normalising the freak as a member of British society, as their bodies rendered them 
to the outskirts of British normality. Both the carte de visit and the film echoed the 
transformation from patriarchal to companionship marriage. They satirised the 
relationship between men and women within the period, as well as reflecting 
contemporary social and cultural ideals regarding marital relationships. They played 
humorously on one of the standard tropes of contemporary British life, to structure 
the discussion of midgets and amuse holidaymakers at the seaside.  
                                                          
256 Gary Cross, Worktowners at Blackpool (London, 1990), p. 183. 
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4th August 2014].  
258 Figure 2.6 Carte de Visit of Major Marco, The Lord Mayor and Mayoress, Blackpool. The 














Despite the increasing role of the father in home life, it illustrated the 
continued prominenIW ﾗa ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげゲ ヴﾗﾉW ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW SﾗﾏWゲデｷI ゲヮｴWヴWく ‘ﾗゲゲ 
McKibbin contends that in public life between 1918-1951, England remained an 
almost single-sex society but women took priority in the home. It was not until 
┘ﾗﾏWﾐ HWI;ﾏW ﾏﾗヴW ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WS ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆｷng life, towards the middle of the 
century when gender roles in the domestic sphere became more equalised.259 This 
had an effect on contemporary marriages, as men and women no longer had 
distinct roles within marital relationships. The midget weddings reflected this 
concept through the creation of the carte de visites, which echoed public discourse 
surrounding marriage in the period.  
Audience interest in midget weddings was multifaceted. Primarily, they 
were another form of entertainment and spectacle available for holidaymakers to 
engage with at seaside resorts. Their display, in conjunction with showmen, other 
freakery entertainers, and even elephants, revealed that they brought together the 
ceremonial traditions associated with average weddings, and elements concomitant 
in freak shows, creating an innovative form of spectacle, unique to the period. 
Nonetheless, midget weddings became a locus of discourse for wider ideologies 
surrounding the institution of marriage, which was temporarily declining in the 
1920s. There were inherent concerns that this would contribute to the 
degeneration of British society, due to increasing rates of immorality and 
promiscuity. Midget weddings at seaside resorts established marriage as central to 
                                                          





romantic and sexual relationships. The childlikeness of the midgets encouraged the 
public to perceive sexual relationships within the confines of a martial partnership. 
Particularly, as children, innocent and naïve, would not have considered romantic 
relationships outside the confines of marriage.  
Sex 
Human interest in midgets extended beyond their nuptials. People were 
also curious about the sexual experiences of midgets in the 1930s, despite the 
correlation between midgets and children, due to their small size. Walter Bodin, in 
The World of Midgets, addresses the incongruous nature of the sexuality and 
childlikeness of midgets. He suggests, 
Our first reaction to these questions may be one of revulsion. This is due to 
our subconscious association of littleness with childlikeness. This mｷSｪWデげゲ 
size suggests a child entirely unconscious of sex in its simplest 
manifestations. And to consider little children in the throes of love, to relate 
them in any way to potential parenthood is unthinkable to normal, healthy 
men and women.260 
The public regarded midgets as having childlike qualities and therefore it is 
┗ｷデ;ﾉ デﾗ ;ゲゲWゲゲ デｴW ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴｷゲ ;ﾐS ヮWﾗヮﾉWげゲ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデ ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ ゲW┝┌;ﾉ 
experiences within the context of the seaside resort. Although, their bodies were 
                                                          





descrｷHWS ;ゲ けIｴｷﾉS-likWげが holidaymakers invariably thought about how midgets 
gratified their sexual passions. However, Bodin continued,  
 when we realize that adult midgets are mature human beings に veritable 
miniature copies of ourselves に these questions lose their morbid 
implications and are entirely healthy and natural.261  
This demonstrated that spectators regarded midgets as smaller versions of 
themselves. Although their freakishness was in their smallness and they associated 
midgets with childlikeness, holidaymakers related themselves to the midgets on 
display, despite their evident differences. It was, for this reason, that midgets were 
regarded as having adult passions. 
Due to their association with average adults, audiences used midgets as a 
site for negotiating their own sexuality and sexual desires. The World of Midgets 
disclosed that audiences inevitably considered their own sexual relationships, when 
considering ﾏｷSｪWデゲげ SWゲｷヴWゲく 
The sight of midgets invariably causes normal sized men and women to 
speculate on their sex lives. It is among their first reactions. They wonder 
first, if these little men and women are normally sexed, with normal desires, 
and, second, if they are capable of indulging their desires in a normal way.262 
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Therefore, it is clear that holidaymakers considered ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS 
け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ ゲW┝┌;ﾉ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮゲく CﾗﾏヮヴWｴWﾐSｷﾐｪ ｷゲゲ┌Wゲ デﾗ Sﾗ ┘ｷデｴ 
sexuality, in relation to midgets, allowed the public to contemplate what was 
IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS けSW┗ｷ;ﾐデげ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴく Cate Haste 
argues that there was a redefinition of the moral boundaries regarding sexual 
behaviour in the first half of the twentieth century, which caused considerable 
anxietyく H;ゲデW ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲが け“ｷﾐIW デｴW W;ヴﾉ┞ ┞W;ヴゲ ﾗa デｴW IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞が デｴW ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉげゲ ヴｷｪｴデ 
デﾗ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ゲW┝┌;ﾉ aヴWWSﾗﾏ ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ ゲデヴWﾐｪデｴWﾐWS ;ﾐS デｴW ゲデ;デWげゲ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ デﾗ 
intervene in private morality in the interests of social order and stability has been 
ヴWS┌IWSくげ263 This was pertinent within the seaside environment where people were 
more likely to engage in promiscuous sexual behaviour, due to their freedom from 
rigid societal restrictions.264   
Seaside holidays gave young people more opportunities to exercise greater 
sexual freedom than ever before. The institution of marriage was under pressure 
following 1914; there was increasing number of single women, and concern 
surrounding homosexuality, promiscuity, and perversion.265 Yet, as Katherine 
HﾗﾉSWﾐ ヴW┗W;ﾉゲが けﾏ;ヴヴｷ;ｪW ┘;ゲ SWWﾏWS デｴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ゲ;aW Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐWヴ aﾗヴ ﾏ;ﾉW ゲW┝┌;ﾉｷデ┞が 
enabling men to preserve and nurt┌ヴW デｴWｷヴ けHWゲデ ヮﾗ┘Wヴゲげ ;ﾐS デﾗ ヮヴﾗS┌IW ｴW;ﾉデｴ┞ 
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IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐ WゲゲWﾐデｷ;ﾉ デﾗ デｴW ゲ┌ヴ┗ｷ┗;ﾉ ﾗa デｴW Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ヴ;IWくげ266 One of the ways in which 
midget troupes were displayed encouraged people to consider sexuality within the 
confines of a marital relationship.  
Fears surrounding sexual immorality and indecency permeated many 
exhibitions at seaside resorts. For example, waxworks, such as those at T┌ゲゲ;┌Sげゲ in 
Blackpool, advised holidaymakers, particularly the working classes, of the 
consequences of licentious conduct. The museum warned of the dangers and 
consequences of unprotected, premarital sex. Therefore, it used concepts of 
morality and evangelistic virtues to teach boundaries to the working classes, who 
were supposedly unable to control themselves within a space of diminished societal 
constraints.267 This was illustrated in a guidebook that discussed the effect of 
ﾏ;ゲデ┌ヴH;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS SWゲIヴｷHWS デｴW けWデWヴﾐ;ﾉ S;ﾏﾐ;デｷﾗﾐげ aﾗヴ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗ ｴ;Hｷデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ 
masturbated. It encouraged people to maintain their self-control and self-dignity, 
warning them of the consequences of their actions.268 Furthermore, it maintained 
that attendance at the museum would help to limit inappropriate sexual relations 
associated with seaside resort holidays, through educating the working classes. 
While this alleviated some concern about sexual promiscuity, there continued to be 
noteworthy unease around the topic.  
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The interest and concern surrounding sexual deviancy in coastal locations, 
pervaded public discourse surrounding midgets. People were disproportionately 
interested in their sexual experiences, including whether they had intercourse with 
ヮWﾗヮﾉW ﾗa ;┗Wヴ;ｪW ｴWｷｪｴデが ┘ｴWデｴWヴ デｴW┞ ｴ;S ; けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ゲW┝┌;ﾉ ;ヮヮWデｷデWが ;ﾐS ｴﾗ┘ 
they conducted their romantic relationships. The World of Midgets confirmed that 
those of small stature did not confine themselves to having sex with midgets.269 
BﾗSｷﾐ Wゲデ;HﾉｷゲｴWS デｴ;デが けWｷデｴ デｴWﾏ ;ゲ ┌ゲが ﾉﾗ┗W ｷゲ ; デ┞ヴ;ﾐデ ┘ｴWﾐ ヴ┌ﾉWS H┞ ヮ;ゲゲｷﾗﾐが 
;ﾐS ﾏｷSｪWデゲ ﾉｷﾆW ┌ゲが ﾏ;デW ;ゲ ﾉﾗ┗W SｷIデ;デWゲくげ270 In fact, readers were informed that, 
けMｷSｪWデゲ ﾉﾗ┗W ;ﾐS ;ヴW loved and enjoy the fruits of love. They have their Don Juans 
;ﾐS デｴWｷヴ JW┣WHWﾉゲくげ271 For example, within the freak show, there were a number of 
relationships (fabricated or not) between midgets and giants, which accentuated 
the difference between the two with unusual bodies. However, these also 
presented intriguing questions about the logistics of their relationships.  
As midgets were presented in the context of the marital relationship, 
audiences were expected to situate their understanding of midget sexuality within 
matrimony. Arguably, their childlikeness reflected the virtuousness of childhood. 
This suggested that they were expected to enter marriage with purity and 
innocence. Furthermore, this facilitated the promotion of sex within the marital 
relationship, subsequently encouraging the people to place their own sexuality 
within marriage. This was a fundamental part of nationhood in the twentieth 
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century. Marriage was the only acceptable vessel for children and family was a 
crucial aspect of national identity. Thus, through promoting marriage, and sexuality 
within it, this endorsed the importance of family, which in turn led to a stronger, 
healthier nation.  
Holidays by the Sea: Family, Recreation, and Health   
Midget troupes were constructed in a variety of ways for spectators to 
engage with them and the way they were perceived was dependent on the setting 
they were in and the activities they were doing. As well as providing entertainment 
for tourists, they emphasised the importance of engaging with the healthy and 
wholesome seaside activities associated with the coast. As with the infrastructure 
of midget villages, the activities that midgets took part in denoted the centrality of 
Britishness, family, and domesticity. The concept of a wholesome family, extended 
not only to the moral, but physical health of the British nation. These complex 
societal ideals and attitudes were encapsulated through the images and reports on 
the midget troupes taking part in popular seaside activities such as swimming. 
Unlike many of the other freak show performers who dominated the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, midgets were often seen partaking in an assortment of 
recreational pursuits that holidaymakers could watch. Whether operating rides at 
Pleasure Beach, playing on the sands, encouraging holidaymakers to pursue seaside 
leisure activities such as swimming, or entertaining though singing, dancing, and 
performance, the numerous ways in which midgets were socially and culturally 





A newspaper article reporting ﾗﾐ LWゲデWヴげゲ ﾏｷSｪWデゲ ｷﾐ ヱΓンΒが noted their 
activities at popular seaside destinations, revealing their inclination towards 
comedy, sport, and swimming. The paper declared,  
Besides being a very healthy amusement, this love of swimming is a fine 
advertisement, especially at the seaside, for a troupe of almost nude 
midgets running the sands certainly attracts attention.272  
TｴW ;ヴデｷIﾉW SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWゲ ﾏｷSｪWデゲげ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷデ┞ ;デ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデゲ ;ﾐd 
their promotion of healthy recreational activities by the coast. Furthermore, they 
had their own spaces, in the form of midget villages, as an added attraction for 
holidaymakers. Beliefs surrounding rational recreation and maintaining an 
acceptable standard of health and fitness were central tropes of national identity, 
evident in the seaside space. Therefore, it is clear that midget troupes not only 
endorsed the appropriateness of swimming as a wholesome family activity, but also 
promoted actively engaging with the national responsibility to preserve health. 
Furthermore, the newspaper report demonstrated the provision of activities and 
resources at the seaside that reduced the debilitating consequences of the 
metropolis, such as exercise, as well as exposure to sunlight and fresh air.  
TｴW SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ﾏｷSｪWデゲ ;ゲ け;ﾉﾏﾗゲデ ﾐ┌SWげ ヴW┗W;ﾉWS デｴW ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デｷﾗﾐ 
between nudity, swimming, and health.  Nina J. Morris discusses the meaning 
attached to the relationship between the body and environment. She outlines the 
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way in which naturist practices reflected contemporary European-wide debates on 
urbanism, nationhood, health, and nature, associated with the Sunlight League of 
1924.273 The publication of Man and Sunlight by Hans Suren in 1927, promoted 
naturalistic ideas.274 It argued that the medical profession needed to embrace a 
ﾏﾗヴW けｴﾗﾉｷゲデｷIげ ;ヮヮヴﾗ;Iｴ デﾗ ｴW;ﾉデｴ ;ﾐS デｴW HﾗS┞く “┌ヴWﾐ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデWS デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ｷﾐIﾉ┌SWS 
embracing the benefits of sunlight and fresh air, to improve the health of the 
nation.275 He believed that twentieth century bodies were negatively affected by 
SWｪWﾐWヴ;デｷ┗W ┌ヴH;ﾐ IﾗﾐSｷデｷﾗﾐゲ ;ﾐS けぐヮヴﾗﾏﾗデWS ; ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ ｪWﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞ ﾗa ﾉ;ﾐSゲI;ヮW ｷﾐ 
which the contemporary city was considered to be an unsuitable environment for 
ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲぐげ276 He believed that society would become devoid of health and strength 
if they did not get enough sunlight. This provoked concern because of the link 
between industrialism and physical degeneration, which ultimately reflected the 
fragility of the Empire.277 Mﾗヴヴｷゲ IﾗﾐデWﾐSゲ デｴ;デ けMan and Sunlight was published in 
Britain in a period when the expansion of leisure and recreation in the natural 
environment was being welcomed as an opportunity for the culture of citizenship, 
and celebrated as a powerful antidote to the harmful impact urban life was 
perceｷ┗WS デﾗ ｴ;┗W ﾗﾐ デｴW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ HﾗS┞くげ278 Fresh air, sunlight, and exposure to the 
elements, was believed to improve both physical and moral health. Moreover, it 
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was understood to improve character, spirituality, and morality, leading to a well-
rounded and wholesome nation. The seaside resorts facilitated the permeation of 
these ideas into society and presented holidaymakers with the space to enjoy the 
natural environment, away from health-deteriorating cities. The midgets reflected 
this as they were viewed within natural and healthy seaside environment.  
The promotion of the benefits of sunlight and fresh air on the body 
undoubtedly influenced holidaymakers who were keen to avail themselves of the 
health benefits associated with the coast. Removed from the degeneration that 
prevailed in urban areas, with time to spend outside during long summer days, 
there was greater interest in the benefits of exposing skin to the elements. Carter 
IﾗﾐデWﾐSゲが けデｴW “┌ﾐﾉｷｪｴデ LW;ｪ┌W デｷヴWﾉWゲゲﾉ┞ I;ﾏヮ;ｷｪﾐWS ｷﾐ デｴW ｷﾐデWヴ┘;ヴ ┞W;ヴゲ aﾗヴ 
mixed bathing and an end to restrictive dress codes at seaside resorts and new 
ﾉｷSﾗゲくげ279 As the century progressed, within seaside spaces, showing extra skin 
became more appropriate than in metropolitan areas. Therefore, midget troupes 
playing and swimming on the beach, promoted swimming and the exposure to 
sunlight and fresh air, which was endorsed as health inducing throughout the 
1930s. Whilst it was not appropriate for a fully-grown adult to parade on the beach 
with little or no clothing, the connection between midgets and childlikeness 
encouraged people to consider it appropriate. This helped to alleviate 
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condemnation from people worried about morality and the association of 
nakedness with inappropriate sexual behaviour.  
Holidaymakers collected images of the midgets taking part in swimming 
lessons at lidos. The assortment of memorabilia available for spectators to buy as 
souvenirs of their holiday included images of Fred Roper with his midget troupe as 
seen in Figure 2.7 and 2.8. The carte de visites culturally constructed the midgets 
for contemporary audiences. Figure 2.7 showed the midget troupe preparing to 
dive into an open-air swimming pool, with Fred Roper beside them as they played 
on the diving board.280 Not only did the images promote the public discourse 
surrounding exercise and sunlight, but they also revealed the importance of family 
in encouraging health. Figure 2.7 and 2.8 portrayed Roper in an overtly paternalistic 
way, as if he was teaching his troupe how to swim, perhaps inferring that British 
holidaymakers taught their children how to swim during their annual summer 
holiday.281 The contrast between Fred Roper, the manager of the midget 
performers, and the midgets themselves accentuated how small they were in 
comparison with a fully-grown male adult. Although the midgets were adult in age, 
the image represented them as children. Their facial expressions conveyed innocent 
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naivety, excitement, and playfulness, which suggested that they enjoyed the 














                                                          
282 Additionally, the images revealed the father-like nature of showmen who looked after 
their actors and performers. Due to the association between freak shows and mistreatment 
of those increasingly being understood as disabled, it was important for sideshow 
managers to be seen to have a close bond, and caring relationship with their performers. 
These images promoted the affectionate relationship between freaks and showman, 






Figure 2.7. Carte de Visit of Fred Roper and his Wonder Midgets.  
 













The display of midget troupes alongside their manager reflected the 
changing cultural construction of the father-child relationship. As with the visual 
culture associated with midget weddings, the images of Roper and his troupe 
demonstrated these instrumental changes.283 The relationship between masculinity 
and domesticity at the beginning of the twentieth century was complex. Martin 
Fヴ;ﾐIｷゲ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ けMWﾐ Iﾗﾐゲデ;ﾐデﾉ┞ デヴ;┗WﾉﾉWS H;Iﾆ ;ﾐS aﾗヴ┘;ヴS ;Iヴﾗゲゲ デｴW aヴﾗﾐデｷWヴ 
of domesticity, if only in the realm of imagination, attracted by the responsibilities 
of marriage or fatherhood, but also enchanted by fantasies of the energetic life and 
homo-ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ I;ﾏ;ヴ;SWヴｷW ﾗa デｴW ;S┗Wﾐデ┌ヴW ｴWヴﾗくげ284 The growing significance of 
men in the domestic sphere was not only associated with normative masculinity in 
the inter-war period, but was synonymous with the construction of national 
identity.285 Laura King argues that there were a number of reasons for the changing 
role of the father in British society between 1914-1960.286 Men were regarded as 
crucial to the moral and social development of children and fundamental to the 
overall health of British society.287 Due to the belief that fathers were central to the 
healthy development of the body and mind, men had an ever-increasing role in 
childcare tasks and subsequently, a greater role in family life. Particularly in the 
latter part of the mid-twentieth century, the family became central to rebuilding 
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British society and post-war reconstruction. Consequently, this led to emphasis of 
the father-child relationship that associated masculine identity to the domestic 
setting.288 King reveals tｴ;デが けTｴW a;デｴWヴ-child relationship was imbued with greater 
social, cultural and psychological meaning. The new meaning given to fatherhood 
could be found in the press from the mid-1930s, as commentators regularly called 
aﾗヴ ; ｪヴW;デWヴ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ aﾗヴ a;デｴWヴゲくげ289 The father-figure of Roper reflected the changing 
ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa a;デｴWヴげゲ ｷﾐ twentieth century society.  
The altering patterns of leisure in British society, was significant to the 
refashioning of familial interactions.290 The father-child relationship was unique due 
to the limited time a father spent with the rest of the family within the domestic 
setting. Leisure was crucial to the nurturing of families because it provided the time 
and space in which these ideas could be negotiated, understood, and appreciated. 
Seaside holidays provided families with time together and an extended period 
when fathers could be involved in instilling virtues and values into their children. By 
the 1930s the father-child relationship was becoming increasingly important.291 
Therefore, the burgeoning centrality of the father figure in social and cultural life 
was emphasised in popular exhibitions of midgets at seaside resorts, which often 
depicted midgets standing beside their own paternal influence. Summer holidays 
enabled men to practice these ideals and develop healthy family relationships.  
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The portrayal of Fred Roper as a paternalistic influence over the childlike 
midgets reveals the nature of the father (or father-figure) at the time. Both midgets 
and their showman promoted the positivW ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa ; a;デｴWヴげゲ SﾗﾏWゲデｷI ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ;ゲ 
head of family and his close relationship with his children.  The display revealed the 
benefits of a summertime excursion to the coast, where holidaymakers could enjoy 
quality time with their families. It encouraged fathers to teach their children to 
swim, or other such activities, which promoted health and family.  Ultimately, this 
enabled British men to participate in their new domestic position, asserting a new 
form of masculinity and affirming their national identity.  
Conclusion  
Seaside holidays in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries were 
popular with the British public. Fathers and mothers brought their children for an 
enjoyable time together at the coast. Against a backdrop of the changing role of 
men and women in British society, a move from patriarchal to companionate 
marriage, and a rising level of divorce as the century progressed, there was concern 
surrounding the degeneration and immorality of the British race.292 As Helen Jones 
;ヴｪ┌Wゲが けTｴW ┘ｷﾉSest rumours abounded about the extent of extra-marital sex and 
preceded any upturn in the illegitimacy rates, but once the rates began to creep up 
(albeit not as fast as was feared) they supposedly provided the evidence for those 
trumpeting their warnings aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ｴｷｪｴ ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲくげ293 Nevertheless, following 
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the First World War, there was a move towards domesticity and the home became 
central to constructing a national identity. Part of this, was ensuring that the public 
were keeping their bodies and minds healthy. Through the analysis of images, film 
clips, and newspapers, this chapter has argued that midget troupes reflected many 
prominent ideas surrounding marriage, domesticity, and recreation in the first half 
of the twentieth century. Midget weddings were some of the most spectacular 
forms of entertainment in the summer season and thousands of people gathered to 
see the bride and groom, alongside their freak show entourage, leave the church. 
The ceremonial traditions and spectacle were similar to weddings that the public 
was acquainted with. However, they had additional factors, which associated them 
with the freak show. The celebration of midget weddings promoted marriage in the 
wake of its decline. It endorsed matrimony to the younger, single population. 
Moreover, it encouraged married people to consider the sanctity of their own 
wedding vows. The widespread use of birth control and the rising rates of 
illegitimate births signified greater liberation and sexual freedom amidst the British 
public. Midget weddings promoted the consideration of sexual relationships only 
within the confines of a marital partnership. Their association with childlikeness and 
naivety demonstrated ideas surrounding domesticity to onlookers and 
holidaymakers. Subsequently, this encouraged holidaymakers to consider 
domesticity, particularly with many of the displays placed in specialist midget 
villages. Domesticity conveyed the meanings associated with a stable family unit, 
namely happiness and healthiness. Therefore, when midget troupes were depicted 





and recreation that dominated coastal locations. Midget troupes, as miniature 
versions of average-sized British people, conceptualised complex attitudes towards 
national identity, marriage, sexual experiences, and healthiness in their displays, 
permitting audiences to consider themselves in relation to those with unusual 


















From Fasting Vicars to Starving 
Brides: Starvation Performers at 
Seaside Resorts, 1900-1950. 
 
Introduction 
In 1934, the Lancashire Evening Post reported on the strong public objection 
against the sideshows that dominated the Golden Mile in Blackpool. The report em-
phasised the efforts of the local corporation to rid Central Beach of disreputable 
amusements. It described one of the more controversial exhibits displayed on the 
aヴﾗﾐデが ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ ;ゲ デｴW けゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSWゲげく The report noted, 
This section is known as Central Beach and former residential houses have 
been turned into side-shows where such exhibitions as starving brides in 
ｪﾉ;ゲゲ Iﾗaaｷﾐゲが ﾐW┘ﾉ┞ ﾏ;ヴヴｷWS Iﾗ┌ヮﾉWゲ ゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ デﾗ SW;デｴぐ;ﾐS ﾗデｴWヴ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ 
which are considered undesirable are run. In some cases, young men and 
women who are alleged to have recently got married lie on beds in separate 
glass cases clad only in pyjamas and their only sustenance is, apparently, 
mineral water and cigarettes. Prizes are offered of as much as £250 to any 
Iﾗ┌ヮﾉW ┘ｴﾗ I;ﾐ a;ゲデ ｷﾐ デｴW けcoffiﾐゲげ for more than 30 days.294  
                                                          





Displayed in barrels, glass cases, or coffins, the starvation performers were 
an integral feature of the seaside freak show and were often presented alongside 
other entertainers.295  
As forms of spectacle in the category of けﾉｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ ┘ﾗﾐSWヴゲげ デｴW┞ ┘WヴW 
exhibited amidst acrobats, illusionists, ventriloquists, fire-eaters, clowns, 
quacks, and fortune-tellers. Apart from freaks of natures に giants, dwarfs, 
Siamese twins, extremely fat people, women with two faces, men with 
three hands, etc. に young and old came to gaze at emaciated people.296  
Throughout the nineteenth century, observers were fascinated in those with anom-
alous bodies. Whilst starvation performers were a twentieth century phenomenon, 
extraordinarily thin men were displayed as part of the Victorian freak show. They 
were frequently exhibited alongside exceedingly fat women to exacerbate the dis-
parities between the two, making the abnormal bodies seemingly even more unu-
sual.  
 
Aﾐ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa ﾗﾐW けﾉｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ゲﾆWﾉWデﾗﾐげ ┘as published in the Sunderland Daily 
Echo and Shipping Gazetteき ｷデ SWゲIヴｷHWS ｴｷゲ ｪ;┌ﾐデ ;ヮヮW;ヴ;ﾐIWく けE┗Wヴ┞ HﾗﾐW ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ 
face stood out against the skin, for there seemed to be no flesh, and his clothes 
hung as loosely on him as they would have upon a skeletoﾐくげ297 Although emaciated 
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people displayed themselves in front of audiences ;ゲ けデｴW Lｷ┗ｷﾐｪ “ﾆWﾉWデﾗﾐげ, they did 
not actively starve themselves for long periods of time; they were already ex-
tremely slender.298 In fact, some thin men ate vast quantities of food, to demon-
strate that they had not been starving themselves. Therefore, displays of self-star-
vation at seaside resorts in the twentieth century, whilst associated with the thin 
men of the nineteenth century, were not wholly comparable. They had new con-
structions, meanings, and representations, which reflected contemporary British 
society. This ensured that they were innovative and culturally relevant to the audi-
ences who frequented the shows.  
Despite their popularity with the public, the starvation performers engen-
dered anxieties with the local authorities. A member of the Blackpool Town Council, 
concerned about the reflection that these exhibitions had on the resort as a health 
and leisure space, commented on the display, stating, 
 
My view is that when people come to Blackpool they come for a healthy and 
invigorating holiday, and to see fat women on show and thin ones who are 
starving in coffins and barrels, must be, to say the least of it, not nice.299 
 
The starving performers revealed broader concerns about the poverty and 
malnutrition of the working classes, the physical deterioration of the British race, 
                                                          
298 Dublin Medical Press, Wednesday 02 December 1863, p. 32; Dundee Evening Telegraph, 
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and the moral degradation associated with spectating curiosity exhibits. It is unsur-
ヮヴｷゲｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ デｴW けゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSWゲげ ヮヴﾗS┌IWS SWH;デW ;ﾐS Sｷゲ;ｪヴWWﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ within 
the local establishment. Despite enduring contention, displays of people starving 
themselves in glass cases or barrels were a prevalent and favoured form of seaside 
amusement. Holidaymakers gazed at those on display and thousands of individuals 
were recorded as visiting the booths each day to stare at the emaciated bodies. 
Moreover, the public attempted to comprehend both how, and why, the young 
newlyweds were risking their health through fasting for elongated periods of 
time.300  
 
This chapter examines starvation exhibits at Blackpool, Margate, and South-
end-on-Sea to understand their meanings, representations, and constructions for 
British holidaymakers.301 Through situating starvation performers within the con-
text of seaside holidays, the chapter demonstrates the influence that the seaside 
space had on the fashioning of these displays; it establishes that health discourse 
was prominent in the social significance of British seaside holidays and the activities 
that were available to tourists. Furthermore, the chapter investigates how holiday-
makers comprehended the displays of self-starvation, through the association of 
undernourishment with poverty and malnutrition, the degeneration of the British 
race, and the rising unacceptability of staring at exhibitions of freakery.  
                                                          
300 Starvation performers were not just popular at British seaside resorts but there are 
reports of fasting men and women throughout Britain in the twentieth century. 






Utilising scholarly debates on the history of the freak show, seaside resorts, 
and the body and wellness, alongside contemporary medical and health discourse, 
this chapter seeks to assess the public perception of starvation exhibitions. It exam-
ines why women in particular were intrigued by the starvation performances. Addi-
tionally, it analyses the subsequent controversy around the displays, from those 
concerned about the effect on the seaside environment. Firstly, the chapter will 
briefly outline the history of self-starvation as a reflection on society and culture, 
demonstrating the association between Victorian fasting girls and the seaside star-
vation performers. Secondly, it will explore the relationship between starvation dis-
plays and concerns about the health of the British population in the wake of the 
Hungry England debate. Thirdly, it will investigate the association between starva-
デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS SW;デｴく Fｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞が ｷデ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ;ゲゲWゲゲ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ﾗ┌デIヴ┞ デｴ;デ ;IIﾗﾏヮ;ﾐｷWS デｴW けHW;ゲデ┞ 
ﾉｷデデﾉW ゲｴﾗ┘ゲげく302 
 
The History of Self-Starvation 
There have been documented accounts of self-starvation since the medieval 
period, which expose its profound socio-cultural meanings for contemporary socie-
ties.303 For example, prior to starving as an amusement, it was primarily perceived 
as a religious miracle or a divine sign from God. More recently, in the nineteenth 
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303 Although self-starvation is currently understood as a psychological condition (Anorexia 
Nervosa), it must be understood in terms of motivations within its social, cultural, and 





and twentieth centuries, hunger striking was a method through which to take con-
trol in political matters.304 It is clear that historically, self-starvation was representa-
tive of the broader discourses that uncovered the collective beliefs or anxieties that 
were most prevalent at the time.  
 
In the medieval period, people had a multifaceted relationship with food; it 
had social, cultural, and religious inferences. Predominantly, food was not always 
readily available and this had physical ramifications for the poorest in society. Con-
sequently, having sufficient or excess food was considered a sign of prosperity, 
which was, undoubtedly, attributed to blessings from God. However, through re-
fraining from gluttony, people could express their personal piety to the outside 
world. Abstaining from food was equated to holiness, while overindulgence was re-
garded as sinful. Rather, those who could were expected to provide for the poorest 
in society. Through philanthropic acts such as giving food to the poor, benevolent 
individuals could demonstrate their wealth, religiosity, holiness, and devotion to 
God. Therefore, food went beyond physical necessity and was imbued with social 
value. 
 
The significance attached to food made it particularly valuable to women, 
who utilised it to ensure their individual godliness and to garner power within the 
                                                          





family. Joan Jacobs Brumberg indicates that sustained fasting was considered a fe-
male miracle and that religious women gained veneration, reverence, and respect, 
due to their devotion to the Christian Eucharist.305 Through manipulating their bod-
ies they proved their religiosity and devotion to God. This ultimately increased their 
standing in society as they proved their value, worth, and devoutness through con-
trolling their bodies.306 Food was emblematic for women and it permitted them to 
express their internal thoughts, emotions, and beliefs through exploiting their bod-
ies as a form of communication. Symbolic food practices (such as fasting) enabled 
women to exert control within the family through defining their religious vocations 
as separate from their spouse. Through controlling their nutritional intake, they ac-
quired control and status, which enabled them to become empowered individuals. 
Thus, the female relationship with food and self-starvation exposed the place of 
women in medieval society. Although there were different incarnations of self-star-
vation in various periods and cultures, the relationship between the individual, 
food, and society continued throughout history.  
 
Fヴﾗﾏ ‘Wﾉｷｪｷﾗﾐ デﾗ EﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデぎ TｴW C;ゲW ﾗa “;ヴ;ｴ J;IﾗHゲ けTｴW WWﾉゲｴ F;ゲデｷﾐｪ Gｷヴﾉげ  
 
By the mid-nineteenth century, there was a subtle shift between self-starva-
tion for religious purposes and fasting for entertainment. Victorian fasting girls 
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were a variation on the miraculous female starvers from the medieval period; they 
were usually female adolescents that disclosed that they could survive without food 
for an extended period of time. In an era in which women were unable to verbally 
express their opinions, abstaining from food allowed them to communicate through 
controlling their bodies. Some historians, such as Mari Williams, consider Victorian 
fasting girls as initial instances of anorexia nervosa, an eating disorder characterised 
by low body weight, a reluctance to eat, and a strong desire to be thin.307 However, 
contemporaries claimed that the Victorian fasting girls were human miracles, with 
mystical or religious powers, similar to medieval fasting women who were regarded 
as supernatural in their ability to abstain from food. Therefore, it is evident that 
there was an enduring conviction that self-starvation had continued religious mean-
ing. Yet, fasting girls were also forms of entertainment for those who visited them 
to see the unusual spectacle.  
 
Sarah Jacobs, the famous Welsh fasting girl, exemplified the connection be-
tween religious or miraculous connotations of starvation and entertainment. Jacobs 
became ill after contracting scarlet fever in 1867 and subsequently found it difficult 
to eat. By October of the same year, she began to refuse all food, but surprisingly 
continued to look healthy. She seemed to defy all logic, sustaining health despite 
declining all nutritional intake. After months of not eating, people began to visit the 
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けaWﾏ;ﾉW ﾏｷヴ;IﾉWげ ;ﾐS ゲｴW HWI;ﾏW an object of curiosity as the public attempted to 
comprehend her miraculous fast. People were fascinated in how she could sustain 
health without nutrition, leading them to religious interpretations of the fast. 
 
Many came to visit Jacobs as a form of pilgrimage. She was a sign of 
spirituality and as it appeared that she could survive on spiritual devotion, Jacobs 
was a living example of the biblical adage that statesが けM;ﾐ ゲｴ;ﾉﾉ ﾐﾗデ ﾉｷ┗W ﾗﾐ HヴW;S 
;ﾉﾗﾐW H┌デ ﾗﾐ W┗Wヴ┞ ┘ﾗヴS デｴ;デ IﾗﾏWゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ﾏﾗ┌デｴ ﾗa GﾗSげく308 The people who 
travelled to see her placed their gifts on her bed and surrounded her with flowers, 
while she read and quoted the bible for them. This continued for two years and 
people believed that she was a miracle child. As her case gained further interest, 
the local vicar and medical men decided to watch over Jacobs, to ensure that she 
was not secretly eating, and therefore deceiving the public. She did not admit to 
fraud, lying, pride, religious conviction, or a medical complaint, but her health 
deteriorated rapidly following the introduction of continuous supervision of the 
fast.  
Doctors and religious men observed what was happening to her in an at-
tempt to conceptualise her ritualistic fast. Both the medical profession and the 
church endeavored to provide explanation for her ability to, apparently, survive 
without sustenance. This mirrored the struggle between medicine and religion in 
                                                          





the Victorian period, when medical advancements and theories were eclipsing reli-
gious rationalisations of disease. The display revealed the discourse between reli-
gion and medicine, as medical men sought control of the body aside from religious 
vindications of the miraculous fast. Additionally, it exposed the innovative research 
and knowledge on the body and health in nineteenth century medicine. 
 
TｴW ﾏWSｷI;ﾉ ヮヴﾗaWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ;ﾉｷﾆW SWH;デWS ┘ｴWデｴWヴ J;IﾗHゲげ Wﾉﾗﾐど
gated starvation was disingenuous. Newspapers frequently reported on the case 
and commented on the authenticity of her fast. One article noted that doctors as-
sumed that Jacobs was telling the truth. 
 
This girl who, it is alleged, has taken neither food nor physic for nearly two 
years and a half, continues to exist. She lies in a state of semi-consciousness, 
and at times suffers a good deal of pain, to alleviate which morphia is said to 
be resorted to. Notwithstanding, the harsh things that have been said by 
outsiders, those best in a position to judge have still no reason to believe 
that the case is one of imposture.309  
 
                                                          





While some medical men considered the starvation of Sarah Jacobs as im-
possible, others believed that she had not eaten.310 J;IﾗHゲ I;ヮデｷ┗;デWS ヮWﾗヮﾉWげゲ ｷﾏど
agination because they were unaware of how she was able to maintain health with-
out adequate nutrition. Furthermore, they were uncertain of whether or not she 
was telling the truth. She was regarded as somewhat extraordinary for two reasons. 
Firstly, if she was being truthful, she demonstrated her ability to go without food, 
which ordinary people could not do. Secondly, if she was deceitful, she had misled 
her family, the medical profession, religious leaders, and the general public, which 
was, indisputably, entertaining. Whether or not there were scientific, medical, or 
religious reasons for her inability or unwillingness to eat, she was the object of curi-
osity and thus, was a form of entertainment 
 
In December 1879, Jacobs died due to the effects of starvation. As can be 
seen in Figure 3.1, the front page of The Illustrated Police News, there was a vigil 
around her bed, attended by physicians and nurses, as she deteriorated rapidly 
following the medical control of her fast.311 An article in the Cheltenham Chronicle 
ゲデ;デWS けOﾐ ﾗﾐW ヮﾗｷﾐデ ;ﾉﾉが W┝IWヮデ ; aW┘ ﾗa デｴW ﾏﾗゲデ ゲkeptical, are agreed, and that is, 
that the girl did not exist at all without food for any great length of time; and that 
the story of her so-called fasting is simply an unmistakable fraud, for which the 
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ヮﾗﾗヴ ｪｷヴﾉ ｴ;ゲ ヮ;ｷS デｴW ヮWﾐ;ﾉデ┞ ┘ｷデｴ ｴWヴ ﾉｷaWくげ312 Newspapers commented on the 
predicament, condemning the medics involved in her vigil.  
The inquest on Sarah Jacobs, the Welsh fasting girl was opened at Pencader, 
near Carmarthen, to-day. Dr Thoman, who made a post mortem 
examination, found, on opening the decW;ゲWSげゲ IｴWゲデが ; ﾉ;┞Wヴ ﾗa a;デ ﾗﾐW ｷﾐIｴ 
thick. The chest, lungs, heart, liver, in fact all the organs were perfectly 
healthy. He found no malformation, nor any traces of disease. The medical 
testimony was unanimous that death resulted from exhaustion consequent 
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Following her death, most agreed that she had been secretly eating to maintain her 
health. Subsequently, there was an investigation into her demise and her parents 
were convicted of manslaughter. Whilst nobody could prove that they had purpose-
fully starved their daughter, they were convicted as guilty of doing nothing to pro-
tect her.  
 
Regardless of the debate over whether Jacobs had truly been fasting or not, 
her story reveals the complexity of fasting girls; whether they were a religious mira-
cle, a medical marvel, or a locus of entertainment, they revealed broader discourses 
in British society. As doctors began to regulate, research, and explain cases of fast-
ing girls, their interest in them grew. Physicians became increasingly fascinated in 
their behaviour, as they sought to repudiate the myth that women could go without 
food for long periods of time. Walter Vandereycken and Ron van Deth establish the 
ways in which doctors attempted to gain control of fasting.  
Apart from hunger strikes, two rather bizarre forms of entertainment man-
;ｪWS デﾗ ┘ｷデｴSヴ;┘ Wﾏ;Iｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS aﾗﾗS ;HゲデｷﾐWﾐIW aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ヮｴ┞ゲｷIｷ;ﾐゲげ Sｷど
rect sphere of influence. In the late nineteenth century, so-I;ﾉﾉWS けﾉｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ゲﾆWﾉど
Wデﾗﾐゲげ ;ﾐS けｴ┌ﾐｪWヴ ;ヴデｷゲデゲげ ふけa;ゲデｷﾐｪ ;ヴデｷゲデゲげぶ W┝ヮﾉﾗｷデWS デｴWｷヴ W┝デヴWﾏW Wﾏ;Iｷ;ど
tion and extraordinary food abstinence. Initially at fairs and later in circuses 





of entertainment, the hunger artist is obviously a modern variant of the for-
mer fasting girls, for both created a furor by unequalled fasting and used it 
as a source of income.314 
 
Although doctors attempted to claim self-starvation out of the hands of the 
public, they could not control hunger artists. Self-starvation continued to be a 
widely accepted form of entertainment and was representative of a variety of other 
social and cultural matters in the twentieth century, such as anxieties surrounding 
thin bodies and concerns about the degeneration of health. Fasting artists contin-
ued to be physical manifestation of complex social, cultural, and religious debates. 
 
Twentieth century Displays of Self-Starvation  
 
The fasting girls of the nineteenth century transformed into the starvation 
performers of the twentieth century. Managed by itinerant showmen, the fasts 
could either conclude after a pre-established number of days or might continue for 
as long as the starvers could endure without succumbing to hunger.315 These fasts 
were different from the illusive fasting girls who deceived audiences by attempting 
to demonstrate their supernatural power; starving artists actively demonstrated 
control over their bodies and food. The public believed that they were purposefully 
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starving themselves as both a form of entertainment due to the signs that were 
posted around the booth, presenting details of the length of the fasts. However, 
they were also an illustration of control for the women who patronised the exhibit.  
            TｴW けゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSWゲげ ┘WヴW ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪ ﾏ;ヴried couples displayed in coffin-like 
boxes, and were frequently exhibited alongside their wedding dresses and suits. 
They starved themselves for the entertainment of holidaymakers to make money 
for their honeymoons and new lives together. Figure 3.2 ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ ﾗﾐW ﾗa デｴW けゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ 
HヴｷSWゲげ ;ゲ ゲｴW ┘;ゲ W┝ｴｷHｷデWS ｷﾐ ｴWヴ ｪﾉ;ゲゲ I;HｷﾐWデき ゲｴW ﾉﾗﾗﾆWS Wﾏ;Iｷ;デWS ;ﾐS ┘;ゲ ゲ┌ヴど
rounded by numerous curious onlookers.316  
The displays were described in a local Blackpool newspapers, such as The 
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Exhibitions which will outrage the moral sense of Britain are taking place at 
Blackpool every day before the eyes of thousandゲぐ “デ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSWゲ ;ﾐS 
bridegrooms, newly married couples, who it is admitted are mostly forced 
by poverty to make themselves a public show are enclosed in partitioned 
glass cases in three establishments on the Central Beach and are attempting 
to fast for periods of 30 and 32 days for wagers of £250. The show is the 
same at all three places. Each exposes the fasting pair to the gaze of the 
multitude. The couple lie in single beds, which are separated by a wall. The 
crowd flies round and looks through a glasゲ デﾗヮぐ BヴｷSW ;ﾐS HヴｷSWｪヴﾗﾗﾏゲ 
straight from the altar starve for 30 days, says one poster. What courage! 
Wｷﾉﾉ デｴW┞ Sﾗ ｷデく さHﾗﾐW┞ﾏﾗﾗﾐ Iﾗ┌ヮﾉW ゲデ;ヴ┗Wゲ aﾗヴ ﾉﾗ┗Wくざ ｷゲ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ﾏWゲゲ;ｪWが 
;ﾐS デｴWヴW ;ヴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ;HﾉW ｪｷHWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ さT┘ﾗ ｪWﾐ┌ｷﾐW ﾉｷデデﾉW ﾉﾗ┗W HｷヴSゲくざぐ Iﾐ 
frﾗﾐデ ﾗa デｴW ゲｴﾗ┘ ;ヴW デ┘ﾗ ┘;┝┘ﾗヴﾆ さHヴｷSWゲがざ ﾗﾐW ヴ;Sｷ;ﾐデが デｴW ﾗデｴWヴ ｷﾐ Sヴ;ｪど
gled wedding garments and of corpse-ﾉｷﾐW ﾉｷﾐW;ﾏWﾐデゲ さ;aデWヴ ゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪくざ  
 
As well as the waxworks outside the barrels, audiences were enticed to the 
display by the aggrandized posters that updated them on the health of the partici-
ヮ;ﾐデゲく MWゲゲ;ｪWゲ デｴ;デ ┘WヴW Iｴ;ﾉﾆWS ﾗﾐデﾗ ; Hﾉ;IﾆHﾗ;ヴS SWIﾉ;ヴWSが けHﾗ┘ Lﾗﾐｪ C;ﾐ “ｴW 
L;ゲデげが けA Lｷ┗ｷﾐｪ BヴW;デｴｷﾐｪ WﾗﾐSWヴげが ;ﾐS けTｴW Pﾉ┌IﾆｷWゲデ Gｷヴﾉ ｷﾐ デｴW WﾗヴﾉS Nﾗ┘ LｷWゲ 
HWヴW Iﾐ ; Cﾗaaｷﾐげが ｪ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ デｴW ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ヮﾗデWﾐデial spectators.317 The advertise-
ments and images associated with the display were reminiscent of posters or carte 
                                                          






de visites from Victorian period that utilised hyperbolic phrasing to attract audi-
ences, denoting the continuation of freakery and persistent public curiosity in dif-
ference within seaside spaces. 
 
TｴW けゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSWゲげ ;ﾐS ﾗデｴWヴ a;ゲデｷﾐｪ ;ヴデｷゲデゲが ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW ‘WIデﾗヴ ﾗa “デｷaaﾆW┞が 
were sensationalist forms of entertainment frequented by those interested in unu-
sual bodies. A sideshow worker revealed how popular the displays were with holi-
daymakers. 
 
さYﾗ┌ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS HW aﾉ;HHWヴｪ;ゲデWSがざ ;ﾐ ;ゲゲｷゲデ;ﾐデ ;デ ﾗﾐW ゲｴﾗ┘ デﾗﾉS ﾏWが さｷa ┞ﾗ┌ 
came here at the weekend. On Saturday and Sunday we have queues of 
ヮWﾗヮﾉW ┘;ｷデｷﾐｪ デﾗ IﾗﾏW ｷﾐくざ318  
 
Displays of self-starvation were an unusual form of entertainment, which 
provided escapism from the reality of everyday life. The Ramsgate and Thanet Ga-
zette revealed that the starving brides in Margate were a form of distraction during 
the onset of war in 1914, noting that, 
 
People even sparWS デｷﾏW デﾗ ゲWW デｴW さa;ゲデｷﾐｪ ﾉ;S┞ざ ;ﾐS ｷデ ┘;ゲ ｴﾗヮWS デｴW 
scares had worn themselves out.319 
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This revealed why people continued to be interested in freakery exhibits; it re-
moved them from the reality of daily life and distracted them from other events. It 
provided them with amusement, entertainment, and fun.  
 
Aゲ ﾗヮヮﾗゲWS デﾗ ﾗデｴWヴ aﾗヴﾏゲ ﾗa aヴW;ﾆWヴ┞が ゲデ;ヴ┗;デｷﾗﾐ ;Iデゲ ヮWヴﾏｷデデWS けﾗヴSｷﾐ;ヴ┞げ 
ﾗヴ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ヮWﾗヮﾉW デﾗ けWﾐaヴW;ﾆげ デｴWｷヴ HﾗSｷWゲ ;ﾐS to display them in front of paying 
audiences; the acts were not born with an unusual body but were taking part in an 
abnormal activity. This made them more controversial that other performers, such 
;ゲ a;デ ﾉ;SｷWゲが ;ゲ デｴW┞ ┘WヴW ;Iデｷ┗Wﾉ┞ けWﾐaヴW;ﾆｷﾐｪげ デｴWｷヴ HﾗSｷWゲ ;ﾐS ヮ┌デデｷﾐｪ デｴWｷヴ ｴW;ﾉデｴ 
in danger. Performers defied normality through inhibiting their natural desire to 
W;デく TｴWヴWaﾗヴWが け;┗Wヴ;ｪWげ ヮWﾗヮﾉW デヴ;ﾐゲaﾗヴﾏWS デｴWｷヴ HﾗSｷWゲ ｷﾐデﾗ ゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪ uncom-
mon ;ﾐS ┌ゲWS ｷデ デﾗ デｴWｷヴ WIﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI ;S┗;ﾐデ;ｪWく ‘ﾗHWヴデ BﾗｪS;ﾐ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲが けOﾐW SｷS 
not have to be born with an abnormality to be a popular or even outstanding exotic 
or aggrandized freak. While it was more difficult for other than born freaks to reach 
the height of their profession, many exhibits were completely normal except in the 
way they were presented. Others acquired their physical oddity for the purposes of 
exhibition. Still others learned to do unusual acts to make them eligible for the 
aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘くげ320  
 
                                                          





Starving people were considered unusual for two main reasons. Firstly, their 
emaciated bodies were often much thinner the average public, meaning they even-
tually possessed a physically abnormal body, similar to other freakery exhibitors 
such as the fat lady. It was not solely their extensive fasts that made them popular, 
but their extreme thinness attracted people to view their bodies.321 However, their 
ability to go without substantial nutrition also added to mystery, intrigue, and curi-
osity that surrounded their exhibition; they were performing for their audiences 
and offering them an illusion of the miraculous. This was a fundamental component 
of the display as an entertainment ritual. Secondly, showmen constructed their dis-
plays with various anecdotes to interest people in the exhibit and encourage con-
versation amongst holidaymakers; there were champion fasters who continually 
starved for long periods of time, newly married starvers on Honeymoon, and peo-
ple who starved for moral reasons, most notably the Rector of Stiffkey.  
 
The establishment of starvation competitions permitted people to become 
part of the freak show through manipulating their physical form. However, when 
placed within twentieth century health discourse, the displays represented the dan-
gers of malnutrition to the public. Nevertheless, this was somewhat ironic because, 
through putting themselves on display, performers were failing to nourish them-
selves properly, and therefore, endangering their health and wellness. 
 
                                                          





Notwithstanding concerns about the safety of such displays, both men and 
women took part in fasts for a multitude of reasons. Furthermore, the exhibitions 
represented a plethora of concurrent debates in society, including the reasons why 
people were habitually fasting for the entertainment of others. An article in The 
Straits Times revealed that some of the participants were forced into displaying 
their bodies due to financial difficulties. The report suggested,   
 
If anything is more nauseating than the shows themselves it is the cynical 
admissions that some of the men and women on view have been driven to 
make themselves public exhibits because of hard times, and the brazen cant 
that the showmen are really conferring a benefit on those unfortunate souls 
by giving them the chance of gaining money in this way.322  
 
The exhibits produced polemic disputes about the morality of presenting 
vulnerable individuals as part of the freak show. The showmen responsible for the 
inauguration of the exhibitions supported their decision to provide performers with 
employment.  
 
さTｴW┞ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ゲデ;ヴ┗W ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲデヴWWデゲが ;ﾐ┞ｴﾗ┘がざ ﾗﾐW ヮヴﾗヮヴｷWデﾗヴ デﾗﾉS ﾏWく さ“┌ヴWﾉ┞ 
it is better for them to starve in a glass cabinet and get an opportunity to set 
                                                          





themselves up in life. I give generous compensation even if they cannot last 
ﾗ┌デ デｴW a┌ﾉﾉ デｷﾏWくざ323 
 
The showmen endorsed their decision to display the fasting artists, as it af-
forded performers the prospect of providing for their financial needs. The couples 
ｴ;S ﾐﾗ ﾗデｴWヴ ﾗヮデｷﾗﾐが ｷa デｴW┞ ┘ｷゲｴWS デﾗ ﾏ;ヴヴ┞ ;ﾐS デｴWヴWaﾗヴWが デｴW ヮヴﾗヮヴｷWデﾗヴげゲ ┗;ﾉｷど
dated their own morality by arguing that they were giving them the opportunity to 
make a substantial amount of money and set themselves up in life. However, con-
troversy was unrelenting, as some regarded the displays as evidence of the privi-
leged exploiting the weakest and most vulnerable in society. Moreover, showmen 
put the entertainersげ lives in danger and threatened their individual health. The dis-
play revealed the financial desperation that some people experienced and the 
lengths they would go to, to earn money. Therefore, it exposed fears surrounding 
the economic health of the nation, and subsequently, the physical deterioration of 




A local newspaper article uncovered the association between starvation dis-
plays and apprehensions about poverty and malnutrition throughout the working 
classes in 1930s Britain.  
                                                          






I talked with a young man whosW H┌ゲｷﾐWゲゲ ｷデ ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデﾉ┞ ｷゲ デﾗ けﾉWIデ┌ヴWげ to the 
patrons of one of these shows. He told me an amazing story of how his pro-
prietor has a list of couples who are anxious to get married but have no 
means of doing so apart from some such help as may accrue from one of 
デｴﾗゲW a;ゲデｷﾐｪ ┘;ｪWヴゲ ﾗヴ けIﾗﾏヮWﾐゲ;デｷﾗﾐくげ 
 
け“ﾗﾏW ﾗa デｴWﾏがげ ｴW ゲ;ｷSが け;ヴW ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪくげ He related how his proprietor 
organized the wedding for couples who wished to be married away from 
their home towns, there was a wedding breakfast, the proprietor paying all 
expenses.  
 
けThey ｪﾗ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ┘WSSｷﾐｪ HヴW;ﾆa;ゲデがげ he said, straight to the cabinet and 
デｴWヴW デｴW┞ ;ヴW ヮ┌デ ﾗﾐ ┗ｷW┘く TｴW HヴｷSWげゲ SヴWゲゲが ┗Wｷﾉが ;ﾐS ゲｴﾗWゲ ;ヴW ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ 
hung up in front just as you see these now.324 
 
Although there was public anxiety about hunger in the Victorian period, fol-
lowing the Boer War in 1899, there was even more noteworthy deliberation sur-
rounding the undernourishment of army recruits and the degeneration of public 
health. While numerous men volunteered to fight as part of the war effort, many 
                                                          





were prohibited due to ill-health. Pat Thane reports that over one-third of volun-
teers for the armed forces throughout the Boer War were rejected due to physical 
inadequacy; they were either too short or too thin, which was directly linked to the 
effects of malnutrition.325 In 1903, the Inter-departmental Committee on Physical 
Deterioration was established to investigate the reasons why recruitment was so 
problematic at the end of the nineteenth century. The report showed no evidence 
of decreasing physical health but it signaled substantial anxiety amidst contempo-
raries concerned about the physical deterioration of the British race.326 Although 
the report suggested that there was little evidence of physical deterioration, it pos-
ited that living and working conditions needed to be improved. Jay Winter notes 
けNﾗ ﾗHゲWヴ┗Wヴ ﾗa ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ SWH;デW ｷﾐ W;ヴﾉ┞ twentieth century Britain could have failed 
to notice the frequency with which the theme of the relationship between Imperial 
ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ;ﾐS ヮ┌HﾉｷI ｴW;ﾉデｴ ┘;ゲ SｷゲI┌ゲゲWSくげ327 Thus, it was evident that maintaining a 
healthy weight had wider nationwide implications; it was vital to procuring a strong 
nation within an international setting. 
 
In the early years of the twentieth century, there were nutritional scientific 
discoveries which developed a better scientific understanding of the relationship 
                                                          
325 Pat Thane, The Foundations of the Welfare State, (Basingstoke, 2004), p. 64.  
326 “WW V;ﾐWゲゲ; HWｪｪｷWが けLｷWゲが D;ﾏﾐ LｷWゲが ;ﾐS M;ﾐIｴWゲデWヴげゲ ‘WIヴ┌ｷデｷﾐｪ “デ;デｷゲデｷIゲぎ 
DWｪWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ゲ さUヴH;ﾐ LWｪWﾐSざ ｷﾐ VｷIデﾗヴｷ;ﾐ ;ﾐS ES┘;ヴSｷ;ﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげ Journal of the History 
of Medicine and Allied Sciences, 63:2 (2008) pp. 178-216; Although recruitment statistics 
have been problematised, it is evident that they caused significant controversy in British 
society in the 1920s and 1930s.  
327 J;┞ WｷﾐデWヴが けMｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ FｷデﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS Cｷ┗ｷﾉｷ;ﾐ HW;ﾉデｴ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐ S┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW Fｷヴゲデ WﾗヴﾉS W;ヴげ 





between food and the body. The discovery of new vitamins, such as Vitamin B in 
1911 and Vitamin A in 1912, gave rise to a major nutritional paradigm; experiments 
that were conducted on rats ensured that there was a move away from a caloric 
model of appropriate sustenance.  
 
World War I food programs assured that by the end of the war millions of 
people had become familiar with the basic tenets of early nutrition, but this 
nutritional logic was already being challenged by the discovery in the 1910s 
of odorless, tasteless, and previously undetected components of food that 
researchers named vitamins. Their link to deficiency diseases undermined 
the logic of early nutrition by revealing the fact that calories alone were not 
enough to promote health and sustain life. Vitamins ended the reign of the 
caloric measure complicated the pecuniary economy food.328  
 
By the 1920s, デｴW けﾐW┘Wヴ ﾐ┌デヴｷデｷﾗﾐげ ┘;ゲ ゲ┘WWヮｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS けWﾐデｴヴ;ﾉﾉｷﾐｪ 
デｴW ﾏｷSSﾉW Iﾉ;ゲゲげく329 There was greater awareness that maintaining adequate nutri-
tion meant more than getting enough calories; it now included getting the correct 
amount of vitamins and minerals too.  
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Succeeding the inauguration of the Ministry of Health in 1919, there was an 
enquiry into many health and social care issues, to examine the effect of economic 
crises, unemployment, and poverty on British health. As the century progressed, 
consideration was given to the diet of the population. Adequate nutrition was re-
garded as central to the improvement of health, with much of the debate surround-
ing the poor recruitment rate for the Boer War, blamed on insufficient food in the 
┘ﾗヴﾆｷﾐｪ Iﾉ;ゲゲWゲく Tｴｷゲ ｷｪﾐｷデWS デｴW けH┌ﾐｪヴ┞ Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSげ SWH;デW デｴ;デ I┌ﾉﾏｷﾐ;デWS ｷﾐ ﾐ┌ど
ﾏWヴﾗ┌ゲ けｴ┌ﾐｪWヴ ﾏ;ヴIｴWゲげ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴﾗ┌デ デｴW ヱΓヲヰゲ ;ﾐS ヱΓンヰゲく  
 
Latterly, the Greenwood Committee was founded in 1930 to examine the al-
legations of malnutrition in the working classes, attesting to the concern surround-
ing the health and wellbeing of the British public. Problematically, doctors could not 
IﾉW;ヴﾉ┞ SWaｷﾐW けﾏ;ﾉﾐ┌デヴｷデｷﾗﾐげ ;ﾐS デｴWヴWaﾗヴWが デｴW ヴWヮﾗヴデゲ ;ﾐS ゲ┌ヴ┗W┞ゲ I;ヴヴｷWS ﾗ┌デ H┞ 
the state were limited in their effectiveness. They were unable to provide a cohe-
sive image of the health of the population. The investigations carried out by the 
committee found that the public was not extraordinarily affected by malnutrition, 
apart from a number of exceptions. Nevertheless, it is still unclear to what extent 
undernourishment affected the public because of the ambiguous nature of what 
constituted it in the first place. 330 Helen Jones argues that けIデ ｴ;ゲ ﾉﾗﾐｪ HWWﾐ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ 
that the First World War was an unmitigated disaster for the health and well-being 
of the nation. The slaughter of the troops, the food shortages and the trauma of 
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┘;ヴ ;aaWIデWS ﾐﾗデ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ IﾗﾏH;デ;ﾐデゲ H┌デ ;ﾉゲﾗ Iｷ┗ｷﾉｷ;ﾐゲ デﾗ ;ﾐ ┌ﾐヮヴWIWSWﾐデWS W┝デWﾐデくげ331 
However, there was better nutrition, higher life expectancy, a lower mortality rate. 
Therefore, Jones argues that mortality rates were not a great indicator of health 
and wellness.  
 
Charles Webster postulates that,  
While it is accepted that poverty, poor housing, and ill-health constituted 
meaningful problems during the depression, we are warned that colourful de-
tail relating to residual problems during the depression, should not detract 
from recognition of a secular trend towards improvement in the social and 
WIﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI IﾗﾐSｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ゲ ; ┘ｴﾗﾉWぐTｴW ゲデ;デｷゲデｷIゲ ;ｪ;ｷﾐ ヮﾗｷﾐデ デﾗ 
an improvement in the national health and physical well-being of the popula-
tion. Death rates declined, children were on average fatter and healthier than 
their parents had been, and the worst forms of malnutritional diseases, such 
as rickets and scurvy, had all but disappeared by the Second World War.332 
 
Conversely, Juliet Gardiner argues that an assessment conducted by the 
Week-EﾐS ‘W┗ｷW┘ ｷﾐ デｴW “ヮヴｷﾐｪ ﾗa ヱΓンン けぐaﾗ┌ﾐS デｴ;デ ┌ﾐWﾏヮﾉﾗ┞ﾏWﾐデ ヴWﾉｷWa ヮ;┞ど
ments were insufficient to provide the minimum diet for a family recommended by 
the recently established Advisory Committee on Nutrition set up by the Ministry of 
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HW;ﾉデｴぐげ333 This meant that poorer families were unable to maintain proper health 
through adequate sustenance as they could not afford ample nutrition.334 Gardiner 
suggests that women in the family often had to go without food, to ensure that 
their husband and children were fed.335 The public discourse associated with the 
physical degeneration of the British race instigated apprehension with different sec-
tors of society. Despite overall improvements in the health of the nation, the work-
ing classes continued to struggle financially under austerity in Britain. Conse-
quently, they were unable to maintain a nutritional diet, as per governmental rec-
ommendations and the state was limited in their ability to intervene. Therefore, 
some resorted to partaking in starvation exhibits to stabilise their financial situa-
tion. Arguably, this appealed to newlyweds in particular as they were becoming in-
dependent of their parental families for the first time. As the article detailed, some 
performers were starving anyway and they needed money to get married. There-
fore, some made the pragmatic decision to use their position to their advantage. 
Displays of starvation presented people with an opportunity to earn money. Yet, 
they also encapsulated debates about the physical degeneration of the British race 
through malnutrition. 
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The exhibit indicated to audiences the physical effects of becoming malnour-
ished and represented the stages of deterioration that people experienced, as a re-
sult of insufficient food. The Biggleswade Chronicle reported that outside the ex-
hibit, 
 
were life-size cut-ﾗ┌デ ヮｷIデ┌ヴWゲ ﾗa ; Hﾉ┌ゲｴｷﾐｪ HヴｷSｪW ふさ;ゲ ゲｴW ┘;ゲざぶ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘WS 
by others in gradual stages of deterioration until a final cadaverous repre-
sentation was SWゲIヴｷHWS さ;ゲ ゲｴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ┘くざ Oﾐ デｴW ｪヴﾗ┌ﾐS aﾉﾗﾗヴ ; ﾉﾗﾐｪ ケ┌W┌W 
was lined up to pay 2d. to look at this remarkable spectacle. Apparently 
there was a wager or something of that sort, for posted up on a blackboard 
near the entrance was a notice to the effect th;デ さ;ゲ デｴW ゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSW I;ﾐど
not now win the £250, to-S;┞ ｷゲ ヮﾗゲｷデｷ┗Wﾉ┞ デｴW ﾉ;ゲデ S;┞ ﾗa W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐくざ AﾐS 
デｴ;デ さ;ﾉﾉ ヮヴﾗaｷデゲ ﾗa デｴｷゲ S;┞ ┘ｷﾉﾉ HW ｪｷ┗Wﾐ デﾗ デｴW ゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSWゲくざ Pﾗﾗヴ Gｷヴﾉぁ336   
 
Considering the concerns about the deterioration of public health, the con-
struction of the exhibition clearly outlined the effects of starvation on the body, 
within the seaside space that was already dedicated to health and wellness. Life-
size cardboard representations and daily updates showed the public the harmful ef-
fects of malnutrition. They served as visible warnings of the stages of deterioration 
for those who were not feeding themselves appropriately. They subtly encouraged 
people to take control of their health and cautioned them that starvation led to 
                                                          





emaciation, and perhaps even death. Through viewing the physical representations 
;ﾐS デｴW Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲが ;┌SｷWﾐIWゲ ┘WヴW ;HﾉW ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴW デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ デｴW け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉど
ｷデ┞げ ﾗa デｴW ゲｴヴ┌ﾐﾆWﾐ HﾗS┞く TｴWヴWaﾗヴWが デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI Iﾗ┌ﾉS ヮﾉ;IW デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ﾗﾐ ; ﾏWデ;ど
phorical scale of normality either for reassurance of their personal health or to en-
courage them to make dietary changes to improve their nutritional intake.  
 
Weight-Loss and Body Management  
As well as warning the public of the consequences of physical deterioration, 
some people were captivated by the exhibit and were in awe of the self-control 
that the participants possessed. One local newspaper revealed the popularity of the 
けゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSWゲげ ┘ｷデｴ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐく Iデ ゲデ;デWSが  
 
The majority of the crowds who cabinet-gazed were women and young girls. 
Some laughed harshly at the foolishness of anybody who would undergo 
such an ordeal, whatever the financial straits. Others, including girls, peered 
with fascination and a sort of awe at the pallid and deathly features behind 
the glass.337 
 
Women were particularly fascinated with the discipline that the starvers had 
as evidenced through their ability to abstain from eating.338 Starvation had 
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numerous meanings for females from all social backgrounds. Historically, women 
had a specific interest in, and relationship with, food; it was closely associated with 
female identity. Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska argues that while it might seem 
incongruous in a period of economic instability and malnutrition, dieting became 
more prevalent in the middle classes.339  She posits that, 
Female dietary restraint was not just due to poverty. Moderate eating signi-
fied control over appetite and represented politeness and refinement. No-
tions of excess weight are culturally constructed and the celebration of a 
ゲﾉｷﾏ ｷSW;ﾉ ｷﾐ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ fashion in the 1920s gave rise to a female reducing 
culture.340 
 
TｴW ヱΓヲヰゲ けaﾉ;ヮヮWヴげ aｷｪ┌ヴW HWI;ﾏW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ｷﾐ デｴW ｷﾏﾏWSｷ;デW ヮﾗゲデ-war period; it was 
regarded as a signifier of modernity. Lucy Bland argues,  
TｴW デWヴﾏ けﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ┘;ゲ ﾗaデWﾐ ┌ゲWS ｷﾐデWヴIｴ;ﾐｪW;Hﾉ┞ ┘ｷデｴ けaﾉ;ヮヮWヴげ 
(although strictly the latter referred to girls and women too young to vote, 
and thus under thirty, while an older woman could still be termed 
けﾏﾗSWヴﾐげぶく TｴW ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ-woman-cum-flapper, a figure found across all 
classes, represented modernity, mobility, new opportunities, a brave new 
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world, a break with the pre-war world of chaperones, Victorian values and 
restrictive clothing.341  
Therefore,  
TｴW aﾉ;ヮヮWヴが ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾉ;デWヴ HWI;ﾏW IﾉﾗゲWﾉ┞ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW けヴﾗ;ヴｷﾐｪげ ヱΓヲヰゲが 
was a personification of the upheavals of the time, embodying fears and 
anxieties about modernity, and instabilities of gender, class, race, and 
ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ｷSWﾐデｷデ┞ぐ She was associated with short hair, short skirts, dropped 
waistlines, a flat chest, in fact a look that was decidedﾉ┞ ;ﾐSヴﾗｪ┞ﾐﾗ┌ゲぐ As 
the role of women in society change in the first half of the twentieth 
century, they fashioned their bodies to signify modernity and freedom from 
Victorian values.342 
  Furthermore, women utilised food or control of the body as a method 
through which to express their inner selves to the world, to solidify their place in 
society, and to reflect their role in family life. Controlling the female appetite was 
evidence of suppressing intense emotion or sexual desire, excesses of which were 
most closely associated with the working classes. Joan Jacobs Brumberg argues that 
;ヮヮWデｷデW ┘;ゲ けヴWｪ;ヴSWS ;ゲ ; H;ヴﾗﾏWデWヴ ﾗa ゲW┝┌;ﾉｷデ┞げ ;ﾐS ヴW┗W;ﾉゲ デｴ;デ  
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For the Victorian physician, nonnutritive eating constituted proof of the fact 
that the adolescent girl was essentially out of control and that the process of 
sexual maturation could generate voracious and dangerous appetites.343  
Yﾗ┌ﾐｪ ｪｷヴﾉゲ ┘WヴW けI;┌ｪｴデ ┌ヮ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ ﾗa ゲW┝┌;ﾉ ﾏ;デ┌ヴ;デｷﾗﾐげ ;ﾐS 
デｴWヴWaﾗヴW けゲ┌HﾃWIデ デﾗ ┗;ｪ;ヴｷWゲ ﾗa ;ヮヮWデｷデW ;ﾐS ヮWI┌ﾉｷ;ヴ Iヴ;┗ｷﾐｪゲくげ344 Regulating their 
appetite enabled women to control other aspects of life such as sexuality. It was a 
form of discourse exploiting the body to communicate and control their personality, 
character, and sexuality to reside within the confines of contemporary femininity.  
 A controlled appetite for food elevated womanhood and cultivated feminin-
ity, as it compounded the attributes, behaviours, and roles associated with being a 
┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐく J;IﾗHゲ Bヴ┌ﾏHWヴｪ ヴW┗W;ﾉゲ デｴ;デが けB┞ W;デｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ デｷﾐ┞ ;ﾏﾗ┌ﾐデゲが ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ 
could disassociate themselves from sexuality and fecundity and they could achieve 
;ﾐ ┌ﾐ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ﾗ┌ゲ Iﾉ;ゲゲ ｷSWﾐデｷデ┞くげ345 Therefore, women who controlled their appetites 
avoided being regarded as sexual beings, and were seen as passive, submissive, and 
feminine. The starving brides W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐ ヴWヮﾉｷI;デWS デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa ゲ┌ヮヮヴWゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐWげゲ 
appetite, as cigarettes were often presented in the cabinets in which the perform-
ers were displayed. Cigarettes were a well-known appetite suppressant following 
デｴW け‘W;Iｴ aﾗヴ ; L┌Iﾆ┞げ Iampaign in 1925, which targeted women as new consum-
ers for cigarettes. Smoking was a sign of modernity, femininity, and suppressed 
ﾗﾐWげゲ ;ヮヮWデｷデWく Through engaging in self-starvation, not only were women able to 
                                                          
343 Jacobs Brumberg, Fasting Girls, p. 175.  
344 Ibid., p. 174.  





suppress their sense of sexuality; they were able to reinforce their class status in 
British society by avoiding bodies or behaviour most associated with the working 
classesく けHｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ W┗ｷSWﾐIW ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ ﾏ;ﾐ;ｪWS デｴWｷヴ aﾗﾗS ;ﾐS 
their appetite in response to the notion that sturdiness in women implied low sta-
tus, a lack of gentility, and even vulgarity. Eating less rather than more became a 
ヮヴWaWヴヴWS ヮ;デデWヴﾐ aﾗヴ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗ ┘WヴW ゲデ;デ┌ゲ IﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲくげ346  
 
In consideration of the burgeoning dieting and fitness industry, aimed at 
women and young girls, it is conceivable that starvation displays, while warning of 
the dangers of possessing a large appetite, were also metaphorically associated 
with health, weight-loss, and beauty. Contemporary beauty culturalists such as 
Grace Peckham Murray, Helena Rubenstein, and Hazel Bishop promoted scientific 
ways of cultivating an improved body, including weight-reduction as one way to 
foster a beautiful ヮｴ┞ゲｷケ┌Wく けTｴW HW;┌デ┞ W┝ヮWヴデゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ ヮヴW;IｴWS デｴW IヴWSﾗ ﾗa ゲWﾉa-de-
nial: to be beautiful, most women must suffWヴくげ347 Female starvation displays ech-
oed the necessity of self-denial to be attractive. While obesity was both medically 
precarious and socially dangerous, being fat was regarded as ugly and sinful.348  
 
However, while slimming was becoming increasingly common, doctors criti-
cized the weight-loss craze, condemning it as excessive. There was an abundance of 
                                                          
346 Jacobs Brumberg, Fasting Girls, p. 186.  
347 Ibid., p. 243.  





advertisements that advocated weight-gain to increase attractiveness. There were a 
variety of advertisements that promoted weight gain and portrayed curvier women 
as more attractive than those who were underweight. One such report aimed at 
ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ﾏ;ﾆWヴゲ ┘;ゲ ｴW;SﾉｷﾐWSが けHﾗ┘ デﾗ HWIﾗﾏW ヮﾉ┌ﾏヮが ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴが ;ﾐS ;デデヴ;Iデｷ┗Wげ ;ﾐS 
showed men and women during their summer excursions to the beach.349 It com-
mented,  
Would a little more flesh make you more stylish and attractive. Would 10 or 
20 pounds make you better make satisfied with your personal appearance? 
If you so, you should try Sargol. It will make you nice and plump, give you 
greater strength, better health, and double your powers of endurance. No 
ﾏ;デデWヴ ┘ｴ;デ デｴW I;┌ゲW ﾗa ┞ﾗ┌ヴ デｴｷﾐﾐWゲゲぐ Fﾗヴ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ ┘ｴﾗ I;ﾐ ﾐW┗Wヴ ;ヮヮW;ヴ 
stylish in anything they wear because of their thinness, this remarkable 
treatment may prove a revelation. It is a beauty-maker as well as a form-
builder and a never strengthener [sic].350 
 
Another explained the how even men felt self-conscious at the beach. It 
stated, 
“ﾗ ゲﾆｷﾐﾐ┞が ｴWげゲ ゲｴ┞ ｷﾐ ; H;デｴｷﾐｪ ゲ┌ｷデぐ Dﾗﾐげデ ┞ﾗ┌ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ ゲﾗﾏWﾗﾐW ┘ｴﾗ ｷゲ ゲﾗ 
デｴｷﾐ ｴW ﾉﾗﾗﾆゲ ; ゲﾆWﾉWデﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ; H;デｴｷﾐｪ ﾆｷデい ぷゲｷIへ Iゲﾐげデ ｴW ケ┌ｷIﾆ ;デ Iﾗ┗Wring up 
ｴｷゲ ﾉWｪゲ ;ﾐS ｪWデデｷﾐｪ ｷﾐデﾗ ｴｷゲ デヴﾗ┌ゲWヴゲく HWげゲ ;aヴ;ｷS ﾗa HWｷﾐｪ ﾉ;┌ｪｴWS ;デく AﾐS 
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ｴWげゲ ヴｷｪｴデく FW┘ デｴｷﾐｪゲ ;ヴW ゲﾗ ヴｷSｷI┌ﾉﾗ┌ゲ ;ゲ ; ｪヴﾗ┘ﾐ ﾏ;ﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ┘W;ﾆ ゲヮｷﾐSﾉ┞ 
legs.351  
The concern about bodily physique was associated with being underweight. 
Additionally, fashion trends indicated that women aspired to have narrow waists 
and fuller chest or hips. It was agreed that this looked wholesome and healthy, in-
creasing the confidence of women. However, the adverts gave little explanation of 
why people felt this way about their bodies. The apprehension about emaciated or 
underweight bodies was represented through the starvation displays. Curious ob-
servers were confronted with waxworks depicting emaciated brides suffering from 
the effects of malnourishment from dieting. 
 
The model representing the bride was purchased from a local Ladies Outfit-
デWヴ ;ﾐS ｴ;ゲ デｴW aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ ﾐﾗデｷIW ;デデ;IｴWSが けAゲ デｴｷゲ Hﾗﾐﾐ┞ ｪｷヴﾉ デｴｷﾐﾆゲ ゲｴW ┘ｷﾉﾉ 
;ヮヮW;ヴ ﾗﾐ ｴWヴ ┘WSSｷﾐｪ S;┞く TｴW HW;S ﾗa デｴW さEﾏ;Iｷ;デWS IﾗヴヮゲW ﾉｷﾆW aｷｪ┌ヴWざ 
was made by a local amateur wax moulder and bears the following placard 
さB┌デ ┘W ﾆﾐﾗ┘ ゲｴW ┘ｷﾉﾉ ﾉﾗﾗﾆ ﾉｷﾆW デｴｷゲざく352  
 
Although malnutrition dominated public interest in health in the twentieth 
century, there was a parallel rising interest in nutrition and dieting. While concern 
                                                          
351 Western Gazette, Friday 25th July 1928, p. 12.  
352 The National Archives Entertainment: Exhibitions of persons fasting (Ref: HO 45/16275). 





about the eゲI;ﾉ;デｷﾐｪ ﾗHWゲｷデ┞ ヴ;デWゲ SｷS ﾐﾗデ ﾗ┗Wヴゲｴ;Sﾗ┘ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa けｴ┌ﾐｪヴ┞ Eﾐｪど
ﾉ;ﾐSげが ｷデ ｪWﾐWヴ;デWS ゲ┌Hゲデ;ﾐデｷ;ﾉ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐ ;ﾐS W┝ヮﾗゲWS デｴW けゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐS WIﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI ｷﾐWど
quality of interwar Britain, characterized by the emergence of affluence within the 
middle classes and persｷゲデWﾐデ ヮﾗ┗Wヴデ┞ ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ ゲWIデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾆｷﾐｪ Iﾉ;ゲゲくげ353 The 
multiplicity of meanings concomitant with the displays epitomized the delicate bal-
ance between undernourishment in the working classes, an escalating dieting cul-
ture, and the dictates of fashion. Whereas the working classes were scraping to find 
enough to eat, the middle classes were struggling with weight-related issues follow-
ing the consumption of too much food. Moreover, women were not permitted to 
be either too fat or thin due to the trends of fashion at the time. Rather, they were 
encouraged not to deviate from average sizing.  
 
Outward appearance was particularly important to women as it communi-
cated their wealth, womanhood, and social status. It signified their place in moder-
nity to other facets of society. The development of a mass consumer culture per-
mitted women to fashion themselves on the most recent styles through mimicking 
the clothing, makeup, hairstyles, and even body shape of people in films and maga-
zines.354 The rise of advertising culture prompted the procuration of a slender body, 
┘ｴｷIｴ W┗ﾗﾉ┗WS ｷﾐデﾗ ; ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷWヴ ﾗa Iｷ┗ｷﾉｷ┣WS WWゲデWヴﾐ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWく けA ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ; ゲﾉWﾐSWヴ 
body distinguished herself from the plump Victorian matron and her old-fashioned 
                                                          
353 Ina Zweiniger-B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ;が け“ﾉｷﾏﾏｷﾐｪ Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW DWヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐぎ OHWゲｷデ┞ ;ﾐS ‘WS┌Iｷﾐｪ 
Culture in Interwaヴ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげ ｷﾐ DWヴWﾆ Jく OSS┞が PWデWヴ Jく AデﾆｷﾐSゲが VｷヴｪｷﾐｷW AﾏｷﾉｷWﾐが The Rise of 
Obesity in Europe: A Twentieth Century Food History (Surrey, 2009), p. 188.  





ideals of nurturance, service, and self-saIヴｷaｷIWく TｴW HﾗS┞ ﾗa デｴW さﾐW┘ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐざ ┘;ゲ 
a sign of modernity that marked her for more than traditional motherhood and do-
ﾏWゲデｷIｷデ┞くげ355 Through cultivating a fashionable body consisting a narrow waist with 
curvaceous features, upper class women became beautiful.356 Unquestionably, be-
ing either underweight or overweight was associated with physical risks. It also por-
trayed perceived character flaws; it was a social impediment to be avoided at all 
costs. Thus, maintaining a healthy physique was of utmost importance.357 From the 
perfect holiness of self-starvation in the medieval period, thinness reflected a 
┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげゲ ヮWヴaWIデ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
 
With concerns about malnutrition in the working classes and obesity in the 
upper classes, the starving brides provided a warning of the dangers of a lack of nu-
tritional food. While women should keep their bodies within the confines of physi-
cal normality and beauty ideals, the displays portrayed the dangerous effects of ex-
treme dieting. It showed that they would become emaciated, weak, and risk death 
                                                          
355 Jacobs Brumberg, Fasting Girls, p. 245.  
356 While the working classes were becoming more interested in their appearance than in 
previous centuries, working class women were less inclined to focus on thinness. This could 
be for a number of reasons. Notably, they adhered to more traditional and stereotypical 
gender roles. Undoubtedly, they were focused more on working and providing nutrition for 
their families, leaving little time to concentrate on outward appearance. However, it is 
clear that there was a positive correlation between gender, social class, and a desire to be 
thin. 





if they were not properly nourishing themselves.358 More importantly, the exhibi-
デｷﾗﾐ ヴW┗W;ﾉWS デｴW IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ HWデ┘WWﾐ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐが aﾗﾗSが ;ﾐS デｴW けゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ 
HヴｷSWゲげく 
          The body (and indeed, the starving body) became a physical manifestation of 
class, status, and citizenship in British society. However, it also revealed issues be-
yond class; it reflected the need for a form of control and self-expression. 
Specifcally for women, it was a method through which to convey their thoughts and 
beliefs in a patriarchal society.359 For upper-Iﾉ;ゲゲ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐが けFﾗﾗS ┘;ゲ デﾗ HW aW;ヴWS 
HWI;┌ゲW ｷデ ┘;ゲ IﾗﾐﾐWIデWS デﾗ ｪﾉ┌デデﾗﾐ┞ ;ﾐS デﾗ ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ ┌ｪﾉｷﾐWゲゲくげ360 They were sub-
jected to strict social and cultural regulations about when, where, and what they 
should eat. Moreover, it was perceived as unsightly to eaten large amounts of food 
in public and indicated greed, lust, and uncontrolled desires. Food was closely 
                                                          
358 Nevertheless, some working class women did not just choose to diet; rather, they were 
forced to abstain from food due to their place in the family. Women, as nurturers and 
providers of nutrition, were at the forefront of promoting healthy lifestyles. However, at 
times they had to abstain from food to provide for more needy members of the family, for 
example the husband and children. Therefore, it is possible that the exhibition reflected the 
problems associated with this. 
359 Joan Jacobs Brumberg, Fasting Girls: The History of Anorexia Nervosa (London, 1989), p. 
43; Historically, women had a meaningful relationship with food. It was female, not male 
starvers, who were regarded as miraculous. The most noteworthy medieval accounts of 
self-starvation were of women, fasting for religious purposes. Into the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, women continued to utilise food for social and cultural reasons. Food 
became a way of communicating internal thoughts, desires, and anxieties, with society and 
it was particularly prominent in the lives of women. Emphasis was placed on personal 
aesthetics in the twentieth century and the body was the focus of health and beauty 
discourse. However, women also utilised the body to alter their perception in society and 
communicate with others about their internal beliefs about themselves; A variety of studies 
demonstrate that women of the upper classes regarded maintaining a thin physique as 
important. The traditional association of fatness with prosperity and good health all but 
disappeared in the twentieth century. The ideal body was thinner than it had previously 
been and it was advocated in the higher classes of society.   





linked to femininity and restrictive eating was promoted among young women.361 
However, this was part of a delicate balance. Although women should not overin-
dulge, neither should they maintain a body which was underweight, as this too was 
regarded as unsightly and immoral. 
 
Morality 
AゲｷSW aヴﾗﾏ デｴW けゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSWゲげが ﾗデｴer fasting artists garnered the attention 
of holidaymakers at British seaside resorts. The Rector of Stiffkey was famously 
ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ ;ゲ デｴW けPヴﾗゲデｷデ┌デWゲげ P;SヴWげき ｴW ┘;ゲ ヴWﾏﾗ┗WS aヴﾗﾏ Iｴ┌ヴIｴ ﾉW;SWヴゲｴｷヮ ;aデWヴ HWど
ing found guilty of immoral conduct with prostitutes in Soho, whom he claimed to 
be ministering to. Although he was forbidden to serve the church in any formal ca-
pacity, it was unclear whether he was guilty of the crimes of which he was accused. 
 
          Subsequently, Davidson became a prolific starvation performer at many of the 
most popular seaside resorts, including Blackpool, Southend-On-Sea, and Skegness, 
in order to make money and protest his innocence surrounding the allegations of 
ゲW┝┌;ﾉ ﾏｷゲIﾗﾐS┌Iデく ‘W┗WヴWﾐS D;┗ｷSゲﾗﾐげゲ ;Iデ ┘;ゲ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデing. Not only 
did he participate in self-starvation, he additionally pretended to be roasted on a 
spit by the devil.362 He added a number of variations to his display to encourage 
crowds to attend his exhibit. Iデ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデW┘ﾗヴデｴ┞ デｴ;デ D;┗ｷSゲﾗﾐげゲ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ ┘;ゲ Iﾗn-
structed differently from the exhibitions of starving brides, due to the gender of the 
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exhibitors. Whilst the displays of female starvers focused on malnutrition, male 
starvation exhibits focused on morality. 
 
          The religious symbolism in the display contributed to its social construction; it 
revealed the continued importance of fasting for religious purposes. It was an emo-
tive way of petitioning God and the public for justice. Through abstaining from 
food, the vicar denied the desires of his flesh to glorify God and to demonstrate his 
innocence. It paralleled the sacrificial lifestyle that Davidson had lived, in ministry to 
others. Moreover, it was supposed to validate his humility to the masses. The popu-
larity and intrigue in his exhibition was clear, 
 
Yesterday, over 3,000 people from all parts of the country came to see me, 
and, of those, 750 told me that they had come to Blackpool specially to 
shake me by the hand.363  
 
         Although these figures are ambiguous, it is evident in Figure 3.3 that the ex-
hibit was extremely popular with people and that tourists came to Blackpool on hol-
iday to see himく TｴW ‘WIデﾗヴげゲ ゲデ;ヴ┗;デｷﾗﾐ ;IデWS ;ゲ ; ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ aﾗヴﾏ ﾗa ヮヴﾗデWゲデｷﾐｪき ｷデ 
demonstrated how strongly he felt about his own innocence and the steps he 
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would take to assure the public of his virtuousness.364 It publicized his story, draw-
ing attention to it, even if the response was not always positive. This indicated that 
fasting or self-starvation in the twentieth century continued to be a powerful form 
of communicating, as it was in earlier historical periods. While the display was sup-
posed to be a sign of holiness, it upturned the religious ideal of the sanctity of the 
body. Due to the risk of death that was associated with self-starvation, the Rector 
was charged with attempted suicide in 1935.365 TｴW Iｴ;ヴｪW ゲデ;デWS デｴ;デ けｴW ┌ﾐﾉ;┘ど












                                                          
364 Figure 3.3. Image of the Rector of Stiffkey Starvation Exhibit. < 
http://blackpoolmuseum.com/blackpool-sideshows/ > [Accessed 20/08/17, 15.47pm].  
365 けE┝-‘WIデﾗヴ ﾗa “デｷaaﾆW┞ CﾗﾏﾏｷデデWS aﾗヴ Tヴｷ;ﾉげが The Sunderland Daily Echo and Shipping 
Gazette, Friday 09 August 1935, p. 1. 






















There were numerous court cases over fasting artists, as reported in local 
press. The Lancashire Evening Post on Tuesday 19 July 1932, reported on the Mar-
gate starvation performer, who had been deceiving the public; whilst pretending to 
be fasting, she was in fact, eating two meals a day. The article noted, 
WｴWﾐ デｴW さa;ゲデｷﾐｪ ﾉ;S┞ざ I;ゲW ┘;ゲ ヴWゲ┌ﾏWS ;デ M;ヴｪ;デW デﾗ-day it was alleged 
that elaborate arrangements including the application of rouge, were made 
to give a wasting appearance, although the woman was fed twice every 24 
hours. To-day the charges against Winfred Tomlinson (18), actress, Wolver-
ｴ;ﾏヮデﾗﾐが ﾗデｴWヴ┘ｷゲW さMｷゲゲ J┌ﾐWざ デｴW a;ゲデｷﾐｪ ﾉ;S┞ ;ﾐS VｷﾗﾉWデ M;デｴWヴが ; 
S;ﾐIWヴが ┘WヴW ┘ｷデｴSヴ;┘ﾐぐ367  
Another report in the Thanet Advertiser and Echo revealed  
Large crowds again gathered at Margate Police Court on Tuesday when the 
さF;ゲデｷﾐｪ L;S┞ざ ;ﾐS aﾗ┌ヴ ﾗデｴWヴ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐゲ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS ┘ｷデｴ ｴWヴ ;ﾉﾉWｪWS ;デデWﾏヮデ 
デﾗ ゲWデ ┌ヮ ; ┘ﾗヴﾉSげゲ ヴWIﾗヴS aﾗヴデ┞-four days fast [sic], appeared on remand be-
fore the borough magistrates. Miss Winifred Mary Tomlinson, aged 18 
years, described as an actress (The Fasting Lady), whose address was given 
as Rugby-ゲデヴWWデが Wﾗﾉ┗Wヴｴ;ﾏヮデﾗﾐぐ368 
 
There were serious concerns over the health of participants in starvation 
displays and many debated the morality of such exhibitions; this was apparent in 
                                                          
367 Lancashire Evening Post, Tuesday 19 July 1932. 





the crowds of people who attended the court hearings of the performers. Addition-
ally, religious leaders petitioned the Home Office to prevent people starving them-
selves as entertainment. One letter from a Church of England Vicar stated,  
 
ぐデｴ;デ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ﾐ ;H┌ゲW ﾗa デｴW BﾗS┞が ｷゲ ﾉｷデデﾉW ゲｴﾗヴデ ﾗa SWﾉｷHWヴ;デW ゲ┌ｷIｷSWぐ Aヮ;ヴデ 
from that we feel that the Human Body is sacred, and should not be so 
abused. I write very humbly to ask, IF YOU CAN GIVE ME DETAILS OF ANY 
LAW BY WHICH WE CAN PROCEED TO STOP THE NAUSEATING SPECTACLE.369  
 
This portrayed the varied and widespread concern surrounding starvation, 
which was ultimately linked with physical deterioration and death. A newspaper re-
ヮﾗヴデ ﾗﾐ デｴW デヴｷ;ﾉ ﾐﾗデWSが けD;┗ｷSゲﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ ;ﾉﾉWｪWS デﾗ ｴ;┗W ｪﾗﾐW デﾗ ヮヴWﾏｷゲWゲ ﾗﾐ Bﾉ;Iﾆど
pool front and there put himself in some sort of cabinet and announced that it was 
his intention to starve to death unless the Archbishop or Bishop proceeded to put 
ｴｷﾏ H;Iﾆ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ｴW ｴ;S aﾗヴﾏWヴﾉ┞ ｴWﾉSくげ370 The Rector of Stiffkey was fined 
£4 and Luke Gannon, the showman responsible for his exhibition, a total of £6 be-
cause of their peep show.371 Despite this charge, Davidson continued starving at 
other seaside locations until his death, in an attempt to have the charges against 
                                                          
369 The National Archives, Entertainment: Exhibitions of persons fasting (Ref: HO 45/16275). 
370  けEx-‘WIデﾗヴ ﾗa “デｷaaﾆW┞ CﾗﾏﾏｷデデWS aﾗヴ Tヴｷ;ﾉげが The Sunderland Daily Echo and Shipping 
Gazette, Friday 09 August 1935, p. 1. 





him revoked. Newspapers followed the exhibition of the ex-Rector until he was fa-
tally mauled by a lion at an amusement resort in Skegness, after transforming his 
Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ ｷﾐデﾗ ; ┗;ヴｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW HｷHﾉｷI;ﾉ ゲデﾗヴ┞ ﾗa D;ﾐｷWﾉ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉｷﾗﾐげゲ SWﾐく372 
Death 
Although the death of the Rector of Stiffkey was not a consequence of self-
starvation, there were other deaths as a result of fasting performances. When 
champion faster, Ricardo Sacco, died from stomach problems following a 40-day 
fast, it validated the concerns about such precarious displays. Sacco fasted in nu-
merous seaside locations, including Blackpool and Southend-on-Sea, in the early 
twentieth century, losing approximately 2 stone throughout the duration of his 
fasts, as seen in Figure 3.4 and 3.5.373 However, in 1929, Sacco died following 65 








                                                          
372 けE┝-‘WIデﾗヴげゲ DW;デｴげ Derby Daily Telegraph, Friday 30 July 1937, p. 1.  
373 Motherwell Times, Friday 09 September, 1927, p. 6; Figure 3. 6. Carte de Visit of Ricardo 
“;IIﾗが TｴW WﾗヴﾉSげゲ Cｴ;ﾏヮｷﾗﾐ F;ゲデｷﾐｪ M;ﾐが Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉく TｴW LﾗI;ﾉ ;ﾐS F;ﾏｷﾉ┞ Hｷゲデﾗヴ┞ CWﾐデヴWが 
Blackpool Central Library, Cyril Critchlow Collection, Ricardo Sacco File. Figure 3.7. Carte de 
Visit ﾗa ‘ｷI;ヴSﾗ “;IIﾗが TｴW WﾗヴﾉSげゲ Cｴ;ﾏヮｷﾗﾐ F;ゲデｷﾐｪ M;ﾐが Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉく TｴW LﾗI;ﾉ ;ﾐS F;ﾏｷﾉ┞ 




















An article in the Dundee Courier reported, 
 
His friends say that his death was not caused by fasting, but by an internal 
complaint. During his last fast at Blackpool he had stated that he would not 
enter upon another similar feat, but intended to retire ... He was extremely 
emaciated and had been confined to his bed for several weeks. In his youth 
he had been a fine specimen of manhood, but his many prolonged fasts dur-
ing which he lived in glass cases, had reduced him to little more than a skel-
Wデﾗﾐぐ WｴWﾐ a;ゲデｷﾐｪ ｴW デﾗﾗﾆ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ゲﾗS; ┘;デWヴ ;ﾐS aヴWケ┌Wﾐデﾉ┞ ゲﾏﾗﾆWS Iｷｪ;ど
rettes.374  
 
The report suggested that, in spite of the longevity of his starvation and his 
stomach complaints, his family and friends wished to avoid the association between 
his career as a champion faster and his untimely death.375 Notwithstanding their de-
nial, it seemed apparent that there was a link between the weakening of his body 
デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ﾏ;ﾉﾐ┌デヴｷデｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS デｴW けｷﾐデWヴﾐ;ﾉ Iﾗﾏヮﾉ;ｷﾐデゲげ デｴ;デ ﾉWS デﾗ ｴｷゲ SW;デｴく  
 
                                                          
374 Dundee Courier, Tuesday 05 November, 1929, p. 9.  
375 This can be attributed to the association between starvation and suicide. Suicide was 





Showmen were aware of the possibility that their acts risked death through 
partaking in the exhibition. The relationship between starvation and death was evi-
dent in the construction of many fasting displays. A typical cabinet or barrel, was 
SWゲIヴｷHWSが ;ゲ ; けIﾗaaｷﾐげが SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾏﾗヴHｷSｷデ┞ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞く  
 
The size of the coffin is approximately 8ft. long, by 3 ft. wide, and 3ft. 6 ins. 
in depth, and has a glass top. Inside, at the head, there is a chemical inciner-
ator, the top of which forms a shelf and on this stands bottles of lemonade 
and packets of cigarettes.  
 
The implication of death in the displays exposed people to conceptualisa-
tions of death and dying through popular culture. Not only was the show entertain-
ing but it also it revealed the public curiosity in morbid or macabre exhibitions. 
Moreover, it redefined death as something other than a frightening experience. It 
allowed people to assess their attitudes towards death in the confines of popular 
culture. However, it was precisely the association between curiosity, macabre en-
tertainment, and death, within an environment dedicated to health and wellness, 
that made them such a controversial form of entertainment.  
 
けBW;ゲデﾉ┞ LｷデデﾉW “ｴﾗ┘ゲげ 
Unquestionably, starvation performers caused outrage in some communi-





ゲｴﾗ┘ゲくげ376 Although exhibitions of unusual spectacles were appropriate if the public 
were able to learn from the display, on a holiday that was supposed to be centred 
around health and wellbeing, displays of unhealthiness were problematic. Not only 
did actively starving go against the contemporary health advice but it also encour-
aged the perception of seaside resorts as spaces on the margins of British life that 
were the centre of objectionable entertainments. Exhibitors were putting their own 
health in danger, which exacerbated concerns about the conditions of the working-
class population. Additionally, if the public were required to starve themselves for 
money because they had no other viable option, it raised apprehensions about eco-
nomic circumstances in Britain. The starvers risked death to provide for their needs. 
However, ironically, through starvation they were not able to maintain an accepta-
ble level of healthiness. Thus, a plethora of broader societal concerns were revealed 
through the display. Namely, that the public resorted to doing whatever they could 
to fulfill their physiological requirements (including fasting for entertainment) but 
even this was not enough to preserve health.  
 
Unsurprisingly, the local authorities were perturbed by how people viewed 
the exhibit and there were concerns about how public regarded holiday resorts. If 
there was a continuation of disreputable amusements, there could be a rise of un-
acceptable behaviour. Throughout the 1930s, there were frequent endeavors to 
                                                          





transform coastal locations into respectable leisure spaces. However, holidaymak-
ers largely remained intrigued by freak shows and other curiosity exhibits. Further-
more, people who displayed their extreme weight loss had a significant social func-
tion in educating people about the consequences of a lack of nutritional food. 
Whilst freak ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW け“デ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ BヴｷSWゲげ ┘WヴW ; ヴｷゲケ┌Y ゲデ┞ﾉW ﾗa ;ﾏ┌ゲWﾏWﾐデが 
people were increasingly aware of the dangers of undernourishment, making the 
exhibition an intrinsic aspect of twentieth century health discourse.  
Conclusion  
Fasting has been part of history since the medieval period to the present 
day. In medieval tradition, it was a sign of religiosity, demonstrating the piety of the 
people who could go without eating for an extended period. It is important to note 
that the female relationship with self-starvation was an extremely pertinent one. 
The case of Sarah Jacobs, demonstrates the continued relationship between self-
starvation and religion, as many flocked to see the human miracle. Her fast re-
vealed the tensions between religion and medicine, as both sought to explain the 
phenomenon. However, Jacobs also exposed self-starvation as an entertainment 
and some travelled to see her for amusement or pleasure. 
Self-starvation continued as a spectacle into the twentieth century. Starva-
tion exhibitions were a prominent and intriguing part of the seaside freak show. 
Holidaymakers were confronted with starving brides, or indeed, vicars, as part of 
the itinerant freak show which continued until the 1950s. In the seaside space, ded-
icated to health and wellnesゲが デｴW ゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSWゲ ｪ;ヴﾐWヴWS ヮWﾗヮﾉWげゲ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデが ヮ;ヴデｷIど





of dieting in the middle classes. The performers directly contradicted the health ad-
vice of the time, which advocated a nutritious and wholesome diet, complemented 
by regular exercise such as swimming or walking. Starvation exhibits warned spec-
tators of the consequences of not maintaining a healthy physique, through the 
physical representations of deterioration associated with the displays. However, as 
the starvers were putting their lives in danger for their craft, they increased anxie-
ties from local corporations who were concerned about the reflection on seaside 
locations. Vandereyckn and van Deth suggest that,  
 
After 1930 they [fasting artists] almost completely disappeared from the 
scene. They lost out increasingly to other forms of entertainment (film, tele-
vision) and the improved social security system prevented them from having 
to earn their living as freaks. In addition, they were widely regarded as hu-
man beings with psychological disorders and defects, whose public exhibi-
tion was no longer deemed ethically justified.377  
Nevertheless, it is evident that fasting people performed in coastal locations 
until the mid-twentieth century. Fasting men and women continued to exhibit 
themselves regularly at seaside resorts and there was sustained debate in local 
newspapers. They remained popular until the 1950s when coastal locations became 
a less prominent part of British cultural life.  
 
                                                          






けTｴｷゲ ｷゲﾐげデ ; a;デ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾉSげぎ OHWど
ゲｷデ┞が E┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐが ;ﾐS HW;ﾉデｴ H┞ デｴW SW;く 
 
Introduction 
In his book entitled Weight Reduction: Diet and Dishes, published in 1937, E. 
E. Claxton cautioned his readers of some of the undesirable attention experienced 
by those who were overweight. 
Let us first take some of the minor disadvantages, and with them we may 
remember that fatness has been a butt for humour from time immemorial. 
Why do we laugh or want to laugh at the fat man? The fat man is the one 
exception that we allow ourselves for laughter directed against or caused by 
deformity. A hundred or more years ago almost any physical abnormality 
was an object of humour. The dwarf, the giant, the hunchback, the cripple, 
the thin man, the fat man, and so on, were all considered a great joke. 
These curiosities and anomalies survive still for the amusement of morbid 
onlookers at side shows in fairs and circuses, but laughter at the expense of 





IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS ｷﾐ デｴWゲW S;┞ゲ ;ゲ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ;HﾉW デ;ゲデWぐ ┘W ﾏ┌ゲデ ゲデｷﾉﾉ ;Sﾏｷデが 
however, that a fat man or woman looks funny.378  
Claxton observed the continued public fascination with staring at various 
people with anomalous bodies for entertainment. However, due to the changing 
tastes and sensibilities of the British public, Claxton emphasised that audiences 
were only permitted to laugh at fat people, as it was regarded as inappropriate to 
mock those who possessed more physically abnormal bodies, ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ けｴ┌ﾐIｴH;Iﾆゲげ 
ﾗヴ けIヴｷヮヮﾉWゲげく  
While starvation performers at seaside resorts such as Blackpool, Margate, 
and Southend-on-Sea provided an innovative form of freakery by the coast, fat 
ladies and fat boys offered holidaymakers a more traditional, and subsequently, 
less controversial mode of entertainment. Fat ladies became synonymous with 
freak shows as early as the eighteenth century and there was rarely a sideshow 
without an overweight exhibitor displaying their abnormally large body for 
audiences to stare at.379 A newspaper article published in 1857 commented on the 
public perception of fatness in the nineteenth century, 
We like fat people に good, jolly, laughing, broad-visaged fat people. We love 
fat women, fat boys, fat babies, fat purses, a fat job, fat everything. Fat men 
are never treacherous, fat women are not sharp-tongued, fat boys are not 
                                                          
378 E. E. Claxton, Weight Reduction: Diet and Dishes (London, 1937), p. 14.  
379 Fat women were more common than fat men. Although fat men did display their bodies, 
ﾉｷﾆW LWﾐﾐ┞ M;ゲﾗﾐが けTｴW LWｷIWゲデWヴ F;デ Bﾗ┞げが デｴW┞ ┘WヴW ﾐﾗデ ゲWWﾐ ;ゲ デヴ;ﾐゲgressive in the same 





mischievous, fat babies are always good. In fine, fat people are the kindest, 
and therefore the most popular.380 
A ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ;ヴデｷIﾉWが WﾐデｷデﾉWS けAﾉﾉ デｴW F┌ﾐ ﾗa デｴW F;ｷヴげ ┘;ゲ ヮ┌HﾉｷゲｴWS ｷﾐ The 
Sunday Times in 1920. It described the continued appeal of fat ladies to the 
holidaymakers, tourists, and excursionists who visited freakery exhibitions in Britain 
throughout the twentieth century. It revealed,  
But it is the Faデ L;S┞ ┘ｴﾗ ｷゲ デｴW ケ┌WWﾐ ﾗa W┗Wヴ┞ ｴW;ヴデぐNW┗Wヴ ┘;ゲ デｴWヴW ゲ┌Iｴ 
a galaxy of adiposity. They have to be seen to be believed, it is almost a 
relief to dazzled eyes to turn into the menagerie, and of a certainty a 
surprise when you get there. For this is no ordinary Fair Menagerie, with the 
usual mangy and hungry-looking brutes cowering behind rusty bars.381 
Fat ladies were regarded as more beautiful, healthy, and feminine than the 
undernourished women starving themselves in coffins for the entertainment of 
summertime excursionists. This mirrored the fashionable ideal for the female body 
that suggested that women were only be considered beautiful when they were 
plump and curvaceous, as these were the signs of health and fertility. Whereas, 
being underweight was observed as unhealthy and subsequently, unbeautiful. Such 
beliefs manifested within the seaside environment, in which health and the body 
were of prime importance.382 This was exemplified in contemporary advertisements 
                                                          
380 Bucks Herald, Saturday 15 August 1857, p. 4.  
381 Special to "the Sunday Times". "All the Fun of the Fair." Sunday Times [London, England] 
4 Jan. 1920: 13. The Sunday Times Digital Archive. Web. 23 Jan. 2017. 
382 The seaside was an environment that promoted health. Maintaining a healthy body was 





promoting weight-restorative supplements, that probed both men and women if 
their social experiences were negatively affecting their weight.383 They suggested 
that to be popular, one must maintain a rounded, hour-glass figure. The 
advertisements encouraged the public to gain weight before their summer holidays. 
Having a thin body signified poverty or malnutrition, and was not in keeping with 
the glamour and opulence possessed by Hollywood actresses that many middle and 
working-class women tried to emulate in their everyday lives. Therefore, having an 
underweight body was perceived as affecting the female social experience, 
particularly during the summer seaside holiday when their bodies were on show 
more frequently than at other times of year. While curves were desirable, excessive 
fatness was not and there was a plethora of dieting and weight-reducing literature 
readily available for the public to educate themselves on how to lose their surplus 
fat, to obtain a healthy and attractive body.384  
It was within this cultural environment that the public analysed and 
interpreted the exhibitions of fat people that were prevalent and popular at 
Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ ﾏﾗゲデ ┗ｷHヴ;ﾐデ ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデゲく WWｷｪｴデ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐデヴｷﾐゲｷI デﾗ ヮ┌HﾉｷI SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW ﾗﾐ 
health and wellness and, in the healthy seaside space, displays of abnormally large 
                                                          
environment, than in urban environments as the clothing that people wore was more 
revealing.   
383 Leeds Mercury, Tuesday 26 July 1921, p. 5; Western Gazette, Friday 27 July 1928, p. 12. 
384 For example, Cecil Webb-Johnson, Why Be Fat? (London, 1923), p. 21; Robert Kemp, 
Nobody Need Be Fat (London, 1959); E. E. Claxton, Weight Reduction: Diet and Dishes 
(London, 1937); William Banting, Letter on Corpulence, (London, 1863); Leonard Williams, 
Obesity (Oxford, 1926); Sir Lauder Brunton, On Obesity (Harrison and Sons, printers, 1902); 
F. A. Hornibrook, The Culture of the Abdomen: The Cure of Obesity and Constipation (W. 





men and women served as a warning of the consequences of overindulgence. 
Furthermore, they represented the antithesis of the starving body, which was 
Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞WS ;ゲ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW け“デ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ BヴｷSWげ W┝ｴｷHｷデが ;ﾏﾗﾐｪゲデ ﾗデｴWヴゲく Oﾐ ; ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴｷI;ﾉ 
scale of normality, the starving body and the fat body were at either end; neither 
was acceptable for the average British public. Such displays encouraged audiences 
to control their weight through adhering to contemporary health and wellness 
advice, or risk having an unusual body, such as those exhibited as part of the 
seaside freak show. Presentations of extreme weight represented the complexities 
of twentieth century health advice, which promoted both weight-gain, weight-loss, 
and the maintenance of a healthy body weight.385  
This chapter examines the display of fat men and women in seaside freak 
shows in Blackpool, Margate, and Southend-on-Sea. Ideas associated with fatness 
in the seaside environment were primarily significant, as in Mass Observation, it 
revealed that けE;デｷﾐｪ ｷゲ ﾗﾐe of the principal holiday activitiesぐげ386 It analyses the 
images and newspaper reports associated with unusual fat bodies in relation to the 
burgeoning literature on nutrition, weight, dieting, and excessive fatness in the first 
half of the twentieth century. Although there was an abundance of advertisements 
that promoted the replenishment of weight for the undernourished working 
classes, there were societal concerns surrounding the increasing obesity rates in the 
middle classes and the degeneration of society as a whole.387 This chapter assesses 
                                                          
385 There often appears to be mixed messages.  
386 Mass Observation Archive, Topic Collection 58, Holidays 1937-1951. 
387 This became more prevalent the interwar period, as obesity was progressively 





the relationship between health, beauty, weight, nourishment, and the nation, 
demonstrating that fat freaks personified the intricacies of weight-related issues in 
contemporary society.  
The use of humour in the construction of, and ideas surrounding, displays of 
fat people, ensured that fatness was associated with funniness, mockery, and 
embarrassment. Consequently, feelings of humiliation were incited in the 
overweight population, and shame was used to appeal to their sentiments to 
encourage them to lose weight. Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW けWﾐaヴW;ﾆﾏWﾐデげ ﾗa デｴﾗゲW ┘ｷデｴ 
abnormally large bodies, the public understood the IﾗﾐIWヮデ┌;ﾉｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ 
;ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ┘Wｷｪｴデく TｴWｷヴ ;ゲゲWゲゲﾏWﾐデ ﾗa デｴW ;ﾐﾗﾏ;ﾉﾗ┌ゲ a;デ HﾗS┞ a;Iｷﾉｷデ;デWS デｴWｷヴ 
understanding of what constituted an average or healthy body weight. The 
exhibitions promoted the widely-accepted perception that the maintenance of a 
normal body weight ensured the social normality of the individual, as the body was 
imbued with social and cultural significance. Thus, through obtaining or restoring a 
healthy weight, people could ease their embarrassment, establish their place in 
British society, and confirm their social normality. 
Ultimately, this chapter argues that debates surrounding health, nutrition, 
;ﾐS ﾗHWゲｷデ┞ ┘WヴW W┗ｷSWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW けWﾐaヴW;ﾆﾏWﾐデげ ﾗa a;デ ヮWﾗヮﾉW ;デ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ゲW;ゲｷSW 
resorts. The public discourse that surrounded the displays encapsulated the wider 
social anxieties surrounding weight, obesity, and the importance of a healthy body. 





health discussions to the holidaying public and provided them with a frame in which 
to understand and debate topics surrounding the health of the nation.  
Historians have researched the social consequences of fatness in a multiplicity of 
contexts. Sander Gilman argues that obesity had alternate meanings to different 
societies throughout history.388 HW ゲデ;デWゲが けFﾗヴ デｴW ;ﾐIｷWﾐデ ┘ﾗヴﾉSが デｴW Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉ ﾗa デｴW 
body and its weight was an intrinsic part of religious belief. The ancient Greeks saw 
food as part of a complex web that connected human beings and the gods through 
the humours.389 However, in the medieval period, ideas about the body had 
progressed and thinness was regarded as saintly; a thin body was fundamental to a 
godly, Christian life. Christian people participated in fasts to petition God to answer 
their prayers. While thinness was equated to holiness, fatness signified selfishness 
;ﾐS ｪヴWWSく NW┗WヴデｴWﾉWゲゲが けB┞ デｴW ‘Wﾐ;ｷゲゲ;ﾐIWが デｴW Cｴヴistian understanding of 
gluttony as the wellspring of obesity comes into conflict with a new scientific 
┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗa ﾗHWゲｷデ┞くげ390 Corpulence became a locus of discourse for the nature 
of illness and the relationship of the body with the divine.391  
Between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, there was a transition 
from Christian to secular perceptions of the body and its function in society. Rather 
than being governed by the regulations imposed by religious belief, the body 
                                                          
388 For example, being too fat signified being unhealthy in the twentieth century. However, 
this was not always the case as in the eighteenth century, being larger signified wealth and 
social status.  
389 Sander L. Gilman, Obesity: The Biography (Oxford, 2010), p. 21.  
390 Ibid., p. 38.  





became a cultural commodity and people were expected to conform to 
contemporary cultural standards. Although fasting and thinness became less 
important in Christianity, regulating food intake was regarded as proper etiquette 
during upper and middle-class meals.392 It is evident that throughout history, food, 
appetite, and the body went beyond physiological necessity; it had substantial 
value and significance for society. Food and appetite was to be managed and 
controlled, whether that was to do with the religious connotations of eating and 
fasting, or whether it related to social status and class debate. However, it was not 
until the late nineteenth century that there was a larger hostility towards fat that 
drew upon conceptualizations of morality, control, and consumption.393 Yet, such 
assertions were evident in the earlier attitudes towards food and eating behaviours. 
PWデWヴ “デW;ヴﾐゲ WIｴﾗWゲ Gｷﾉﾏ;ﾐげゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏ デｴ;デ デｴW ｷSW;ﾉ HﾗS┞ ｷゲ ヴWaﾉWIデｷ┗W ﾗa デｴW 
contemporary social and cultural milieu.394 A variety of external social forces 
influenced the idealized body such as changes in fashion, the standardization of 
clothing, and the exponential growth of the dieting and fitness industry, all of which 
encouraged the physical and social control of the body.395 Stearns indicates that, 
けMﾗヴW ゲ┌Hデﾉ┞ デｴ;ﾐ デｴW ｪヴWat corset controversy, growing utilization of standardized 
dress sizes for ready-to-┘W;ヴ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ Iﾉﾗデｴｷﾐｪ ﾏ;┞ ｴ;┗W WﾐIﾗ┌ヴ;ｪWS ｪヴW;デWヴ 
                                                          
392 Nevertheless, it was the middle classes in the twentieth century that struggled with 
obesity the most. 
393 Peter N. Stearns, Fat History: Bodies and Beauty in the Modern West (London, 1997), p. 
xiii. 
394 He exemplifies thinness as a particularly Western ideal and associates the crusade 
against fatness with Western countries such as Britain and America. 





;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ゲﾉWﾐSWヴﾐWゲゲくげ396 The expanding commercial market and modernization 
of society had a significant effect on the changing perfect body. Through defining 
┘ｴ;デ Iﾗﾐゲデｷデ┌デWS ;ﾐ ｷSW;ﾉ HﾗS┞が ｷデ ;ﾉゲﾗ SWデWヴﾏｷﾐWS ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS けa;デげく 
Stearns posits that at the turn of the twentieth century, attitudes towards the body 
changed and ゲﾗIｷWデ┞ ┘;ゲ ﾏﾗヴW けa;デ-ヮｴﾗHｷIげ デｴ;ﾐ W┗Wヴ HWfore.397 Although there was 
concern about fat in relation to aesthetics and beauty in the nineteenth century, 
デｴｷゲ デヴ;ﾐゲｷデｷﾗﾐWS ｷﾐデﾗ ; けﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ Iヴ┌ゲ;SWげ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ a;デﾐWゲゲ ｷﾐ デｴW aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞く398 
HW ﾐﾗデWゲが けAWゲデｴWデｷIが ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗ┌ゲが ;ﾐS ;デｴﾉWデｷI ヮヴWIWSWﾐデゲ aﾗヴ ｴﾗゲtility to fat helped 
shape the cultural turn, as did the fairly prompt insertion of talented commercial 
ｴ┌IﾆゲデWヴゲくげ399 Consequently, there was greater emphasis placed on losing weight 
and conforming to the ideals, styles, and trends of the time.  
Kathleen LeBesco and Jana Evans Braziel suggest that,  
Since World War II, when the diet and fitness industries burgeoned and 
fostered a mass obsession with weight and body shape, fat has been a four-
letter word. It has been vilified in ways ideologically loaded yet cleverly 
intertwined with concepts of nature, health, and beauty.400  
Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが けWｴ;デ Iﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ;ゲ a;デ ;ﾐS ｴﾗ┘ ｷデ ｷゲ ┗;ﾉ┌WS ｷゲ a;ヴ aヴﾗﾏ ┌ﾐｷ┗Wヴゲ;ﾉき 
indeed, these judgments are saturated with cultural, historical, political, and 
                                                          
396 Peter N. Stearns, Fat History: Bodies and Beauty in the Modern West (London, 1997), p. 
13.  
397 Ibid., p. 48.  
398 Ibid. 
399 Ibid., p. 51.  
400 Jana Evans Braziel and Kathleen LeBresco, Bodies out of Bounds: Fatness and 





WIﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWゲくげ401 Therefore, evaluating attitudes towards fatness in Britain 
throughout the first half of the twentieth century assists with a detailed 
comprehension of concepts related to health, beauty, and the body.  
From 1900 to 1950, there was substantial public debate about the health of 
the nation, characterized by the controversy centred on Hungry England in the 
1930s and the rising obesity rates in the middle classes between 1900 and 1950. 
British bodies came under scrutiny from the state, the medical profession, and the 
growing commercial market. Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska argues that, 
The concurrence of obesity with extensive undernutrition exemplifies the 
social and economic inequality of interwar Britain, characterized by the 
emergence of affluence within the middle classes and persistent poverty 
among sections of the working class. The disparate food systems of the 
middle and working classes represented opposing poles and yet, the dietary 
patterns and habits of both groups were also perceived to exhibit common 
elements because fat, emaciated and stunted bodies deviated from 
conceptions of the normal.402 
                                                          
401 Braziel and LeBresco, Bodies out of Bounds, p. 2. 
402 Ina Zweiniger-B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ;が け“ﾉｷﾏﾏｷﾐｪ Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW DWヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐぎ OHWゲｷデ┞ ;ﾐS ‘WS┌Iｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ 
IﾐデWヴ┘;ヴ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげ ｷﾐ DWヴWﾆ OSS┞が PWデWヴ Jく Aデﾆｷﾐゲが ;ﾐS Vｷヴｪｷﾐｷ; AﾏｷﾉｷWﾐ ふWSゲくぶ The Rise of 





“ｴW Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌Wゲが けA ゲデ┌S┞ ﾗa ﾗHWゲｷデ┞が デｴWヴWaﾗヴWが ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ 
supplement to the historiography of diet, nutrition and public health in interwar 
Britain, which is dominated by a focus on hunger and under-ﾐ┌デヴｷデｷﾗﾐくげ403  
This chapter situates the display of abnormally corpulent individuals within 
the scholarly research on the cultural meaning of the body, fatness, and health. 
Additionally, it utilizes the seaside space to comprehend the public understanding 
of such displays. Analysing the cultural representations of fatness in the freak show 
exposes the public perceptions of, and attitudes to, unusually large bodies. Freak 
shows employed the social context surrounding the displays to make them 
culturally relevant to the audiences visiting the coast. The ways in which audiences 
interpreted the exhibit, reveals public attitudes towards bodily difference and 
fatness. The social, cultural, physical, and holistic ideas that were evident in freak 
show exhibits taught the British public what they were, or what they should be, in 
comparison to that which was considered deviant in British society.  
Obesity in the Late Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 
Prior to the nineteenth century, obesity was an indication of affluence 
rather than ill-health. Daniel Lambert, the Jolly Jailor of Leicester, was the most 
notorious freak with an overweight body to exhibit themselves in Victorian London. 
As seen in Figure 4.1, Lambert clothed his large body in attire that emphasised his 
prosperity, and thus promoted his social status. Heavier men were often perceived 
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as healthier and wealthier than their slighter counterparts because their weight 
demonstrated that they could afford luxurious food. However, the effect of 
L;ﾏHWヴデげゲ W┝IWゲゲｷ┗W a;デﾐWゲゲ ﾗﾐ ｴｷゲ ｴW;ﾉデｴ ┘;ゲ ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデく Aﾐ ;ヴデｷIﾉW ｷﾐ The Times 
SWゲIヴｷHWS L;ﾏHWヴデ ;ゲ ; けヮヴﾗSｷｪ┞ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ H┌ﾉﾆげ ;ﾐS ヴWヮﾗヴデWS デｴ;デ ﾗﾐ ｴｷゲ SW;デｴが け;デ 
デｴW ;ｪW ﾗa ヴヰが L;ﾏHWヴデ ┘WｷｪｴWS ﾐﾗ ﾉWゲゲ デｴ;ﾐ ヵヲ ゲデﾗﾐW ヱヱﾉHくが デｴ;デ ｷゲ ΑンΓﾉHくがぐ Daniel 
L;ﾏHWヴデげゲ Iﾗaaｷﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ｴｷゲ HﾗS┞ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ HW Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ Sﾗ┘ﾐ デｴW ゲデ;ｷヴゲ ﾗa デｴW ｴﾗ┌ゲW ｷﾐ 
which he died, and the wall at the sides of the window had to be broken away to 
ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSW ;ﾐ W┝ｷデくげ404 The article simultaneously noted the young age at which 
Lambert had died and the problems caused by his size following his death; this 
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By the latter half of the nineteenth century, theories about the body were 
changing and it was no longer healthy or socially acceptable to be overweight. 
Zweiniger-Bargielowska argues that, 
optimistic assumptions about the health benefits of material progress were 
challenged by medical practitioners who noted a rise in obesity among their 
middle-class patients due to the combination of an ever more abundant diet 
and an increasingly sedentary lifestyle. The development highlights the 
inherent ambiguities of modernity exemplified by the endeavor to reduce 
effort and produce abundance through technological progress that 
conflicted with the aesthetic vision of a muscular, fit, and healthy body.405 
By the early part of the twentieth century, a flourishing consumer culture 
ensured that excess food was readily available for people to buy and eat.406 Obesity 
became increasingly common against a backdrop of relative affluence and a surplus 
source of nourishing sustenance.407 However, デｴW ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐげゲ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ 
consumerism was multifaceted. Although the public had greater financial freedom 
and could dedicate their money to whatever they wanted, it was socially and 
morally advocated that people controlled their consumer behaviour to avoid 
immorality and greed. The cultural reaction to consumerism revealed a continued 
moral anxiety in relation to consumption. The attack on fat echoed a broader 
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406 While it is clear that the working classes still struggled to eat enough, the middle and 
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criticism of consumerism, and thinness remained a sign of virtue. Dominance over 
the body was a form of moral control over consumption.408 “デW;ヴﾐゲ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲが けF;デ 
and guilt became inextricably intertwined in a society that needed new guilt to 
balance its new appetites and that saw fat as a visible reminder of the dark side of a 
Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏWヴ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞くげ409 He argues that, けF;デ HWI;ﾏW ; ゲWI┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲｷﾐ ;ﾐS ;ﾐ ﾗH┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ ﾗﾐW 
at that. A few people, indeed, were drawn to worship at the temple of fat free 
HﾗSｷWゲぐCﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ;ヮヮWデｷデW ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ ; ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐデ IﾗﾏヮﾗﾐWﾐデ ﾗa ;ヮヮヴﾗヮヴｷ;デW ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ 
;ﾐS ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗ┌ゲ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗヴ ;デ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ ｷﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞ ;ﾐS ｷﾐ Sｷ┗WヴゲW I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWゲくげ410 
Similarly Robert Pollack Seid notes, 
In short, technological innovations, economic changes, and the ideology of 
efficiency all conspired to reinforce the slenderized ideal. The human body に 
both male and female に was to be as efficient, as effective, as economical, 
and as beautiful as the sleek new machines, as the rationalized workplace. It 
was these turn-of-the-century developments that forged the society we 
know today and that established the framework for our prejudice against 
fat.411 
Therefore, with the rise of consumerism, and the risk of immorality in the 
form of excess, dieting became increasingly popular.   
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William Banting was regarded as the first structured dieter; he published his 
Letter on Corpulence in 1863, in which he documented his effort to lose weight. He 
aimed to assist others who also suffered with obesity. In his publication, he stated,   
Of all the parasites that affect humanity I do not know of, nor can I imagine, 
any more distressing than that of Obesity, and having just emerged from a 
very long probation in this affliction, I am desirous of circulating my humble 
knowledge and experience for the benefit of my fellow man.412 
His personal writings revealed his distress at being an overweight individual, 
who had lost control of his eating. His writings were available for public 
consumption; he encouraged other overweight people to manage their food intake 
and consequently, enjoy a more fulfilling life, free from the physical and social 
restrictions of possessing an overweight body. However, Banting also educated the 
medical profession in the fundamental principles of weight management through 
documenting his experience of weight-loss. Consequently, physicians became 
increasingly aware of the physical risks of being overweight. 
From the 1880s onward, the medical profession and policy makers became 
concerned about perceived physical degeneration due to the corrupting 
influence of modern urban lifestyles in general and an unhealthy diet in 
particular. The relationship between poor health in the working class and 
poverty in early twentieth century Britain is well known. Degeneration was 
                                                          





also attributed to excess consumption resulting in obesity that was most 
prevalent among middle-class men. Indeed, lower middle-Iﾉ;ゲゲ ﾏWﾐげゲ 
SﾗﾏWゲデｷI;デWS ﾉｷaWゲデ┞ﾉWゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲ┌H┌ヴHゲ ｴ;S HWWﾐ ﾉｷﾐﾆWS デﾗ さ┘ｷSWゲヮヴW;S 
anxieデｷWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ ;ﾐS I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ SWｪWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐざ ゲｷﾐIW デｴW ゲデ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW 
century.413  
Doctors frequently researched and discussed methods through which to 
IﾗﾏH;デ デｴW ﾗHWゲｷデ┞ ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏく B┞ ヱΓヲΓが デｴW aｷヴゲデ けゲﾉｷﾏﾏｷﾐｪ Iヴ;┣Wげ ┘;ゲ SﾗI┌ﾏWﾐデWS ｷﾐ 
the British Medical Journal by W. F. Christie. Medics intermittently published their 
findings in the British Medical Journal and The Lancet, which demonstrated the 
concern that fatness was causing medical professionals and the threat that it posed 
to the health of the public. Greater scientific understanding of the way that the 
body worked was followed by the publication of contemporary dietary advice in 
books, magazines, and newspapers. 
Physicians explained the risks of excess weight, as well as the ways that 
weight could be controlled. Diet was perceived as central デﾗ ; ヮWヴゲﾗﾐげゲ ﾗ┗Wヴ;ﾉﾉ 
ｴW;ﾉデｴく けHW;ﾉデｴ ┘;ゲ ﾏﾗヴW デｴ;ﾐ ; けヮ┌ヴWﾉ┞ ﾐWｪ;デｷ┗W ;HゲWﾐIW ﾗa SｷゲW;ゲWが ;ﾐS Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ 
HW ;IｴｷW┗WS H┞ ｷﾐ┗Wゲデｷｪ;デｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS デヴW;デｷﾐｪ SｷゲW;ゲWゲが H┌デ H┞ デｴW け;Sﾗヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; ｴW;ﾉデｴ┞ 
ﾉｷaWゲデ┞ﾉWげ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WS ; けヴWデ┌ヴﾐ デﾗ ﾐ;デ┌ヴWげが ; けﾉｷaW ﾗa ﾗヮWﾐ ;ｷヴげが ;ﾐS けIﾉW;ﾐ ;ﾐS ヮ┌ヴW 
aﾗﾗSくげ414 Public health was not solely associated with maintaining sanitation but 
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also procuring a healthy body through diet and exercise. Moreover, it was entwined 
with the social and moral discourse that focused on maintaining a healthy body for 
the strength of the nation.  
Between 1900 and 1950, a flourish of self-help and medical literature 
became accessible to the British public. Corpulency and the Cure (1904) and Why Be 
Fat? (1923) provide an example of the health texts that addressed the physical risks 
of being overweight, such as an increased possibility of heart disease or cancer. 
TｴW┞ ;ﾉゲﾗ ﾗaaWヴWS ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW ゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐゲ デﾗ ﾗHWゲｷデ┞く け‘WS┌Iｷﾐｪ ﾏ;ﾐ┌;ﾉゲぐ ヴWIﾗﾏﾏWﾐSWS 
a modified diet, physical culture, moderation with regards to alcohol and tobacco 
Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐが デｴﾗヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ﾏ;ゲデｷI;デｷﾗﾐが ;ﾐS ヴWｪ┌ﾉ;ヴ W┗;I┌;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW Hﾗ┘Wﾉゲくげ415 Even 
local and national newspapers contained advice that suggested ways that the public 
could combat obesity and ill-health. One such example recommended,  
If you suffer from obesity you need not be afraid of eating plenty of butter 
as so many women are. This does not induce a tendency to obesity as so 
many people suppose. Your diet should be a well-selected one. Eat toast 
instead of bread; eat plenty of green vegetables and fruit. Avoid too many 
soups. Take meat in moderation, and as much fish and poultry as you like, 
with the exception of shell-fish and salmon. Take as little sugar in your food 
and beverages as possible. Another effective plan in keeping away obesity is 
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to never drink with your meals. Take a glass of warm water half an hour 
before meals and a glass of cold water half an hour afterwards.416 
Similarly, they described ways that people could improve their condition 
through physical exertion.  
Walking is the best example in the treatment of obesity and should be taken 
after food rather than before, because otherwise it may lead to an increased 
appetite, and the patient may be inclined to eat more than he otherwise 
would. In warm weather swimming is a most admirable form of exercise, 
combining both the exercise of the muscles and the advantage of bathing. 
The patient should be regularly weighed and measured, so as to determine 
the results which are being obtained. A diminution in weight should not be 
effected too rapidly.417 
Health advice followed the latest medical discoveries and wellbeing trends; 
the relationship between bathing, dieting, and health was particularly significant in 
the seaside environment when the public regularly engaged with such pursuits. 
Correspondingly, the public became increasingly aware that physical health was 
based on a variety of factors, including eating healthily and exercising sufficiently.  
Several community groups and societies were formed to combat obesity. 
The New Health Society was established in 1925 and campaigned for better health 
┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐ けWﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW IﾗﾐﾐWIデｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ ｴW;ﾉデｴが ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲｷHｷﾉｷデ┞ ;ﾐS 
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Iｷデｷ┣Wﾐゲｴｷヮげ ┘ｴｷIｴ ゲｴﾗ┘WS けデｴW Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌WS ヴWﾉW┗;ﾐIW ﾗa ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデゲ ﾏﾗヴW Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐﾉ┞ 
associated with the late-VｷIデﾗヴｷ;ﾐ ;ﾐS ES┘;ヴSｷ;ﾐ ヮWヴｷﾗSゲくげ418 Health was believed 
to be the responsibility of the individual and a S┌デ┞ ﾗa Iｷデｷ┣Wﾐゲｴｷヮ け┘ｴｷIｴ 
ゲｷSWゲデWヮヮWS デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ヮﾗ┗Wヴデ┞ ;ﾐS ｷﾐWケ┌;ﾉｷデ┞くげ419 The ideological stance of the 
New Health Society was similar to that of George Newman, the Chief Medical 
Officer, who advocated a holistic approach to the health of the nation.420 The state 
were also involved in promoting the overall health and wellness of the public. State 
campaigns endorsed the responsibility of the individual to maintain their health and 
wellness. Moreover, they advocated appropriately balanced nutrition and exercise 
to generate a healthier nation.421  
Medical practitioners, community groups, and the state did not solely 
emphasize the physical repercussions of being overweight but also analysed the 
social problems it caused. The elevation of individual responsibility created a 
nuanced understanding of maintaining a fat body in British society; a fat body 
revealed the inferiority, immorality, and abnormality of the overweight person. 
Therefore, sustaining a corpulent body had both physical and social repercussions 
for overweight individuals. These consequences were utilized to encourage people 
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419 Zweiniger-B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ;が け‘;ｷゲｷﾐｪ ; N;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けGﾗﾗS Aﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲげぎ TｴW NW┘ HW;ﾉデｴ “ﾗIｷWデ┞ 
and Health Education Camヮ;ｷｪﾐゲ ｷﾐ IﾐデWヴ┘;ヴ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげ, p. 73. 
420 This was also advocated by Lloyd George, who attempted to build an A1 Nation, through 
improving health and fitness.  
421 There were other societies that had a similar ideology. Fﾗヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWが デｴW WﾗﾏWﾐげゲ 





to lose weight, through demonstrating their inabｷﾉｷデ┞ デﾗ けaｷデげ ｷﾐ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞く ‘ﾗHWヴデ KWﾏヮが 
a medical doctor in Liverpool, summed up the experiences of overweight people 
living in Britain. He stated,  
Oﾐ デｴW ┘ｴﾗﾉW デｴWﾐ デｴｷゲ ｷゲﾐげデ ; a;デ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾉS W┗Wﾐ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴWヴW ;ヴW ゲﾗ 
many sufferers. Clothes, seats, cars, airplanes, bunks, beds and buses are all 
made for the average waistline and hip measurement. If you are too fat it 
means that nearly every facet of your life has to be altered to fit your 
unusual build.422 
Kemp revealed the problematic results of the increasing obesity rates in 
Britain. He demonstrated that the built environment was not created to cope with 
デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗゲW HﾗSｷWゲ ﾉ;┞ ﾗ┌デゲｷSW デｴW IﾗﾐaｷﾐWゲ ﾗa けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げき デｴ;デ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞ ┘;ゲ 
designed for the averagely sized person and not equipped to facilitate larger 
bodies.423 He showed the greater intolerance of those who were classed as 
overweight or obese. Kemp utilised the societal effects of not maintaining an 
average physique to prompt overweight people to lose their excess fat. He warned 
them of the humiliation, shame, embarrassment, and judgment associated with 
being unable to find clothes to fit, not being able to sit in an airplane seat, or being 
restricted from other forms of public transport. In turn, this revealed one of the 
prevailing messages of contemporary health advice. Namely, that a healthy body 
was the responsibility of the individual and that it was fundamental to the 
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construction of social normality. Furthermore, those who did not preserve their 
physical health were often subject to social sanctions and humiliation. 
There were ambiguous boundaries between professional and public thought 
on obesity. A contemporary physician, Cecil Webb-Johnson noted, 
Obesity, according to the average medical student, is considered more of a 
joke than a subject fit for serious thought and consideration. One or more of 
ｴｷゲ aWﾉﾉﾗ┘ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ;ヴW ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ ;ゲ さF;デデ┞くざ さT┌HH┞がざ ﾗヴ さEﾉWヮｴ;ﾐデくざ AﾐS ;ゲ 
they are generally lethargic and good-natured, the nick-names stick to them 
and are not resented.424 
This exposed that broader societal conceptualisations of fatness infiltrated 
デｴW ﾏWSｷI;ﾉ ヮヴﾗaWゲゲｷﾗﾐゲげ ヮWヴIWヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ﾗHWゲｷデ┞く Aデ デｷﾏWゲが ｷデ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデ デヴW;デWS ;ゲ ; 
serious health issue or medical condition. Rather, within the confines of the 
hospital or consultation room, as with the outside world, fatness was perceived as 
humorous and something which could be laughed at. This shows that obesity was 
(in part) culturally defined and that it was society that determined what was 
IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげく Therefore, it is demonstrable that scientific 
and medical debates contained elements of cultural thought surrounding the body, 
and there was not a clear cut distinction between popular and medical discourse.  
                                                          





Society insisted on proper weight control as a sign of good character, as well 
as a proof of health consciousness and style.425 Many sub-sections of society 
entered the debate on fatness including fashion entrepreneurs, doctors, and 
nutritional scientists. They all had an interest in presenting the problems of fat to 
the public, and ensuring that they were investing their time, money, and efforts, in 
reducing their weight to an appropriate level.  
In the Western cultural imagination, physical development may be likened 
to a form of alchemy in which abject bodies become purified through 
rigorous and sometimes painful effort that transforms the corporeal whole 
into something better. Despite the modern tendency to describe bodily 
attributes by way of machine metaphors, the cultural relationship between 
the muscular and the mechanical became tighter around the end of the 
nineteenth century, just when the human body was becoming less essential 
for the labor process.426 
Anyone with a physically unusual body weight was considered deviant and 
had to work to achieve a more normal physique, through laborious diet and 
exercise. This would, in turn, affect their social standing in British society. Both 
underweight and overweight people caused substantial concern in a society that 
had heightened fears surrounding degeneration of the nation in a period of political 
and societal uncertainty. The public knew that health and longevity of life were 
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some of the important personal benefits of maintaining a healthy weight.  
Therefore, reducing culture was associated with both physical fitness and moral 
integrity. Such ideas were evident in the displays of fat people in twentieth century 
seaside resorts.  
Fatness and Humour in the Seaside Freak Show 
LWﾐﾐ┞ M;ゲﾗﾐが デｴW LWｷIWゲデWヴ F;デ Bﾗ┞が W┝ｴｷHｷデWS ｴｷゲ ﾗHWゲW HﾗS┞ ﾗﾐ Bﾉ;Iﾆヮﾗﾗﾉげゲ 
Central Beach.427 He was reported to HW デｴW けWO‘LDげ“ FATTE“T BOYげく428 An article 
WﾐデｷデﾉWS けWｴ;デ ┘ｷﾉﾉ デｴW aﾗﾗS IﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉﾉWヴ ゲ;┞いげ ﾗaaWヴWS グヱヰヰ デﾗ anyone who could find 
a rival to him.429 Mason was particularly large for his age and it was seemingly 
impossible to present the public with anyone who could challenge his size. The 
advertisements that promoted his display were predominantly focused on the 
measurements of his body.  
Lenny Mason, of Leicester, is said to be the fattest boy in the world. He is 16 
years of age, and 5 feet 3 inches in height but his waist measurement is 64 ½ 
inches and his arm measures 23 inches round. He weighed 27 stone when 
he was fourteen years of age and his present weight is thirty stone.430 
 
 
                                                          
427 Figure 4.2 Carte de Visit for Lenny Mason, Leicester Fat Boy, Blackpool, The Local and 
Family History Centre, Blackpool Central Library, Cyril Critchlow Collection, Vol. 163. 
428 Dundee Evening Telegraph, Thursday 30 October 1919, p. 8. 
429 Derby Daily Telegraph, Friday 22 February 1918, p. 1.  













The interest in the circumference of his waist and arms echoed a greater 
focus on measurements as an indicator of health, as promoted by the British 
Medical Association. The emphasis on measurability resulted in the belief that true 
physical and moral health would be evident in the measurement of the body, 
ヴW┗W;ﾉｷﾐｪ デｴW ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐIW デｴ;デ WWゲデWヴﾐ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞ ヮﾉ;IWS ﾗﾐ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;デｷ┗W 
;ヮヮW;ヴ;ﾐIWげく431  
Average statistical norms were central to the development of the made-to-
measure clothing industry that became increasingly influential in the thriving 
consumer market. To keep up with the latest fashion trends, the public (particularly 
the female public) needed to ensure their bodies were sized appropriately to 
engage with such developments. With the expanding popularity of standard 
clothing sizes, came the expectation that people were supposed to construct their 
bodies within average statistical measurements. No longer were clothes made to fit 
around the body. Moreover, the use of corsets was not as widespread as in earlier 
years and people were roused to implement better body management to mould 
their bodies into a socially acceptable silhouette.  
The public could manage their bodies through diet, exercise, and self-help, 
to assist with their bodily conformation to average sizing. Dieting became 
increasingly widespread in the twentieth century and measurements became a 
method through which to gauge the success of the dieter. This demonstrated a 
                                                          
431 AﾐﾐWﾏ;ヴｷW J┌デWﾉ けTｴW EﾏWヴｪWﾐIW ﾗa O┗Wヴ┘Wｷｪｴデ ;ゲ ; DｷゲW;ゲW Eﾐデｷデ┞ぎ MW;ゲ┌ヴｷﾐｪ ┌ヮ 





continued fascination with statistical measurements and body size. Body 
management was symbiotic with the construction of identity, and freakery displays 
encouraged spectators to remain within normative social boundaries. Who a 
person was, was associated with their body and those who could sculpt their bodies 
in a specific way, ensured a higher social status than those who were unable or 
unwilling. Christopher Forth and Ana Carden-Coyne argue that the body was central 
デﾗ けぐゲｴ;ヮｷﾐｪ ┘ｴ;デ ｷデ ﾏW;ﾐデ デﾗ HW ; ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐくげ432 They suggest that,  
Techniques of the self, then have persisted in our modern ways of 
approaching our food, our appetite, and our bodies. The steps we take to 
feed, manage, and sculpt our bellies have been intimately connected with 
who we are and what we wish to be.433  
Both the body and appetite were things that needed regulated, contained, 
and controlled; overweight people were perceived as being unable to control their 
appetites, and consequently, lacked self-governance and self-control. Displays of 
ﾉ;ヴｪW ヮWﾗヮﾉW ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ LWﾐﾐ┞ M;ゲﾗﾐが デｴW けLWｷIWゲデWヴ F;デ Bﾗ┞げ ;ﾐS Mｷゲゲ ‘ﾗゲｷWが ; ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ 
fat lady, alongside those participating in long fasts, warned the public to keep their 
bodies within the average statistical sizes of the time.434 
                                                          
432 Christopher E. Forth and Ana Carden-Cﾗ┞ﾐWが けさTｴW BWﾉﾉ┞ ;ﾐS BW┞ﾗﾐSぎ BﾗS┞が “Wﾉaが ;ﾐS 
C┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ｷﾐ AﾐIｷWﾐデ ;ﾐS MﾗSWヴﾐ TｷﾏWゲげ ｷﾐ CｴヴｷゲデﾗヮｴWヴ Eく Fﾗヴデｴ ;ﾐS Aﾐ; C;ヴSWﾐ-Coyne (eds.) 
Cultures of the Abdomen: Diet, Digestion, and Fat in the Modern World (Basingstoke, 2005), 
p. 7.  
433 Ibid., p. 7.  
434 Figure 4.2 Carte de Visit for Lenny Mason, Leicester Fat Boy, Blackpool, The Local and 
Family History Centre, Blackpool Central Library, Cyril Critchlow Collection, Vol. 163; Figure 



























Many carte de visites and newspaper reports published their body 
measurements, to permit the public to compare and contrast their own statistics 
with those on display. This was particularly pertinent to individuals who were 
engaging in weight reducing behaviour, as the medical profession advocated 
continuous measurement of the body to assess the success of the dieter. As with 
the people fasting for the entertainment of onlookers, who were an example of the 
physical deterioration attributed to malnutrition, extraordinarily fat people became 
an example of the consequences of gluttony and over-indulgence. It was 
unacceptable for the public to possess a body that was either too fat or too thin, as 
weight was synonymous with health, and the health of the public echoed the health 
of the nation. Consequentially, such people were subjected to humiliation, ridicule, 
and mockery, as a response to their inability to maintain a healthy body. This was 
evident in the social construction of freak with fat bodies at British seaside resorts.  
Robert Bogdan, Rosemarie Garland Thomson, and David Gerber have 
analysed the conception of fat people as freak show exhibitors through examining 
the images, newspapers, written reports, and personal testimonies accompanying 
their shows. They note that unlike other freak show displays, there was significant 
mocking involved with exhibitions of fat people. This demonstrated a darker side to 
the freak show, as it acted as a platform on which audiences could laugh at those 
on display.435 Iデ ｪ;┗W デｴﾗゲW ┘ｷデｴ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ HﾗSｷWゲ ; ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ ゲ┌ヮWヴｷﾗヴｷデ┞ ﾗ┗Wヴ デhose with 
                                                          
435 However, overweight people who displayed themselves in the freak show asserted their 
agency over their physically different bodies and capitalized on their abnormality for the 
fiscal benefits it provided. Furthermore, corpulent people exacerbated their physical and 





け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ HﾗSｷWゲく Tｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗﾏﾗデWS ; IﾉW;ヴ ﾏWゲゲ;ｪW デﾗ デｴW ﾗ┗Wヴ┘Wｷｪｴデ Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷデ┞き 
that they should control their bodies, or they too would be subjected to the 
mockery targeted at fat people in the freak show. 
Robert Bogdan argues that the construction of fat individuals who 
performed in freak shows was different to the creation of the bearded lady, for 
example. While the bearded lady, particularly in the Victorian period, was regarded 
as educational,  
The presentation of extremely obese exhibits came closest to a purely 
mocking mode. People who weighed over five hundred pounds took on such 
ﾐ;ﾏWゲ ;ゲ さTｷﾐ┞ Bヴﾗ┘ﾐがざ さB;H┞ ‘┌デｴがざ さAﾉヮｷﾐWがざ さJﾗﾉﾉ┞ Tヴｷ┝ｷWがざ ;ﾐS さDﾗﾉﾉ┞ 
DｷﾏヮﾉWゲくざ H┌ｪW ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ ┘ﾗヴW S;ｷﾐデ┞が ﾉｷデデﾉW ｪｷヴﾉげゲ ﾗ┌デaｷデゲが S;ﾐIWS ゲﾗaデ ゲｴﾗWが 
and chucked.436 
Similarly, Gerber reveals, 
the prototypical case of an ultra-obese individual, whose performance 
consists of little more than wearing clothes that reveal her extreme weight, 
while being seated in an especially small chair that enhances the same 
impression, and allowing herself to be stared at by an audience.437  
                                                          
436 Robert Bogdan, Freak Show: Presenting Human Oddities for Amusement and Profit 
(London, 1988), p. 114; ; HW;SWS ﾉ;S┞ ┘;ゲ ﾗaデWﾐ HｷﾉﾉWS ;ゲ W┗ｷSWﾐIW ﾗa D;ヴ┘ｷﾐげゲ けMｷゲゲｷﾐｪ 
Lｷﾐﾆげく  
437 D;┗ｷS GWヴHWヴが けTｴW さC;ヴWWヴゲざ ﾗa PWﾗヮﾉW E┝ｴｷHｷデWS ｷﾐ FヴW;ﾆ “ｴﾗ┘ゲぎ TｴW PヴﾗHﾉWﾏ ﾗa 
Vﾗﾉｷデｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS V;ﾉﾗヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐげ ｷﾐ ‘ﾗゲWﾏ;ヴｷW G;ヴﾉ;ﾐS Tｴﾗﾏゲﾗﾐが Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of 





Exhibitions sometimes encouraged practices which humiliated the person 
on display. An advertisement in the Gloucester Citizen ｷﾐ ヱΓヲヲ WﾐデｷデﾉWS けDﾗﾐげデ PヴﾗS 
TｴW F;デ L;S┞げ ヴWヮﾗヴデWS デｴ;デが けNﾗデｷIWゲ ;ヴW ヮﾗゲデWSぐ;ヮヮW;ﾉｷﾐｪ デﾗ ﾉ;SｷWゲ デﾗ ヴWaヴ;ｷﾐ aヴﾗﾏ 
prodding the two fat sisters with umbrellas. It appears that some women have done 
デｴｷゲ デﾗ ;ゲIWヴデ;ｷﾐ ┘ｴWデｴWヴ デｴW ゲｷゲデWヴゲ ;ヴW ヮ;SSWSくげ438 Fat men or women were 
categorized as a funny entertainment, as opposed to the other categorizations, 
such as exotic or aggrandized forms of amusement. Showmen exploited the 
comedic value of the fat person to construct them for the entertainment of the 
public.439          
However, there was a deeper relationship between fatness and humour that 
warned audiences of the consequences of being overweight. Christopher Forth and 
Ana Carden-Coyne examine the interrelationship between comedy and fat people, 
revealing that they were simultaneously a type of amusement for audiences, as 
well as a way of excluding those who were considered different or unusual. This 
ヮWヴﾏｷデデWS デｴﾗゲW ┘ｷデｴ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ HﾗSｷWゲ デﾗ Wゲデ;Hﾉｷゲｴ デｴWｷヴ ヮﾉ;IW ｷﾐ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;デｷ┗Wげ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞く    
                                                          
438 "Don't Prod the Fat Lady." Gloucester Citizen, 17 Jan. 1922, p. 8. British Library 
Newspapers, tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/4FYE46. Accessed 23 Jan. 2017 
439 Fat freaks were often involved in arranged marriages that were advertised for the public 
to come and see. Fat women and thin men, seemingly incongruous couples, were brought 
together for the entertainment of those around them. These marriages were not always 
pretend, and sometimes, exhibitors did find true love. The marriages were an attempt to 
show social and cultural normality and garner audience attention. Yet, they also provided 
entertainment to audiences, who were amused by the thought that two unusual people 





People with weight-related issues were highly stigmatized in British society. 
440       Newspapers and periodicals intermittently commented on the availability of 
clothing for unusually large individuals. In the case of Lenny Mason, one newspaper 
report suggested that his weight caused extra expenditure on his clothing, as he 
could not wear fashion from department stores. Therefore, he was forced to buy 
tailored suits, which cost around £10, much more than averagely sized clothes.441 
Such discussions incited shame in the overweight person, as they were unable to 
demarcate their place in modern society and stabilize their social status.  
The interrelationship between average statistical norms, clothing, and the 
freak show encouraged greater body management because people were humiliated 
for being inherently abnormal if they did not scale their body to a standard size. 
Fatness was regarded as something to be laughed at. Cecil Webb-Jﾗｴﾐゲﾗﾐ ﾐﾗデWSが けA 
fat man is a joke, and a fat woman is two jokes に one on herself and one on her 
ｴ┌ゲH;ﾐSく H;ﾉa デｴW IﾗﾏWS┞ ｷﾐ デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾉS ｷゲ ヮヴWSｷI;デWS ;ゲ デｴW ヮ;┌ﾐIｴくげ442  It was 
acceptable to shame, humiliate, and laugh at corpulent people. Such reactions were 
justified fat people maintained their physique through overindulgence and did not 
stay in line with the current health guidelines. It was not the same as laughing at 
someone who was congenitally deformed. Rather, fat people actively damaged 
their health through overindulgence and they did not adhere to the societal 
ﾗHﾉｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ヮヴﾗﾏﾗデWS ﾆWWヮｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐWげゲ HﾗS┞ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW IﾗﾐaｷﾐWゲ ﾗa ﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞く 
                                                          
440 Gilman, Obesity, p. 63.  
441 Nottingham Evening Post, Friday 31 October 1919, p. 3.  





Therefore, they deserved to be subjected to social sanctions. Gilman suggests that, 
けTｴW ｷSW; デｴ;デ ; ┘W;ﾆﾐWゲゲ ﾗa ┘ｷﾉﾉ ┘;ゲ デｴW I;┌ゲW ﾗa ﾗHWゲｷデ┞ HWI;ﾏW ; ﾏWSｷI;ﾉ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ 
;ゲ ; ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ デヴﾗヮW H┞ デｴW WﾐS ﾗa デｴW WｷｪｴデWWﾐデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞くげ443 As obesity was 
considered a weakness of will, corpulent people were humiliated in the hope that 
this would ensure they lost weight. This suggested that people with unusually large 
bodies were perceived as physically, socially, and morally inferior to those who 
could control their body weight. 
The physical and social constructions of exhibitions of fat people reflected 
public discourses on health and wellness in the twentieth century. Their 
construction as humorous performances encouraged people to laugh at fat people. 
The humour attached to exhibitions of corpulent individuals increased the shame 
associated with being overweight and inspired those with larger bodies to shed the 
excess fat they were carrying to avoid humiliation.  As reducing became more 
popular throughout society, fat people who were not displayed as part of the 
seaside freak show, became the object of stigmatization, which resulted in shame. 
However, the fat person could reinstate themselves back into society, through 
transforming their bodies to fit within the contemporary physical ideal.444 
Moreover, holidaymakers could engage with reducing through other sideshows at 
デｴW ゲW;ゲｷSWく Fﾗヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWが ﾗﾐW ゲｴﾗ┘ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ;Iデ ┘;ゲ デﾗ ｪ┌Wゲゲ デｴW ┘Wｷｪｴデ ﾗa ヮWﾗヮﾉW 
who wished to know,  
                                                          
443 Gilman, Obesity, p. 59. 
444 Forth and Carden-Cﾗ┞ﾐWが けさTｴW BWﾉﾉ┞ ;ﾐS BW┞ﾗﾐSざげ in Forth and Carden-Coyne (eds.) 





Guess your weight sir, if I fail to guess within 4lbs then you can have it free, 
come along sir, guess yo┌ヴ ┘Wｷｪｴデ ﾉ;S┞く Ia I a;ｷﾉ デｴWﾐ ｷデゲ ;ﾉﾉ aﾗヴ ﾐﾗ┘デく FヴWWぐ 
G┌Wゲゲ デｴW H;HｷWゲ ┘Wｷｪｴデ ﾏﾗデｴWヴぐ デｴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ゲ┌ヴW ┘;┞ デﾗ デWﾉﾉ ｷa ┞ﾗ┌ ぷゲｷIへ 
healthy, take your weight, see [sic] that list and it tells you what you should 
┘Wｷｪｴ aﾗヴ ┞ﾗ┌ヴ ;ｪW ;ﾐS ┞ﾗ┌ヴ ｴｷｪﾃｴ ぷゲｷIへ ぐ ﾐﾗ┘ デｴWﾐ ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪ ﾏ;ﾐぐ ΓくΓぐ ;ｴが 
9.10. 2d. please.445 
Therefore, they could find out their weight and closely compare their own body to 
those on display.  
Fat Boys  
Audiences had exposure to these ideas through the fat people who 
displayed their bodies in coastal sideshows. The exhibitions provided onlookers 
with a frame in which they could appreciate the physical and social consequences 
of obesity. However, the ways in which fat people were conceptualized differed 
depending on the gender of the exhibitor; while women were interpreted in 
relation to concepts of femininity, sexuality, and appetite, men were understood 
け;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ デｴW H;Iﾆｪヴﾗ┌ﾐS ﾗa Sﾗﾏｷﾐ;ﾐデ IﾗSWゲ ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐﾉｷﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS ; ┘ｷSWヴ SWH;デW ;Hﾗ┌デ 
デｴW ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ aｷデﾐWゲゲ ﾗa デｴW Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ヴ;IWくげ446  
Weight-related problems were primarily associated with middle-class men 
in the first half of the twentieth century. While obesity occurred in both men and 
                                                          
445 Mass Observation, Worktown Collection, 58A Sideshows and Amusements, p. 77.  
446 Ina Zweiniger-B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ;が けTｴW C┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW AHSﾗﾏWﾐぎ OHWゲｷデ┞ ;ﾐS ‘WS┌Iｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ 





┘ﾗﾏWﾐが けﾏWSｷI;ﾉ SWH;デW ﾗﾐ ﾗHWゲｷデ┞ ;ﾐS ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ﾏ;ﾐ┌;ﾉゲ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏWS ; ﾏ;ﾉW 
ﾐﾗヴﾏくげ447 This demonstrated the substantial anxiety that male fatness caused the 
medical profession, who were keen to provide the public with methods through 
which to reduce their unhealthy excess fat. Bodily size was one way to assess the 
healthiness of an individual. Therefore, it was generally assumed that a fatter body 
equalled an unhealthier person. A carte de visit ﾗa M;ゲﾗﾐげゲ W┝ｴｷHｷデ ゲｴﾗ┘WS デｴ;デ ｴｷゲ 
arms and legs were uncovered to emphasize his corpulence, which coupled with 
the detailed measurements provided, permitted the male audience to stare at, 
assess, and understand his fatness. Fat people were often exhibited wearing 
revealing clothing; skin was exposed so that audiences could stare at the extent of 
their fatness and measure themselves in relation to the obese body on show.448 In 
turn, this encouraged the audience to transform their own bodies into something 
more socially acceptable.  
Displays of fat boys exploited the fear that some men experienced about 
appearing weak or effeminate by presenting them as the antithesis of masculinity. 
Men were expected to maintain their manliness through physical strength and 
aｷデﾐWゲゲが ;ﾐS デｴW けI┌ﾉデｷ┗;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; aｷデ ﾏ;ﾉW HﾗS┞げ ┘;ゲ IWﾐデヴ;ﾉ デﾗ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ Iｷデｷ┣Wﾐゲｴｷヮ ;ﾐS 
; ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ けデｴW ﾐWWSゲ ﾗa デｴW Bヴｷデｷゲｴ EﾏヮｷヴWくげ449 Corpulent men contrasted with 
                                                          
447 Zweiniger-B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ;が けOHWゲity and Reducing in Britain, circa 1900-ヱΓンΓげ, p. 254. 
448 Firstly, prior to the twentieth century, obesity signified strength and manliness, so 
Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa a;デ Hﾗ┞ゲ ヴWaﾉWIデWS デｴW Iｴ;ﾐｪｷﾐｪ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW けｷSW;ﾉげ HﾗS┞く OHWゲｷデ┞ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗ 
longer considered a sign of strength, but feminine and thus, weak. Secondly, twentieth 
century audiences would not have seen obesity on such a scale as this in everyday life. 
449 Ina Zweiniger-B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ;が けB┌ｷﾉSｷﾐｪ ; Bヴｷデｷゲｴ “┌ヮWヴﾏ;ﾐぎ Pｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ C┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ｷﾐ IﾐデWヴ┘;ヴ 





the ideals of beauty that stressed muscular strength, athleticism, and pride in 
appearance. Lenny Mason demonstrated what men should not be; unfit, 
uncontrolled, and gluttonous. Rather, men were expected to partake in exercise, 
eat well, and exude health.450 Male fatness was frequently perceived as humorous 
as overweight men were the opposite of what society expected of them. Zweiniger-
B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ; ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ ﾗ┌デ デｴ;デが けTｴW ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ﾗHWゲｷデ┞ ;ﾐS a;デ ┘ｷデｴ ｴ┌ﾏｷﾉｷ;デｷﾗﾐが 
ヴｷSｷI┌ﾉWが ﾗヴ ヮｷデ┞ ┘;ゲ ヮWヴｴ;ヮゲ ;ﾐ W┗Wﾐ ｪヴW;デWヴ ｷﾐIWﾐデｷ┗W デﾗ ヴWS┌IWくげ451 By not 
maintaining an average bodily norm, there were obvious societal consequences. 
Obese individuals were ostracized for their bodily difference, which had a 
psychological impression on their personal relationship with food and eating.   
M;ゲﾗﾐげゲ Wﾐﾗヴﾏﾗ┌s body encouraged the procurement of physical strength 
through inducing the fear of abnormality and associating fatness with humour. 
Through staring at freaks with fat bodies, audiences garnered how the wider public 
perceived fatness and fat people; through this, they understood the consequences 
ﾗa デｴWｷヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ ﾗHWゲｷデ┞く Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが M;ゲﾗﾐげゲ HﾗS┞ ;ﾉゲﾗ Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ; ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa ヴWﾉｷWa デﾗ デｴﾗゲW 
who frequented his exhibit; firstly, that they were not as abnormal as he was, and 
secondly, that they could rectify their weight through better body management. 
“┌HゲWケ┌Wﾐデﾉ┞が M;ゲﾗﾐげゲ a;デﾐWゲゲ Wﾐ;HﾉWS ヮWﾗヮﾉW デﾗ ﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷ┣W デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ｷﾐ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ 
to him. Whilst spectators may have required greater body management, they were 
most likely more statistically normal than the fat boy on show. Through staring at 
                                                          
450 See Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska, Managing the Body: Beauty, Health and Fitness in 
Britain, 1880-1939 (Oxford, 2010). 
451 Zweiniger-B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ;が けTｴW C┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW AHSﾗﾏWﾐぎ OHWゲｷデ┞ ;ﾐS ‘WS┌Iｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐが 





デｴW ┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ HﾗS┞ ;ﾐS ;ゲゲWゲゲｷﾐｪ ｷデゲ ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ ;ﾐS ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げが ;┌SｷWﾐIWゲ 
could then assess their own bodies. Holidaymakers became afraid of the 
consequences of overindulging and were stimulated to take control of their bodies 
to remain within average statistical norms.  
Mason was portrayed wearing a tunic, which was considered a particularly 
feminine piece of clothing. Similarly, Tom Westwood was displayed in clothing 
which mimicked that of his overweight sisters, with frilled detailing on his collar 










                                                          





















There was such an intense focus on male obesity because it conflicted with 
けｴWｪWﾏﾗﾐｷI ﾏ;ゲI┌ﾉｷﾐｷデ┞げ ;ﾐS ﾏWﾐ ┘WヴW ヴｷSｷI┌ﾉWS aﾗヴ ｷデ.453 Christopher Forth argues 
that  
the incorporation of manhood was a complex and fraught business. 
Throughout the modern era, physicians dispensed dietetic advice aimed at 
weaning men from the indulgent lifestyles that threatened their health and 
rendered them unfit for the active life that is an enduring component of 
masculinity, including physical labor and military prowess. Like the other 
diseases of civilization, dietetic mismanagement also threatened to 
generate or aggravate a host of sexual disorders, from masturbation to 
ｷﾏヮﾗデWﾐIWが デｴ;デ ゲヮWﾉﾉWS Sｷゲ;ゲデWヴ W┗Wﾐ aﾗヴ デｴW ﾏﾗゲデ ｴ;ヴS┞ ﾗa ﾏWﾐぐ ┘ｴWﾐ 
combined with the other health problems of modern life, dietary issues 
raised questions about warrior manhood at the very moment that modern 
nations began to emerge.454 
Corpulent men were never referred to as masculine and they were billed as 
a;デ けHﾗ┞ゲげ ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ a;デ けﾏWﾐげく Tｴｷゲ ┘;ゲ ; IﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ デｴW ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW 
showmen creating the displays. They exploited the fact that the fat male body was 
not considered masculine; rather, it was perceived as boyish, soft, weak, and 
feminine. This attack on masculinity was accentuated in the images accompanying 
                                                          
453 Zweiniger-B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ;が けTｴW C┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW AHSﾗﾏWﾐぎ OHWゲｷデ┞ ;ﾐS ‘WS┌Iｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐが 
circa 1900-ヱΓンΓげが p. 262.  
454 Christopher E. Forth, Masculinity in the Modern West: Gender, Civilization and the Body 





the displays. The apprehension surrounding the masculinity of fat men extended 
into anxiety about the sexuality of men who could not control their appetites. Forth 
ﾏ;ｷﾐデ;ｷﾐゲ デｴ;デ けIヴｷデｷIゲ IﾗﾐデWﾐSWS デｴ;デ デｴW ゲﾉｷヮヮWヴ┞ ゲﾉﾗヮW デﾗ WaaWﾏｷﾐ;I┞ ;ﾐS ゲﾗSﾗﾏ┞ 
┘;ゲ ﾉ┌HヴｷI;デWS ┘ｷデｴ ヴｷIｴ aﾗﾗS ;ﾐS Sヴｷﾐﾆぐ455 Therefore, the effeminate fat body was 
regarded as evidence of, or a precursor to, unusual sexual behaviour. Stigmatizing 
the fat body was connected to denouncing deviant sexuality; it was a rejection of 
homosexual practices.456 Therefore, this suggested to the male audience that, if 
they were overweight, they would be observed as effeminate, and perhaps even 
associated with shameful homosexual practices. Ultimately, if the physical risks 
were not an incentive to lose weight, perhaps the social sanctions of fatness would 
encourage the individual to take control of their diet. Therefore, displays exploited 
masculine anxieties and apprehensions to encourage men to evaluate their bodies 
and lifestyles, in a bid to improve the health of holidaymakers. Although fat boys 
were an amusing form of entertainment, their exhibitions undoubtedly had serious 
undertones of social and cultural thought. By linking fatness so closely with identity 
and humour, it associated shame with spectacle, and thus mobilized overweight 
men to engage with reducing culture.              
 
                                                          
455 =. Forth, Masculinity in the Modern West, p. 93.  
456 The Sexual Offences Act 1967 was an Act of Parliament in the United Kingdom. It 
decriminalized homosexual acts in private between two men, at the age of 21. Homosexual 
acts were not decriminalized in Scotland by the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act in 1989, and 





Fat Ladies  
The ways in which fat people were displayed varied between genders. There 
were several ways that fat women were exhibited to the public, which reflected the 
complex societal expectations of women in the twentieth century. In the same way 
as Lenny Mason, Miss Rosie and Ruby Westwood, fat ladies who displayed their 
bodies throughout Britain, portrayed that women should maintain a statistically 
けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS ｴW;ﾉデｴ┞ HﾗS┞く457 F;デ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ ┘WヴW けﾗデｴWヴWSげ aﾗヴ ヮﾗゲゲWゲゲｷﾐｪ ; aヴ;ﾏW 
デｴ;デ SｷS ﾐﾗデ aｷデ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ けﾐﾗヴﾏゲげ ﾗa デｴW デｷﾏWく TｴWir otherness was exposed 
through the revealing costumes that they wore as part of their display, which made 
┗ｷゲｷHﾉW デｴW ﾉW┗Wﾉ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ a;デﾐWゲゲく F;デ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ ┘WヴW けWﾐaヴW;ﾆWSげ デﾗ WﾐIﾗ┌ヴ;ｪW ﾗデｴWヴ 
overweight ladies to diet, so that they could adhere to the societal conventions of 
health, beauty, and glamour. 
The idealized female body transformed at the start of the twentieth century. 
‘ﾗHWヴデ Pﾗﾉﾉ;Iﾆ “WｷS ;ヴｪ┌Wゲが け‘;デｴWヴ ゲ┌SSWﾐﾉ┞が ｷﾐ ヱΓヰΒが デｴW ┗ﾗﾉ┌ヮデ┌ﾗ┌ゲ ｴﾗ┌ヴｪﾉ;ゲゲ 
figure fell out of favor. It was replaced by a body type closer to the one we admire 
today: slender, long-ﾉｷﾏHWSが ;ﾐS ヴWﾉ;デｷ┗Wﾉ┞ ゲデヴ;ｷｪｴデくげ458 Consequently, women had 
to alter their bodies through diet and exercise, to adhere to the dictates of 
contemporary fashion. Additionally, Seid states,  
Slimness was becoming synonymous with grace and elegance, and for the 
first time, the body underneath had to be slim without the aid of rigid body-
                                                          
457 The Era, Saturday 20 February 1909, p. 29.  





ゲｴ;ヮｷﾐｪ ┌ﾐSWヴｪ;ヴﾏWﾐデゲぐ TｴW ﾉﾗ┘Wヴ HﾗS┞が ﾗﾐIW ﾆWヮデ ヮヴｷ┗;デW ;ﾐS ｴｷSSWﾐ 
beneath outer garments, petticoats, and stays, suddenly became more 
exposed and more public.459  
The new preference for a slim and toned physique, and the greater 
exposure of the female body, were evidence of profound cultural changes such as 
the shifting perceptions of the body, health, and to an extent the social position of 
women.460 As the twentieth century progressed, women were permitted to take 
greater control of their bodies and their lives.461 This was reflected in the changing 
idealized body. The display of fat women in freak shows exposed the anxieties that 
ヴWゲ┌ﾉデWS aヴﾗﾏ デｴW WﾏWヴｪWﾐIW ﾗa デｴW ﾏﾗSWヴﾐｷ┣WS ┘ﾗﾏWﾐく けTｴW HﾗS┞ ┘;ゲ ; ﾆW┞ ゲｷデW 
for the construction of femininity. A modern, actively cultivated body was yet 
;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ;ゲヮWIデ ﾗa ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ ﾉｷHWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ Wﾏ;ﾐIｷヮ;デｷﾗﾐが ｪヴW;デWヴ 
gender equality and expanded employment opportunities after the First World 
W;ヴくげ462  
TｴW Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷI デヴ;ﾐゲaﾗヴﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ W┝ヮWIデWS ﾗa ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ HﾗSｷWゲ 
reflected the power ﾗa ; ヴW┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐS I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ ﾉｷ┗Wゲく けPｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW 
promoters aimed to teach women how to acquire health, beauty and racial fitness 
H┞ ヮヴ;IデｷIｷﾐｪ ; ｴ┞ｪｷWﾐｷI ヴWｪｷﾏWﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘;ゲ ;IIWゲゲｷHﾉW ;ﾐS ;aaﾗヴS;HﾉWくげ463 This 
                                                          
459 Seid, Never Too Thin, p. 81.  
460 Seid, Never Too Thin, p. 82.  
461 See Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska, Women in Twentieth century Britain (Harlow, 2001).  
462 Ina Zweiniger-B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ;が けTｴW M;ﾆｷﾐｪ of a Modern Female Body: beauty, health and 
aｷデﾐWゲゲ ｷﾐ ｷﾐデWヴ┘;ヴ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげ WﾗﾏWﾐげゲ Hｷゲデﾗヴ┞ ‘W┗ｷW┘, 20:2 (2011) p. 300.  





included ensuring that they had maintained a healthy weight; that they were not 
too slender nor too fat.464 けIﾐ ｷﾐデWヴ┘;ヴ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐ aWﾏ;ﾉe athleticism, keep-fit classes 
and physical culture were celebrated as emblems of modernity and women who 
cultivated their bodies in the pursuit of beauty, health and fitness represented civic 
┗ｷヴデ┌Wくげ465 
Female dieting culture was part of a wider promotion of beauty, health, and 
fitness discourse, which was aimed at women. Beauty culturalists, such as Annette 
KWﾉﾉWヴﾏ;ﾐﾐ ;ﾐS HWﾉWﾐ; GWﾐデ けヮヴW;IｴWS デｴW ﾏWゲゲ;ｪW ﾗa ｴW;ﾉデｴ ;ﾐS HW;┌デ┞が ;ゲ 
essential prerequisites of a happy marriage, which could be achieved by means of 
ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ SｷWデ ;ﾐS W┝WヴIｷゲWくげ466 Advice was available in a multiplicity of publications. 
There was a burgeoning number of self-help manuals, dieting books, and food-
related magazine articles, which offered women advice on how to lose their surplus 
fat. For example, an article in The Sunday Times revealed that the fashionable world 
had started to condemn fatness, and instead advocated a slender physique. It 
reported,  
The close-fitting gown having come to stay, fatness is de trop に that is to say, 
さﾐﾗデ ｷﾐ ｷデざく F;デ ﾉ;SｷWゲ ;ヴW ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ;デ ; Sｷゲ;S┗;ﾐデ;ｪWく 
There is one loophole of escape, however, for the over-fat laud. Let her get 
a bottle of Marmole Prescription Tablets, and take one tablet after each 
                                                          
464 Zweiniger-B;ヴｪｷWﾉﾗ┘ゲﾆ;が けTｴW M;ﾆｷﾐｪ ﾗa ; MﾗSWヴﾐ FWﾏ;ﾉW BﾗS┞ぎ HW;┌デ┞が ｴW;ﾉデｴ ;nd 
aｷデﾐWゲゲ ｷﾐ ｷﾐデWヴ┘;ヴ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげが p. 307.  
465 Ibid., p. 299.  





meal and at bedtime, and very soon she will be wearing the new modes 
┘ｷデｴ Iﾗﾏaﾗヴデ ;ﾐS ｪヴ;IWくげ467  TｴWゲW デ;HﾉWデゲ ;ヴW け;ﾉゲﾗ ; ┗Wヴ┞ ヮﾉW;ゲ;ﾐデ ﾏWデｴﾗS 
to adopt, for they render dieting and exercising entirely unnecessary.468 
Such publications presented women with quick-fix solutions to their weight 
problems. Rather than suggesting lifestyle changes for the long-term health 
benefits, they promoted the successful short-term answers, that would enable 
women to wear clothing to make themselves physically attractive. However, this 
was also an expression of superior social status.469 けIﾐ ゲWデデｷﾐｪ ┌ヮ ; ゲﾉWﾐSWヴ ｷSW;ﾉが 
fashion also seemed to be performing one of its more venerable functions: 
competitive display of social status. In a curious inversion of popular imagery, the 
poor and lower classes began to be seen as stock and plump rather than as thin and 
┌ﾐSWヴﾐﾗ┌ヴｷゲｴWSぐげ470 Maintaining a body that was in keeping with the idealized 
female frame enabled women to ensure a higher social status than those who could 
not control their bodies.   
As with fat boys, fat ladies had both a physical and a social meaning for 
;┌SｷWﾐIWゲく Mｷゲゲ ‘ﾗゲｷWげゲ W┝ｴｷHｷデ W┝ヮﾗゲWS デｴW ゲﾗIｷWデ;ﾉ ;ヮヮヴWｴWﾐゲｷﾗﾐ ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS デｴ;デ 
changing meaning of womanhood and sexual deviance, in a period in which women 
freer to express their sexual preferences. Miss Rosie was simultaneously feminized 
                                                          
467 "Fashionable World Condemns Fat." Sunday Times [London, England] 18 Dec. 1910: 
15. The Sunday Times Digital Archive. Web. 23 Jan. 2017. 
468 Ibid.  
469 L┌I┞ H;ヴデﾉW┞が けA “IｷWﾐIW ﾗa BW;┌デ┞い FWﾏｷﾐｷﾐｷデ┞が FｷデﾐWゲゲが ;ﾐS デｴW Nineteenth century 
Pｴ┞ゲｷﾗｪﾐﾗﾏｷIげが Women: A Cultural Review, 12:1 (2001), p. 19 





and sexualized, and therefore portrayed several concepts specifically to female 
holidaymakers.471 The carte de visit depicted Miss Rosie as overtly feminine, as she 
was carrying and wearing flowers in her hair.472 The flowers signified beauty, purity, 
elegance, and innocence; they revealed the character of the fat lady. Furthermore, 
; ﾐW┘ゲヮ;ヮWヴ ヴWヮﾗヴデ ﾗﾐ Mｷゲゲ ‘ﾗゲｷWげゲ W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐ ゲデ;デWSが け“ｴW ｷゲ Wﾐｪ;ｪWS ;デ 
needlework, but at your entrance a smile creases her face, and almost hides her 
W┞Wゲ ｷﾐ ヴﾗﾉﾉゲ ﾗa a;デくげ473 Miss Rosie was both costumed in feminine clothing and 
displayed occupied with pastimes that were typically associated with women, which 
revealed to the audience that female holidaymakers were expected to reflect upon 
her exhibition. These aspects of her display reinforced her social normality and 
enabled people to relate themselves to the person in front of them.  
While Miss Rosie reinforced gender stereotypes, she concurrently defied 
them.  A newspaper report that detailed her exhiHｷデｷﾗﾐ SｷゲIﾉﾗゲWSが け“ｴW ┘W;ヴゲ ; 
aﾉ;ﾏHﾗ┞;ﾐデ W┗Wﾐｷﾐｪ ｪﾗ┘ﾐが ゲﾉWW┗WﾉWゲゲ ;ﾐS I┌デ ヮWヴｷﾉﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ﾉﾗ┘ぐげ ┘ｴｷIｴ ヴW┗W;ﾉWS デｴW 
inherent concern with the sexual deviance of the fat lady.474 The uncovering of skin 
was considered inappropriate for women even within the relaxed boundaries of 
                                                          
471 For male holidaymakers, they may have regarded her as attractive or sexual. Female 
holidaymakers were more likely to compare their body to her body, assessing their 
けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げ ﾗヴ け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げく  
472 Figure 4.3 Carte de Visit for Miss Rosie, c. 1900, Wellcome Library, London. EPH WD. 
Freaks:1:1. 
473 Ibid. 
474 The Local and Family History Centre, Blackpool Central Library, Cyril Critchlow Collection. 
Newspaper Clippings.けG;┣WデデW ;ﾐS HWヴ;ﾉS ヰΓっヰΒっヱΓンヰげ; However, there was a difference 
between the carte de visit and the way that the fat lady was verbally constructed in 
newspapers. Perhaps this is because it encouraged people to frequent the exhibit if they 





British seaside resorts. Moreover, her inability to control her hunger for food was 
ヮWヴIWｷ┗WS ;ゲ Wケ┌;ﾉ デﾗ ;ﾐ ｷﾐI;ヮ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ デﾗ ヴWｪ┌ﾉ;デW ｴWヴ ゲW┝┌;ﾉ SWゲｷヴWゲが ;ゲ けｴ┌ﾐｪWヴ aﾗヴ 
ゲW┝ ;ﾐS aﾗヴ aﾗﾗS ┘WヴW ﾐﾗデ ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐWS ;ゲ ヴ;SｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲWヮ;ヴ;デW ┌ヴｪWゲげく475 The 
sexualization of Miss Rosie, through her revealing dress and the unveiling of her 
excess skin, dictated to female spectators that they should remain within the 
confines of British womanhood and retain complete control over their sexual 
desires. Such exhibits sought to encourage the women who attended the display to 
ﾆWWヮ デｴWｷヴ HﾗSｷWゲ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW IﾗﾐaｷﾐWゲ ﾗa ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉが ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉが ;ﾐS ゲW┝┌;ﾉ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げく Aゲ 
with displays of difference in the nineteenth century, freak shows simultaneously 
entertained and educated British holidaymakers in the twentieth century. Not only 
did freak show acts demonstrate the importance of maintaining a normative 
physicality but they revealed the necessity of staying within the confines of British 
social boundaries.  
Conclusion  
As the twentieth century progressed there was an awareness of the effect of excess 
weight on personal health and wellbeing. WｴｷﾉW デｴW けH┌ﾐｪヴ┞ Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSげ SWH;デW ヴ;ｷゲWS 
concerns about the malnutrition of the British working classes there were also 
anxieties surrounding the rising obesity rates of the middle classes. Dieting 
literature utilized fat freaks such as Daniel Lambert to encourage people to lose 
┘Wｷｪｴデく Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ けWﾐaヴW;ﾆｷﾐｪげ デｴW a;デ HﾗS┞が ﾏWSｷI;ﾉ ヮヴﾗaWゲゲｷﾗﾐ;ﾉゲ Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ デﾗｪWデｴWヴ 
medical discourse and popular culture, and employed it to educate the public on 
                                                          





the reasons why they should commit to losing weight. Obesity was condemned 
because of the physical risks associated with being overweight. However, there 
were numerous social sanctions that faced those who were too fat, including not 
being able to find clothes to fit or being unable to sit in an airplane seat. This 
chapter has argued that displays of fat people in freak shows were understood in 
relation to the contemporary health discourse surrounding the rising obesity rates 
in the middle classes. Comparable with the exhibitions of starvation performers, 
Miss Rosie and Lenny Mason were the epitome of what the British public should 
not be. Fat people gave audiences a tangible example of what was considered 
physically unhealthy. They had significant social meaning as well. For instance, a fat 
woman exposed their inability to control their sexual appetite, whilst a fat man 
showed himself to be effeminate and emasculated. However, through the 
construction of the fat person has funny, and the association of fatness with 
humiliation and shame, being overweight became a stigmatized and embarrassing 
problem. The display of fat freaks encouraged the understanding of fat people as 
け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS けｴ┌ﾏﾗヴﾗ┌ゲげが Hﾗデｴ ヴWaﾉWIデｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS reaffirming the promotion of 
ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ ;ﾐS ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げく Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ﾉW;ヴﾐｷﾐｪ ;Hﾗ┌デ HﾗS┞ ﾏ;ﾐ;ｪWﾏWﾐデ ;ﾐS 
partaking in healthy activities, such as those provided by the WﾗﾏWﾐげゲ LW;ｪ┌W ﾗa 
Health and Beauty and The New Health Society men and women were encouraged 








けEﾐデｷヴWﾉ┞ Nﾗヴﾏ;ﾉ M;ﾐ に TｴW WﾗヴﾉSげゲ 
GヴW;デWゲデ Lｷ┗ｷﾐｪ FヴW;ﾆげぎ FヴW;ﾆｷゲｴ 
Sexuality at British Seaside Resorts.  
Introduction  
An article published in the Exeter and Plymouth Gazette, on Saturday 9th 
August 1930 described a court case involving one of the most fascinating freak 
show exhibitors to display themselves for the amusement of British holidaymakers 
デﾗ デｴW Iﾗ;ゲデき けデｴW ﾏ;ﾐ-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげが デｴW けaヴW;ﾆ デｴ;デ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗ aヴW;ﾆげく476 The newspaper 
report outlined, 
A remarkable story of a man who described himself as half man and half 
woman was told at Blackpool yesterday, when three men were committed 
for trial on charges of conspiracy and fraud. The police stated that at an 
amusement arcade in Blackpool one of the defendants was on show 
wearing a false breast on the left side and a band around his head with hair 
protruding on the left side, but on the right it was closely cut. He told the 
audience that his abnormal condition was discovered when he was young, 
but the truth was that his body was that of an entirely normal male. The 
defence was that it was just showmanship.477 
                                                          






A similarly curious story was published in the Yorkshire Evening Post in 1930 
ﾗa ; けｴ;ﾉa-man, half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ;S┗Wrtised as Josephine-Joseph. Josephine Waas, an 
;┗Wヴ;ｪW HｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ aWﾏ;ﾉWが ┘;ゲ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞WS ;ゲ ; けｴ;ﾉa-man, half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ 
seaside resorts for the entertainment of the holidaying public, in search of cheap 
thrills and titillating amusement. The article exposed the controversy associated 
┘ｷデｴ デｴW Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞が ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘;ゲ ヴWヮﾗヴデWSﾉ┞ けSWIWｷ┗ｷﾐｪげ デﾗ┌ヴｷゲデゲ ｷﾐデﾗ ヴW;ゲﾗﾐｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ デｴW┞ 
were observing an authentic hermaphrodite.  
George Waas, who has been ヴ┌ﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ; けｴ;ﾉa ﾏ;ﾐが ｴ;ﾉa ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ exhibition 
known as Josephine-Joseph, at Temple Beach, Blackpool, was fined £25 for 
false pretences. His wife, Josephine, who was also charged with the offence, 
and was the exhibit, was discharged on condition that neither of them hold 
the exhibition again. Superintendent R. Hannan said the case was not 
brought with any spirit of vindictiveness, but with a view to protecting the 
gullible public who paid to see the exhibition. It was stated thaデ W;;ゲげゲ ┘ｷaW 
was exhibited as Josephine-JﾗゲWヮｴが ｴ;ﾉa ﾏ;ﾐが ｴ;ﾉa ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐが デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾉSげゲ 
greatest living freak.478 
けH;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ┘WヴW ; ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ;ﾐS I;ヮデｷ┗;デｷﾐｪ aﾗヴﾏ ﾗa ;ﾏ┌ゲWﾏWﾐデ 
in British coastal locations, with thousands of holidaymakers frequenting the 
exhibits each summer season. Often presented as a brother and sister in one body, 
they possessed names that accentuated their physical ambiguity, such as 
けJﾗゲWヮｴｷﾐW-JﾗゲWヮｴげが けPｴｷﾉ-Pｴ┞ﾉﾉｷゲげが ﾗヴ けK;ヴﾉ-K;デヴｷﾐ;げが Wﾐゲ┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ┘WヴW 
                                                          





aware that the person on stage possessed characteristics that were both masculine 
and feminine but was not fully one or the other. Large plaques outside the booths 
┘ｴｷIｴ ｴﾗ┌ゲWS デｴW Wケ┌ｷ┗ﾗI;ﾉ ヮWヴaﾗヴﾏWヴゲ ケ┌WゲデｷﾗﾐWS ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ﾏ;ﾆWヴゲが けIゲ ｷデ ; ﾏ;ﾐが ﾗヴ 
ｷゲ ｷデ ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐいげ ;ﾐS ゲｷSWゲｴﾗ┘ H;ヴﾆWヴゲ WﾐIﾗ┌ヴ;ｪWS デｴWﾏ デﾗ aｷﾐS ﾗ┌デ aﾗヴ デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ 
by looking, and in turn, making their own decision about the body on display.479 In 
the 1930s, there was public curiosity towards sexual ambiguity; both science and 
the state classified people into distinct genders, which subsequently reinforced 
stereotypical societal gender norms for both men and women, and safeguarded 
social stability in Britain, through the promotion of strictly gendered public and 
private spheres, achieved through the elevation and promotion of marital 
relationships for stable and successful lives.  
けH;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ I;ヮｷデ;ﾉｷ┣ed on the intrigue, debate, and anxiety 
surrounding sexual indistinctness, and therefore, attracted a multiplicity of 
holidaymakers to their displays. The seaside space was important in the creation of 
the public discourse surrounding these exhibitions. Judy Hemmingway argues that 
space and place are important in the production of sexual cultures through 
;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW Hｷﾐ;ヴ┞ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW けげ┘ｴﾗﾉWゲﾗﾏWげ ;ﾐS デｴW けヴ;aaｷゲｴげ デﾗ ゲｴﾗ┘ ｴﾗ┘ 
SｷゲﾗヴSWヴ ｷゲ Hﾗデｴ ;IIﾗﾏヮﾉｷゲｴWS ;ﾐS SﾗﾏWゲデｷI;デWS ｷﾐ Iﾗ;ゲデ;ﾉ ヴWゲﾗヴデゲくげ 480 The space 
was particularly important in understanding sexual deviance within the seaside 
                                                          
479 True hermaphrodites were extremely rare and seldom exhibited themselves in the freak 
show. In fact, many hermaphrodites did not like to have the medical profession involved 
and declined examination.  
480 J┌S┞ HWﾏﾏｷﾐｪ┘;┞が け“W┝┌;ﾉ LW;ヴﾐｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS デｴW “W;ゲｷSWぎ ‘WﾉﾗI;デｷﾐｪ デｴW けDｷヴデ┞ WWWﾆWﾐSげ 





freak show, as けTｴW Iﾗ;ゲデ;ﾉ aヴｷﾐｪW ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾃ┌ゲデ ; デﾗヮﾗｪヴ;ヮｴｷI ﾏ;ヴｪｷﾐ H┌デ ; ゲｷデW ﾗa 
ﾏ;ヴｪｷﾐ;ﾉｷデ┞ ┘ｴWヴW けｷﾏﾏﾗヴ;ﾉげ ﾉWｷゲ┌ヴW ;Iデｷ┗ｷデｷWゲが ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴｷデｴWヴデﾗ ┘WヴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ヮWヴﾏｷデデWS 
during reguﾉ;デWS ｷﾐデWヴ┗;ﾉゲ ﾗa ヴWｷﾐ┗ｷｪﾗヴ;デｷﾗﾐが I;ﾐ デ;ﾆW ヮﾉ;IW ;ﾉﾉ ┞W;ヴ ヴﾗ┌ﾐSくげ481 Non-
traditional sexual behaviour, such as pre-martial sex, was more permissible at 
British seaside resorts, due to the liminal nature of the seaside space. Therefore, it 
was a pertinent environment in which to discuss and understand a variety of sexual 
practices, as they were more likely to occur in marginal locations, sites of 
experimentation, anonymity, and loosened social normsく Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-
men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮWヴｷﾗS Wncapsulated broader societal discourse on the 
indistinctness between men and women throughout the 1920s and 1930s, which 
was categorised by the emergence of women from the private to the public sphere, 
and a crisis of masculinity following the First World War in 1918.  
Confusion surrounded the blurred boundaries between men and women in 
the period was reflected in the numerous court cases reported in local newspapers. 
Through condemning sexually deviant performers within the confines of a legal 
case, lawyers could show that sexual indistinctness was improper in a court of law. 
This revealed to the general British public that, while it might have been an 
acceptable form of entertainment, sexual deviance of any kind was not permissible. 
The court cases reinforced that the performers were not sexually ambiguous, 
rather, they were a deceptive form of amusement. Court involvement in the 
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exhibitions revealed the ゲデ;デWげゲ need to portray to the public that being half way 
between a man and women was unlikely, undesirable, and objectionable. Thus, the 
judgements reinforced the social conventions associated with maintaining gender 
norms, within a period of unprecedented societal transformation of gender and the 
role of women in the first half of the twentieth century. 
ThW Iﾗ┌ヴデ I;ゲWゲ IﾗﾐゲｷゲデWﾐデﾉ┞ IヴｷデｷIｷ┣WS Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ aﾗヴ 
two main reasons. Firstly, they were reported to be misleading, and secondly, they 
┘WヴW ﾉ;HWﾉﾉWS ;ゲ けｷﾐSWIWﾐデげく TｴW ﾐW┘ゲヮ;ヮWヴ ヴWヮﾗヴデゲ デｴ;デ SﾗI┌ﾏWﾐデWS デｴW Iﾗ┌ヴデ 
proceedings revealed the construction of such performances for the public, 
demonstrating how they were created to convey meaning to the holidaying masses 
at seaside resorts, which reflected the indistinctness and instability of traditional 
binary conceptualisations of gender and sexuality between 1920 and 1940. The 
newspaper reports on the court cases provide useful insight into the construction of 
けｴ;ﾉa-man, half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲが ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ デｴW ゲ┌HゲWケ┌Wﾐデ ヮ┌HﾉｷI ヴW;Iデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴWﾏく 
For example, the local police visited an exhiHｷデﾗヴ ヮヴﾗﾏﾗデWS ;ゲ さ“Wﾐﾗヴ-“Wﾐﾗヴｷデ;ざ ｷﾐ 
1930, after receiving an anonymous tip-off from a concerned resident. Describing 
デｴW ゲｴﾗ┘ ;ゲ けｷﾐSWIWﾐデげ ;ﾐS けﾐﾗデ ゲ┌ｷデ;HﾉW aﾗヴ IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐげが ｴW ﾐﾗデWS デｴ;デ デｴW ゲｷSWゲｴﾗ┘ 
barker stood outside the booth, shouting the question さIゲ ｷデ ; ﾏ;ﾐ ﾗヴ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐいざ デﾗ 
intrigued onlookers, encouraging them to pay the fee and see for themselves.  
The policeman reported what he found inside the booth: けTｴW ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ 





lighデ Iﾗ┗Wヴｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴく TｴW ﾉWaデ HヴW;ゲデ ;ヮヮW;ヴWS デﾗ HW ヮ;SSWSくげ482 To enhance 
the feminine characteristics of the biological male who was exhibited, the showmen 
ｷﾐゲWヴデWS ゲ┌ヮヮﾉWﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞ ヮ;SSｷﾐｪ デﾗ デｴW ヮWヴaﾗヴﾏWヴげゲ Iﾗゲデ┌ﾏWが デﾗ ｪｷ┗W デｴW ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa 
breasts and hｷヮゲく TｴW ┘ｷデﾐWゲゲ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌WSが けOﾐ デｴW ﾉWaデ ｴ;ﾐS ┘;ゲ ; ﾉ;S┞げゲ ヴｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS ﾗﾐ 
デｴW ヴｷｪｴデ ｴ;ﾐS ; ｪWﾐデﾉWﾏ;ﾐげゲ ゲｷｪﾐWデ ヴｷﾐｪくげ483 F┌ヴデｴWヴﾏﾗヴWが けTｴW ﾉWaデ ﾉWｪが ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘;ゲ 
bare, had no hair on it at all, and it had the appearance of having been shaved and 
powdered. The right ﾉWｪ ┘;ゲ ｴ;ｷヴ┞く Oﾐ デｴW ﾉWaデ aﾗﾗデ ; ﾉ;S┞げゲ ゲｴﾗW ┘;ゲ ┘ﾗヴﾐ ;ﾐS ﾗﾐ 
デｴW ヴｷｪｴデ ; ｪWﾐデﾉWﾏ;ﾐげゲ ゲｴﾗWくげ484 Even the position in which the defendant was 
standing was designed to promote the divided and indistinct gender of the 
ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉく け“デく Jﾗｴﾐ ┘;ゲ ゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ ﾗﾐe leg bent and the other straight, thus 
revealing muscles. He drew the attention of the public to the contrasts of both 
ゲｷSWゲが ﾉWaデ ;ﾐS ヴｷｪｴデくげ485 The detail given by newspaper reports exposed what was 
revealed to the public when they stepped into the covered booth; the article 
detailed the numerous methods through which the showmen and, indeed, 
performers, constructed the exhibit to delude the public, through posture, hair 
removal, and astute costuming. Interestingly, it allowed readers to appease their 
curiosity without even going to the show.  
The legal profession took the case so seriously because of the promotion of 
ambiguity within the show. The defendant in the case argued with the prosecution, 
                                                          









ゲデ;デｷﾐｪが けWW Sﾗﾐげデ ゲ;┞ ｷデ ｷゲ ヮ;ヴデ ﾏ;ﾐ ;ﾐS ヮ;ヴデ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ H┌デ ﾉWave it to you to find 
ﾗ┌デくげ486 TｴW ┘ｷデﾐWゲゲ ｷﾐゲｷゲデWSが けHW ｷゲ ; ﾏ;ﾐげ ;ﾐS デｴW SWaWﾐS;ﾐデ ヴWヮﾉｷWS けYes he is, but 
┘W Sﾗﾐげデ ゲ;┞ ┘ｴ;デ ｴW ｷゲくげ487 Although he did not deny that the show was created for 
the purpose of entertainment, he suggested that he had done nothing wrong as he 
ｴ;S ﾐW┗Wヴ Iﾉ;ｷﾏWS デｴ;デ け“Wﾐﾗヴ-“Wﾐﾗヴｷデ;げ was ; けｴ;ﾉa-man, half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげが ﾏWヴWﾉ┞ デｴ;デ 
they could be.  
Further comments were made about the advertisements that were placed 
outside the show to intrigue curious holidaymakers and excursionists. Signage was 
used to artistic effect; one such sign presented a man and woman partially naked 
;ﾐS ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ SWIﾉ;ヴWSが けIゲ ｷデ ｴ;ﾉa ﾏ;ﾐ ｴ;ﾉa ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐいげ Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが デｴW ┘ﾗヴSゲ けｷゲ ｷデげ were 
extraordinarily small and, therefore, could not be seen from a distance.488 
Objections were made about the billboards which were accused of duping the 
public into believing they viewed an authentic freak of nature. Ultimately, 
newspaper reports on the display exposed the dissatisfaction that local authorities, 
and the British public, had surrounding the diゲヮﾉ;┞ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげが 
which related primarily to the challenge to traditional gender and sexuality. 
Moreover, they demonstrated the fervent attempt to prosecute those involved 
with the creation, promotion, and performance of such exhibitions. While other 
exhibitions, such as the starving brides faced police intervention, the cases were 
ﾐﾗデ ヴWヮﾗヴデWS ;ゲ ┘ｷSWﾉ┞ ﾗヴ ;ゲ ｷﾐ SWヮデｴが ;ゲ デｴﾗゲW ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげが ;ゲ デｴWヴW 
                                                          








were moral implications of accepting confused gender or sexuality within 
entertainment spaces, even those in which sexual immorality was more apparent. 
Through the involvement of the legal profession in these cases, there was wider 
condemnation of others engaging in deviant sexual practices or behaviours. When 
placed within their contemporary context, they provide insight into representations 
and perceptions of gender and sexuality, both through the construction of, and 
reaction to, the exhibitions at British seaside resorts in the period between 1920 
and 1940.  
Scholarl┞ ヴWゲW;ヴIｴ デｴ;デ aﾗI┌ゲWゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ 
predominantly concentrates on the nineteenth century. Leslie Fiedler notes that, 
Before unisex clothes and hairstyling, even such superficial counterfeits of 
androgyny seem to have provided audiences with a sufficient thrill, though 
there were always those who wanted more and were willing to pay to see 
デｴW さﾏﾗヴヮｴﾗSｷデWゲざ ゲデヴｷヮ Sﾗ┘ﾐ ;ﾐS ヴW┗W;ﾉ デｴ;デ ﾗﾐW HヴW;ゲデ ┘;ゲ a┌ﾉﾉ ;ﾐS 
hairless, the other flat and furry. Their genitals, however, even inside the 
tent were usually concealed, though the spieler hinted at their double 
ﾐ;デ┌ヴWが ;ﾐS ゲﾗﾏWデｷﾏWゲ ; ゲWﾉWIデ aW┘ ふ;ﾉﾏﾗゲデ ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ さｪWﾐデﾉWﾏWﾐ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ざぶ ┘WヴW 
permitted to gaze at the final mystery.489  
However, most performers did not reveal their genitals, rather keeping the 
suspense, and presumably hiding the fact that they were not truly hermaphrodites. 
                                                          





NﾗﾐWデｴWﾉWゲゲが け“ﾗﾏW a;ｷヴｪヴﾗ┌ﾐS HWヴﾏ;ヮｴヴﾗSｷデWゲ ﾏ┌ゲデ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ デヴ┌W ｷﾐデWヴゲW┝Wゲが 
freaky enough to satisfy any beholder; but most in all probability were fakes, just 
trying to make a living に or, responding, perhaps, to a psychic dissatisfaction with 
デｴWｷヴ ヮｴ┞ゲｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ｪWﾐSWヴくげ490  
A significant portion of the historical research on hermaphrodites has 
focused on the debate between entertainment and medical science. Geertje Mak 
examines the case of Katharina/Karl Hohmann, who was the subject of one of the 
most famous cases of hermaphroditism in nineteenth century medical science. She 
notes the popularity of hermaphrodite displays, 
Hermaphrodites on show often travelled around, probably following the 
itineraries of fairs at which they could show themselves to curious 
audiences. The most famous hermaphrodites travelled all over Europe. It is 
likely that most of them tried to combine public shows with demonstrations 
for medical scientists, as this not only allowed them to earn money, but 
provided them with authenticating certificates which added credibility to 
their shows for the general public.491 
Mak specifically analyses the relationship between popular culture and 
scientific curiosity, demonstrating the overlap between two distinct aspects of 
society and culture.  
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491 GWWヴデﾃｷW M;ﾆが けHWヴﾏ;ヮｴヴﾗSｷデWゲ ﾗﾐ “ｴﾗ┘ぎ TｴW C;ゲW ﾗa K;デｴ;ヴｷﾐ;っK;ヴﾉ Hﾗｴﾏ;ﾐﾐ ;ﾐS ｷデゲ 






During the first half of the nineteenth century, hospitals had become places 
┘ｴWヴW ｷﾉﾉﾐWゲゲWゲ ┘WヴW けW┝ｴｷHｷデWSげ ゲﾗ デｴ;デ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾉW;ヴﾐ aヴﾗﾏ ﾗHゲWヴ┗ｷﾐｪ 
patients and dissecting their deceased bodies. This is the reason that 
hospitals in Europe were mainly occupied by poor people; the rich avoided 
these places of experimentation and exhibition as much as possible. 
Hermaphrodites seeking advice about their sex primarily visited private 
practices, however, and there were new diagnostic techniques such as the 
palpation of the inner organs of generation through penetration of the anus 
and vagina and catheterisation using a speculum were only very hesitantly 
introduced. Hermaphrodites who were willing to expose themselves in 
W┝Iｴ;ﾐｪW aﾗヴ ﾏﾗﾐW┞が デｴWヴWaﾗヴWが ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS ヮヴWIｷﾗ┌ゲ WS┌I;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ けﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉげく492 
The medical profession in Britain continued their curiosity and research into 
intersexuality in the twentieth century. Physicians were interested in understanding 
the effect of a more equal society and culture on the female body in the 1920s, 
when there was fervent interest in female equality. Walter Heape, a medical 
ヮヴ;IデｷデｷﾗﾐWヴが HWﾉｷW┗WS デｴ;デ けWﾏ;ﾐIｷヮ;デWS aWﾏ;ﾉW ;Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ;ﾉゲﾗ ﾉWad to a 
physiological sex reversal in which the properly dominant female sexual 
physiological atrophied and the properly latent and vestigial male physiological 
SW┗WﾉﾗヮWSくげ493 Medical professionals argued that through engaging with masculine 
activities, such as pursuing an extensive education, women might cause their 
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Nineteenth century Medical Science, pp. 65-83. 
493 Lｷゲ; C;ヴゲデWﾐゲが けUﾐHWIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ WﾗﾏWﾐぎ “W┝ ヴW┗Wヴゲ;ﾉ ｷﾐ デｴW “IｷWﾐデｷaｷI DｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW ﾗﾐ FWﾏ;ﾉW 





female bodies to spontaneously change sex. The research on spontaneous sex 
change was published in the British Medical Journal, exposing the continued 
fascination with and research conducted into, ambiguous gender and sexuality. 
James Vernon demonstrates how such ideas were evident within popular 
WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデ ヮ┌ヴゲ┌ｷデゲく HW ﾐﾗデWゲが けTｴW ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデ aﾉ┌ｷSｷデ┞ ﾗa ｪWﾐSWヴ ;ﾐS Iﾉ;ゲゲ ヴﾗﾉWゲ 
following World War I and the greater uncertainty that consequently began to 
haunt social exchanges, especially in cities, may well help to explain the 
proliferation of cheap novels that plotted the adventures of those who 
ﾏ;ゲケ┌Wヴ;SWS ふ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ぶ ;Iヴﾗゲゲ Iﾉ;ゲゲ ﾗヴ ﾗII┌ヮ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴｷWゲ ｷﾐ ヮ┌ヴゲ┌ｷデ ﾗa ﾉﾗ┗Wくげ494 
Similarly, Alison Oヴ;ﾏ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲが けSwapping around with gender was surely dangerous 
and transgressive, however theatrical, in a period when gender identity was 
SWWﾏWS デﾗ HW aｷ┝WS H┞ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ;ﾐS ｪWﾐSWヴ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ┘WヴW ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ IﾗﾐデWゲデWSくげ495 
Tｴｷゲ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ ゲｷデ┌;デWゲ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉf-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげが ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ 
contemporary anxieties surrounding the significance of heteronormative 
relationships, the belief of the medical profession that women could 
W┝デWﾏヮﾗヴ;ﾐWﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ Iｴ;ﾐｪW ゲW┝が ;ﾐS デｴW ﾏﾗ┌ﾐデｷﾐｪ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ けﾏ;ﾐﾐｷゲｴ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ 
;ﾐS けWaaWﾏｷﾐ;デW ﾏWﾐげ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞く TｴW ヮWヴｷﾗS HWデ┘WWﾐ ヱΓヰヰ ;ﾐS ヱΓヵヰ ┘;ゲ 
one of burgeoning medical and scientific knowledge of male and female bodies, as 
well as transforming principles on both heterosexual and homosexual behaviour. 
Displays of ambiguously sexed people encapsulated the discourse on marriage, 
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495 Alison Oram, HWヴ H┌ゲH;ﾐS W;ゲ A Wﾗﾏ;ﾐぁ Wﾗﾏ;ﾐげゲ ｪWﾐSWヴ-crossing in modern British 





sexuality, and gender stereotypes, against a backdrop of monumental societal 
change. Within the coastal environment, such debates were particularly pertinent, 
as sexual licentiousness was more acceptable than within urban locations. 
Removed from their everyday lives, people were permitted to engage in a variety of 
activities which were less acceptable in their daily routines. The seaside space 
became almost synonymous with experimental sexual activity ;ゲ けデｴW ┌sual 
constraints on behaviour are suspended, however provisionally, to give a broader 
acceptability to or at least tolerance of, a variety of sexual partners and practices, 
or unscheduled bodily exposure or drink-fuelled raucousness, ribaldry or indelicacy, 
ﾗヴ デｴW Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｪヴW;ゲ┞ aﾗﾗS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW aｷﾐｪWヴゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ゲデヴWWデくげ496 As 
Charlotte Charteris posits, けTｴW ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWﾐSWヴゲ ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉ デｴW ゲヮ;デｷ;ﾉ ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴぐげ, 
demonstrating that the marginal coastal space made acceptable marginal social 
behaviour.497  
The Iﾗ┌ヴデ I;ゲWゲ aW;デ┌ヴｷﾐｪ けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ;デ デｴW IWﾐデヴW W┝ヮﾗゲWS ; 
larger struggle between the legal profession, the medical establishment, and 
popular culture. VWヴﾐﾗﾐ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲが けTｴW ﾉ;┘ ｴ;ゲ ﾉﾗﾐｪ ﾗII┌ヮｷWS ; IWﾐデヴ;ﾉ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ 
histories of sexuality, not least because its processes have provided a rich and rare 
ゲﾗ┌ヴIW ﾗa ヴWIﾉ;ｷﾏｷﾐｪ デｴW さW┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIWざ ﾗa ゲ┌Hﾃ┌ｪ;デWS さｴﾗﾏﾗゲW┝┌;ﾉざ ゲ┌HﾃWIデゲくげ498 
Tｴ┌ゲが デｴW Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ;デ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデゲが SｷゲIﾉﾗゲWS 
                                                          
496 John Walton, The British Seaside: Holidays and Resorts in the Twentieth century 
(Manchester, 2000), p. 3.  
497 Cｴ;ヴﾉﾗデデW Cｴ;ヴデWヴｷゲが け“┌ﾐが “W;が ;ﾐS “W┝┌;ﾉ DW┗ｷ;ﾐIWぎ TｴW Bヴｷデｷゲｴ Nﾗｷヴ TｴヴｷﾉﾉWヴ ﾗa デｴW Lﾗﾐｪ 
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contemporary attitudes to sexual deviance in the period, as they provided a space 
ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI Iﾗ┌ﾉS HWデデWヴ IﾗﾏヮヴWｴWﾐS ゲW┝┌;ﾉ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げ ;ﾐS け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げく 
CﾗﾐゲWケ┌Wﾐデﾉ┞が H┞ ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞ｷﾐｪ デｴW けｴ;ﾉa-man, half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ;ゲ ; aヴW;ﾆが デｴW┞ ヴWｷﾐaﾗヴIWS 
that maintaining a heteronormative sexual life, would both ensure and emphasise 
the social normality of those who adhered to such principles.  
Gender and Sexuality in Interwar Britain 
Deviant gender and sexuality caused substantial anxiety and tension amidst 
the British public in interwar Britain. Emma Vickers suggests that the turn of the 
デ┘WﾐデｷWデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ ﾏ;ヴﾆWS けぐ; デｷﾏW ┘ｴWﾐ けデｴW WﾐWﾏｷWゲ ﾗa ﾏﾗSWヴﾐが ﾐﾗヴﾏ;デｷ┗W 
masculinity seemed everywhere on the attack: women were attempting to break 
ﾗ┌デ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ヴﾗﾉWぎ さ┌ﾐﾏ;ﾐﾉ┞ ﾏWﾐざ ;ﾐS さ┌ﾐ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐﾉ┞ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐざ ぐ┘ere 
HWIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ ﾏﾗヴW ┗ｷゲｷHﾉWくげ499 This exposed the binary between gender and power, and 
the unsettlement of the public and private spheres in the immediate interwar 
period.   
There were increasingly indistinct boundaries between men and women; 
men were perceived as becoming more feminine, and women, it was argued, were 
becoming more masculine. Although, at the outbreak for the First World War, 
EﾏﾏWﾉｷﾐW P;ﾐﾆｴ┌ヴゲデ ゲ┌ゲヮWﾐSWS デｴW ;Iデｷ┗ｷデｷWゲ ﾗa デｴW WﾗﾏWﾐげゲ “ﾗIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐS PﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ 
Union, the female involvement in the war effort did much to transform the 
traditional perceptions of the place of women in British society. In 1918, the 
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Representation of the People Act permitted women over 30 years old, who met 
specific property criteria, to vote. Nonetheless, the anxieties surrounding indistinct 
boundaries between men and women was reflected in the labelling of female 
ゲ┌aaヴ;ｪWデデWゲが I;ﾏヮ;ｷｪﾐｷﾐｪ aﾗヴ デｴW ヴｷｪｴデ デﾗ ┗ﾗデWが ;ゲ け┌ﾐゲW┝WSげが S┌W デﾗ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ｷﾐｪ 
supposedly unfeminine characteristics. Undoubtedly, the twentieth century marked 
a change in the role and position of women in British society. The First and Second 
World Wars brought women out of the domestic sphere, and into the working 
environment. Many women operated munitions factories, which led to them 
working in sectors formerly reserved for men; they became bus conductors, 
engineers, worked on farms, and gained employment in the civil service. However, 
women were not granted equal voting rights to men until 1928. Nevertheless, the 
ability for some women to vote marked broader changes in the perception, 
representation, and status of women in British society.  
As women became more involved in the public sphere, there was concern 
about the lack of distinction between men and women, which, it was believed, 
might progress into further societal and moral degradation. For example, sexual 
inversion, the belief in an inborn reversal of gender traits, was manifested in men 
inclined to traditionally feminine pursuits and dress.500 These beliefs were 
exacerbated as women began to dress in a more masculine way throughout the 
1920s. Thus, they were not only behaving like men, but dressing like them too. 
                                                          
500 Sexual inversion was termed as such in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, 
;ﾐS ┘;ゲ ; デｴWﾗヴ┞ ┘ｴｷIｴ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデWS デｴ;デ ｪ;┞ ﾏWﾐ ;ﾐS ﾉWゲHｷ;ﾐゲ ┘WヴW ゲW┝┌;ﾉ さｷﾐ┗Wヴデゲざが ヮWﾗヮﾉW 
who were physically male or female on the outside but who internally felt that they were 





けAaデWヴ デｴW Fｷヴゲデ WﾗヴﾉS W;ヴが デｴW aﾉ┌ｷSｷデ┞ ﾗa Iﾉ;ゲゲ ;ﾐS ｪWﾐSWヴ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴｷWゲ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘WS 
women to experiment with masquerading as a discourse and cross-dressing 
became de rigeur aﾗヴ デｴW a;ゲｴｷﾗﾐ;HﾉW ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ ;Hﾗ┌デ デﾗ┘ﾐくげ501 Moreover, Lisa 
C;ヴゲデWﾐゲ ﾐﾗデWゲが けWｷデｴｷﾐ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW ｷデ ﾉ;ヴｪWﾉ┞ ﾏW;ﾐデ デｴ;デ ゲｴW ﾉﾗﾗﾆWS ;ﾐS 
acted in ways counter to normative feminine behaviour に whether because she 
spurned such conventions as feminine dress, marriage, and motherhood or because 
she did so symbolically by her right to pursue male education, professions, and 
ヮﾗﾉｷデｷIゲくげ502 In fact, a plethora of newspaper articles commented on the rising 
ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ﾗa けﾏ;ﾐﾐｷゲｴ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ;ﾐS デｴW ;aaWIデ this might have on the nation. An 
article in the Leeds Mercury, published in 1920 revealed that men should be 
concerned about the growing propensity that some women had towards masculine 
traits and activities; it revealed the apprehension about women asserting gender 
equality. Their entry into the male space led to an assumption of masculine 
character and behaviours. 
The mannish woman is with us, we are told, and man must look out, lest he 
be shouldered out of the way. Feminism making for the identical training 
and employment of the sexes is tending to produce a race of women in 
whom the male characteristics are preponderant. What is more, it is 
declared that the songs of these mannish women are emasculate, the 
otherwise of inferior type. The result is the sexes are changing their 
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characteristics, and there would seem to be some prospect that instead of 
two noble sexes of manly men and womanly women we shall have in time 
no estimable sex at all, but two inferior sexes consisting of womanly men 
and mannish women. Who would regard this as a gain? What a price it 
┘ﾗ┌ﾉS HW デﾗ ヮ;┞ aﾗヴ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげゲ ゲﾗ-called emancipation to have half-he and 
half-she freaks of hermaphrodite mentality! What a world it would be! The 
sexes play their own specific part in life, and any interference with this must 
react upon succeeding generations. Whatever natural process of evolution 
may be at work, it is not towards the absorption of one sex by another. 
Woman enjoys new-found scope and openings, but if this involves her in the 
loss of womanly attributes it will be so much the worst for the world. There 
appears to be a tendency on the part of certain feminists to regard the facts 
of sex as imposing a needless handicap. But there is surely danger in all 
attempts to ignore or minimise these.503  
The article exposed the anxiety caused by women infiltrating the public 
sphere, declaring that there would be no distinct sexes if women were to become 
more masculine, leaving men feeling (or, worse, becoming) emasculated. The 
report reasoned that this was not evolutionary and that, while it was not to be 
condemned that women had new opportunities, they should not lose their 
femininity in the process. Similar sentiments were expressed in the Nottingham 
Journal in 1928. 
                                                          





But in the fact that there was but one moral law for men and women there 
was the danger that some might say there was no distinction between men 
and women, and thus they would get the terrible tendency of women 
wanting to be like men. If there was a thing to dislike more than a woman-
ish man iデ ┘;ゲ ; ﾏ;ﾐﾐｷゲｴ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐぐ MWﾐ デ;ﾆW デｴWｷヴ ｴ;デゲ ﾗaaぎ WﾗﾏWﾐ ヮ┌デ 
their skirts on.504  
The paper reported, with some condemnation, that women transforming 
into men was perilous and ordered the public to maintain gender boundaries. 
Similarly, The Shields Daily Gazette revealed,  
 It has been well said that God has made the sexes distinct; let not the tailor 
confound them; but that modern institution, the man-milliner, with jacked, 
waistcoat, knickerbockers, gaiters, with the supplement of a pot-hat, stick-
up collars, tie, and pin, has laughed law and precept to scorn. Add a dog-
whip and whistle, a ball dog, a case of cigarettes, and a book for bets, and 
HWｴﾗﾉSが ; ｴWヴﾏ;ヮｴヴﾗSｷデWぐ デｴW SWﾏﾗﾉｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ デｴWが デｴW I;ヴｷI;デ┌ヴW ﾗa 
a man, ridiculed as けour friend from Middlesex, toasted as けThe ladies, once 
our examples, now our imitators; once our superiors, now our equals.げ I 
┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W W┗Wヴ┞ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ デ;ﾆW AﾐｪWﾉﾗげゲ ;S┗ｷIW デﾗ ｴW;ヴデぎ けBe what you are に 
デｴ;デ ｷゲが ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐき ｷa ┞ﾗ┌ ;ヴW ﾏﾗヴWが ┞ﾗ┌げヴW ﾐﾗﾐWくげ505  
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Utilising a more sentimental tone, the writing encouraged women to be 
themselves, providing they were appropriately feminine. However, it also used 
humour to incite shame in an individual displaying both masculine and feminine 
characteristics, in turn promoting the same strict gender boundaries as other 
publications. Eﾏﾏ; VｷIﾆWヴゲ ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ ﾗ┌デが けJ┌ゲデ ;ゲ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ヮヮWS ゲ;ﾏW-
sex desire onto the male body though effeminacy, queer women were 
IﾗﾐIWヮデ┌;ﾉｷゲWS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ﾉWﾐゲ ﾗa ﾏ;ゲI┌ﾉｷﾐｷデ┞くげ506 The mannish-woman was 
perceived in comparison with masculine traits; failing to live up to such standards, 
facilitated their construction as people who could be laughed at.  The Yorkshire 
Evening Post condemned women who imitated men,  
 One need not be an anti-feminist in order to sympathise with the Dean of 
Durham in his advice to girls not to imitate men. The best and the most 
enlightened women, we feel sure, will agree with him. Perhaps the Dean 
went a bit too far when he condemned smoking. If a cigarette soothes a 
ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ﾐWヴ┗Wゲが ｷデ ﾗ┌ｪｴデ デﾗ HW ゲデｷﾉﾉ ﾏﾗヴW ゲﾗﾗデｴｷﾐｪ デﾗ ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげゲ ;ﾐS ┘W ゲWW ﾐﾗ 
good reason, either in morals or propriety, for denying her the solace. Nor 
do we agree with the Deans (unintentional, of course) recognition of the 
さｪWﾐデﾉWﾏ;ﾐﾉ┞ S;ﾏﾐざ ;ゲ W┝I┌ゲ;HﾉW ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏ;ﾉW ゲW┝が ┞Wデ ┌ﾐヮleasant on the lips 
ﾗa ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐく A ｪﾗﾗS SW;ﾉ デ┌ヴﾐゲ デｴWヴW ﾗﾐ ﾗﾐWげゲ IﾗﾐIWヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ 
essentially manly. I was a male poet who wrote that けto swear is neither 
brave, polite, nor wise.げ But, whether we can define it or not, there is a type 
                                                          





of womanly excellence as distinct from manly excellence; and most of us 
know it when we see it. Everybody looks down on the effeminate man; and 
we believe that, even among women themselves there is a secret contempt 
for the mannish woman. Some women, no doubt, have some man-like 
qualities born in them. When these show themselves naturally, they are not 
offensive に rather the reverse. It is the aping by a woman of manners and a 
nature that are not her own that is at once ridiculous and disgusting. As the 
Dean well put it, it is far better to be a first-rate woman than a second-rate 
man; and second-rate is all the mannish woman can ever be.507  
The report revealed the differentiation between acceptable behaviour in 
men and women. While smoking or swearing was acceptable for men, it was less 
appropriate for women. Although the writer appeared to repudiate this as a myth, 
it was evident that some believed it to be true. Such newspaper reports had one 
clear message; that effeminate men and masculine women were substandard 
people; it was better to be a feminine female and a masculine male. Consequently, 
the promotion of gender stereotypes in this way gave heterosexual society clear 
embodiments of difference and something to work towards in their pursuit of 
gendered normality.508  
However, not only was there a concern that women were masquerading as 
men but there was a twofold apprehension that women could either spontaneously 
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become men, or could choose to become men through surgical procedures. 
Carstens argues that medical professionals in the early part of the twentieth 
century believed that the pursuit of masculine activities could damage women 
physiologically.509 “ｴW ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲWゲ デｴW ヴ;SｷI;ﾉ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ デｴ;デ け┌ﾐ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐﾉ┞ ヮ┌ヴゲ┌ｷデゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS 
;aaWIデ ; ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉが ヮｴ┞ゲｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ゲW┝ ヴW┗Wヴゲ;ﾉくげ510 These ideas were spread within a 
context of developments in reproductive physiology, educational reform, scientific 
advancements, and evolutionary theory in relation to sexual difference.  Moreover, 
they were associated with a moral, economic, and military decline tied to 
ヮｴ┞ゲｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ;ﾐS ヴWヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷ┗W SWｪWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐく けTｴｷゲ ヮWヴゲｷゲデｷﾐｪ ｷSWﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ﾗa aWﾏ;ﾉW 
difference set up women as more susceptible than men to the most radical 
ヮWヴIWｷ┗WS ｷﾏヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW ﾐW┘ ゲIｷWﾐIW ﾗa ヴWヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷ┗W ヮｴ┞ゲｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞くげ511 けTｴW 
IﾗﾐゲWケ┌WﾐIWぐ ｷﾏヮﾉｷWSが was that the unnatural modern life of women could trigger 
physiological sex regression with reproductive implications far beyond the 
ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ ｴW;ﾉデｴくげ512 
Concerns were further exacerbated in 1937, when a sex-reversal was 
reported in the Daily Mirror. It noted,  
A double sex change in a single woman, aged thirty-two, is reported in the 
さL;ﾐIWデざ aヴﾗﾏ VｷWﾐﾐ;く AﾐS ゲｴW Iｴ;ﾐｪWS aヴﾗﾏ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ デﾗ ﾏ;ﾐ ;ﾐS H;Iﾆ ;ｪ;ｷﾐ 
to a woman in a remarkably short time. One of the most unusual cases on 
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record was that of a Warsaw ex-soldier who, a year after he had changed 
from male to female, gave birth to a 9lb. baby.513 
Nevertheless, it was unlikely that either the spontaneous sex change, or the ability 
to surgically transform from a male-to-female, or female-to-male, caused 
widespread concern. However, the anxiety surrounding blurred gender boundaries 
progressed into more evident discomfort and fear regarding homosexual 
behaviour. 
Ross McKibbin deconstructs the strict attitudes towards sexuality in Britain 
between 1918 and 1951, noting that English society had rather strict guidelines 
regarding sexuality in the period. He states, 
Notionally, for example, their rules about premarital and extra-marital sex 
were very strict. In the early 1950s half of the married population claimed to 
have had no sexual experience with anyone other than their spouses; 52 per 
cent were opposed to men and 63 per cent opposed to women having any 
premarital sex; only a small number believed that premarital sex was 
けﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉげが ;ﾐS ﾏﾗゲデ SWﾐｷWS デｴ;デ ゲW┝ ｴad a therapeutic function.514  
However, despite the valorised ideals the public had regarding sexuality, 
they often failed to uphold those standards, and criticised themselves for being 
unable to maintain them.515 Joanna Bourke argues, 
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ぐデｴWｷヴ ヮWヴｷﾗS ┘;ゲ デｴW けS;┘ﾐ ﾗa ; ﾐW┘ Wヴ; ﾗa ゲW┝┌;ﾉ aヴWWSﾗﾏげく Wｴﾗが ﾗヴ ┘ｴ;デが 
was responsible? Some blamed the disruptions of two world wars: under 
the upheaval of the world upheaval, men and women departed from the old 
standards of sexual morality and began to exercise their elemental urge 
without the sanction of a priest or registrar. In the face of the horror and 
deprivations of war, people felt justified in grabbing as much pleasure as 
possible に including sexual pleasure...Other blamed the cinema for feeding 
デｴW けゲW┝ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデげ ;ﾐS ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ ｷデ デﾗ けヴ┌ﾐ ヴｷﾗデ ｷﾐ ;ﾐ ┌ﾐSｷゲIｷヮﾉｷﾐWS ┘;┞げぐ516 
Tｴ┌ゲが MIKｷHHｷﾐ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲが けIa ｴWデWヴﾗゲW┝┌;ﾉ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴ Iﾗﾐ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉが 
┘WヴW ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏ;デｷI;ﾉが けSW┗ｷ;ﾐデげ ゲW┝┌;ﾉｷデ┞が ﾗa ┘ｴ;デW┗Wヴ aﾗヴﾏが ┘;ゲ Sﾗ┌Hﾉ┞ ゲﾗく M;ﾉW 
homosexuality was not only socially unacceptable に in the early fifties almost half 
デｴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷデ けSｷゲｪ┌ゲデｷﾐｪげ に it was illegal. Lesbianism was not illegal but 
┘;ゲ ゲ┌HﾃWIデ デﾗ ｷﾐIヴW;ゲｷﾐｪﾉ┞ ┌ﾐa;┗ﾗ┌ヴ;HﾉW ゲデWヴWﾗデ┞ヮｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS ┘ｷSWゲヮヴW;S SｷゲﾉｷﾆWくげ517 
F┌ヴデｴWヴﾏﾗヴWが けAﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ; ｪヴW;デWヴ ┘ｷﾉﾉｷﾐｪﾐWゲゲ デﾗ デ;ﾉﾆ about sex after the First World 
War and an observable easing of sexual tension within society as a whole should 
have benefited them, there were contrary influences which tended in reality to 
ﾏ;ﾆW ﾉｷaW ﾏﾗヴW ヮヴWI;ヴｷﾗ┌ゲ aﾗヴ Hﾗデｴ ﾏ;ﾉW ;ﾐS aWﾏ;ﾉW ｴﾗﾏﾗゲW┝┌;ﾉゲくげ518  Thomas Fahy 
ヴW┗W;ﾉゲが けM;ﾐ┞ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏWS デｴ;デ ｴﾗﾏﾗゲW┝┌;ﾉｷデ┞ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ゲWWﾐ ﾗﾐ デｴW HﾗS┞が ヴWﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ 
さゲｷｪﾐゲざ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ ﾏ;ﾉW WaaWﾏｷﾐ;I┞が Iヴﾗゲゲ-dressing, and tomboyish behaviour in 
┘ﾗﾏWﾐ デﾗ ヴWｷﾐaﾗヴIW ヮヴWﾃ┌SｷIWくげ519 MIKｷHHｷﾐ ;ｪヴWWゲが ゲデ;デｷﾐｪが けTｴW SW┗WﾉﾗヮﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ 
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the interwar years of the notion of a homosexual personality, as someone easily 
marked out, encouraged further legislative and legal actions against homosexuality 
┘ｴｷIｴ ﾐﾗ┘ WﾏHヴ;IWS ﾉWゲHｷ;ﾐｷゲﾏが ｴｷデｴWヴデﾗ W┝Wﾏヮデくげ520 Therefore, women dressing 
and behaving like men, and men dressing and behaving like women, was 
considered evidence of deviant sexuality. Homosexuality was regarded as 
problematic as it would negatively affect the reproductive health and morality of 
the British public. It was believed that the institution of marriage would 
disintegrate, and with it, traditional family life. Therefore, there were fundamental 
concerns about the wider moral degradation of British society.  
The First and Second World Wars had already destabilized the family, as 
men had suffered under the conditions of war and women had to fill the roles 
previously untaken by men, rather than maintaining their traditional role as 
ｴﾗﾏWﾏ;ﾆWヴ ;ﾐS ﾏﾗデｴWヴく けTｴｷゲ ゲWヮ;ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa a;ﾏｷﾉｷWゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｴ;S ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ ﾐW┘ 
levels of economic and social freedom, but same-sex working environments also 
ﾗヮWﾐWS ┌ヮ ｪヴW;デWヴ ヮﾗゲゲｷHｷﾉｷデｷWゲ aﾗヴ W┝ヮヴWゲゲｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIｷﾐｪ ｴﾗﾏﾗゲW┝┌;ﾉｷデ┞くげ521  
The social instability of the war years sparked efforts to define stability and 
security more closely though the family. By the 1950s the heterosexual 
family に with its implicit whiteness and stabilized gender roles に embodied 
デｴW aｷﾐ;ﾐIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐS ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ゲ┌IIWゲゲWゲ ﾗa ヮﾗゲデ┘;ヴげ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞く522 
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However, while the family had become a symbol for political and social 
Iﾗﾐaﾗヴﾏｷデ┞が けG;┞ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW デｴヴW;デWﾐWS ゲﾗIｷWty by challenging many of the ideas it held 
sacred に particularly the importance of raising children in a heterosexual 
environment. The queer body, therefore, had to be vilified. It had to be seen as a 
kind of freakish spectacle に an unattractive alternati┗W デﾗ ｴWデWヴﾗゲW┝┌;ﾉ ﾉｷaWくげ523 
Fundamentally, heterosexuality and heterosexual relationships were a signifier of 
conformity to traditional gender stereotypes.524 Those who were perceived to be 
engaging in homosexual relationships or behaviour were subsequently regarded as 
deviant people, and ostracized from British society. They were evidence of moral, 
social, and physical deterioration in Britain. Sexuality became a method of social 
control; a way of preserving white, middle-class hierarchies.525 Fahy argues that,  
 
By the 1940s and 1950s, homosexuality was being seen as an increasing 
threat to heterosexual values and the nuclear family. Images of sexual 
ambiguity such as cross-dressing and freak exhibits displaying bearded 
ladies and hermaphrodites were considered dangerous in that they could 
seem to validate non-heterosexual desire. Few would want to change places 
with those onstage, but these figures often embodied freedoms that 
ﾏ;ｷﾐゲデヴW;ﾏ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞ ヮWヴゲWI┌デWSぐ デｴW ケ┌WWヴ HﾗS┞ ｴ;S HWIﾗﾏW ;ﾐ ｷﾏ;ｪW aﾗヴ 
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something that h;S ｪﾗﾐW ┘ヴﾗﾐｪぐデｴW HヴW;ﾆSﾗ┘ﾐ ﾗa Hｷﾐ;ヴｷWゲ ｴWﾉS ゲ;IヴWS H┞ 
the white middle class.526  
Nevertheless, it was precisely the potential validation of non-heterosexual 
desire and fear of the queer body that caused simultaneous fascination and 
controversy directed at デｴW けｴ;ﾉa-man, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデゲく  
Dｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けH;ﾉa-Men, Half-WﾗﾏWﾐげ 
Freak shows experimented with gender restrictions in a multiplicity of ways; 
bearded ladies and hermaphrodites were two obvious examples of freak show 
performers who transgressed traditional gender boundaries.527 However, gendered 
ideals and deviance were clear in numerous displays of difference, including 
ﾏｷSｪWデゲが a;デ ﾉ;SｷWゲが ;ﾐS デｴｷﾐ ﾏWﾐく E┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ┘WヴW ; 
fascinating and risqué form of entertainment at British seaside resorts. The displays 
placed sexual ambiguity as freakish through embodying severely contrasting 
perceptions of masculinity and femininity, in line with the challenges to gender 
boundaries that characterised twentieth century Britain. The displays offered a 
cultural commentary on gender norms and deviance. Performers were constructed 
as freaks; however, they also represented the binaries between male and female, 
heterosexuality and homosexuality, right and wrong.528 Nonetheless, 
けぐaヴW;ﾆｷゲｴﾐWゲゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ヴWaﾉWIデゲ IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ;ﾐ┝ｷWデｷWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ ゲW┝┌;ﾉｷデ┞ ;ﾐS 
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marriage, but it also provides a tool for condemning social imperatives that try to 
WﾐaﾗヴIW SWゲｷヴWくげ529 
As seen in Figure 5.1, exhibitors would dress half of their body in masculine 
clothing and half of their body in feminine clothing to increase their sexual 
ambiguity for spectators.530 The hair on one side was slicked back and, on the other, 
was styled in a similar way to the fashion-conscious women visiting the show. 
Sometimes, the person on display would insert an artificial breast to enhance half 
their body to look more womanly. Furthermore, on half of the face of the exhibitor 
makeup would be applied to make her look appropriately feminine. The physical 
construction of the display portrayed that the sexuality of the individual on show 
was indiscernible, neither male or female. This simultaneously exploited and 
repudiated the public belief that those with deviant sexuality would be easily 
identifiable from the way that they looked. As F;ｴ┞ ヴW┗W;ﾉゲが けHWヴﾏ;ヮｴヴﾗSｷデWゲが ﾗヴ 
half-and-halfs, appeared to be divided in two (with a male right side and a female 
left side), clearly displaying characteristics of each gender. Like most freak exhibits, 
bearded ladies and hermaphrodites reinforced the idea that difference was visible, 
デｴ;デ ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ｷデ┞ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ ｪﾗ ┌ﾐSWデWIデWSくげ531  
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However, this generated significant anxiety for the public visiting the booths 
which houseS デｴﾗゲW ┘ｷデｴ ゲW┝┌;ﾉｷデ┞ ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ﾗ┌ゲ HﾗSｷWゲく けぐ デｴW aヴW;ﾆ ┗ｷﾗﾉ;デWゲ ゲW┝┌;ﾉ 
norms that seem to threaten society. It represents possibilities that are dangerous 
and exciting, restricting and freeing. But its place in the sideshow is an image for 
the cost of diffeヴWﾐIWが aﾗヴ デｴW Iﾗゲデゲ ﾗa ﾐﾗデ HWｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾆW W┗Wヴ┞ﾗﾐW WﾉゲWくげ532 The displays 
represented the potential consequences for people engaging in unusual activities, 
not typically associated with their gender, or, those participating in deviant sexual 
relationships. Althﾗ┌ｪｴ F;ｴ┞ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲが けE┗Wﾐ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ゲW┝┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ﾗ┌ゲ aヴW;ﾆゲ ヮﾉ;┞WS 
┘ｷデｴ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ;┌デｴWﾐデｷIｷデ┞ ふさIゲ ｷデ ; ﾏ;ﾐ ﾗヴ ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐいざぶが デｴW┞ ﾐW┗Wヴ W┝ヮﾉｷIｷデﾉ┞ 
Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪWS ;IIWヮデWS ｪWﾐSWヴ ヴﾗﾉWゲげ デｴW┞ ｷﾐSｷヴWIデﾉ┞ ヴWaﾉWIデWS デｴW ｷSW;ゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ 
permeated British newspapers about デｴW けﾏ;ﾐﾐｷゲｴ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ.533 Moreover, he 
suggests that,  
The incompatibility of these exhibits with contemporary sentiment 
(particularly attitudes that equated homosexuality with effeminate behavior 
and lesbianism with masculine behavior) made these performers 
particularly off-putting に giving many people another reason to stay away 
from the sideshow.534  
However, whilst the supposed indecency of hermaphroditic characters may 
have led to outrage from some sectors of society, others were drawn to stare at the 
けｴ;ﾉa-man, half-wﾗﾏ;ﾐげ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ their fascination in the unusual. For the viewing 
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public, displays of freakish sexuality represented the societal marginalization of 
those who chose to engage with such behaviour. Nevertheless, some may have 
found an affinity with those on display.535  
M;ﾐ┞ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-man, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデWS ｷﾐ Iﾗ┌ヴデ I;ゲWゲ デｴ;デ 
focused on the suヮヮﾗゲWS けｷﾐSWIWﾐI┞げ ﾗa デｴW W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐく The court cases are 
significant because they acted as a locus of discourse for deeply embedded 
concerns surrounding deviant sexuality, such as homosexual relationships; within 
the secure surroundings of the court room, lawyers could debate the blurred 
boundaries between men and women, as well as the possibility of homosexual 
tendencies. Furthermore, the outcomes reinforced the values and principles most 
esteemed in British society; they strengthened the belief that heteronormative 
marital relationships were the only socially acceptable form of relationship in 
twentieth century Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐく Tｴ┌ゲが デｴW aヴW;ﾆｷゲｴ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa けhalf-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ┘;ゲ 
utilized to condemn homosexuality, offering an explanation of why there were so 
many court cases associated with these displays.536 
The case of Josephine-Joseph was published in the Lancashire Evening Post, 
on Friday 22nd August 1930; the case revealed the broader societal beliefs about 
gender and sexuality in the interwar period. Outside the exhibition room were four 
ﾉ;ヴｪW ヮﾗゲデWヴゲ HW;ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW ｷﾐゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐが けJﾗゲWヮｴｷﾐW-Joseph. Half woman Half man. The 
Mﾗゲデ “Wﾐゲ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ FヴW;ﾆ ﾗa N;デ┌ヴWげ The posters were an attempt to show potential 
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visitors what they could see if they paid the fee and entered the booth; 
photographic plates, showing the person as both a man and a woman, were 
intended to arouse the interest of holidaymakers. George Waas, the showman in 
charge of the exhibit,   
ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWS ｴWヴ ;ゲ けJosephine-Joseph Half man half woman Brother and 
ゲｷゲデWヴ ｷﾐ ﾗﾐW HﾗS┞くげ He stated that she was 27 years of age, and he drew the 
attention of the audience to the difference in the two sides of her body に 
the right side, he said, being that of a perfect man. The right arm, he 
declared, was three and a half inches longer than the left arm and had more 
muscles.537 
The woman flexed her muscles, and Waas struck the muscles two or three 
times with his fist. He then lift the left arm, and remarked that it was like the 
arm of a female, soft and flabby.538  
He also drew the attention of the audience to the physical formation of the 
face, declaring that the right side had the appearance of a man, and that the 
left was fuller and like that of a female. He indicated a difference in the two 
eyebrows, and in the two sides of the skull. As he did so, the woman again 
flexed her muscles and extended her arms and legs.539  
                                                          







The detailed description of the display reveals the public fascination with 
デｴW aW;デ┌ヴWゲ ﾗa げｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲく However, the show was visited by 
officers concerned about indecency of the display. They wished to ensure that, 
firstly, the public were not being duped by showmen who were looking to make 
money from unsuspecting holidaymakers and secondly, that they were protected 
from lewd, immoral, or indecent performances. Even within the relaxed social 
boundaries of the seaside, there were some behaviours (or, indeed, performances) 
that were unacceptable for the public to view. 
DWデ;ｷﾉｷﾐｪ ; ┗ｷゲｷデ デﾗ SWaWﾐS;ﾐデげゲ ヮヴWﾏｷゲWゲ H┞ ヮﾗﾉｷIW ﾗaaｷIWヴゲが デｴW 
Superintendent stated that at about 7.40 p.m. on Saturday, August 16th, 
Inspector Elliott called there was P.S. Pye and P.C. Johnson. The defendants 
were on the premises when the police entered. The man was touting for an 
;┌SｷWﾐIWが ゲｴﾗ┌デｷﾐｪが けStep this way and see the half-man half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐくげ 
Eighteen adults, men and women, paid for admission. Inside the exhibition 
room was a small platform raised about 3ft. from the ground with a curtain 
hung in front of it. Waas drew up the curtain, and the woman was seen on 
the platform. She removed the dressing gown she was wearing. The right 
side of the body, alleged the Superintendent, was represented to be that of 
a male, and the left side of the body as that of a female.540  
IﾐゲヮWIデﾗヴ Eﾉﾉｷﾗデデが ┘ｴﾗ ┗ｷゲｷデWS デｴW W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐが ゲ;ｷS デｴ;デ デｴW ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげゲ ヴｷｪｴデ ﾉWｪ 
was bare, and she was wearing a sandal on the right foot; she was wearing a 
                                                          





black stocking oﾐ デｴW ﾉWaデ ﾉWｪ ;ﾐS ﾉ;SｷWゲげ ゲｴﾗW on the left foot. The hair was 
brushed from the right side to the left, giving the appearance that it was cut 
short on the right side. The right side represented a male and the other a 
female. Her husband introduced her as けJosephine Joseph, half-woman, half-
man, brother and sister in one body.げ He said the breast on the right side 
was of a female. He said there was a difference in the eyebrows, and that 
one side of the skull was larger than the other. He also said that one of her 
arms was longer than the other, aSSｷﾐｪぎ けThere is no artificial padding used: 
what you have seen, ladies and gentlemeﾐが ｷゲ デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾆ ﾗa デｴW Aﾉﾏｷｪｴデ┞くげ541  
TｴW ヮ;ヮWヴ W┝;ゲヮWヴ;デｷﾐｪﾉ┞ SWIﾉ;ヴWS ｷデ デﾗ HW ┞Wデが けAﾐﾗデｴWヴ さH;ﾉa-Man Half-
Wﾗﾏ;ﾐざ C;ゲWげが ┘ｴｷIｴ ヮヴWゲWﾐデWS けWﾗﾏ;ﾐ Wｷデｴ T┘ﾗ VﾗｷIWゲ ;ﾐS DｷaaWヴWﾐデ M┌ゲIﾉWゲげ 
to paying audiences. George and Josephine Waas were summoned before the court 
aﾗヴ けa;ﾉゲW ヮヴWデWﾐIWゲ ;ﾐS Iﾗﾐゲヮｷヴ;I┞げく W;;ゲ ヮﾉW;SWS ｪ┌ｷﾉデ┞ デﾗ けa;ﾉゲW ヮヴWデWﾐIWゲげが ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ 
デｴW けIﾗﾐゲヮｷヴ;I┞ Iｴ;ヴｪWげ ┘;ゲ SヴﾗヮヮWSく TｴW ヮ;ｷヴ ┘WヴW ヴWケ┌ｷヴWS デﾗ ヮ;┞ グヲヵ ;ﾐS デｴW┞ 
were no longer permitted to promote the display. The court case attempted to 
;ゲIWヴデ;ｷﾐ ┘ｴWデｴWヴ ﾗヴ ﾐﾗデ デｴW W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ IヴW;デWS け┘ｷデｴ ｷﾐデWﾐデ デﾗ IｴW;デ ;ﾐS 
SWaヴ;┌Sげく Iデ ヮヴWゲWﾐデWS ｷﾐデWヴWゲデｷﾐｪ ｷﾐゲｷｪｴデ ｷﾐデﾗ ヮ┌HﾉｷI ;デデｷデ┌SW デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ Hﾗデｴ aヴW;ﾆWヴ┞ 
and sexual ambiguity; there seemed to be a genuine attempt to establish whether 
Josephine-Joseph was an authentic hermaphrodite. This was worrisome due to the 
widespread concern about the health and morality of the British nation; a 
                                                          






hermaphrodite was the physical embodiment of the degeneration of both, which 
exposes why there was so much concern surrounding the displays. 
George Waas applied for an adjournment of the case, on the grounds that 
he had only one day to prepare his evidence, and he needed more time to provide 
x-ray photographs and documentary evidence for submission to the magistrates to 
prove that he was not defrauding the public visiting his exhibition. The police 
objected to such a ban, as they stated that the x-ray would not be sufficient 
evidence to prove his innocence. Rather, they advocated that a medic examined the 
woman and that a doctor testified in the case, so that it would be closed on the 
grounds of medical testimony. This demonstrated the continued power that the 
medical profession held over hermaphrodites in the twentieth century, as they had 
in the nineteenth century; they were the only group of people who could honestly 
state that a person was an authentic hermaphrodite.  
Waas resisted the offer of submitting his wife for examination by a doctor, 
until he could consult his solicitor. The Superintendent associated with the case 
argued that if a 
けmedical man is called for the defence and he will swear that he has 
examined this woman and found her as such, then this prosecution may fail. 
But I want to point out that the male defendant has had this course pointed 
out to him, and he could have brought a doctor along if he had wished. This 
prosecution has not been brought about in any vindictive spirit, but simply 





have no idea what the medical testimony may be, but I do say this, that the 
woman as far as I known does show to the public certain muscles on one 
side of her body which are more developed that those on the other side. 
She also has a male voice and a female voice. She may be without breast on 
one side, but this does not make her half man and half woman, as it can be 
brought about by an operation or by physical exercises. Muscles can be 
developed on one side of the body and not on the other.げ542 
The woman defendant, proceeded the Superintendent, had boasted to the 
public that certain muscles on one side of her body were more peculiar than 
on the other side; also that she had a ﾏ;ﾉW ┗ﾗｷIW ;ﾐS ; aWﾏ;ﾉW ┗ﾗｷIWく けShe 
might be without a breast on one side, but that does not make her half-
woman, half-ﾏ;ﾐがげ ゲ;ｷS デｴW “┌ヮWヴｷﾐデWﾐSWﾐデが けas breasts can be removed by 
operation and muscles can be developed by physical exercise. The only 
person who could be called half-woman half-man is a hermaヮｴヴﾗSｷデWくげ543  
The court room drama turned almost farcical, as the Superintendent 
ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆWS デｴ;デ ｴW Iﾗ┌ﾉS けゲWW ゲｴW ｷゲ ゲﾏｷﾉｷﾐｪげが ;ゲ ｴW ﾉﾗﾗﾆWS ;デ デｴW aWﾏ;ﾉW SWaWﾐS;ﾐデく 
TｴW ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ ;ゲﾆWSが けC;ﾐ ┞ﾗ┌ ゲデヴWデIｴ HﾗﾐWゲが “┌ヮWヴｷﾐデWﾐSWﾐデいげ TｴW ;ヴデｷIﾉW ﾐﾗデWS デｴ;デ 
laughter filled the court room but that the Superintendent refused to respond to 
the question. The trial found Waas guilty and he was forced to pay a fine of £25 as a 
punishment for deceiving the public.  
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Legal cases relating to freaks were not limited to this example, a similar case was 
published in the Western Daily Press in August 1930,  
Phil-Phyllis who is stated to have claimed to be half-man and half-woman 
and who is alleged to have told Blackpool audiences that when he died his 
body will go to an American research hospital has, according to the police, 
the body of a normal man. Holiday crowds have been flocking to see him. 
TｴWｷヴ Iﾗ┌ﾐゲWﾉ SWゲIヴｷHWS デｴW H┌ゲｷﾐWゲゲ ;ゲ さﾃ┌ゲデ ゲｴﾗ┘ﾏ;ﾐゲｴｷヮくざ HW ゲ;ｷS デｴW 
magistrates must at one time have enjoyed freak shows, knowing that they 
┘WヴW HWｷﾐｪ けSﾗﾐW ｷﾐくげ544  
Cox introduced himself as けPhil-Phyllis,げ and said he was born in America. He 
described the differences in each side of his body, and extended the left arm 
and leg on the so-called female side, and flexed the muscles of his right 
limbs. He said his abnormalities were first noticed in boyhood, and said that 
when he died his body would not be buried or cremated, as it had been sold 
to an American research hospital. As the audience was leaving Gibbs offered 
for sale at 2d. each a pamphlet enclosed in an envelope, which described 
the supposed abnormalities of Cox, with photograph reproductions, and 
pseudo-scientific dissertations on hermaphroditism. One statement in the 
pamphlet said counsel, seemed to have been designed in anticipation of 
                                                          





ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW ヮヴﾗゲWI┌デｷﾗﾐゲく Tｴ;デ ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ ヴW;Sぎ さI ;ﾏ ﾗﾐ W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ ┘ｴ;デ I 
ﾉﾗﾗﾆ ﾉｷﾆWき ﾐﾗデ aﾗヴ ┘ｴ;デ I ;ﾏくざ545 
Cox refused, smilingly, to show his breast and Chapman said to him けYou 
know very well it is false.げ Cox also admitted that he wore full male dress 
when he walked out. Counsel submitted that the exhibition was a fraud and 
a trick. Inside the exhibition was large post exhibiting what purported to be 
comments by American doctors on the exhibition, and outside was a large 
notice painted on the wall describing けPhil-Phyllisげ as けone of the seven 
wonders of the world.げ546  
Phil-Pｴ┞ﾉﾉｷゲが SWゲIヴｷHWS ;ゲ デｴW けﾏ┞ゲデWヴ┞ ﾗa デｴW ;ｪWげ ;ヴｪ┌WSが ｷﾐ SWaWﾐIW ﾗa デｴW 
display, that the public enjoyed being fooled by showmanship; therefore, it did not 
matter whether they were being deceived or not, as part of the humour and 
fascination with the display was not knowing whether Phil-Phyllis was a man, a 
woman, or something in between.547 Holidaymakers paid to see the individual on a 
small platform from which a curtain was drawn aside. 
Hｷゲ ﾉWaデ ゲｷSW ┘;ゲ Iﾗ┗WヴWS ｷﾐ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげゲ ﾉｷﾐｪWヴｷW aヴﾗﾏ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉSWヴ デﾗ ﾆﾐWWく Oﾐ ｴｷゲ 
ﾉWaデ aﾗﾗS ┘WヴW ; ゲﾗIﾆ ;ﾐS ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげゲ ゲｴﾗWく Hｷゲ ヴｷｪｴデ ゲｷSWが ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘;ゲ 
purported to be that of a man was bare over the right breast to the knee. 
On his right foot he wore a sock ;ﾐS ; ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ゲｴﾗW. A dressing gown covered 
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デｴW ┘ｴﾗﾉW ﾗa ｴｷゲ HﾗS┞ぐ TｴWヴW ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗ ｴ;ｷヴ ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾉWaデ ;ヴﾏ ;ﾐS ﾉWaデ ﾉWｪが ;ﾐS 
he was wearing a false breast on his left side. He had a band round his head 
and a quantity of hair protruded on the left side. His hair was closely cut on 
the right side. Cox introduced himself as けPhil-Phyllis,げ the half-man half-
woman whereas his body was that of an entirely normal male person. He 
told his audience that his abnormal condition was first discovered when he 
was a boy and that when he died his body would not be buried or cremated 
as he was being sold to an American research hospital.548 
These descriptions are fundamental for a number of reasons; firstly, they 
exposed what holidaymakers viewed inside the exhibition and demonstrated that 
the newspapers also acted as a form of prurience, as people could continue to 
indulge their interest in the unusual through following the legal case. Secondly, they 
revealed the relationship between physical normality and social normality, as 
defined by the court cases. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the reportage of 
デｴW Iﾗ┌ヴデ I;ゲWゲ ｷﾐ ﾉﾗI;ﾉ ﾐW┘ゲヮ;ヮWヴゲ IﾗﾐSWﾏﾐWS デｴW けゲｴﾗ┘ﾏ;ﾐゲｴｷヮげ デｴ;デ ;ヮヮW;ヴWS 
to be promoting acceptance of gender fluidity.  
 TｴW SWIﾉ;ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ けPｴｷﾉ-Pｴ┞ﾉﾉｷゲげ ┘;ゲ デﾗ ゲ┌Hﾏｷデ their body to a research 
hospital, for the education of future medical professionals, ensured that the public 
remained convinced that this was, potentially, an authentic hermaphrodite that 
they were viewing. Thus, it gave credibility to the individual on display. However, 
the barrister argued that there was no case to answer in the case of Phil-Phyllis, 
                                                          





ゲデ;デｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ ｷデ ┘;ゲ けﾃ┌ゲデ ゲｴﾗ┘ﾏ;ﾐゲｴｷヮげ ;ﾐS デｴ;デ けデｴW ｪヴW;デWヴ デｴW ゲｴﾗ┘ﾏ;ﾐゲｴｷヮ デｴW 
betteヴ デｴW ヮWヴaﾗヴﾏ;ﾐIW ┘;ゲ Wﾐﾃﾗ┞WSげく549 However, one objectionable feature of the 
show was the admission of children, as it was thought it would penetrate 
vulnerable minds and lead to widespread acceptance of moral degeneration. 
The prosecution argued that the charges fell into two classes; first that 
defendants conspired together to cheat and defraud the public by a false 
exhibition, and second, that they conducted and took part in an indecent 
exhibition.550 けTｴW ヮヴﾗゲWI┌デｷﾗﾐ IﾗﾐデWﾐSWS デｴ;デ H┞ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ┌ヮ ;ﾐS SヴWゲゲｷﾐｪ ┌ヮ Cﾗ┝ ゲﾗ 
as to trick people who paid for admission into the belied that he was physically an 
abnormality of nature, half male and half female, they were guilty of conspiracy and 
fraud. The question of whether the exhibition was indecent or not was something 
that the jury were to decide. However, the counsel added an interesting point that 
the grounds of the objection to the show were not that it was a freak show, but 
that it was not a genuine freak show; it was acceptable to display genuine 
abnormalities provided that the exhibition was properly conducted. However, in 
the c;ゲW ﾗa デｴW けｴ;ﾉa-man, half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ ゲｴﾗ┘げ ｷデ ┘;ゲ IﾗﾐデWﾐSWS デﾗ HW ; ゲｴ;ﾏ ;ﾐS 
trick, intended to cheat the public out of money.551 Nevertheless, the defence 
Iﾉ;ｷﾏWS デｴ;デ ゲｴﾗ┘ﾏ;ﾐゲｴｷヮ ┘;ゲ ;ﾐ け;ヴデげが ;ﾐS デｴ;デ aﾗヴ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ┞W;ヴゲが aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ 
were constructed for public entertainment were available at circuses, fairgrounds, 
and seaside resorts.  
                                                          







けIt seems to me that Blackpool is making somewhat of a mistake in 
proceeding against these side-ゲｴﾗ┘ゲがざ ゲ;ｷS Iﾗ┌ﾐゲWﾉく けIt is said that people 
are being gulled, but it is fortunate in this case we are being tried by a jury, 
┘ｴﾗ ｴ;┗W ;ﾉﾉ HWWﾐ さSﾗﾐWざ ;ﾐS ｴ;┗W ゲ;ｷS ゲﾗが H┌デ ｴ;┗W Wﾐﾃﾗ┞WS デｴW ゲｴﾗ┘ ;ﾉﾉ 
the same and thought it was worth the money. May we go on doing it, as 
gWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ｴ;┗W SﾗﾐW HWaﾗヴW ┌ゲくげ552  
Thus, it was evident than rather than being concerned about the displays of 
unusual bodies, that the authorities were troubled by the showmanship of the 
exhibition. However, the showmen retaliated with the excuse that the 
showmanship was part of the entertainment of the displays and that the public 
enjoyed being amused by such entertainment. They regarded the showmanship of 
the exhibition as a traditional and integral aspect of the seaside experience, and 
one which they suggested should continue for generations to come. They argued 
that, 
 Male and female impersonators had given shows on the stage for centuries. 
This case was unique in the history of crime, and there was no parallel to it 
in cases decided at the Bar. The false pretences complained of were nothing 
but showmanship, no more exaggerated than ordinary advertising of goods 
for sale in a shop window. No single word of indecency was hinted at when 
the case was heard at the police court and some of the charges under that 
head were based on a Statute of 1857, at a time when a lady would have 
                                                          





found herself in the police court if she had gone down the street in a 
modern short skirt.553 
In any case, they questioned whether there was evidence to suggest he was 
ﾐﾗデ ; けｴ;ﾉa-man, half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげく けTｴWヴW ;ヴW ゲ┌Iｴ ヮWﾗヮﾉWく Iデ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ aﾗヴ デｴW SWaWﾐSants to 
satisfy you that he is as he was described, but for the prosecution to show that he 
was not, and if there was any doubt in the minds of the jury, defendants were 
entitled to acquittal. As to the alleged dressing up, was it any more than the 
powderiﾐｪ ;ﾐS ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ┌ヮ デｴ;デ W┗Wヴ┞ ﾉ;S┞ ヮヴ;IデｷゲWS ｷﾐ デｴWゲW S;┞ゲくげ554 The number of 
ﾉWｪ;ﾉ I;ゲWゲ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS ┘ｷデｴ けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ヴW┗W;ﾉ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヴﾐ デｴ;デ 
authorities had with such exhibitions. However, none was more notorious than that 
of Colonel Barker, the moゲデ a;ﾏﾗ┌ゲ けﾏ;ﾐ-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐく  
Colonel Barker Sideshow  
The case of Colonel Barker was the most well-ヮ┌HﾉｷIｷゲWS ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIW ﾗa ; けｴ;ﾉa-
man, half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ｷﾐ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ﾉWｪ;ﾉ ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞が ;ﾐS W┝ヮﾗゲWS ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ゲWﾐデｷﾏWﾐデゲ デﾗ デｴﾗゲW 
W┝ヮヴWゲゲWS ;Hﾗ┌デ ﾗデｴWヴ けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ. The Western Times described 
B;ヴﾆWヴ ;ゲ ;ﾐ けUﾐヮヴｷﾐIｷヮﾉWSが ﾏWﾐS;Iｷﾗ┌ゲが ┌ﾐゲIヴ┌ヮ┌ﾉﾗ┌ゲ ;S┗Wﾐデ┌ヴWゲゲげ ;ﾐS ; け┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ 
┘ｴﾗ ﾗ┌デヴ;ｪWS デｴW SWIWﾐIｷWゲ ﾗa ﾐ;デ┌ヴWげく555 Barker was born a biological female in 
1895 and was christened Lilias Irma Valerie Barker by her parents. In 1918, she 
married Lieutenant Harold Arkell-Smith before having two children by a lover 
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named Earnest Pearce-Crouch. Subsequently, Barker began life as a man, marrying 
a woman named Elfreda Haward. However, the relationship did not last long and 
was followed by a series of relationships with other women. Barker was charged 
with two counts of perjury for falsely signing the register at his marriage to Haward, 
and the case made public a debate about gender, sexuality, and the place of 
women in British society.556 James Vernon argues,  
The extant accounts provide contrasting ways of understanding Barker as, 
variously, a woman seeking to empower herself by passing as a man, a 
mannish lesbian radically fashioning herself as a desiring subject, or a 
transvestite.557  
Furthermore, he suggests,  
Barker did not disrupt essentialist notions of gender and sexuality by force 
of will; rather, he was forced to work with the discourse of the masquerade 
and the narrative forms through which others had sought to render him 
knowable. His is a history that demonstrates not only how regulation of the 
sexual domain helps constitute individual subjects but also how these 
subjects inform the policing of the sexual itself. Yet that history also 
suggests that, insofar as we can retrace a historically situated queer 
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subjectivity, such an account must begin from the recognition that it was 
forged from the very discursive regimes that sought to disqualify it.558 
Colonel Barker was displayed as part of a seaside freak show throughout the 
1920s and 1930s; as with other displays of half-men, half-women, it reveals an 
ongoing concern about gender and sexuality following the First World War. Matt 
Hﾗ┌ﾉHヴﾗﾗﾆ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ けIデ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ヱΓヲヰゲ ;ﾐS ヱΓンヰゲぐ デｴ;デ ぷデｴWヴW ┘;ゲへ ;ﾐ 
unprecedented number of ﾉWｪ;ﾉ aｷﾉWゲ ;ﾐS ﾐW┘ゲヮ;ヮWヴ ヴWヮﾗヴデゲげ ｷﾐ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ﾏWﾐ 
ﾏ;ゲケ┌Wヴ;Sｷﾐｪ ;ゲ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐくげ559 He suggests that understanding such a phenomenon 
I;ﾐ けデWﾉﾉ ┌ゲ ; ｪヴW;デ SW;ﾉ ;Hﾗ┌デ Hﾗデｴ デｴW ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲヮWIｷaｷI ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪゲ 
of sexual difference and British culturW ;aデWヴ デｴW GヴW;デ W;ヴくげ560 
Mass Observation writings on holiday activities revealed the centrality of 
B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ W┝ｴｷHｷデ デﾗ デｴW ゲW;ゲｷSW W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐ ゲIWﾐWく  けFヴﾗﾏ デｴW デﾗヮ ﾗa デｴW Tﾗ┘Wヴ デｴW 
whole of Blackpool can be seen, sea, sands, piers, and the mile-long line of stalls 
and teeming crowds round the side-shows, Colonel Barker, the Headless Woman, 
L; CWﾉWゲデWが G┞ヮゲ┞ LWWが W;┝Wﾐ B┌Iﾆ ‘┌┝デﾗﾐが BWﾉｷゲｴ; BW;Iﾗﾐ “ｴｷWゲぐげ561 Figure 5. 2 
shows the outside of the display, including the sinage used to intrigue 
holidaymakers walking by.562 The sideshow featured Colonel Barker in a pit 
けゲWヮ;ヴ;デWS aヴﾗﾏ ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ ┘W;ヴｷﾐｪ ; ﾐｷｪｴデSヴWゲゲ ｷﾐ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ HWS H┞ ; ヴﾗ┘ ﾗa BWﾉｷゲｴ; 
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M;ゲケ┌Wヴ;SW ｷﾐ IﾐデWヴ┘;ヴ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげが p. 59.  
559 M;デデ Hﾗ┌ﾉHヴﾗﾗﾆが けTｴW M;ﾐ Wｷデｴ デｴW Pﾗ┘SWヴ P┌aaげ The Historical Journal 50:1 (2007), p. 
152.  
560 Houlbrookが けTｴW M;ﾐ Wｷデｴ デｴW Pﾗ┘SWr Puff, p. 147.  
561 Mass Observation, Holidays 1941, p. 17. 
























Figure 5.2. Carte de Visit ﾗa けH;ﾉa-man, half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ JﾗゲWヮｴｷﾐW-Joseph, c. 1930. 
 









Advertising claimed that the Colonel was watched in the pit, day and night, 
but there is evidence to suggest this was not the case and Barker had lodgings 
elsewhere in Blackpool.  
Another description of the show revealed,  
You pay at a circular pen-desk to a middle-aged female. Ticket, 2d., yellow. 
Up two steps, then anticlockwise between wooden walls decorated with 
cardboard cupids and Richard Coeur de Lion in red war-suit who is blessing 
the bride and bridegroom. Through glass, you look down on the couple in pit 
below. Two beds, and beside each a Belisha Beacon; between the beds is a 
broad track marked out with metal traffic studs on the floor. Traffic lights at 
red. A table and stand are beside the beds, covered with papers and 
novelettes. Craven A cigarettes, comb, etc. In each bed is an alive woman. 
Holidaymakers pass in an almost continuous line queuing during peak 
periods, staring down, kept on the move by attendants.563  
Luke Gannon, the showman responsible for the exhibit, explained the 
symbolic imagery in the display, in writings from the British Mass Observation 
Archive, 
During Whit I had a couple fasting here and those are the signs I made for 
them. The Belisha beacons are a sign of futuristic love. People go so fast 
now in their courting and the beacon is a sign for them to pull up and go a 
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bit slower. I expect you recognise the words. I am taking this step for the 
woman I love. And I suppose you think I took them from King Edward. The 
police thought that too, and at Whit many people were saying that I was 
commercializing the pathetic words of his late majesty. But what would you 
say if I told you I wrote these words three years ago, I was able to show the 
police a receipt for my order for those words to be printed by the Gazette 
ﾗaaｷIWく TｴW┞ ┘WヴW ゲデ;ｪｪWヴWS ┘ｴWﾐ I ゲ;ｷS デﾗ デｴWﾏが ﾐﾗ┘ Sﾗﾐげデ ┞ﾗ┌ デｴｷﾐﾆ ｷデげゲ 
the King who should be apologizing to me for using my words.564  
Outside the exhibit posters revealed something of the female interest in the 
display and are evidence of the way in which Barker was understood by 
IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴｷWゲく TｴW┞ ゲデ;デWSが けHWげゲ デｴW ゲWIヴWデ ｴWヴﾗ ｷﾐ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ ﾉｷ┗Wゲげ ;ﾐS けA 
┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ ﾏ;ヴヴ┞ｷﾐｪ ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐぁ IﾐIヴWSｷHﾉWぁ YWデ ｷデ ｷゲ デヴ┌Wげく ASSｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞が デｴW┞ ﾏ;SW IﾉW;ヴ 
that Barker ｴ;S デヴ;ﾐゲｷデｷﾗﾐWSが けFヴﾗﾏ ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ デﾗ ; ﾏ;ﾐくげげ Tｴｷゲ demonstrates that the 
WﾐデｷヴW ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ┘;ゲ デﾗ ゲ;デｷゲa┞ デｴW I┌ヴｷﾗゲｷデ┞ ゲ┌ヴヴﾗ┌ﾐSｷﾐｪ B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ ｪWﾐSWヴ ;ﾐS 
sexuality.565 However, the exhibition maintained the intrigue, allowing audiences to 
make their own decision about the people on display.566 
Although the court case surrounding the exhibition of Colonel Barker and his 
け┘ｷaWげ was not directly linked to their display at Blackpool, it gives us insight into the 
reasons why the public were interested in and concerned about other displays of 
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566 Figure 5.3. Colonel Barker Exhibit, Photographs from Mass Observation. 





けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげく TｴW I;ゲW ヴWIWｷ┗WS ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW HﾗﾏW OaaｷIW ;ﾐS 
legal authorities. Scotland Yard began an investigation and the report was referred 
to the Director of Public Prosecutions.567 
The Dundee Evening Telegraph reported that,  
The defendant came into the dock, eyes bandaged and led into the dock by 
a friend. It was explained to the court that Captain Barker had suffered 
temporary blindness owing to war nerves and the strain had brought on the 
temporary blindness again.568 
TｴW CﾗﾉﾗﾐWﾉげゲ け┘ｷaWげ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデWS ﾗﾐ デｴW I;ゲW ｷﾐ デｴW Yorkshire Evening Post on 
Tuesday 07 March 1929. She revealed that the pair had been in a courtship for two 
years and that Barker had not indicated that she was a biological woman. She was 
concerned about her position within the relationshipが ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐｷﾐｪ けWｴ;デ I;ﾐ I ゲ;┞ 
ﾗヴ Sﾗいくくく Aﾏ I ; ﾏ;ヴヴｷWS ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐが ﾗヴ ;ﾏ I ゲｷﾐｪﾉWいげ569 She detailed the masculine 
occupations which Barker had held since their marriage in 1923, including a farm 
overseer, and a juvenile male ヮ;ヴデ ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲデ;ｪWく TｴW ヮ;ヮWヴ ﾐﾗデWS デｴ;デ け“ｴW ｴ;S 
been considering leaving けhim,げ so she decided to put けhimげ out of her life. Even now 
she could not bring herself to realise that けheげ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデ ; ﾏ;ﾐくげ570 
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CﾗﾉﾗﾐWﾉ B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ aﾗヴﾏWヴ ゲヮﾗ┌ゲW ┘;ゲ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐWS ;Hﾗ┌デ ｴﾗ┘ the general 
public would react, fearing that she may be shunned for marrying another woman, 
wｴﾗ ┘;ゲ ﾏ;ゲケ┌Wヴ;Sｷﾐｪ ;ゲ ; ﾏ;ﾐく けWe have been living in this district only a short 
time. That makes it all the worst. If we were well known here, as we were at our 
former home, people might be inclined to take a charitable view. But what will they 
デｴｷﾐﾆ ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW ヮWヴゲﾗﾐゲ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐWS ;ヴW ゲデヴ;ﾐｪWヴゲ デﾗ デｴWﾏが I I;ﾐ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐWくげ571 
This revealed how homosexual relationships, or even homosexual sentiment was 
shunned in twentieth century Britain, and how those who experienced it were 
considered outsiders in their communities. The anxiety experienced by Colonel 
B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ ┘ｷaW ┘;ゲ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ デﾗ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ┘ｴﾗ ┘WヴW IﾗﾐIWヴﾐWS ;Hﾗ┌デ ｷゲゲ┌Wゲ デﾗ Sﾗ ┘ｷデｴ 
their sexuality becoming public knowledge. As there was no pre-requisite to such a 
case; therefore, it was unclear whether or not the marriage was legitimate, 
whether it could be annulled, or whether a divorce needed to take place. The case 
forced the legal profession to take a stance homosexual marital relationships, and 
unveiled societal concern about female homosexuality.  
When questioned on her inability to see that Barker was, in fact, a woman, she 
stated,  
I never for a moment imagined that my husband was anything but the 
person he always appeared to be. He always seemed neurotic and suffered 
from fits of depression. He was of a nervous, excitable disposition. I put all 
this down to his supposed war services. I thought it was the result of shell-
                                                          





shock. The back of his neck and shoulders was covered with scars. He told 
me they were old shrapnel wounds. I never doubted it for a moment.572  
Similarly, newspapers reporting the court case repeatedly focused on 
B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ ﾏ;ゲI┌ﾉｷﾐW ;ヮヮW;ヴ;ﾐIWく TｴW┞ SWゲIヴｷHWS ｴWヴ ;ゲ けT;ﾉﾉ ;ﾐS Hヴﾗ;Sが ゲｴW ｴ;S ﾗﾐ ; 
fawn raincoat over a light grey costume and a soft black felt hat of a type usually 
worn by men. Her hair was cut close, and she had golf stockings and flat-heeled 
ゲｴﾗWゲくげ573 Thus, as Barker looked masculine, his wife was forgiven for believing that 
he was actually a man, rather than a biological woman.  The case of Colonel Barker 
reflected the wider crisis of masculinity that was established following the First 
World War. While Barker was exhibiting signs commonly attributed to women, 
hysteria and neurosis, they were explained away due to his masculine appearance 
and the number of men who presented with signs of shell shock after the onset of 
war in 1914.  
Jﾗ;ﾐﾐ; Bﾗ┌ヴﾆW ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ デｴW Fｷヴゲデ WﾗヴﾉS W;ヴ けヮヴﾗ┗ﾗﾆWS ; ﾏ;ﾃﾗヴ Iヴｷゲｷゲ ｷﾐ 
the lives of the great majority of men iﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐくげ574 She asserts,  
The period following the Great War is portrayed as the end of Victorian 
certainties. Society was less secure. World-wide economic depression and 
ﾉ;Hﾗ┌ヴ ┌ﾐヴWゲデ ┌ﾐSWヴﾏｷﾐWS ﾏWﾐげゲ ヴﾗﾉWゲ ;ゲ HヴW;S┘ｷﾐﾐWヴゲく TｴW ｪ;ｷﾐゲ デｴW┞ 
made in the political sphere were offset by those made women. Indeed, 
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feminism came to be regarded by many men as a direct hit below their 
HWﾉデゲぐ デｴW ﾐW┘ ﾏ;ゲI┌ﾉｷﾐｷデ┞ ﾗa デｴW ｷﾐデWヴ-war years have been seen as a 
response to the perceived need to reassert manliness in a society 
undergoing rapid change.575  
F┌ヴデｴWヴﾏﾗヴWが ゲｴW ﾐﾗデWゲが けデｴWヴW ｷゲ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;HﾉW ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ｷデ┞ ;Hﾗ┌デ ┘ｴ;デ 
Iﾗﾐゲデｷデ┌デWゲ けﾏ;ゲI┌ﾉｷﾐｷデ┞げくげ576 The case of Colonel Barker revealed the ambiguity of 
what constituted masculinity after the First World War.  
However, while Barker reflected a plethora of issues associated with a crisis 
of masculinity, the case also became one of interest to twentieth century feminists. 
The Sheffield Independent reported that the court case featuring Colonel Barker 
was of particular interest to women who viewed him as pushing traditional female 
boundaries, thus demonstrating that women could do the same things that men 
could. Therefore, the paper argued, that Barker became a figurehead for feminism 
in the 1930s.  
けColonelげ B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ ﾏ;ゲケ┌Wヴ;SW ;ゲ ; man is hailed as one of the finest 
victories for feminism for many years by the French newspaper けLa Liberteげ. 
The fact that a woman successfully passed as a man for six years 
paradoxically advances as a reason for giving French women the vote. 
けColonel Barker has shattered one masculine argument for ever,げ says the 
ﾐW┘ゲヮ;ヮWヴく さHﾗ┘ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ デｷﾏWゲ ｴ;┗W ┘W ｴW;ヴSぎ けTｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾗﾐW デｴｷﾐｪ デｴW┞ 
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cannot do に ﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ ゲWヴ┗ｷIWがげ ;ﾐS ﾐﾗ┘ けCﾗﾉﾗﾐWﾉ B;ヴﾆWヴ IﾗﾏWゲ ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ ; 
ゲﾉ;ゲｴｷﾐｪ Iﾗﾐデヴ;SｷIデｷﾗﾐざ Nﾗデ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｴ;ゲ ; さaヴ;ｷﾉざ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ for many years 
assumed the guise of a man without exciting the slightest suspicion, but she 
successfully maintained a military role, one which is farthest from the 
feminine character. けIa ┞ﾗ┌ Sﾗﾐげデ aｷﾐS ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ WゲI;ヮ;SW デｴW ﾏﾗゲデ ゲデヴｷﾆｷﾐｪ 
proof of the equality of the sexes, then you are adopting an unfair attitude,げ 
adds けLa Liberte.げ577 
A similar report was published in the Derby Daily Telegraph,  
Fashionably dressed women crowded the Old Bailey, today, when Lillias 
Irma Valerie Arkell-Smith, the woman who for several years lived as a man, 
ヮ;ゲゲｷﾐｪ ;ゲ けCﾗﾉﾗﾐWﾉ B;ヴﾆWヴげ ヮﾉW;SWS ﾐﾗデ ｪ┌ｷﾉデ┞ デﾗ Iﾗﾏﾏｷデデｷﾐｪ ヮWヴﾃ┌ヴ┞ ｷﾐ ;ﾐ 
affidavit but guilty to the charge of having caused a false statement to be 
entered in a register of marriage.578 
Both newspapers focused on the female attendance at the court case, and 
how it appealed to women. It was evident that Barker challenged the perception 
that women were inferior to men, revealing that Barker went to war and people did 
not suspect that he was biologically female. Thus, Barker exposed the inability to 
categorize British people into two distinct genders, which had been so incredibly 
ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW VｷIデﾗヴｷ;ﾐ ヮWヴｷﾗSく J;ﾏWゲ VWヴﾐﾗﾐ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デが けAデ W;Iｴ デヴｷ;ﾉ デｴW 
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;ﾏHｷｪ┌ﾗ┌ゲ ﾉWｪ;ﾉ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ ﾏ;ゲケ┌Wヴ;SW ┘;ゲ Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷ┣WSが デｴW ﾉ;w 
addressing it differently on each occasion as it struggled to remove the 
ｷﾐSWデWヴﾏｷﾐ;I┞ デｴ;デ ゲ┌ヴヴﾗ┌ﾐSWS B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ ｪWﾐSWヴ ;ﾐS ゲW┝┌;ﾉｷデ┞くげ579 The Justice of the 
PW;IW ;ﾐS LﾗI;ﾉ Gﾗ┗WヴﾐﾏWﾐデ ‘W┗ｷW┘ け┘;ゲ ;ﾐ┝ｷﾗ┌ゲ デﾗ ヴW;aaｷヴﾏ デｴW ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐIW ﾗa 
prosecuting those who masqueraded either to commit an immoral act punishable 
H┞ ﾉ;┘ ﾗヴ デﾗ ﾗHデ;ｷﾐ ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉ ;S┗;ﾐデ;ｪWくげ580 Tｴ┌ゲが けぐB;ヴﾆWヴげゲ ヱΓヲΓ ;ﾐS ヱΓンΑ I;ゲWゲ 
were invoked, acknowledging that the publicity that they attracted had served as a 
catalyst in the attempt to clarify the law as regards cross-SヴWゲゲｷﾐｪくげ581 The press 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷ┣WS B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ ﾉｷaW ;ゲ ; ﾏ;ﾐ ;ゲ ; けﾏ;ゲケ┌Wヴ;SWげが け; ﾏ;ゲﾆ デｴ;デ ｴｷS ; SWWヮWヴ 
ヴW;ﾉｷデ┞げく582 
MﾗヴWﾗ┗Wヴが B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ I;ゲW reflected numerous debates in British society; it 
embodied the narrative surrounding the crisis of masculinity, as well as female 
emancipation and empowerment.583 However, it also revealed concerns around 
homosexual marital relationships and the need for legal clarification on such issues 
in the twentieth century, as there became more sexual freedom than ever before. A 
ヴWヮﾗヴデ ヮ┌HﾉｷゲｴWS ｷﾐ ヱΓヲΓ ﾐﾗデWS デｴW ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐIW ﾗa デｴW I;ゲWが け“W┗Wヴ;ﾉ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS 
unusual points of law are raised in this case. In the first place, it is apparently no 
offence for a woman to masquerade as a man, although it is a criminal offence for a 
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582 Ibid., p. 46.  
583 It also poses questions about how to read historical subjects against twenty-first century 





ﾏ;ﾐ デﾗ ﾏ;ゲケ┌Wヴ;SW ;ゲ ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐくげ584 Furthermore, it raised questions female 
homosexuality; whilst it was never illegal for two women to be in a relationship, it 
was legally condemned for two men to be in a relationship. It was argued that a 
marriage between two women was not a marriage and therefore, they were unsure 
whether they could prosecute on the legal documents. 
The ambiguity surrounding the reasons why Barker wished to dress as a man 
continued throughout the case, as the lawyer for thW SWaWﾐIW ゲデ;デWSが けTｴW 
defendant instructs me that she has a reason which she does not at the moment 
ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲW デﾗ Sｷ┗┌ﾉｪW aﾗヴ ┘W;ヴｷﾐｪ ﾏWﾐげゲ ;デデｷヴWく Ia I Iﾗ┌ﾉS デWﾉﾉ ┞ﾗ┌ デｴW ヴW;ゲﾗﾐ I ;ﾏ ゲ┌ヴW 
┞ﾗ┌ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS aWWﾉ ゲﾗﾏW ゲ┞ﾏヮ;デｴ┞ ┘ｷデｴ ｴWヴくげ585 The lawyer pleaded for leniency due to 
デｴW ｷﾐデｷﾏ;デW ;ﾐS WﾏH;ヴヴ;ゲゲｷﾐｪ ヴW;ゲﾗﾐ aﾗヴ B;ヴﾆWヴげゲ ﾏ;ゲケ┌Wヴ;SW ;ゲ ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐく 
However, there was no confirmation of this reason; neither Barker, nor her 
attorney, revealed the secret reason why he wished to dress as a man. However, 
they alluded to something that was too embarrassing to share with the public, 
leaving them wondering the real reason why she was dressing in masculine clothes, 
and continuing the mystery around the exhibition. The embarrassment Barker had 
already faced was used to encourage compassion aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ヮヴﾗゲWI┌デｷﾗﾐが けOﾐW ﾗa デｴW 
ｪヴW;デ ヮ┌ﾐｷゲｴﾏWﾐデゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴｷゲ SWaWﾐS;ﾐデ ｴ;ゲ ;ﾉヴW;S┞ ｴ;S デﾗ ゲ┌aaWヴぐｷゲ デｴ;デ ﾏWﾏHWヴゲ 
ﾗa デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI IﾗﾏW デﾗ ｪ;┣W ┌ヮﾗﾐ ｴWヴ ┘ｴWヴW┗Wヴ ゲｴW ｪﾗWゲくげ586 Therefore, the case was 
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used to highlight the shame placed on those who deviated stereotypical gender 
norms or heteronormative sexuality.  
Conclusion  
Dｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ;デ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ゲW;ゲｷSW ヴWゲﾗヴデゲ reflected the 
contemporary discourse surrounding gender and sexuality in twentieth century 
Britain. Between 1900 and 1950, traditional gender roles were challenged by the 
effect of the First and Second World Wars, which took women out of their 
traditional roles in the home and into the public sphere. The fight for female 
emancipation and equal rights with men, culminated in females over 30, with a 
property, receiving the right to vote in 1928. However, as the war left men, 
suffering from its strains, including diseases of the mind such as shell-shock, and 
┘ﾗﾏWﾐ HWIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ ﾏﾗヴW けﾏ;ﾐﾐｷゲｴげ ｷﾐ ﾉﾗﾗﾆゲ ;ﾐS SWIﾗヴ┌ﾏが デｴWヴW ┘;ゲ Iﾗﾐcern about 
the effect of the blending of genders. This transcended the medical profession, as 
doctors thought that women could spontaneously become men, if they took part in 
masculine pursuits. Moreover, there was inherent concern about sexual deviance 
and the rise of homosexuality; the seaside space was one in which sexual deviance 
┘;ゲ ﾏﾗヴW ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ デﾗ ﾗII┌ヴく Tｴｷゲ ﾏ;SW Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ; ヮWヴデｷﾐWﾐデ 
part of the seaside environment. Therefore, such displays, including the display of 
Colonel Barker, must be understood in relation to the concern about blurred lines 
between men and women, and increasing concern about the rise of homosexuality 
in the twentieth century. This was evident in the Barker case, as there was no law 





changing conceptualization of gender and sexuality in the period. Furthermore, 
they gave the public an opportunity to discuss such issues, as the legal professional 













In 1947, British Pathé film revealed the continued popularity of freak shows 
with British holidaymakers throughout the first half of the twentieth century. It 
statedが けaﾗヴ ;ﾉﾉ デｴW ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷI;ﾉ ｪ;SｪWデゲ ｷﾐ┗WﾐデWS aﾗヴ an antidote to boredom, the 
ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ｴW;ヴデ ゲデｷﾉﾉ デｴヴｷﾉﾉゲ デﾗ デｴW ヮﾉW;ゲ┌ヴW ﾗa ┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ ゲｷｪｴデゲ ﾗa aヴW;ﾆゲ ;ﾐS ﾏﾗﾐゲデWヴゲくげ587 
Freak shows were a cultural institution of the Victorian period, and entertained 
people from all social backgrounds in various spaces for entertainment across 
Britain. Developments in science and medicine in the latter years of the nineteenth 
century altered the perception of staring at unusual people for entertainment; it 
┘;ゲ ﾐﾗ ﾉﾗﾐｪWヴ ; ┘ｷSWﾉ┞ ;IIWヮデWS ヮ;ゲデｷﾏW aﾗヴ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐげゲ upper classes. However, the 
working classes continued to attend freak shows as part of their summer holiday 
entertainments at seaside resorts such as Blackpool, Margate, and Southend-on-
Sea. Within the confines of the summer seasons, the public were permitted to stare 
at those with unusual bodies, as part of the traditional programme of 
entertainment.  
This thesis has combined the history of the seaside and the history of the 
freak show to understand the continuation of freakery in Britain throughout the 
first half of the twentieth century. There has been significant scholarly attention 
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given to freak shows in the nineteenth century, with much of this work 
concentrated on displays of unusual bodies in America. N;Sﾃ; D┌ヴH;Iｴげゲ ゲWﾏｷﾐ;ﾉ 
work Spectacle of Deformity provides interesting and important insight into the 
history of freak shows in Britain and, thus, provides the foundation for this work. 
Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが デｴｷゲ デｴWゲｷゲ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ D┌ヴH;Iｴげゲ ;ゲゲWヴデｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ デｴW aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘ WﾐSWS 
following the influx of many disabled ex-servicemen in Britain in the aftermath of 
the First World War, the introduction of legislation that restricted the employment 
of foreign workers, the emergence of the beauty industry, and the rise of the 
disability rights movement.588. Instead, it offers a more nuanced understanding of 
attitudes towards difference in the first half of the twentieth century. It argues that, 
despite burgeoning scientific and medical knowledge of disability, people continued 
to be curious in human variation. The public indulged this interest through visiting 
freak shows on their summer holidays to the coast. 
The thesis suggests that although visiting freak shows became less accepted 
in modern urban spaces, it remained a popular form of summertime entertainment, 
within traditional British seaside resorts. Therefore, it tracks the transition of freak 
shows from metropolitan areas to coastal locations. It suggests that the migration 
of freak shows from urban centres to the geographical peripheries of Britain 
reflected the changing place of freak shows in British culture, as they moved from a 
central mode of entertainment to one which was only acceptable during summer 
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seasons. Holidaymakers behaviour altered as they travelled between the city and 
the seaside, and they engaged in pursuits that they would not normally partake in 
during their everyday lives, including staring at unusual bodies for entertainment. 
Moreover, the thesis conceptualises the continuities and changes in public attitudes 
towards staring at those with unusual bodies for entertainment. While the freak 
show of the Victorian period was a form of amusement for upper and working 
classes alike, the freak show in the twentieth century became a peripheral form of 
entertainment on the margins of British life. Therefore, they primarily took place in 
seaside resorts that were popular with the working classes. The thesis has 
demonstrated the class shift between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; no 
longer was it acceptable for people from the upper classes to stare at those with 
anomalous bodies for entertainment, but the working classes continued to enjoy 
freak shows as part of their summertime excursions.  Therefore, the thesis has 
shown the changing tastes and sensibilities of the British public throughout the 
period 1900 to 1950; although in the Victorian period all classes were interested in 
those with unusual bodies, as a form of entertainment and education, freak shows 
became a form of entertainment most popular with the working classes in search of 
cheap thrills and titillating amusements.  
Furthermore, this thesis has situated freak shows within the history of 
health and normality. It demonstrates the similarity between the freak shows of the 
Victorian period, and the freak shows in the first half of the twentieth century; it 





conceptualisations of health, wellness, normality, and abnormality, in the 
construction of those with unusual bodies for entertainment. It was the unique and 
complex creation of coastal locations on the margins of British life from the 1920s 
onwards, which were simultaneously spaces of health and entertainment, that 
enabled the continuation of freakery at British seaside resorts. Housed in booths 
and stalls along the seafront, this thesis has assessed the different bodies that were 
displayed at seaside resorts including midgets, starvation performers, fat people, 
;ﾐS けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげく Iデ ｴ;ゲ IﾗﾐデW┝デ┌;ﾉｷゲWS デｴWゲW HﾗSｷWゲ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ 
and cultural environment, to fully comprehend how audiences understood displays 
of freakery as a form of summertime entertainment. It has specifically situated 
these exhibitions within contemporary ideas surrounding health, wellness, and 
nationhood, to understand how British holidaymakers conceptualised themselves 
and their bodies in relation to those on display. 
As Britain became an ever more industrial nation, seaside resorts and 
holidays grew with unprecedented popularity. Chapter One demonstrated that the 
tourist experience was a distinct spatio-temporal event that altered the societal 
expectations placed on the public, and transformed them into holidaymakers, as 
they visited British coastal resorts from 1900 to 1950. The seaside space provided 
the physical context for the different events and experiences associated with 
seaside holidays. However, it also reflected the socio-cultural significance of those 
events. Seaside spaces were complex and unique environments; they were affected 





the influence of the holidaymaking crowds, and the competing ideals of local 
authorities and entrepreneurs. けC;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ヴWゲﾗヴデゲが デｴ;デ ┘WヴW デ┞ヮｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾐW;ヴ 
large cities, and most popular with the working classes (namely Blackpool, Margate, 
and Southend-on-Sea), were associated with wider debates about the function and 
ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ﾗa ﾉWｷゲ┌ヴW ｷﾐ Bヴｷデ;ｷﾐく NW┗WヴデｴWﾉWゲゲが けI;ヴﾐｷ┗;ﾉWゲケ┌Wげ ゲW;ゲｷSW ゲヮ;IWゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS 
the physical context for the continuation of freak shows in the twentieth century. 
The construIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; けデﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ ｪ;┣Wげ ﾏW;ﾐデ デｴ;デ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI W┝ヮWIデWS デﾗ ゲWW ┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ 
sights on their summer holidays. This thesis argues that the unique seaside space, 
┘ｴｷIｴ a;Iｷﾉｷデ;デWS デｴW IヴW;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW けデﾗ┌ヴｷゲデ ｪ;┣Wげ and permitted the continuation of 
freak shows in British culture until the mid-twentieth century. Moreover, Chapter 
One showed that seaside freakery performances were constructed with concepts 
specific to the seaside environment, as well as wider contemporary social and 
cultural debates. Seaside freaks gave the public the freedom to renegotiate their 
identity, both has British citizens and as holidaymakers. These different facets of 
seaside resorts worked together to shape the understanding of freaks in seaside 
locations.  
Holidays in the twentieth century to British seaside resorts were popular 
with the public. Fathers and mothers brought their children for an enjoyable time 
together by the coast. Against a backdrop of the changing role of men and women 
in British society, a move from patriarchal to companionship marriage, and a rising 
level of divorce as the century progressed, there was concern surrounding the 





World War, there was a move back towards domesticity and the home became 
central to constructing a national identity. Part of this, was ensuring that the public 
were keeping their bodies and minds healthy. Through the analysis of images, film 
clips, and newspapers, Chapter Two argued that midget troupes reflected many 
prominent ideas surrounding marriage, domesticity, and recreation in the first half 
of the twentieth century. Midget weddings were some of the most spectacular 
forms of entertainment in the summer season and thousands of people gathered to 
see the bride and groom, alongside their freak show entourage, leave the church. 
The ceremonial traditions and spectacle were similar to weddings that the public 
was acquainted with. However, they had additional factors, which associated them 
with the freak show. The celebration of midget weddings promoted marriage in the 
wake of its decline. It endorsed matrimony to the younger, single population. 
Furthermore, it encouraged married people to consider the sanctity of their own 
wedding vows. The widespread use of birth control and the rising rates of 
illegitimate births signified greater liberation and sexual freedom amidst the British 
public. Midget weddings promoted the consideration of sexual relationships only 
within the confines of a marital partnership. Their association with childlikeness and 
naivety demonstrated to onlookers that the midgets did not engage in premarital 
sexual relationships. Subsequently, this encouraged holidaymakers to consider 
domesticity, particularly with many of the displays placed in specialist midget 
villages. Domesticity conveyed the meanings associated with a stable family unit, 
namely happiness and healthiness. Therefore, when midget troupes were depicted 





and recreation that dominated coastal locations. Midget troupes, as miniature 
versions of average-sized British people, conceptualised the complex attitudes 
towards national identity, marriage, sexual experiences, and healthiness in their 
displays, permitting audiences to consider themselves in relation to those with 
unusual bodies, who both performed and were present in seaside spaces.  
The seaside space had many unique freakery performers; Chapter Three as-
sessed the display of starvation performers, who were exclusive to coastal locations 
from the 1930s. Fasting has been part of history since the medieval period to the 
present day. In medieval tradition, it was a sign of religiosity, demonstrating the pi-
ety of the people who could go without eating for an extended period. It is im-
portant to note that the female relationship with self-starvation was an extremely 
pertinent one. The case of Sarah Jacobs, demonstrated the continued relationship 
between self-starvation and religion, as many flocked to see the human miracle. 
Her fast revealed the tensions between religion and medicine, as both sought to ex-
plain the phenomenon. However, Jacobs also exposed self-starvation as an enter-
tainment and some travelled to see her for amusement or pleasure. 
 
Self-starvation continued as a spectacle into the twentieth century. Starva-
tion exhibitions were a prominent and intriguing part of the seaside freak show. 
Holidaymakers were confronted with starving brides, or indeed, vicars, as part of 





ｷI;デWS デﾗ ｴW;ﾉデｴ ;ﾐS ┘WﾉﾉﾐWゲゲが デｴW ゲデ;ヴ┗ｷﾐｪ HヴｷSWゲ ｪ;ヴﾐWヴWS ヮWﾗヮﾉWげゲ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデが ヮ;ヴデｷIど
┌ﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ ;ﾏｷSゲデ IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ｷゲゲ┌Wゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW けH┌ﾐｪヴ┞ Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSげ SWH;デW ;ﾐS デｴW ヴｷゲW 
of dieting in the middle classes. The performers directly contradicted the health ad-
vice of the time, which advocated a nutritious and wholesome diet, complemented 
by regular exercise such as swimming or walking. Starvation exhibits warned spec-
tators of the consequences of not maintaining a healthy physique, through the 
physical representations of deterioration associated with the displays. However, as 
the starvers were putting their lives in danger for their craft, they increased anxie-
ties from local corporations who were concerned about the reflection on seaside 
locations. Vandereyckn and van Deth suggest that,  
 
After 1930 they [fasting artists] almost completely disappeared from the 
scene. They lost out increasingly to other forms of entertainment (film, tele-
vision) and the improved social security system prevented them from having 
to earn their living as freaks. In addition, they were widely regarded as hu-
man beings with psychological disorders and defects, whose public exhibi-
tion was no longer deemed ethically justified.589  
 
Nevertheless, it is evident that fasting people performed in coastal locations 
until the mid-twentieth century. Fasting men and women continued to exhibit 
                                                          
589 Walter Vandereycken, and Ron Van Deth, From Fasting Saints to Anorexic Girls: The 






themselves regularly at seaside resorts and there was sustained debate in local 
newspapers regarding the appropriateness of the exhibitions. They remained popu-
lar until the 1950s there was greater awareness of the risks of purposefully starving 
and when coastal locations became a less prominent part of British cultural life.  
 
As the twentieth century progressed there was an awareness of the effect 
ﾗa W┝IWゲゲ ┘Wｷｪｴデ ﾗﾐ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ｴW;ﾉデｴ ;ﾐS ┘WﾉﾉHWｷﾐｪく WｴｷﾉW デｴW けH┌ﾐｪヴ┞ Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSげ 
debate raised concerns about the malnutrition of the British working classes there 
were also anxieties surrounding the rising obesity rates of the middle classes.  
Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ けWﾐaヴW;ﾆｷﾐｪげ デｴW a;デ HﾗS┞が ﾏWSｷI;ﾉ ヮヴﾗaWゲゲｷﾗﾐ;ﾉゲ Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ デﾗｪWデｴWヴ 
medical discourse and popular culture, and employed it to educate the public on 
the reasons why they should commit to losing weight. Obesity was condemned 
because of the physical risks associated with being overweight. However, there 
were numerous social sanctions that faced those who were too fat, including not 
being able to find clothes to fit. Chapter Four has argued that displays of fat people 
in freak shows were understood in relation to the contemporary health discourse 
surrounding the rising obesity rates in the middle classes. Comparable with the 
exhibitions of starvation performers, Miss Rosie and Lenny Mason were the 
epitome of what the British public should not be. Fat people gave audiences a 
tangible example of what was considered physically unhealthy. They had significant 
social meaning as well. For instance, a fat woman exposed their inability to control 





emasculated. However, through the construction of the fat person as funny, and 
the association of fatness with humiliation and shame, being overweight became a 
stigmatized and embarrassing problem. The display of fat freaks encouraged the 
unSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗa a;デ ヮWﾗヮﾉW ;ゲ け;Hﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ ;ﾐS けｴ┌ﾏﾗヴﾗ┌ゲげが Hﾗデｴ ヴWaﾉWIデｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS 
ヴW;aaｷヴﾏｷﾐｪ デｴW ヮヴﾗﾏﾗデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ ;ﾐS ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げく Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ﾉW;ヴﾐｷﾐｪ 
about body management and partaking in healthy activities, such as those provided 
by the WﾗﾏWﾐげゲ LW;ｪue of Health and Beauty and The New Health Society men and 
┘ﾗﾏWﾐ ┘WヴW WﾐIﾗ┌ヴ;ｪWS デﾗ I┌ﾉデｷ┗;デW ; けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉげ HﾗS┞が aﾗヴ デｴW ｴW;ﾉデｴ ;ﾐS ゲデヴWﾐｪデｴ 
of the British nation.  
TｴW ヮヴﾗﾏﾗデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷデ┞げ ｷﾐ ゲW;ゲｷSW aヴW;ﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘ W┝ｴｷHｷデｷﾗﾐゲ W┝デWﾐSWS デﾗ 
normal sexual behaviour. Dｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, half-┘ﾗﾏWﾐげ ;デ Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ゲW;ゲｷSW 
resorts reflected the changing beliefs surrounding gender and sexuality in twentieth 
century Britain. Between 1900 and 1950, traditional gender roles were challenged 
by the effect of the First and Second World Wars, which took women out of their 
traditional roles in the home and into the public sphere. The fight for female 
emancipation and equal rights with men, culminated in females over 30, with a 
property, receiving the right to vote in 1928. However, as the war left effeminate 
men, suffering from the strain of war, including diseases of the mind such as shell-
ゲｴﾗIﾆが ;ﾐS ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ HWIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ ﾏﾗヴW けﾏ;ﾐﾐｷゲｴげ ｷﾐ ﾉﾗﾗﾆゲ ;ﾐS SWIﾗヴ┌ﾏが デｴWヴW ┘;ゲ 
concern about the effect of the amalgamation of genders. This transcended the 
medical profession, as doctors thought that women could spontaneously become 





about sexual deviance and the rise of homosexuality; the seaside space was one in 
┘ｴｷIｴ ゲW┝┌;ﾉ SW┗ｷ;ﾐIW ┘;ゲ ﾏﾗヴW ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ デﾗ ﾗII┌ヴく Tｴｷゲ ﾏ;SW Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾗa けｴ;ﾉa-men, 
half-┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ; ヮWヴデｷﾐWﾐデ part of the seaside environment. Therefore, such displays, 
including the display of Colonel Barker, must be understood in relation to the 
concern about blurred lines between men and women, and increasing concern 
about the rise of homosexuality in the twentieth century. This was evident in the 
Barker case, as there was no law against female homosexuality. Both the 
exhibitions and the court cases reflect the changing conceptualization of gender 
and sexuality in the period. Furthermore, they gave the public an opportunity to 
discuss such issues, as the legal professional attempted to clarify the law 
surrounding sexual deviance. 
Through assessing a variety of people who were exhibited as part of the 
seaside freak show, this thesis has illuminated and embellished the freak show 
story to effectively show its continuation through to 1950. Due to the confines of 
this study, it has not analysed every form of bodily difference that was part of the 
seaside freak show. For example, it has not dealt with the racial freaks that were 
displayed at the front, as this has been the focus of many scholarly works on the 
history of freakery and they were not a prominent aspect of seaside entertainment. 
However, through the analysis of a selection of the people who were 
displayed as part of the seaside entertainment environment, the thesis has 
ultimately argued freak shows were embedded with meaning and significance for 





if nationhood, class, and gender. Running through has been a discourse about 
healthy and unhealthy bodies, co-constituted both by freak show actors and by 
those with the tourist gaze. Through their attendance at the freak show, 
holidaymakers learnt about their own bodies, health, and normality through staring 
at those who possessed an abnormal physical frame. As such, freak shows 
encompassed many broader debates about health, wellness, and national identity.  
The images and newspaper reports that were associated with the 
exhibitions revealed multiple layers of performance at work, as displays were 
constructed for the education and entertainment of the public. This thesis has 
ended its coverage in 1950, a reflection of both decline of the seaside holiday and 
of the rise of other forms of entertainment in Britain, further investigation and 
analysis is required to further comprehend the continued human fascination with 
physical and mental difference. With the rise of film and television, it would be 
beneficial to assess whether or not the British public continued to indulge their 
interest in the unusual in discrete and darkened cinematic spaces, which were both 
public and private, or latterly, within the privacy of their own homes. This thesis has 
argued that the construction of freak spaces and performers in the first half of the 
twentieth century reveals complex narratives of gender, class, and citizenship, in 
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